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Foreword by Professor John Gray 
 
and 
s and 
uestions. About a decade ago this 
somewhat insular approach started to change as interest began to grow in the 
ll-
y 
f our competitors had been doing better - and consistently so. 
What could be gleaned from greater understanding of approaches and practices 
 by suggestions that a topic was not emphasised to the same extent in that 
country. In the absence of systematic and detailed comparisons it was often difficult 
 
ame 
s of Maths, Science and Literacy rather than just isolated components. And 
third, by attempting to understand the inter-connectedness between the various 
onded by making their 
methods and assumptions clear and accessible. Their report, in my view, represents 
etting to grips with the issues. 
The context 
What should be taught in primary schools as part of the National Curriculum 
how? Until fairly recently England used to rely largely on its own history, debate
traditions to determine answers to such q
approaches adopted in other countries.  
Such interest was stimulated, in part, by England’s performance in various 
international comparisons of pupil achievement. In line with expectations for a we
developed educational system, the country almost always performed respectably, 
sometimes did well and, more occasionally, performed exceptionally. But, at the 
same time, there was a developing sense, supported to some extent by the surve
evidence, that some o
adopted elsewhere?  
The major problem with many of the early forays into this territory was that the 
methods of investigation adopted were often partial and fairly unsystematic. Too 
much weight was probably placed on single country comparisons and too little 
attention was paid to how the parts made up the whole. Some countries’ apparent 
‘under-performance’ in one area of the curriculum or another could often been 
explained
to know. 
The research presented here seeks to address some of the problems inherent in
earlier comparisons. First, by looking simultaneously at several countries at the s
time rather than just one or two. Second, by seeking to form judgements about 
breadth and depth in all areas of the national curricula under review in the core 
subject
parts. 
Given the relative paucity of previous research in this area, the agenda was always 
going to be challenging for the National Foundation for Educational Research 
(NFER) and its international collaborators. The team have resp
a considerable step forward in g
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 Methodological foundations 
The methodological precedents for this kind of work have been forged in the 
technical committees which have met to determine the content of the tests that are 
st 
bers.  
ght and that 
the test items make a reasonable stab at assessing the underlying knowledge and 
national curriculum. This is not an exact science and 
stereotypes of other countries’ approaches can persist. The internationally ‘tested’ 
 been 
ts 
 
the 
mparison country ‘broader’ in terms of content 
covered, ‘similar’ or ‘narrower’ than in the English case? And second, were they 
 
remained the same in all cases, some countries presented more challenges than 
le 
ss to the 
ve country 
administered in international surveys, such as Trends in International Mathematics 
and Science Study (TIMSS) and Programme for International Student Assessment 
(PISA). Over the years such groups have become skilled at winnowing down the va
array of content that could potentially be assessed into more manageable num
What has to emerge is a considerable degree of agreement amongst the experts that 
the international tests reflect what pupils in their own countries are tau
skills embodied in each 
curriculum is inevitably therefore a reflection of what the curricula of the participating 
countries share in common rather than the ways in which they differ. 
Building on expertise 
The research presented here makes use of the considerable expertise that has
built up over the years in these international test setting and curriculum related 
exercises but puts it to wider and different uses. It started with the granular elemen
of the national curricula of each participating country and sorted them into three 
groups: (a) components which were similar in the two curricula; (b) components 
which were present in the English National Curriculum but not the comparison 
country; and (c) those present in the comparison country but not in England. Then
two judgements were formed. First, were the various domains which made up 
curriculum for each subject in the co
‘harder’, ‘similar’ or ‘easier’? This series of judgements were then summated into 
more global assessments of the ‘breadth’ and ‘difficulty’ of each country’s overall 
curriculum in the three subjects. These provide the basis for the report’s main 
conclusions. 
The research has involved tackling systematically a considerable number of paired
country comparisons. As the report makes clear, although the basic methodology 
others. For each comparison a member of the NFER team in England was paired 
with an expert from the relevant country; in some cases, however, it was not possib
to identify someone with the relevant expertise within the time-scale of the project 
and, in these instances, alternative but acceptable procedures had to be adopted.  
I was asked by the Department for Children Schools and Families (DCSF) to look 
with a fresh pair of eyes at some of the comparisons and was given acce
range of detailed spreadsheets produced by the research team. I audited fi
comparisons in considerable detail as well as looking at specific sub-areas of several 
more. In every case I generated similar (but not always identical) judgements to 
 viii
 those which had been reached by the NFER and international judges. If I diff
this was almost always in the de
ered, 
gree of certainty I attached to particular 
l strength of this report that those making the 
matically signal the ‘confidence’ with which they formed 
as to 
 
ample, transcend differences of country and cultural 
context and there is often considerable agreement amongst educationists about the 
 was 
etail 
tch and Swedes, by comparison, seem to rely 
mainly on ‘broad generalisations and eschew specificity’, especially in the area of 
at 
nts 
 much 
 
oad, 
 what should be taught in a particular area; others 
go to great lengths to spell out the details. Furthermore, there is little sense that 
 what is strikingly revealed by the research is that practices regarding the 
nature, extent and specificity of curricular guidance can vary substantially within the 
same country when different subjects are being compared. Fortunately the NFER 
team seem well aware of such difficulties, are quick to identify the limitations they 
comparisons. It is an unusua
judgements clearly and syste
their views. Of course, the NFER research team were better placed than I w
make the calls - each country expert will have brought additional contextual 
knowledge to the discussions. 
Problems and challenges 
Some of the comparison judgements were relatively straightforward. Many 
components of national curricula read (even in translation) as if they have been 
constructed by groups of curriculum designers with similar concerns and similar 
understandings of pupils’ development. This is scarcely surprising. Many aspects of
Maths and Science, for ex
ways in which the rudiments of understanding are best instilled. However, there
greater variation across the countries with respect to guidance about developing 
Literacy, doubtless reflecting the different traditions and difficulties associated with 
learning their languages. 
Some other issues which need to be factored into the equation are also worth 
mentioning. The English National Curriculum is towards one end of a continuum; six 
of the countries reviewed are not dissimilar in the high levels of specificity and d
they provide to their schools. The Du
Literacy. Where the fine detail is absent it can be more difficult to establish wh
precisely is being taught and to whom. Local experts can compensate to some extent 
by using their knowledge to fill in some of the gaps but a degree of uncertainty 
inevitably affects the comparisons. 
This point relates to a bigger issue that emerges when national curricula are 
compared. There is considerable unevenness in the ways in which these docume
have evolved over time. One must work with the documents without knowing
about how they came into existence, how they have subsequently been modified and
why. Some curriculum designers seem to content themselves with relatively br
all-encompassing statements about
different areas of the curriculum should be handled in similar ways. Indeed, 
occasionally, whilst some areas of the curriculum can seem over-specified, on other 
issues guidance can seem relatively sparse. The silences and omissions can 
sometimes be difficult to interpret.  
In brief,
   ix
 encountered and are at pains to be even-handed in the conclusions they draw as a 
 considerable similarities, it seems, in the ways in which the 
comparator countries hand out guidance in the core areas of Maths, Science and 
 
hich 
n 
 of the Maths curriculum, however, there do seem to be differences of 
emphasis. There is considerably less match, for example, in the ways in which 
t 
e, 
he 
s 
higher expectations, whilst Chinese Taipei may have. Meanwhile, with respect to 
t 
e 
. 
of variations in approach, however, the comparisons in this area 
were often more difficult to pin down. Nevertheless, the researchers tentatively 
her 
and Latvia) demanded more. With respect to ‘Materials and their properties’ only one 
result. 
Key findings 
Bearing in mind these caveats, some of the report’s findings are extremely 
interesting. There are
Literacy and in terms of what they choose to emphasise. But there are also some 
notable differences. 
In the Maths area, for example, roughly two thirds of the elements of the Number 
curriculum seem to be shared in common with most of the other high performing 
countries; indeed there is only one topic which is covered in the English curriculum
that is apparently uncommon elsewhere. Bearing in mind the granular level at w
these comparisons were being made, very high levels of match would be unlikely. I
other areas
‘Shape, space and measures’ and ‘Handling data’ are tackled across the differen
systems.  
These factors, in turn, affect the general conclusions the report draws about the 
‘breadth’ and ‘difficulty’ of the various components of the Maths curricula under 
comparison. With respect to ‘Number’ four of the participating countries (Singapor
Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong and Latvia) seem to expect more than England; only t
Netherlands and Ontario expect less. A different picture emerges in relation to 
‘Shape, space and measures’; here only one country (Hong Kong) definitely ha
‘Handling data’, England seems to demand more of its pupils and on a broader fron
than most of the other high performing countries; only Ontario seems similar.  
The picture with respect to Reading also merits comment. As in England, primary-
aged children elsewhere are encouraged to develop different reading strategies 
(phonics, word recognition, grammar and contextual understanding), to read for 
information, to look at the features of non-fiction and non-literary texts, to decod
language structures, to engage with a range of different types of literature and so on
Given the extent 
conclude that expectations for English pupils in this area may be somewhat hig
than elsewhere. 
Comparisons were somewhat easier to make in the four areas of the Science 
curriculum and the research team’s higher ‘confidence’ ratings reflect this state of 
affairs. Of the five comparator countries involved only one (Latvia) seemed to expect 
more than England in the area of ‘Scientific Enquiry’. On the other hand, in the area 
of ‘Life processes and living things’ three of the countries (Singapore, Chinese Taipei 
 x
    xi
sses’ 
a 
ar expectations for English pupils compared to those from 
 performing countries are somewhere in the middle of the pack. 
 
lum 
le 
 
um, 
e justifications for the various differences in curricular emphasis and 
approach. In a minority of instances these approaches might also benefit from some 
thinking. 
f Cambridge 
July 2008 
country (Chinese Taipei) definitely expected more whereas for ‘Physical proce
three did so (Chinese Taipei, Latvia and Ontario). One gets the sense that in the are
of Science curricul
internationally high
Closing thought 
All the high performing countries involved in the research had developed different 
traditions for offering guidance to their schools. What general lessons are revealed 
by this benchmarking exercise of national curricula? In broad terms the picture that 
emerges is a largely reassuring one - most countries teach the same sorts of things
as we do and to the same sort of depth. In the main, the English primary curricu
is strongly aligned to those of its international comparators. Interestingly, no sing
country in the study had curricula in all three areas under investigation (Maths, 
Science and Literacy) which were simultaneously, across the board, broader in 
content and more demanding than those on offer to their English counterparts. The
patterns were invariably more uneven. On the other hand, the research points to a 
number of areas where other countries are clearly expecting more knowledge and 
understanding than we do in England amongst pupils of similar ages. At a minim
the forthcoming Rose Review of the Primary curriculum in England will find value in 
revisiting th
re
 
John Gray 
Professor of Education,  
University o

 1 Key Findings 
England’s mathematics, science and literacy curricula for Key Stage 2 have been 
compared with those of countries with a high level of performance in international 
comparative surveys in the primary years. Some systematic differences between 
England’s curricula and the others have been identified: 
Mathematics 
The structure of England’s mathematics curriculum, by content, is similar to most of 
the others in comparator countries.  
The basic division into number, geometry and data handling is common amongst the 
curricula.   
The emphasis on process is shared by most of the other curricula.   
England’s curriculum for number is judged to be narrower and less demanding than 
the majority of the other curricula. 1 
In data handling, by contrast, the curriculum in England is broader and more 
demanding than those elsewhere.   
In geometry the emphasis in England on visualization and transformational geometry 
is not shared by the other countries.   
Overall much of the content  of England’s mathematics curriculum is also included in 
the other curricula.   
Science 
The structure of England’s science curriculum, Scientific enquiry and then divided by 
content, is just one of a variety of structures seen in the comparator countries.  
Thematic structuring is one of the alternatives found.   
The basic division of content into biology, chemistry and physics (with other 
nomenclature) was not widely shared, with several curricula breaking content down 
into more discrete areas.   
The emphasis on scientific enquiry is shared by all of the other curricula, but not all 
have it as a structural element.   
England’s curriculum for Physical processes is judged to be narrower and less 
demanding than the majority of the other curricula.   
                                            
1 Number in the England national curriculum comprises 4 sections, Using and applying 
number, Numbers and the number system, Calculations and Solving numerical problems.   
      1
 England’s curriculum for Life processes and living things is judged to be narrower 
than those elsewhere, but not always less demanding. 
For both Scientific enquiry and Materials and their properties the tendency is for the
level of demand t
 
o be similar to most of the other curricula.   
ch of the content of England’s science curriculum is also included in the 
ulum by language mode - speaking and 
listening, reading, writing - is not replicated exactly in any of the comparator 
The literacy curricula in the comparator countries are much more likely to include an 
 is 
Some of the comparator literacy curricula are expressed in general terms which 
In reading, the requirement for an analytic approach to the study of texts in England 
No other overall patterns could be detected, given the differences of approach across 
m appears similar to 
lt in.  
s the form of streaming.  
In the later primary years the lowest attaining pupils take a curriculum with reduced 
The other systems regard it as the role of the teacher to deal with pupils of different 
 for 
ne curriculum framework for all”.   
ractice in England is similar to all of the other countries studied except for 
Singapore.    
 
Overall mu
other curricula.   
Literacy 
The structure of England’s literacy curric
countries, though some have similar categories. Structuring by purposes/uses of 
literacy is one of the alternatives found. 
elaboration of their underlying philosophy and rationale than England, where this
extremely brief. 
make it difficult to compare difficulty and breadth reliably. Others break down the 
skills and understandings into specific objectives in a similar way to England. 
is judged more demanding than the full comprehension of texts found in other 
curricula. 
countries. Broadly, the coverage of England’s literacy curriculu
that in the other curricula. 
Differentiation: Accommodating a Wide Spread of Ability 
Only one country, Singapore, was found to have a system with differentiation bui
This cuts in in the equivalent of Year 5 in England and take
content. This system, however, is being changed. Singapore also has a special 
programme for the gifted and those requiring extra help.   
ability. Several systems, including Hong Kong, stress that their curriculum is
everybody - “o
P
 2
 Implementation 
Several countries were found to have mandatory or recommended time allocations 
for mathematics, science and literacy. For mathematics around 3 hours per week 
was the most common time allocation, but Singapore gave more time to 
mathematics, rising to 5.5 hours by the end of the primary years. Science allocations 
were lower than for mathematics, substantially so in some countries. Literacy 
allocations tended to be higher than those for mathematics, but this was sometimes 
because pupils were not being taught in their native languages. Interestingly, no 
consistency was found in whether the time allocated to subjects increased with time, 
stayed the same or decreased.   
None of the curricula examined were accompanied by mandatory instructions on how 
mathematics, science or literacy were to be taught.  England is not unusual in this 
respect.   
   3
 2 Introduction and Policy Background 
At a time when the primary curriculum in England is being reviewed and revised one 
way of informing this work is to look at other curricula. This gives different views of, 
for example, how a curriculum can be structured, what it should contain, and how 
detailed it should be.   
This study looks at the curricula for mathematics, science and literacy. Selection of 
the countries to compare England’s curricula with was based on performance in 
international comparative surveys. For mathematics and science the data used was 
from the 2003 Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study, TIMSS. For 
literacy the 2006 Progress in Reading literacy Study (PIRLS) provided the data.  
Factors such as average performance in these studies, improved performance to a 
high standard and narrow spread of achievement at a high level were sought out.  
Consideration was given to also using data from the Programme for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) but checks on the relationship between performance of 
older students in PISA and younger ones in TIMSS or PIRLS revealed that a high 
level of performance in PISA was not always associated with a similar level of 
performance by younger students. For literacy the data available covers only reading 
but it was decided to compare both reading and writing curricula to get a fuller 
picture.   
The final selection of countries and subjects for comparison was: 
Science Mathematics Literacy 
Singapore Singapore Singapore 
Chinese Taipei Chinese Taipei Chinese Taipei 
Hong Kong Hong Kong  
 Netherlands Netherlands 
Latvia Latvia Latvia 
Ontario Ontario Ontario 
  British Columbia 
  Italy 
  Sweden 
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 3 Objectives 
There were three objectives. The main objective was to answer the question 
How does the content of the Primary Curriculum in England at Key stage 2 compare 
in literacy, maths and science to a range of high performing countries? 
This includes detail such as  
• The detail of what is taught and at what age, in what order and how much 
time is devoted to each area; 
• The relative difficulty of the content that children are expected to be able to 
do, learn and understand at ages 7 to 11; 
• The degree of interaction and overlap between the subjects, if any. (As 
opposed to, for example, the subjects being always taught and thought of 
separately) 
There were also 2 important secondary questions to answer. These were:  
How do good curricula deal with and accommodate a wide spread of ability, and what 
lessons could be learnt and transferred to England? 
Including 
• What measures and flexibilities, if any, do high performing countries include in 
their curricula that impact on the spread of their performance?  
• To what extent can the detailed content of national curricula be specified such 
that they are suitable to be taught or tailored to a wide range of abilities? 
• In high performing countries with a small spread of performance, to what 
extent can this be explained by the detailed curriculum content? 
and 
How are the curricula of a range of high performing countries implemented in 
practice? 
Including 
• To what extent do the curricula in high performing countries have allocated or 
mandatory time for particular subjects and areas of study within those 
subjects? 
• To what extent are there prescribed, or heavily guided, ways of teaching their 
detailed topic areas? 
• To what extent are teachers with a subject specialism used to teach their 
subjects? 
   5
 Methodology 
There are two basic strands to the methodology employed, how the comparison is 
made and by whom. The strategy has been to make each comparison twice, once at 
NFER and again in the country concerned. The selected countries were contacted 
and the contacts were asked to suggest a local expert to undertake the work.  This 
was possible for 14 of the 19 comparisons, but for the other 5 the agreed back-up 
plan, making the comparison twice in England, has had to be used. The local expert 
was able to provide extra information, particularly on local circumstances and 
provided a cross-check of the work done in England.   
The comparisons were made using Excel spreadsheets. The programme of study for 
England was entered with each element having its own row. The curriculum of the 
comparison country was matched up with England where possible but was also 
entered if no match was found. There were thus three types of row, ones where a 
match had been made, ones with the England curriculum only and ones with the 
comparison country’s curriculum only.   
Some elements of the England curriculum specify several objectives. An example 
from the mathematics curriculum is given below: 
Ma2.2b 
recognise and describe number patterns, including two and three-digit multiples of 2, 
5 or 10, recognising their patterns and using these to make predictions; make 
general statements, using words to describe a functional relationship, and test these; 
recognise prime numbers to 20 and square numbers up to 10 * 10; find factor pairs 
and all the prime factors of any two-digit integer 
This was not confined to the England curriculum and where this occurred in the 
comparison country’s curriculum the different objectives were matched separately to 
the England curriculum. There were, therefore, elements of the England curriculum 
matched to several parts of the comparison country’s curriculum and vice versa.   
For each element of the England curriculum a judgment was made as to whether the 
comparison country’s curriculum was broader, similar or narrower. A similar judgment 
was made as to whether the comparison country’s curriculum was more demanding, 
similar in demand or less demanding. Elements of the comparison country’s 
curriculum not matched to the England curriculum were also considered and rated as 
part of this process.   
As these are value judgments a rating was made in each case of the degree of 
confidence in the judgment. This rating was very confident, quite confident or not 
confident.   
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 An example is given below.   
English 
National 
Curriculum 
Programme 
of Study 
English 
National 
Curriculum 
Reference 
Number 
Comparison 
country 
Programme 
of Study 
nearest 
equivalent 
Is 
Comparison 
country 
Easier (E) 
or Harder 
(H) or 
Similar (S) 
How sure 
are we about 
the difficulty 
comparison?
Is the 
Comparison 
country 
curriculum 
Narrower or 
Broader? 
How sure 
are we about 
the breadth 
and depth 
comparison?
to recognise 
differences 
between 
solids, 
liquids and 
gases, in 
terms of 
ease of flow 
and 
maintenance 
of shape 
and volume. 
3/1e 
groups the 
substances 
according to 
their 
aggregate 
state (solid, 
liquid, 
gasiform) 
 
 
Similar Very confident Similar 
Very 
confident 
For each attainment target in the England curriculum the number of elements rated 
as broader, similar or narrower was reviewed and an overall judgment made as to 
the relative breadth of the comparison country’s curriculum compared with England’s.  
A similar process was used to provide a judgment of relative difficulty.   
The following sections outline the outcomes from this process.   
   7
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4 Mathematics: Summary of Comparisons 
4.1 Basic Structure 
Six curricula were compared with England’s Key Stage 2 mathematics curriculum, 
those of Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore, the Netherlands, Ontario and 
Latvia.  The comparisons have revealed a range of similarities and differences.   
At the most general level the Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore and Ontario 
mathematics curricula can, like England, be described as being objective driven, 
specifying detailed objectives for students but with little ethos projected. The 
Netherlands, on the other hand, can be described as ethos driven, without detailed 
objectives. Latvia falls somewhere between these two approaches. The Netherlands 
also differs in being much shorter, with all subjects presented in one document.   
Table 4.1, below, summarises the structure of the curricula in terms of the way the 
content is divided up, the level of detail and the approach to mathematical process 
(Ma1). All the curricula are structured by content except for Latvia’s, but even here 
there is some limited structuring by content at a lower level.   
 Table 4.1 Basic Structure of the Mathematics Curricula Being Compared 
England Chinese Taipei Hong Kong Singapore Netherlands Latvia Ontario 
Level of detail 
compared with England Greater Greater Greater A lot less Less Similar 
Structure Number Number and quantity Number  
Numbers and 
calculations 
Number sense 
and numeration 
    Whole numbers  
Formation of 
mathematical set 
of instruments  
    Fractions     
    Decimals   
    Ratio/proportion   
    Percentage  
Use of 
mathematics in 
analysis of 
natural and 
social processes  
  Algebra Algebra   Patterning and algebra 
Shape, space and Measures Geometry Shape and space Geometry 
Measuring and 
geometry 
  Geometry and 
spatial sense 
   Measures 
Money, 
measures and 
mensuration 
 Measurement 
 Handling data Statistics and probability Data handling Statistics  
Data 
management 
and probability 
    Average rate, speed   
     
Mathematical 
insight and 
operation 
  
Formation of 
mathematical 
models and 
study with 
methods 
characteristic for 
mathematics  
Process Strong emphasis in objectives 
Theme called 
connections 
which goes 
across 
Only in 
introduction 
Only in 
introduction 
Strong emphasis 
throughout 
Strong emphasis 
throughout 
Strong emphasis 
throughout 
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 As would be expected, all curricula organized by content have sections on number, with 
variations in nomenclature, but Singapore breaks number up into five areas. Unlike 
England, three of the curricula, from Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong and Ontario, have 
algebra as a separate content category. Ontario includes patterning in with algebra, 
reminiscent of the approach in England where algebra is subsumed in number at this 
level.   
Geometry / shape and space features in all the curricula. The Netherlands, like England, 
includes measures with geometry, but three of the curricula have measures as a 
separate category. In Chinese Taipei measures is incorporated into number. There are 
variations in the approach to handling data, with probability sometimes overtly included.  
Unusually, the Netherlands does not feature this topic as a heading in its primary 
curriculum.  
The England curriculum features process strongly in its objectives, and both Latvia and 
Ontario stress mathematical process across their curricula. Chinese Taipei has process 
as a theme going across content, but Hong Kong and Singapore stress process only in 
their introductions.  
In summary, the variations in structure found are those that might be expected. With 
what to combine measures or whether to keep it separate, for example, has been an 
issue in primary mathematics curriculum design for many years. Similarly, whether to 
feature algebra separately in the late primary years has been a matter for debate, as has 
the degree to which data handling should feature and whether probability should be left 
to the secondary phase. The structure of the England curriculum is not unusual, while the 
emphasis on process is shared with several of the other countries.   
4.2 Comparison of Content 
4.2.1 Number 
As part of the comparison work we have matched the content of the England curriculum 
to those from the comparison countries. This was done using the components of the 
England curriculum as a yardstick against which to judge the others. So, for example, a 
match was sought for: 
Ma2.1e - make mental estimates of the answers to calculations; check results.   
However, many elements of the England curriculum define multiple objectives: 
Ma2.2b - recognise and describe number patterns, including two- and three-digit 
multiples of 2, 5 or 10, recognising their patterns and using these to make predictions; 
make general statements, using words to describe a functional relationship, and test 
these; recognise prime numbers to 20 and square numbers up to 10 * 10; find factor 
pairs and all the prime factors of any two-digit integer 
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 In such cases the match might be to part of a similar multi-stranded objective or to a 
series of smaller scale objectives. To summarise the degree of match an all or most, 
some, none classification was made in relation to the degree of match with the England 
curriculum. The match was then quantified using a 2, 1, 0 scoring system to identify the 
highest and lowest degrees of match. To simplify the presentation of the degree of 
match, table 4.2 shows those parts of the England curriculum for number with the highest 
degree of match, generally representing a match of all or most for all the comparison 
countries or all but one.   
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 Table 4.2 Number topics common to all or most of the curricula 
Ma2 Number 
1 Using and 
applying 
number  
Reasoning 
Understand and investigate general statements [for 
example, 'all prime numbers greater than 2 are odd', 
'wrist size is half neck size']  
Ma2.1j 
Ma2 Number 
2 Numbers and 
the number 
system  
Number patterns 
and sequences 
Recognise and describe number patterns, including 
two- and three-digit multiples of 2, 5 or 10, 
recognising their patterns and using these to make 
predictions; make general statements, using words to 
describe a functional relationship, and test these; 
recognise prime numbers to 20 and square numbers 
up to 10 * 10; find factor pairs and all the prime 
factors of any two-digit integer 
Ma2.2b 
Ma2 Number  
2 Numbers and 
the number 
system  
Solve simple problems involving ratio and direct 
proportion  
Ma2.2h 
Understand and use decimal notation for tenths and 
hundredths in context [for example, order amounts of 
money, round a sum of money to the nearest £, 
convert a length such as 1.36 metres to centimetres 
and vice versa]; locate on a number line, and order, a 
set of numbers or measurements; then recognise 
thousandths (only in metric measurements)  
Ma2.2i Ma2 Number 
2 Numbers and 
the number 
system  
Decimals 
  
Round a number with one or two decimal places to 
the nearest integer or tenth; convert between 
centimetres and millimetres or metres, then between 
millimetres and metres, and metres and kilometres, 
explaining methods and reasoning.  
Ma2.2j 
Develop further their understanding of the four 
number operations and the relationships between 
them including inverses; use the related vocabulary; 
choose suitable number operations to solve a given 
problem, and recognise similar problems to which 
they apply 
Ma2.3a Ma2 Number 
3 Calculations  
Number 
operations and 
the relationships 
between them  
  Understand the use of brackets to determine the 
order of operations; understand why the 
commutative, associative and distributive laws apply 
to addition and multiplication and how they can be 
used to do mental and written calculations more 
efficiently   
Ma2.3c 
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 Recall all addition and subtraction facts for each 
number to 20 
Ma2.3d 
Recall multiplication facts to 10 * 10 and use them to 
derive quickly the corresponding division facts 
 
Ma2.3f 
Double and halve any two-digit number 
 
Ma2.3g 
Ma2 Number 
3 Calculations 
Mental Methods 
  
  
Multiply and divide, at first in the range 1 to 100 [for 
example, 27 x 3, 65 divided by 5], then for particular 
cases of larger numbers by using factors, distribution 
or other methods 
Ma2.3h 
Use written methods to add and subtract positive 
integers less than 1000, then up to 10000, then add 
and subtract numbers involving decimals; use 
approximations and other strategies to check that 
their answers are reasonable   
Ma2.3i Ma2 Number 
3 Calculations 
Written Methods 
  
Use written methods for short multiplication and 
division by a single-digit integer of two-digit then 
three-digit then four-digit integers, then of numbers 
with decimals; then use long multiplication, at first for 
two-digit by two-digit integer calculations, then for 
three-digit by two-digit calculations; extend division to 
informal methods of dividing by a two-digit divisor [for 
example, 64 divided by 16]; use approximations and 
other strategies to check that their answers are 
reasonable   
Ma2.3j 
Choose, use and combine any of the four number 
operations to solve word problems involving numbers 
in 'real life', money or measures of length, mass, 
capacity or time, then perimeter and area 
Ma2.4a Ma2 Number 
4 Solving 
numerical 
problems 
Estimate answers by approximating and checking 
that their results are reasonable by thinking about the 
context of the problem, and where necessary 
checking accuracy [for example, by using the inverse 
operation, by repeating the calculation in a different 
order] 
Ma2.4c 
It can be seen that a large proportion of the England number curriculum was in common 
with that of the other countries. There are 22 elements to Ma2, and 15, 68%, appear in 
Table 4.2. Ratings were regarded as low if the match was some coverage in no more 
than three countries or lower. Only one element of the England number curriculum 
scored a low rating.  It is shown in table 4.3.   
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 Table 4.3 Number topics covered in the England curriculum but uncommon 
elsewhere 
Ma2 Number 
4 Solving 
numerical 
problems 
Read and plot coordinates in the first quadrant, 
then in all four quadrants [for example, plot the 
vertices of a rectangle, or a graph of the multiples 
of 3] 
Ma2.4e 
This topic could be argued not to be number, but there were other sections of the 
England number curriculum not well represented elsewhere. Section 1 of number, using 
and applying number, found less resonance with other curricula. The main reason for this 
was the use of only general references to process in several of the other curricula, giving 
less chance of matching to the more specific content in England. Use of a calculator 
produced only a moderate match.   
4.2.2 Shape, space and measures 
In comparison with number, shape space and measures showed a lower level of match 
between England’s curriculum and those of the comparison countries.  Only 5 of the 24 
topics, 21%, are included in Table 4.4 which shows the topics with a high level of match.   
Table 4.4 Shape, space and measures topics common to all or most of the 
curricula 
Recognise the need for standard units of length, 
mass and capacity, choose which ones are 
suitable for a task, and use them to make 
sensible estimates in everyday situations; convert 
one metric unit to another [for example, convert 
3.17kg to 3170g]; know the rough metric 
equivalents of imperial units still in daily use   
Ma3.4a 
Recognise that measurement is approximate; 
choose and use suitable measuring instruments 
for a task; interpret numbers and read scales with 
increasing accuracy; record measurements using 
decimal notation  
Ma3.4b 
Recognise angles as greater or less than a right 
angle or half-turn, estimate their size and order 
them; measure and draw acute, obtuse and right 
angles to the nearest degree  
Ma3.4c 
Read the time from analogue and digital 12- and 
24-hour clocks; use units of time - seconds, 
minutes, hours, days, weeks - and know the 
relationship between them  
Ma3.4d 
Ma3 Shape, 
space and 
measures 
4 
Understanding 
measures  
Find perimeters of simple shapes; find areas of 
rectangles using the formula, understanding its 
connection to counting squares and how it 
extends this approach; calculate the perimeter 
and area of shapes composed of rectangles.  
Ma3.4e 
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 It can be seen that the topics common to the curricula are about measures rather than 
shape and space. A number of geometry topics, 5 out of 24 (21%) showed a low level of 
match, as shown in Table 4.5: 
Table 4.5 Shape, space and measures topics covered in the England curriculum 
but uncommon elsewhere 
Approach spatial problems flexibly, including trying 
alternative approaches to overcome difficulties   Ma3.1c 
Ma3 Shape, 
space and 
measures  
1 Using and 
applying shape, 
space and 
measures 
Problem 
solving 
Use checking procedures to confirm that their 
results of geometrical problems are reasonable  Ma3.1d 
Ma3 Shape, 
space and 
measures  
1 Using and 
applying shape, 
space and 
measures 
Communicating 
Organise work and record or represent it in a 
variety of ways when presenting solutions to 
geometrical problems   
Ma3.1e 
Transform objects in practical situations; transform 
images using ICT; visualise and predict the 
position of a shape following a rotation, reflection 
or translation  
Ma3.3b Ma3 Shape, space and 
measures  
3 
Understanding 
properties of 
position and 
movement 
  
Identify and draw 2-D shapes in different 
orientations on grids; locate and draw shapes 
using coordinates in the first quadrant, then in all 
four quadrants [for example, use coordinates to 
locate position in a computer game].  
Ma3.3c 
Most of the process elements of this part of the England curriculum (Section 1) did not 
find many echoes elsewhere. Similarly the England emphasis on visualisation and 
movement in geometry was found to be unusual, the other curricula, except Ontario’s, 
not stressing transformational geometry or visualisation.   
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 4.2.3 Handling data 
No aspect of the England curriculum for handling data received a high level of match with 
the other curricula. The best matches were for Ma4.2b and Ma4.2c, interpretation and 
drawing of basic graphs, as might be expected. The absence of data handling in the 
Netherlands curriculum obviously contributes to the lower ratings but is not the sole 
cause, the majority of the other ratings were for some content to match rather than all or 
most.   
In consequence, a variety of topics received low ratings for match with England’s 
curriculum.  These are shown in table 4.6, and the 7 topics represent 54% of the total of 
13.   
Table 4.6 Handling data topics covered in the England curriculum but 
uncommon elsewhere 
Approach problems flexibly, including trying 
alternative approaches to overcome any 
difficulties  
Ma4.1b Ma4 Handling data  
1 Using and applying 
handling data 
Problem solving  
  
Check results and ensure that solutions are 
reasonable in the context of the problem  
Ma4.1e 
Decide how best to organise and present 
findings   
Ma4.1f Ma4 Handling data  
1 Using and applying 
handling data  
Communicating 
  
Use the precise mathematical language and 
vocabulary for handling data  
Ma4.1g 
Ma4 Handling data  
1 Using and applying 
handling data  
Reasoning 
Explain and justify their methods and reasoning. Ma4.1h 
Know that mode is a measure of average and 
that range is a measure of spread, and to use 
both ideas to describe data sets  
Ma4.2d 
Recognize the difference between discrete and 
continuous data 
Ma4.2e 
 Ma4 Handling data  
2 Processing, 
representing and 
interpreting data 
  
  
Draw conclusions from statistics and graphs and 
recognise when information is presented in a 
misleading way; explore doubt and certainty and 
develop an understanding of probability through 
classroom situations; discuss events using a 
vocabulary that includes the words 'equally 
likely', 'fair', 'unfair' and 'certain'  
Ma4.2f 
Again the process elements of data handling appear in the table, as do the more 
complex aspects of representing and interpreting data. It is very apparent from this part 
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 of the exercise that the England curriculum requires more handling of data than mos
the other curricula. The curricula of Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore and the 
Netherlands all showed low coverage compared with England’s. Latvia and Ontario 
t of 
are 
all or most covered ratings in this area.  
the 
e have also made 
 the curriculum of each country was rated for breadth and difficulty 
re 
 considered to 
he 
f 
rmat and generality of the Latvian 
curriculum accounts for its lower confidence ratings.   
the exceptions, providing virtually all of the 
4.3 Difficulty and breadth 
As part of the comparison work we have compared the difficulty and breadth of 
England curriculum and that of the comparison countries. W
confidence ratings of each judgment. The scale used was: 
3 Very confident 
2 Quite confident 
1 Not confident.   
Table 4.7 shows how
against England’s.   
For number, with the exception of the Netherlands and Ontario, the other curricula are 
judged to be harder and somewhat broader. The opposite was judged to be the case for 
data handling, where, again with the exception of Ontario, the comparison curricula we
seen to be both easier and narrower. No clear pattern emerged for difficulty in Space, 
Shape and Measures, and for breadth only Hong Kong’s curriculum was
be broader, with half of the other curricula rated as similar in breadth.   
The ratings for confidence on judgments of difficulty and breadth were around 2 for t
Pacific Rim countries and Ontario, representing quite confident. These are detailed 
curricula and this was found to facilitate matching of content and comparison of both 
difficulty and breadth. The opposite is the case for the Netherlands, where the brevity o
the curriculum was found to make matching and comparison difficult, and the average 
rating was close to not confident. The rather different fo
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 Table 4.7 Breadth and Difficulty of the Curricula Compared 
 
England 
Attainment  
Target 
 
The 
Singapore 
curriculum 
is: 
The 
Chinese 
Taipei  
curriculum 
is: 
The  
Hong 
Kong  
curriculum 
is: 
The 
Netherlands  
curriculum 
is: 
 
The  
Latvia  
curriculum 
is: 
 
The  
Ontario  
curriculum 
is: 
Number: 
Difficulty 
 
Harder 
 
Harder 
 
Harder 
 
Easier 
 
Harder 
 
Easier 
Breadth Broader Slightly 
broader 
Broader Narrower Broader Narrower 
Shape, 
space and 
measures: 
Difficulty 
 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
 
Similar 
 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
 
Similar 
Breadth Narrower Similar Broader Similar Narrower Similar 
Handling 
data: 
Difficulty 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Similar 
Breadth Narrower Narrower Narrower Narrower Narrower Slightly 
broader 
Confidence: 
Difficulty 
 
1.9 
 
2.0 
 
2.1 
 
1.1 
 
1.3 
 
1.9 
Breadth 2.0 1.9 2.1 1.1 1.3 1.9 
4.4 Differentiation 
Local experts in the comparison countries were asked about differentiation and tailoring 
content to ability. The most extreme form of differentiation was reported from Singapore, 
where pupils are streamed at the end of primary 4 (Year 5 in England). More detail of 
how this works is given in the section 5.4, on differentiation in science.   
In Latvia apart from the provision of a range of programmes for pupils with special needs, 
it is regarded as for the teacher to deal with the range of abilities within a class. The 
philosophy is one curriculum for all. In Hong Kong this is also the case, and teachers are 
expected “to use different teaching approaches and select appropriate enrichment topics 
to meet the needs of pupils… spare periods have been reserved at each level for 
teachers to design the teaching materials with varying breadth and depth of treatment 
according to the actual situation and the strengths and weaknesses of pupils. In this way, 
teachers can provide opportunities for pupils to fully utilize their strengths to achieve the 
standards at the end of Key Stages 2”. Chinese Taipei did not comment other than on 
provision for special needs.   
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 4.5 Implementation 
Latvia has a mandatory time allocation for mathematics, in periods per week. A period 
usually being 40 minutes: 
Year G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 
Periods 4 4 4 5 5 5 
Hours  2.7 2.7 2.7 3.3 3.3 3.3 
Other countries have recommended times. In Hong Kong, for example, 3.3 hours per 
week are devoted to mathematics teaching in the earlier years. There is also a 
recommended allocation of time for different content areas. This is shown below and 
suggests that, taken together, number and algebra occupy around half of the time.   
 
Dimensions 
 
Suggested Percentages 
Number 41 % 
Shape & Space 13 % 
Measures 16% 
Data Handling 10% 
Algebra 7% 
Spare Periods 13% 
Total  100% 
Chinese Taipei has recommended ranges in percentage terms. These are quite wide, 
that for mathematics being between 10% and 30%. Using this, the minimum time rises 
from 1.3 hours for grade 1 to 1.8 hours for grade 6. The corresponding maxima are 4.0 
hours and 5.4 hours.   
In Singapore the allocations in hours are:  
Year P1 P2 P3 P4 
Hours 3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 
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 After P4 the streaming cuts in and the allocations vary by stream, 4.5 hours for EM1, 5 
hours for EM2 and 6.5 hours for EM3.   
None of the comparator curricula are accompanied by mandatory instructions on how to 
aches or principles, and some offer 
nd 
 of 
t, 
 subsumed into number in others. The England mathematics curriculum 
does not stand out as unusual. Similarly England’s emphasis on process is shared by 
 of 
e 
 in 
 4 
in these countries may have contributed to their success. It 
cannot be assumed that making England’s number curriculum more demanding and 
Data handling, on the other hand, was found to be more strongly represented in the 
o 
For Shape, space and measures no clear pattern emerged from the comparisons, of 
breadth and difficulty but the emphasis in England on visualising and transformations is 
not widely shared.   
teach mathematics. All, however, suggest appro
suggested activities.   
No evidence of specialist teachers was found.  
4.6 Conclusions 
With the exception of Latvia all the curricula examined are structured by content, and a 
good deal of communality was found in the structural elements selected. Number a
geometry are components of all of the content-structured curricula, and data handling
all but one. Variations were apparent in whether to leave measures separate and, if no
with what to combine it. Similarly algebra is a separate structural element in some 
curricula but
most of the other curricula examined. The Netherlands curriculum stands out because
ts brevity.   
In Number a high proportion of the England curriculum was also present in the other 
curricula, but it noticeable that, apart from the Netherlands and Ontario, the other 
curricula were all judged to be harder than England’s. Further, three of the curricula wer
also judged to be significantly broader. The countries all performed well in the TIMSS 
survey, and it seems that they are able to implement a harder and broader curriculum
number successfully. As number comprised 40% of the 2003 TIMSS survey at grade
the emphasis on number 
wider would lead to similar success.  For this to happen, successful implementation 
would also be required.   
England curriculum than elsewhere. For this topic all the other curricula were judged t
be both narrower and less demanding.   
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 5 Science:  Summary of Comparisons 
5.1 Basic Structure 
Five curricula were compared with England’s Key Stage 2 science curriculum, those of 
Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore, Ontario and Latvia.   
Like England, the curricula of Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Singapore and Ontario 
discuss the ethos of science. Latvia is the exception in this respect. The same division 
into ethos driven and objectives driven curricula made for mathematics does not apply to 
science. It seems that the nature of the subject encourages countries to discuss the 
ethos of science in their primary curricula. Integration with technology is an obvious 
option for science curricula and Ontario, Chinese Taipei and Hong Kong, to an extent, 
have taken this route.   
In mathematics all but one of the countries organize their primary curriculum by content 
areas, and there are many similarities between the structures. In science, however, far 
greater diversity is apparent. Table 5.1 outlines the basic structure of each curriculum, 
comparing it with the structure of England’s.   
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 Table 5.1 Basic Structure of the Science Curricula Being Compared 
England Hong Kong Latvia Ontario Chinese  Taipei Singapore 
Level of detail 
compared with 
England 
Less Greater Greater Greater Greater 
Structure      
Scientific 
enquiry 
Scientific 
Investigation 
Basics of 
Research 
Work 
(present) (present) Process Skills 
     
The 
Composition 
of the Nature 
 
Life processes 
and living things 
Life and 
Living 
Nature’s 
Systems 
and 
Processes
Life Systems The Role of Nature Diversity 
      
Materials and 
their properties   
Matter and 
Materials  Cycles 
    Evolution and Continuity  
  Energy and Change  
Energy and 
Control  Energy 
    Life and the Environment  
Physical 
processes 
The Material 
World  
Structures 
and 
Mechanisms 
 Interactions 
  The Earth and Beyond   
Sustainable 
Development  
      Systems 
  
Science, 
Technology 
and Society 
    
Integration with 
technology (Yes) No Yes Yes No 
. 
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 Singapore’s structure is a thematic one with content fitting into the themes, and Chinese 
Taipei’s structure is similar. Latvia has two broad structural elements, which can be seen 
as process and content. Ontario’s structure is content based, as is Hong Kong’s.   
The equivalent of Scientific enquiry in the England curriculum is present in some form in 
all of the others, but is not a structural element in Ontario and Chinese Taipei. In these 
curricula the approach to this aspect of science is spread across the content. In some 
senses this approach is like that used in the mathematics curriculum in England which 
differs from England’s science curriculum in this respect.   
In the area of biology, no consistency is apparent when the structures of the curricula are 
compared. Materials appears as a structural element in England and Ontario, while 
energy is structural in Hong Kong, Singapore and Ontario, although with different slants.   
The variety of structures indicate a lack of consensus about the best way to structure a 
primary science curriculum and what the basic building blocks should be. This is not to 
say that the content is totally different, it is not, but the way it is structured varies 
considerably.  
5.2 Comparison of Content 
5.2.1 Scientific enquiry 
As part of the comparison work we have matched the content of the England curriculum 
with those from the comparison countries. This was done using the components of the 
England curriculum as a yardstick against which to judge the others. So, for example, a 
match was sought for: 
Sc2/5e - about how nearly all food chains start with a green plant.   
However, many elements of the England curriculum define multiple objectives: 
Sc3/1a - to compare everyday materials and objects on the basis of their material 
properties, including hardness, strength, flexibility and magnetic behaviour, and to relate 
these properties to everyday uses of the materials.   
In such cases the match might be to part of a similar multi-stranded objective or to a 
series of smaller scale objectives. To summarise the degree of match an all or most, 
some, none classification was made in relation to the degree of match with the England 
curriculum. The match was then quantified using a 2, 1, 0 scoring system to identify the 
highest and lowest degrees of match. To simplify the presentation of the degree of 
match, Table 5.2 shows those parts of the England curriculum for scientific enquiry with 
the highest degree of match, generally representing a match of all or most for all the 
comparison countries or all but one.   
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 Table 5.2 Scientific enquiry topics common to all or most of the curricula 
Make a fair test or comparison by changing 
one factor and observing or measuring the 
effect while keeping other factors the same 
1/2d 
Use simple equipment and materials 
appropriately and take action to control risks  1/2e 
Sc1 Scientific 
enquiry 
Investigative 
skills  
Obtaining and 
presenting 
evidence 
Make systematic observations and 
measurements, including the use of ICT for 
datalogging   
1/2f 
Only three out of the 21 possible topics (14%) appear in the table, all covering how to 
conduct experiments. The sections of the England curriculum on ideas and evidence in 
science and planning are not represented, and neither is the breadth of study section.  
The ideas and evidence in science section and breadth of study section do appear in 
Table 5.3, which shows the four elements of the England scientific enquiry curriculum 
with a very low degree of match, some coverage in no more than two countries or lower.  
The majority of topics in Sc 1, 14 (67%) fell between the extremes in terms of the level of 
match between England’s curriculum and those of the comparison countries 
Table 5.3 Scientific enquiry topics covered in the England curriculum but 
uncommon elsewhere 
Sc1 Scientific 
enquiry 
Ideas and 
evidence in 
science 
That it is important to test ideas using evidence 
from observation and measurement.  1/1b 
Sc1 Scientific 
Enquiry 
Investigative 
skills  
Obtaining and 
presenting 
evidence 
Check observations and measurements by 
repeating them where appropriate  1/2g 
During the Key Stage, pupils should be taught 
knowledge, skills and understanding through:  
a range of domestic and environmental contexts 
that are familiar and of interest to them  
BoS 1a 
Breadth of 
study 
Using a range of sources of information and 
data, including ICT-based sources  BoS 1c 
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 The match in life processes and living things was at a higher level. Eleven out of the 24 
topics (46%) showed a high level of match. Topics concerning green plants are well 
represented in Table 5.4, but a range of topics from other sections of Sc2 are also 
included.   
Table 5.4 Life processes and living things topics common to all or most of the 
curricula 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Life processes 
That the life processes common to humans 
and other animals include nutrition, 
movement, growth and reproduction  
2/1a 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Humans and 
other animals 
Nutrition 
About the need for food for activity and 
growth, and about the importance of an 
adequate and varied diet for health 
 
   
2/2b 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Humans and 
other animals 
Circulation 
That the heart acts as a pump to circulate 
the blood through vessels around the body, 
including through the lungs   
2/2c 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Humans and 
other animals 
Growth and 
reproduction 
About the main stages of the human life 
cycle 
 
 
 
2/2f 
The role of the leaf in producing new 
material for growth 
  
2/3b 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Green plants 
Growth and 
nutrition 
  
That the root anchors the plant, and that 
water and minerals are taken in through the 
root and transported through the stem to 
other parts of the plant 
 
2/3c 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Green plants 
Reproduction 
About the parts of the flower [for example, 
stigma, stamen, petal, sepal] and their role 
in the life cycle of flowering plants, including 
pollination, seed formation, seed dispersal 
and germination.  
 
2/3d 
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 Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Variation and 
classification 
How locally occurring animals and plants 
can be identified and assigned to groups  2/4b 
About ways in which living things and the 
environment need protection 2/5a 
About the different plants and animals found 
in different habitats   2/5b 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Living things in 
their 
environment   
  
How animals and plants in two different 
habitats are suited to their environment 
2/5c 
The two topics with a low level of match (13%) concern pulse rate, not covered in any of 
the other curricula, and the importance of assigning plant and animals to groups.   
Table 5.5 Life processes and living things topics covered in the England 
curriculum but uncommon elsewhere 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Humans and 
other animals 
Circulation 
About the effect of exercise and rest on 
pulse rate 2/2d 
Sc2 Life 
processes and 
living things 
Variation and 
classification  
That the variety of plants and animals 
makes it important to identify them and 
assign them to groups.  
2/4c 
For Materials and their properties, 5 out of 17 topics (29%) were assessed as having a 
high level of match. Two of the sections of Sc3, Grouping and classifying materials and 
Changing Materials are represented in Table 5.6. The third section of Sc3, Separating 
mixtures of materials appears only in Table 5.7, topics covered in England but 
uncommon elsewhere. Three topics of the five in this section are included. Only 
knowledge that some solids will dissolve in water was at all common in the other 
curricula.    
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 Table 5.6 Materials and their properties topics common to all or most of the 
curricula 
To compare everyday materials and objects 
on the basis of their material properties, 
including hardness, strength, flexibility and 
magnetic behaviour, and to relate these 
properties to everyday uses of the materials 
3/1a 
Sc3 Materials 
and their 
properties 
Grouping and 
classifying 
materials  
To recognise differences between solids, 
liquids and gases, in terms of ease of flow 
and maintenance of shape and volume.   
3/1e 
To describe changes that occur when 
materials [for example, water, clay, dough] 
are heated or cooled   
3/2b 
That temperature is a measure of how hot 
or cold things are  3/2c 
Sc3 Materials 
and their 
properties 
Changing 
materials   
The part played by evaporation and 
condensation in the water cycle   3/2e 
 
Table 5.7 Materials and their properties topics covered in the England 
curriculum but uncommon elsewhere 
How to separate insoluble solids from 
liquids by filtering  3/3c 
How to recover dissolved solids by 
evaporating the liquid from the solution  3/3d 
Sc3 Materials 
and their 
properties 
Separating 
mixtures of 
materials  To use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be 
separated.  
3/3e 
For Physical processes 4 out of 19 topics (21%) showed a high level of match. These are 
from two sections of Sc4, Types of Force and Everyday Effects of Light.   
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 Table 5.8 Physical processes topics common to all or most of the curricula 
About the forces of attraction and repulsion 
between magnets, and about the forces of 
attraction between magnets and magnetic 
materials  
4/2a Sc4 Physical 
processes 
Forces and 
motion 
Types of force 
That when objects [for example, a spring, a 
table] are pushed or pulled, an opposing 
pull or push can be felt  
4/2d 
That light cannot pass through some 
materials, and how this leads to the 
formation of shadows  
4/3b 
Sc4 Physical 
processes 
Light and sound 
Everyday 
effects of light 
That light is reflected from surfaces [for 
example, mirrors, polished metals] 4/3c 
Only one topic received a very low rating, and is shown in Table 5.9. The use of symbols 
in electrical circuits was rare outside the England curriculum.   
Table 5.9 Physical processes topics covered in the England curriculum but 
uncommon elsewhere 
Sc4 Physical 
processes 
Electricity 
Simple circuits 
How to represent series circuits by drawings 
and conventional symbols, and how to 
construct series circuits on the basis of 
drawings and diagrams using conventional 
symbols.  
4/1c 
5.3 Difficulty and breadth 
As part of the comparison work we have compared the difficulty and breadth of the 
England curriculum and that of the comparison countries.  We have also made 
confidence ratings of each judgment.  The scale used was: 
3 Very confident 
2 Quite confident 
1 Not confident.   
Table 5.10 shows how the curriculum of each country was rated for breadth and difficulty 
against England’s.   
For Scientific enquiry three countries, Singapore, Hong Kong and Ontario were regarded 
as having narrower curricula which are similar in demand to England’s. Latvia’s 
curriculum, in contrast, was rated as both broader and more demanding. Chinese 
Taipei’s curriculum was judged to be similar in breadth and demand.   
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 For Life processes and living things, four curricula were seen as broader, with one 
judged to be of similar difficulty and three more demanding. Hong Kong’s curriculum was 
regarded rather differently, as less demanding and easier.   
For Materials and their properties the tendency towards greater breadth was seen in 
three countries, but only in one case was this viewed as being accompanied by a 
significantly higher level of demand. Again, Hong Kong’s curriculum was regarded rather 
differently, as both less demanding and easier. 
For Physical processes the pattern was for four curricula to be both broader and more 
demanding. Again, Hong Kong’s curriculum was seen to have the same characteristics 
as for the other attainment targets.   
The ratings for confidence on judgments of difficulty and breadth were generally higher 
than for mathematics, being above 2 in four cases, which represents quite confident with 
some towards 3, very confident. The exception was Hong Kong where a number of the 
statements in the curriculum are rather general, making comparisons of relative difficulty 
and breadth more challenging to make.   
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 Table 5.10 Breadth and Difficulty of the Curricula Compared 
 
England 
Attainment  
Target 
 
The  
Singapore 
curriculum 
is: 
The 
Chinese 
Taipei  
curriculum 
is: 
The 
Hong 
Kong  
curriculum 
is: 
 
The 
Latvia  
curriculum 
is: 
 
The 
Ontario  
curriculum 
is: 
Scientific enquiry: 
Difficulty 
 
Similar 
 
Similar 
 
Similar 
 
Harder 
 
Similar 
Breadth Narrower Similar Narrower Broader Narrower 
Life processes and 
living things: 
Difficulty 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
Similar 
Breadth Broader Broader Narrower Broader Broader 
Materials and their 
properties: 
Difficulty 
 
 
Similar 
 
 
Harder 
 
 
Easier 
 
 
Similar 
 
Slightly 
harder 
Breadth Similar Broader Narrower Broader Broader 
Physical 
processes: 
Difficulty 
Slightly 
Harder 
 
Harder 
 
Easier 
 
Harder 
 
Harder 
Breadth Broader Broader Narrower Broader Broader 
Confidence: 
Difficulty 
 
2.6 
 
2.1 
 
1.7 
 
2.3 
 
2.6 
Breadth 2.6 2.8 1.8 2.6 2.8 
5.4 Differentiation 
Local experts in the comparison countries were asked about differentiation and tailoring 
content to ability. The most extreme form of differentiation was reported from Singapore, 
where pupils are streamed at the end of primary 4 (Year 5 in England). About 90% of 
pupils then go on to study the Standard science curriculum with the weakest students 
studying Foundation science with reduced content. Topics which are included in 
Standard Science, but are omitted from Foundation Science are: cell system, force in 
springs, energy conversion. The local expert also reports on provision for the gifted.   
“As for the high-ability pupils in the Gifted Education Programme (GEP), there is an 
enrichment programme for them beyond the Standard science syllabus. Basically, they 
follow the Standard syllabus but the content is treated in more depth and breadth by 
introducing advanced content and relevant issues of interest for discussion.  
Differentiation is characterised by curriculum compacting, acceleration, programmatic 
augmentation, and interdisciplinary connections. For example, pupils learn about the 
traits and lives of famous scientists. They may learn advanced content such as 
dichotomous classification, generators and dynamos, the mathematical formula for ‘work 
done’, and interactions among organisms (e.g. mutualism, commensalism, predation, 
parasitism) which are taught in secondary school for pupils in the mainstream. They may 
also discuss issues in more detail (e.g. issues pertaining to deforestation when learning 
about photosynthesis, conservation of sharks when learning about food chains), and 
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 debate ethical issues related to genetically modified foods and animal cloning when 
learning about the impact of science and technology on the environment.”   
In Latvia apart from the provision of a range of programmes for pupils with special needs, 
it is regarded as for the teacher to deal with the range of abilities within a class. The 
philosophy is one curriculum for all. Hong Kong takes a similar view, “one curriculum 
framework for all”. Again teachers are expected to be flexible and to adapt the curriculum 
to suit particular needs, interests and abilities. The local expert reports that “Not 
everything in the textbook needs to be covered” Chinese Taipei did not comment other 
than on provision for special needs.   
5.5 Implementation 
Latvia has a mandatory time allocation for science, in periods per week: 
Year G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 
Periods 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Hours 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 
In contrast to mathematics, the time allocated to science does not increase through the 
primary years, and the allocation for science is much lower.   
Other countries have recommended times. In Hong Kong, for example, 3.1 hours per 
week are devoted to science teaching in the earlier years, slightly less than for 
mathematics. Chinese Taipei has recommended ranges in percentage terms. These are 
quite wide, that for science being between 10% and 30%. Using this, the minimum time 
rises from 1.3 hours for grade 1 to 1.8 hours for grade 6. The corresponding maxima are 
4.0 hours and 5.4 hours. This range is the same as that given to mathematics.   
In Singapore the allocations in hours are:  
Year  P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Periods  0 0 1.5 2 2.5 2.5 
As in Latvia, the time allocation for science is much lower than that for mathematics.     
None of the comparator curricula are accompanied by mandatory instructions on how to 
teach science. Several suggest approaches or principles to help teachers.   
No evidence of specialist teachers was found.  
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5.6 Conclusions 
Unlike mathematics, little consensus was apparent when the basic structures of the 
science curricula were compared. Structure by theme was noted, as well as structure by 
content. Scientific enquiry is a structural element in some form of three of the other 
curricula and is present in all. Integration with technology is the option chosen by three 
countries. The England curriculum has scientific enquiry and content, dividing this into 
biology, chemistry and physics, although not using that nomenclature. Latvia also has 
process and content, with the latter undivided. The other curricula have content divided 
into more elements than England’s, but in different ways. England’s overall format is 
similar to several of the others, and does not stand out as unusual.   
The highest level of similarity in content between England and the other countries was 
found in Life processes and living things, but there was less similarity here than in the 
number area of mathematics.   
When breadth and difficulty are considered, Hong Kong’s curriculum stood out, being 
seen as easier and narrower in the content attainment targets. When compared with the 
other four curricula, Physical processes produced a clear pattern of judgments, all four 
curricula being judged to be broader and three of these distinctly more demanding. For 
Life processes and living things the other four curricula were again seen as broader, and 
of similar difficulty or more demanding. For Materials and their properties the tendency in 
the other four curricula was towards similarity in difficulty and greater broadness. This 
tendency towards similarity in difficulty was also judged to be present in scientific 
enquiry, but three curricula were judged to be narrower.    
In summary, with the exception of Hong Kong’s, the other curricula tended to be 
regarded as broader except in Scientific enquiry, while in Physical processes the 
tendency was for the comparator curricula to be seen as more demanding.   
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 6 Literacy: Summary of Comparisons 
6.1 Basic Structure 
Eight curricula were compared with England’s Key Stage 2 programmes of study for 
reading and writing: those from British Columbia (Canada), Chinese Taipei, Italy, Latvia, 
the Netherlands, Ontario (Canada), Singapore and Sweden. Of these, British Columbia, 
Ontario and Singapore are English-language curricula and the others relate to literacy in 
their national languages. 
The curricula for mathematics and science have two basic components, content and 
process. Curricula for literacy, however, tend to be process orientated and this leads to a 
wider variation in structure across countries than for the other subjects. As with 
mathematics, a distinction can be observed at the most general level between curricula 
that can be described as ‘objective driven’, specifying detailed objectives for students 
rather than an overall philosophy, and others that are ‘ethos driven’, without detailed 
objectives. Amongst the eight countries under consideration, Italy, the Netherlands and 
Sweden frame their curricula in a form that could be described as ethos driven, although 
Italy also includes specific objectives. The other five curricula, British Columbia, Chinese 
Taipei, Latvia, Ontario and Singapore consist of detailed objectives in a way that is more 
similar to the England curriculum. However, a clear ethos also emerges from some of 
these: Chinese Taipei includes attitudinal and aesthetic statements, while the Latvia 
curriculum is pervaded by a strong ethos of national identity. 
As a broad generalisation, it is apparent that the England curriculum pays less attention 
to the philosophy and rationale underpinning the development of literacy than other 
countries. One short paragraph, The importance of English, precedes the detailed 
programmes of study. In other countries the centrality of language and literacy to the 
child’s social, emotional and intellectual development, or to shared cultural and aesthetic 
experience, is likely to be elaborated in greater depth and detail. 
The England curriculum is structured according to the four language modes of speaking 
and listening (treated together), reading and writing. The other countries’ curricula adopt 
a very wide range of structures, none of them identical to this. Table 6.1 lists the top-level 
divisions structuring each curriculum document. 
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 Table 6.1 Structure of the curricula 
British Columbia Comprehend and respond 
Communicate ideas and information 
Self and society 
Chinese Taipei Abilities to use Mandarin phonetic symbols 
Listening abilities 
Speaking abilities 
Literacy [spelling] and handwriting abilities 
Reading abilities 
Writing abilities 
Italy Listening 
Speaking 
Reading 
Writing 
Grammar (morpho-syntactic, semantic, phonological, historical) 
Latvia Language (communicative competence, language competence, 
socio-cultural competence) 
Literature (as an art of writing, comprehension of a literary work, 
literature as part of culture) 
Netherlands Oral education 
Written education 
Linguistics, including strategies 
Ontario Writing 
Reading 
Oral and visual communication 
Singapore Language for information 
Language for literary response and expression 
Language for social interaction 
Sweden No division, on principle 
In Table 6.1, a categorisation by speaking, listening, reading and writing is evident in 
Chinese Taipei, Ontario and Italy, and can also be discerned in British Columbia and the 
Netherlands, where the two receptive modes of listening and reading are treated 
together, and distinguished from the two productive modes of speaking and writing. The 
study of the language - grammar or linguistics - which is a sub-section of each 
programme of study in England, has its own section in Italy and the Netherlands. In 
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 British Columbia, a separate section describes personal development and community 
collaboration, a category echoed in Singapore. Ontario is the only curriculum to mention 
visual communication specifically in these high-level headings. Chinese Taipei 
recognises the particular qualities of the Mandarin language with separate sections on 
phonetic symbols and on spelling and handwriting. Both Latvia and Singapore have 
structures which have little in common with any other. 
The nature of language and literacy, and its centrality to the curriculum and to education 
and adult life, underlie the considerable differences described above. Unlike mathematics 
and science, the subject is less susceptible to be structured according to content. In the 
absence of this organising principle, language modes, literacy skills or the purposes of 
literacy might all structure the classification within the curriculum. Moreover, there is a 
notable difference between six of the countries, which break down the skills and content 
into specific objectives, and those of the Netherlands and Sweden, which consist of 
broad generalisations and eschew specificity. This makes the comparison of content 
which follows a particularly difficult undertaking. 
6.2 Comparison of Content 
As part of the comparison work we have attempted to match the content of the England 
curriculum with those from the comparison countries using the components of the 
England curriculum as a yardstick, as was done for mathematics and science. However, 
because of the differences in structure, distinct ‘topics’ cannot always be identified in the 
comparator curricula. 
For example, the Netherlands curriculum has a goal rules for spelling, applicable to both 
reading and writing. In the ‘reading strategies’ section of the England curriculum, the 
objectives are much more specific: phonemic awareness and phonic knowledge; word 
recognition and graphic knowledge, and again in the ‘spelling strategies’ section: sound 
out phonemes, analyse words into syllables and other known words; apply knowledge of 
spelling conventions. It is not entirely accurate to say that each of these has a match in 
the Netherlands curriculum; yet the general idea of tackling unknown words through 
these strategies can be discerned. Particularly in the case of the Netherlands and 
Sweden, therefore, a note of caution is necessary in interpreting the tables below; rarely, 
if ever, will such a specific requirement appear in those curricula, although it could be 
regarded as covered by a more general requirement. 
6.2.1 Reading 
Bearing in mind the caveats above, Table 6.2 lists those parts of the England curriculum 
for reading with the highest degree of match, generally representing a match of all or 
most countries. 
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 Table 6.2 Reading topics common to all or most of the curricula 
Reading strategies Phonemic awareness and phonic knowledge En2 1a 
 Word recognition and graphic knowledge En2 1b 
 Knowledge of grammatical structures En2 1c 
 Contextual understanding En2 1d 
Reading for 
information 
 
Obtain specific information through detailed reading 
 
En2 3c 
 Use organisational features and systems to find texts and 
information 
En2 3e 
 Distinguish between fact and opinion En2 3f 
Literature Recognise the choice, use and effect of figurative 
language, vocabulary and patterns of language  
En2 4a 
 Identify how character and setting are created, and how
plot, narrative structure and themes are developed 
En2 4c 
 Express preferences and support their views by reference
to texts 
En2 4g 
 Read stories, poems and plays aloud En2 4i 
Non-fiction and  
non-literary texts 
Understand the structural and organisational features of 
different types of text [for example, paragraphing, 
subheadings, links in hypertext] 
En2 5e 
Language structure 
and variation 
To read texts with greater accuracy and understanding, 
pupils should be taught to identify and comment on 
features of English at word, sentence and text level, using 
appropriate terminology 
En2 6 
Literary breadth A range of modern fiction by significant children's authors En2 8a 
(Note: this range is  Long-established children's fiction En2 8b 
implied, rather than A range of good-quality modern poetry En2 8c 
specified) Classic poetry En2 8d 
 Texts drawn from a variety of cultures and traditions En2 8e 
 Myths, legends and traditional stories En2 8f 
 Playscripts En2 8g 
Breadth of study:  
non-fiction and  
non-literary texts 
Print and ICT based reference and information materials 
[for example, textbooks, reports, encyclopaedias, 
handbooks, dictionaries, thesauruses, glossaries, 
CDROMs, internet] 
En2 9b 
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 In many cases, the specificity of the England curriculum is not echoed in the comparator 
documents, but the range is clearly implied there. 
Where topics are not shared between all or most of the curricula analysed, the findings 
become more complex. The following tables are organised by reading topics, and once 
again attempt to codify a set of documents that is very varied in structure and approach. 
Skills for reading literature 
Table 6.3 lists these skills, with the countries in which an equivalent can be found. 
Table 6.3 Skills for reading literature 
British Columbia 
Latvia 
Evaluate ideas and themes that broaden 
perspectives and extend thinking 
En2 4e 
British Columbia 
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Consider poetic forms and their effects En2 4f 
British Columbia 
Latvia 
Singapore 
Sweden 
Respond imaginatively, drawing on the whole text 
and other reading 
En2 4h 
These countries specify in detail the skills involved in response and analysis of literary 
texts. By contrast, Sweden and the Netherlands stress enjoyment and emotional 
response, whilst Chinese Taipei mentions ‘styles and themes’ in relation to all text types, 
not just literature. British Columbia and Latvia are consistently similar to England in their 
approach to these skills. 
Range of non-fiction and non-literary texts 
There is more variety across countries in relation to non-fiction texts than literary texts. 
Broadly, a range of stories and poems is specified for literary reading across all 
countries, but for non-literary texts there is less consistency. 
Table 6.4 Breadth of study: non-fiction and non-literary texts  
Singapore Diaries, autobiographies, biographies, letters En2 9a 
Chinese Taipei 
Singapore 
Newspapers, magazines, articles, leaflets, brochures, 
advertisements. 
En2 9c 
These countries specify a wide range of non-fiction and non-literary texts, whereas 
others adopt a more general formulation. 
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 Understanding texts 
Table 6.5 lists the countries that share with England a concern to break down and specify 
the skills involved in full comprehension of a text, rather than requiring ‘understanding’ in 
general terms. 
Table 6.5 Understanding texts 
British Columbia 
Singapore 
Ontario 
Use inference and deduction En2 2a 
British Columbia 
Latvia 
Look for meaning beyond the literal En2 2b 
British Columbia 
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Make connections between different parts of a text [for 
example, how stories begin and end, what has been 
included and omitted in information writing] 
En2 2c 
British Columbia 
Chinese Taipei 
Ontario 
Netherlands 
Singapore 
Use their knowledge of other texts they have read En2 2d 
Skills in reading for information 
In a similar way, Table 6.6 lists the countries that specify the skills involved in information 
reading. 
Table 6.6 Skills in reading for information 
British Columbia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Scan texts to find information En2 3a 
British Columbia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Skim for gist and overall impression En2 3b 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
Draw on different features of texts, including print, sound and 
image, to obtain meaning 
En2 3d 
British Columbia 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Identify the use and effect of specialist vocabulary En2 5a 
Chinese Taipei Recognise phrases and sentences that convey a formal, 
impersonal tone 
En2 5c 
British Columbia Engage with challenging and demanding subject matter En2 5g 
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 It is clear from Tables 6.3-6.6 that the curricula with which England has most in common 
are those for British Columbia and Singapore. In others, the differing emphases, 
philosophies and formulations lead to a poorer match. There are a number of topics in 
the England curriculum for which no close matches were found in other curricula and 
these are listed in Table 6.7. Once again, this seems to be a matter of much greater 
specificity in the England document. 
Table 6.7 Reading topics in the England curriculum not shared with other 
countries 
Non-fiction and  
non-literary texts 
Identify words associated with reason, persuasion, 
argument, explanation, instruction and description 
En2 5b 
 Identify links between ideas and sentences in non-
chronological writing 
En2 5d 
 Evaluate different formats, layouts and presentational 
devices [for example, tables, bullet points, icons] 
En2 5f 
All other countries’ curricula require the reading and understanding of informational texts 
in some sense, but none at this level of analytical detail. 
There are a number of topics found in the curricula of other countries which have no 
direct equivalent in England. Broadly, these can be seen as related to the philosophical 
ethos pervading the other curricula, which is not replicated in England. For example, 
there may be statements about the use of language and communication in relationships 
with others, or the need for individuality and creativity, or the importance of language and 
literature to national identity, or an awareness of cultural variation. Some examples of 
these are: 
Demonstrate awareness of how to use language and communications technologies to 
maintain relationships with others (British Columbia) 
Derive pleasure from reading (Netherlands) 
Be personally creative and search on their own for meaningful reading, as well as take 
part in cultural identity (Sweden) 
Recognises the themes from the folklore of different nations within literary works. (Latvia) 
6.2.2 Writing 
The analysis for writing paralleled the analysis for reading, with different structures and 
approaches introducing complexity into the matching process. Table 6.8 lists those parts 
of the England curriculum for writing with the highest degree of match, generally 
indicating all or most countries. 
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 Table 6.8 Writing topics common to all or most of the curricula 
Composition Choose form and content to suit a particular  
purpose [for example, notes to read or organise  
thinking, plans for action, poetry for pleasure] 
En3 1a 
 Broaden their vocabulary and use it in inventive ways En3 1b 
 Use language and style that are appropriate to the reader En3 1c 
 Use and adapt the features of a form of writing,  
drawing on their reading 
En3 1d 
 Use features of layout, presentation and organisation 
effectively 
En3 1e 
Planning and drafting Plan - note and develop initial ideas En3 2a 
(Note: these points  
are often implied  
rather than specified) 
Draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured  
written text 
En3 2b 
 Revise - change and improve the draft En3 2c 
 Proofread - check the draft for spelling and punctuation 
errors, omissions and repetitions 
En3 2d 
 Discuss and evaluate their own and others' writing. En3 2f 
Punctuation Use punctuation marks correctly in their writing, including  
full stops, question and exclamation marks, commas, 
inverted commas, and apostrophes to mark possession  
and omission. 
En3 3 
Spelling To apply knowledge of spelling conventions En3 4c 
 To use knowledge of common letter strings,  
visual patterns and analogies 
En3 4d 
Handwriting Write legibly in both joined and printed styles 
with increasing fluency and speed 
En3 5a 
Language structure Word classes and the grammatical functions of words, 
including nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, 
prepositions, conjunctions, articles 
En3 7a 
Purposes for writing To imagine and explore feelings and ideas, focusing on 
creative uses of language and how to interest the reader 
En3 9a 
 To inform and explain, focusing on the subject matter and 
how to convey it in sufficient detail for the reader 
En3 9b 
 To persuade, focusing on how arguments and evidence  
are built up and language used to convince the reader 
En3 9c 
Forms of writing The range of forms of writing should include narratives, 
poems, playscripts, reports, explanations, opinions, 
instructions, reviews, commentaries. 
En3 12 
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 As with reading, the skills and understandings in this table may be expressed with 
different degrees of specificity in the varied curricula, but are identifiable or clearly 
implied in all or most of the countries. 
Where the topics are not widely shared, there are less clear patterns than for reading. 
Tables 6.9-6.13 explore this by sub-categories of the curriculum. 
Spelling 
The requirements for spelling vary widely, partly because of differences in the 
orthographical structure of the languages. Table 6.9 lists the countries in which an 
equivalent can be identified. 
Table 6.9 Spelling topics 
Spelling strategies    
Chinese Taipei 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
To sound out phonemes En3 4a 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
To analyse words into syllables and other known 
words 
En3 4b 
Chinese Taipei 
Italy 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Sweden 
To check their spelling using word banks,  
dictionaries and spellcheckers 
En3 4e 
Italy 
Singapore 
To revise and build on their knowledge  
of words and spelling patterns 
En3 4f 
Morphology    
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Meaning, use and spelling of common  
prefixes and suffixes 
En3 4g 
Latvia 
Netherlands (partial) 
Spelling of words with inflectional endings En3 4h 
Italy 
Latvia 
Netherlands (partial) 
Relevance of word families, roots and origins of 
words 
En3 4i 
Italy 
Latvia 
Netherlands (partial) 
Use of appropriate terminology, including vowel, 
consonant, homophone and syllable. 
En3 4j 
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 The complex pattern here is not straightforward to interpret. The country whose spelling 
curriculum is most similar to that in England is Latvia. Singapore’s curriculum is for the 
English language, and shares with England a specificity about spelling strategies but not 
morphological patterns. Italy and Latvia tend to include morphological spelling patterns, 
with a general indication of the same skills found in the Netherlands. 
Presentation 
Table 6.10 Presentational topics 
No other country Present - prepare a neat, correct and clear final copy En3 2e 
British Columbia 
Chinese Taipei 
Latvia 
Use different forms of handwriting for different 
purposes [for example, print for labelling maps or 
diagrams, a clear, neat hand for finished presented 
work, a faster script for notes]. 
En3 5b 
Although most other countries list the writing processes of drafting, checking and 
revising, they do not mention the production of a final copy. All countries mention legible 
handwriting, but only the three countries listed are specific in requiring different forms of 
writing for different purposes. 
Standard English 
Table 6.11 Standard English topics 
British Columbia 
Italy 
Latvia 
Singapore 
How written standard English varies in degrees of 
formality [for example, differences between a letter 
to a friend about a school trip and a report for 
display] 
En3 6a 
British Columbia 
Italy 
Sweden 
Some of the differences between standard and 
non-standard English usage, including subject-verb 
agreements and use of prepositions. 
En3 6b 
Table 6.11 demonstrates that formality of communication is a clear concern in some 
countries, whereas an analysis of the difference between standard and non-standard 
usage is required in others. In this area, the countries with the best match to England are 
British Columbia and Italy. 
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 Language structure 
Table 6.12 Language structure topics 
British Columbia 
(partial) 
Chinese Taipei 
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Features of different types of sentence, including statements, 
questions and commands, and how to use them [for example, 
imperatives in commands] 
En3 7b 
British Columbia 
(partial) 
Chinese Taipei 
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Grammar of complex sentences, including clauses, phrases 
and connectives 
En3 7c 
Chinese Taipei 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Purposes and organisational features of paragraphs, and how 
ideas can be linked. 
En3 7d 
Chinese Taipei, Latvia, Ontario and Singapore are consistent in requiring these 
grammatical topics, with some match with Italy and Latvia. Sweden and the Netherlands 
have no specific requirements for grammar teaching. 
Purposes and forms of writing 
Table 6.13 Topics in purposes and forms 
Chinese Taipei 
Latvia 
Review and comment on what has been read, seen or 
heard, focusing on both the topic and the writer's view of 
it. 
En3 9d 
Chinese Taipei 
Italy 
Latvia 
Ontario 
Sweden 
Pupils should also be taught to use writing to help their 
thinking, investigating, organising and learning 
En3 10 
Ontario 
Singapore 
Range of readers for writing should include teachers, the 
class, other children, adults, the wider community and 
imagined readers. 
En3 11 
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 The writing of review or critique at this age is a less common purpose than imagining, 
informing and persuading, which are present in the curricula of most countries. The 
function of writing in organising thought is recognised in five countries in addition to 
England. Whilst most countries specify a variety of purposes and forms for their writing, 
only Singapore and Ontario in addition to England specify the variety of readers. Two 
countries, however, Chinese Taipei and the Netherlands, include a mention of 
correspondence with real readers. 
6.3 Difficulty and breadth 
Comparisons of difficulty and breadth across the curricula are much more difficult in 
literacy than in mathematics and science, for a number of reasons. Firstly, the difference 
in curriculum structure across countries has made it difficult to match the content itself. 
Some curricula are simply much too generalised in their expression to attempt any close 
match. Further, the difficulty in terms of the age at which different skills and 
understandings are taught is not discernible in many cases. There is an additional factor 
in literacy, however, which is that the difficulty of a reading task depends upon what is 
read, and this, too, is undefined in most parts of most curricula. 
In response to these difficulties, a table such as the ones that appear for mathematics 
and science has not been attempted here. Instead, Tables 6.14 and 6.15 note any points 
that seem to emerge in relation to the main curriculum topics in England. It also has to be 
assumed that the reading comments relate to pupils’ reading material which is generally 
designed to be appropriate for their age-group. 
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 Table 6.14 Differences in difficulty and breadth: reading 
Reading 
strategies 
Word recognition in Singapore appears less demanding. 
Understanding 
texts 
England is more specific and perhaps more demanding. 
Reading for 
information 
England is more specific and perhaps more demanding. 
British Columbia places stress on the fact/opinion distinction, 
whereas this receives less attention in Latvia and Chinese Taipei. 
Literature England is more specific in defining skills and has more analytic 
requirements. 
Italy and Latvia place greater stress on reading aloud well. 
Singapore places less stress on literature and more on non-
fiction. 
Non-fiction and 
non-literary 
England is more specific in defining skills and has more analytic 
requirements. 
Language 
structure and 
variation 
Italy places more stress on linguistic variety and evolution. 
Breadth – 
literature 
Italy appears narrower (but may just be less specific). 
Latvia places greater stress on folk culture. 
Breadth - non-
fiction and non-
literary 
Broadly comparable 
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 Table 6.15 Difficulty and breadth - writing 
Composition Chinese Taipei appears slightly less challenging. 
Planning and 
drafting 
Broadly comparable 
Punctuation Latvia appears slightly less demanding. 
Spelling Broadly comparable 
Handwriting Chinese Taipei includes more detail and appears more 
demanding. 
Standard English Chinese Taipei appears less demanding. 
Language 
structure 
Grammar receives greater stress in Singapore and Italy. 
Purposes for 
writing 
Chinese Taipei and Latvia appear slightly narrower. 
Audiences for 
writing 
Broadly comparable 
Forms of writing Latvia, Italy and Singapore appear narrower (but may just be less 
specific). 
6.4 Differentiation 
In the curricula reviewed, a tendency emerged for the literacy curriculum to be seen as 
inclusive and integrated rather than highly differentiated. This section summarises these 
findings. 
In British Columbia, teachers are encouraged to include all pupils in an integrated 
language programme with modifications and adaptations where necessary for special 
needs. 
In Chinese Taipei there are general references to teachers planning to suit individual 
differences. 
In Italy, there is a requirement upon teachers to choose and adapt the contents of the 
curriculum to the needs of individual pupils. 
In Latvia, the curriculum is grade-related, with no specific guidance on differentiation 
according to pupils’ abilities. 
In the Netherlands, there is no specific guidance on differentiation, but a generally child-
centred ethos which implies a need to match children’s needs. 
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 In Ontario, the curriculum is grade-related. There is a general expectation that teachers 
will select materials and methods to match the students’ needs and make appropriate 
adaptations for exceptional students. 
In Singapore, pupils are streamed, with the same literacy curriculum for streams EM1 
and EM2, but a differentiated one for EM3. 
6.5 Implementation 
Latvia has a mandatory time allocation for Latvian, in periods per week: 
Year G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 
Periods 6 6 6 6 5 4 
Hours 4 4 4 4 3.3 2.7 
In contrast to mathematics, the time allocated to Latvian does not increase through the 
primary years but decreases. The allocation for Latvian is higher than for mathematics for 
the first four years   
Other countries have recommended times. Chinese Taipei has recommended ranges in 
percentage terms. These are quite wide, that for Mandarin being between 20% and 30%, 
the minimum being 10% higher than for mathematics and the maximum being the same.  
Using this, the minimum time rises from 2.7 hours for grade 1 to 1.8 hours for grade 6.  
The corresponding maxima are 4.0 hours and 5.4 hours.   
In Singapore the allocations in hours are:  
 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
 8 8 5.5 5.5 6 6 
The allocation for the first two years is high, reflecting the fact that although English is the 
language of instruction, it is not the first language of most children. For P3 and P4 the 
allocation is the same as for mathematics. Sweden allocates 22% of compulsory school 
time to the teaching of Swedish.  
None of the comparator curricula are accompanied by mandatory instructions on how to 
teach literacy.  
No evidence of specialist teachers was found.  
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 6.6 Conclusions 
Generalisations can be made only with great caution, for all the reasons set out in the 
rest of this chapter. 
In the area of reading, however, one very broad message would seem to emerge from 
the findings outlined above. A review of all the tables, and particularly Tables 6.6, 6.7, 
6.14 and 6.15, seems to suggest that the England curriculum is in one sense more 
demanding than those of other countries for these years of schooling. The difference is 
partly a matter of the greater degree of specificity of skills and understandings required in 
England. As explained above, this difference makes it impossible to ascertain what level 
of demand is masked by the more general statements in other curricula. 
There is, however, a particular aspect of this specificity which is rarely matched in other 
curricula and which seems to constitute a greater demand in England. In our initial 
analysis we noted that in Italy and Singapore the emphasis seemed to be on the text 
rather than the author. This point bears some elaboration. The distinction here is 
between, on the one hand, a requirement to understand and interpret a text in all its 
richness and subtlety, and on the other a requirement to analyse the authorial techniques 
with which the text was crafted. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 make it clear that few other countries 
include the analytic demands of En2/5 concerning non-fiction and non-literary texts. 
Although there is a better match for En2/4 concerning literature, the exact phrasing of the 
parallel demands in most cases reveals a stress on understanding the text in the other 
curricula, as against the stress on analysis evident in England. 
A suggestion from this review, therefore, is that these comparator countries emphasise 
that in the primary school years children should be taught to read, understand, enjoy and 
respond to their reading, whereas in England the requirements are more likely to move 
beyond this and into analysing authorial techniques. 
In terms of assessment, it should be borne in mind that, in the PIRLS assessment, only 
20 per cent of the marks are awarded for the reading process ‘Examine and evaluate 
content, language and textual elements’, with all the other marks given for understanding 
and response. Experience with the Key Stage 2 national tests also suggests that 
questions requiring analysis of authorial techniques (assessment focuses 4-6) are often 
found difficult by pupils even at the end of Key Stage 2. 
Overall, then, the forthcoming revision of the primary curriculum may wish to consider 
whether the strong emphasis on analytic skills remains appropriate for Key Stage 2 
pupils. In addition, consideration could be given to whether the rationale and aims 
underpinning the literacy curriculum could be elaborated in more detail. 
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 7 Mathematics Comparison: Chinese Taipei 
This report has been written using the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum document 
and the England Key Stage 2 programme of study for mathematics as source materials. 
In particular, the Key Stage 2 programme of study for mathematics in England has been 
compared with the mathematics curriculum for Grades 2 to 5 in Chinese Taipei, which is 
the equivalent age group (i.e. 7 to 11-year-olds 
7.1 Structure of the Chinese Taipei Curriculum 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum in mathematics is a nine-year programme divided into 
four mathematical stages: 
 Stage I Grades 1 to 3 
 Stage II Grades 4 and 5 
 Stage III Grades 6 and 7 
 Stage IV Grades 8 and 9 
Grades 1 to 6 correspond to primary school, while Grades 7 to 9 correspond to junior 
high school. 
The content of the curriculum is divided into four main ‘themes’, which relate to each 
Grade.  These ‘themes’ are: 
 Number and Quantity 
 Geometry 
 Algebra 
 Statistics and Probability 
There is a further theme in the Chinese Taipei curriculum entitled ‘Connections’, 
comparable to the attainment target ‘Using and applying mathematics’ in England, which 
permeates across the four main themes. Connections is further sub-divided into: 
Recognition, Transformations, Solving Problems, Communication, and Evaluation and 
Analysis. It is through this structure that process is integrated with content. Reference is 
made through Connections to encouraging pupils to develop an awareness of the use of 
mathematics in ‘other fields’. However, throughout the Chinese Taipei mathematics 
curriculum document there is little in the way of explicit examples about the use of 
mathematics within other school subjects such as science. 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum specifies ‘ability indicators’ for each theme for each 
mathematical stage. These ‘ability indicators’ are then given further explanation in what 
are called ‘detailed items’, which together describe the content of the curriculum 
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 suggested to be taught during each academic year. The ‘detailed items’ can be 
considered as comparable to the programme of study in the England curriculum. There 
are also several broader ‘curriculum targets’ for the primary and junior high school 
phases. For example: ‘In the second stage (Grades 4–5), be able to be skilled in four 
fundamental admixture operations of arithmetic of non-negative integer to develop the 
smooth sense of figures.’ 
One section (VI. Appendix) of the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum document 
provides information and suggestions about aspects of teaching and learning of content 
described earlier by the ‘ability indicators’ and ‘detailed items’. There are separate sub-
sections for primary schools and junior high schools. A term used in this section to 
describe what pupils are specifically expected to learn is ‘curriculum objectives’. 
7.2 Content 
The ‘detailed items’ in each academic year for Grades 2 to 5 of the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum have been used for the analysis in the spreadsheet, as Grades 2 to 5 in 
Chinese Taipei correspond to Years 3 to 6 in England.   
The overwhelming majority of the content of the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum 
at Grades 2 to 5 can be found in the England mathematics curriculum at Key Stage 2, 
and vice versa. However, there are a few examples where content in Chinese Taipei 
Grades 2 to 5 is mainly addressed in England Key Stage 3, and a few examples where 
content in England Key Stage 2 is mainly addressed in Chinese Taipei Grades 6 
onwards. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 give brief details about these mismatches. 
The assumption can be made that for content listed in Table 7.1, the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum is more demanding relative to England. Likewise, for Table 7.2, the England 
curriculum is relatively more demanding. 
Table 7.1 
Content within Chinese Taipei curriculum at Grades 2 to 5 that is mainly addressed in 
England Key Stage 3 
Properties of circles (e.g. sector) 
Area of triangle and parallelogram 
Volume of cuboid 
Conversions between area measures (cm² and m²) 
Conversions between volume measures (cm³ and m³) 
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 Table 7.2 
Content within England curriculum at Key Stage 2 that is mainly addressed in Chinese 
Taipei from Grade 6 onwards 
Negative integers (mainly introduced from Grade 7) 
Prime numbers (<20) and prime factors of two-digit integers (mainly introduced from Grade 
6) 
Co-ordinates in all four quadrants (mainly introduced from Grade 7) 
7.3 Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
A main rationale of the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum is stated as: 
‘Mathematics is one of the most important aspects of humanity’, with the subject seen as 
‘a foundation for science, technology and the development of thinking’, and a ‘driving 
force of the civilisation evolution’. Linked with this are the goals, among several such 
goals, that the curriculum should reflect the concepts of: 
- Mathematical ability being an important indicator of national quality 
- Students’ positive attitudes towards mathematics should be cultivated as an important 
element towards advancing human civilisation 
Encouraging positive attitudes to mathematics learning is stressed with regard to any 
guidance provided in the home by parents in guiding their children in studying 
mathematics. For instance, the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum states: ‘When the 
children encounter bottlenecks or have low performance in studying, parents should not 
be excessively anxious.  When they supervise children to study, parents should try to 
avoid negative emotions, not to force children to learn more unreasonably.’  A positive 
attitude from parents to their children overcoming difficulties in learning material is 
regarded as a way of helping the children to develop positive attitudes and so leading to 
improved performance. 
Furthermore, a specific ‘curriculum target’ throughout all Grades in both primary and 
junior high school education is ‘To develop the appreciative attitude and ability to 
mathematics’. 
The ‘theme’ ‘Connections’ permeates across all content areas of the Chinese Taipei 
mathematics curriculum. It is largely through ‘Connections’ that reference is made to 
aspects of personal, social and emotional development that would impact on teaching 
and learning. For instance, two sub-sections of ‘Connections’ are as follows: 
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 Career planning and 
lifelong learning 
 
• Master basic knowledge of mathematics required for a 
lifelong learning 
• Cultivate habits of trying to use mathematics viewpoint or 
method to intercept when doing everything 
Respecting, caring and 
teamwork 
 
• Help each other to solve problem 
• Respect peer’s multivariate ideas of solving mathematics 
problems 
• Care peer’s learning of mathematics 
7.4 Difficulty and Coverage 
Detailed analysis of the curriculum has revealed that the match with the England 
curriculum varies by attainment target. A curriculum area as used below is either an 
element of the National Curriculum or an area of the Chinese Taipei curriculum not 
covered in England. The comparison can be summarized as: 
Number, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  30  curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  23 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 13 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  36  curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  0 curriculum areas 
narrower in 30 curriculum areas 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum is therefore viewed as more demanding and slightly 
broader in number. 
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded 
as: 
more demanding in  28  curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  17 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 6 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded 
as: 
broader in  26  curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  0 curriculum areas 
narrower in 25 curriculum areas 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum is seen as more demanding than England’s but similar in 
breadth in Shape, space and measures. 
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 Handling data, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  1  curriculum area 
of similar demand in  7 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 3 curriculum areas 
Handling data, breadth  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  1  curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  0 curriculum areas 
narrower in 10 curriculum areas 
The Chinese Taipei the curriculum is regarded as slightly less demanding and narrower 
than in England in Handling data: .   
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 2.0, quite confident, 
while that for breadth was 1.9, just below quite confident.   
At the structural level a further contrast between the two curricula is that in Chinese 
Taipei there is a separate ‘theme’ for Algebra, whereas in England Number and Algebra 
is combined into a single attainment target for Key Stages 3 and 4, while for Key Stages 
1 and 2, the attainment target is called Number (and so has no explicit focus on algebra).  
It may be that by having Algebra as a separate ‘theme’ gives this area of mathematics 
greater prominence in the Chinese Taipei curriculum and significantly more teaching 
focus in comparison with practice in England. 
There is a total of 26 distinct ‘detailed items’ for Grade 2, 26 for Grade 3, 30 for Grade 4, 
and 33 for Grade 5. For each Grade there are several ‘detailed items’ in Number and 
Quantity that would be classified under Shape, space and measures in the England 
programme of study. 
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 Table 7.3 Number of distinct ‘detailed items’ for Grades 2 to 5 of the Chinese 
Taipei mathematics curriculum matched to the Key Stage 2 
Programme of Study for England 
 Grade in Chinese Taipei Curriculum 
Main section of the 
Key Stage 2 Programme of Study 
for England 
 
Grade 2
 
Grade 3
 
Grade 4 
 
Grade 5 
Numbers and the number system 6 5 6 7 
Calculations 5 5 5 5 
Solving numerical problems 4 3 5 4 
Understanding properties of shape 5 3 6 6 
Understanding properties of position 
and movement 
0 0 1 0 
Understanding measures 6 8 5 8 
Processing, representing and 
interpreting data 
0 2 2 3 
TOTAL 26 26 30 33 
There is only one ‘detailed item’ that matches to Understanding properties of position and 
movement. This is an area in the England programme of study that would include 
material on rotations, reflections and translations, and using coordinates. It may be the 
case that more work is covered in England primary schools than in Chinese Taipei 
primary schools on this content area. 
It is also apparent that that for each Grade, around half the ‘detailed items’ correspond to 
Number sections (Numbers and the number system, Calculations, Solving numerical 
problems) in the England programme of study. This may indicate that roughly half the 
school time for mathematics in Chinese Taipei schools during Grades 2 to 5 is spent on 
number work. 
We have compared the ‘detailed items’ for Grades 2 to 5 with the detailed programme of 
study for Key Stage 2 for England. A strong impression from this analysis is that in 
Number, considerably more work in mental methods is carried out in England primary 
schools during Key Stage 2 than in Chinese Taipei primary schools for equivalent age 
groups. It should be noted that in Chinese Taipei Grade 1 there is work on developing 
pupils’ mental arithmetic skills, but it may be the case that it is not thought necessary to 
revisit this in subsequent academic years. 
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 A further impression, formed from this analysis alongside information in the Chinese 
Taipei mathematics curriculum document, is that in Chinese Taipei primary schools there 
is some caution about the use of computers and calculators, and this is done only when 
teachers are confident that pupils have a good grasp of number operations, and the 
relationships between these operations, through written methods. One possibility is that 
there is a greater emphasis on written methods in Chinese Taipei primary schools, 
especially for the younger age groups. 
7.5 Order of Teaching and When Taught 
The Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum sets out recommendations as to the order of 
teaching content throughout the primary and junior high school phases on an academic 
year basis in ‘Appendix II Interpretation of detailed items in every grade’. In some cases, 
for particular topics, there are suggestions as to what to teach in each semester of an 
academic year. Mathematics is seen as being different from other subjects in that it has 
‘accumulated structure layers’, which enable the subject to have an order of teaching and 
learning. The order of teaching particular topics would almost certainly be acceptable and 
familiar to teachers in England. There is also a small amount of material in Appendix II 
that teachers are invited to use flexibly, if time permits, to help ease pupils’ transition to 
the curriculum of the junior high school. 
It is emphasised in the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum document that when 
introducing new material teachers should link it carefully with pupils’ earlier learning 
experiences so that effective learning takes place. Teachers are advised to consider the 
difficulties that some pupils may have when mathematics becomes more abstract and 
when new mathematical terminology is introduced, and to take account of this in their 
teaching.  
7.6 Integration of Subjects 
The Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum states: ‘Specifically, the design of curriculum 
should focus on inherent structural links of mathematics and links of mathematics in 
everyday life situations (such as science) links.’ Elsewhere in this document appears: 
‘Teachers should avoid empty or meaningless open-ended questions’. 
Many of the examples in Appendix II are set in everyday contexts. However, there are 
few examples where there is an explicit reference made to integration with science or 
other subject area. An example where there is this explicit reference to science relates to 
5-n-08, a ‘detailed item’ for the Number and Quantity ‘theme’ at Grade 5. Here, it is 
suggested that teachers teach pupils to read the fourth digit after the decimal point. The 
suggestions for teaching continue: ‘Teachers may also use the actual example in science 
and let students know that decimals come in handy in the world of tininess, for example, 
bacteria is probably 0.0003cm long, and smaller virus is probably 0.00001cm long.’  
Another example is 4-d-01, a ‘detailed item’ for the Statistics and Probability ‘theme’ at 
Grade 4. Here, it is stated: ‘The interpretation of information should be combined into the 
teaching of “Society” and “Science and Life Technology” fields.’ 
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 In fact, it is in the Statistics and Probability ‘theme’ that there is a strong emphasis on 
developing skills that would be useful across a range of subjects and also beyond school.  
As expressed in the mathematics curriculum document: ‘In the new century of 
technology, highly developed people need to face various kinds of information.  
Therefore, how to retrieve meaningful information and read, analyze, transform them into 
useful assets are important capability in the great era of pursuit of knowledge-bases 
economy. Therefore, cultivating nationals to have basic statistical quality should be one 
of the focal points in the field of mathematics learning on the stage of national education.’ 
7.7 Differentiation 
The Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum document states: ‘The formation of 
mathematical ability is a very complicated process, and it often varies from person to 
person. So any single teaching textbook and single teaching method cannot arbitrarily 
give consideration to each one’s study, even each period of development for individual.’ 
The approach taken throughout the curriculum appears to be is that the teacher should 
use a range of skills (e.g. observation, questioning, assessment techniques) to become 
aware of each pupil’s ability and learning styles, and so adapt provision accordingly to 
address the differences within any class. 
This is expressed on page 76 of the document: 
‘Teaching should be student-centred and consider students’ mathematics ability 
development. The speed of learning mathematics often varies from person to person.  
Teachers should avoid treat the whole class students as the same level, through the 
assessment of teaching, analyze students’ learning problems, diagnose, guide and solve 
appropriately.’ 
In ‘Appendix II Interpretation of detailed items in every grade’, there are some examples 
of the more common errors and misconceptions that pupils are likely to have with 
particular content, along with suggestions as to how to address these learning difficulties.  
A particular concern, raised elsewhere in the document, is regarded as the development 
of mathematical thinking from the concrete to the more abstract, and the help that some 
pupils may need with this transition.  
The local experts report that about 3% of primary pupils are taught in special schools.   
7.8 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
The Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum document states that there are currently 
three or four teaching periods each week for mathematics in primary and junior high 
schools. The local experts indicated that a typical teaching period in primary schools is 
approximately 40 minutes.   
There is clearly a recognition that effective use has to be made of the time available for 
mathematics in school, along with the use of worthwhile homework activities, in order 
that pupils achieve the ‘curriculum targets’. No time allocations for the use of teaching 
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 time available are set out with regard to the teaching and learning of the four main 
‘themes’ (Number and Quantity, Geometry, Algebra, and Statistics and Probability) or for 
topics within each ‘theme’. 
7.9 Guidance / Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
There is no rigid framework for the teaching of the mathematics curriculum in Chinese 
Taipei. This is set out on page 76 of the Chinese Taipei mathematics curriculum 
document: 
(4) No specific teaching methods are established for ability indicators of 
curriculum syllabus. Teachers are expected to use teaching methods 
appropriate and easily dealt with to teach smoothly, according to students’ 
age, pre-experience, characteristics of teaching subjects and situation of 
teaching on-site. 
(5) Teaching activities should be designed to focus on style of learning on 
different stages of, in accordance with teaching goals. 
Essentially, teachers are directed to the extensive information and advice in ‘Appendix II 
Interpretation of detailed items in every grade’ of the mathematics curriculum document.  
This sets out ideas as to classroom activities and teaching methods, along with how 
learning might develop, in relation to each ‘detailed item’ at each Grade. 
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 8 Mathematics Comparison: Hong Kong 
8.1 Structure  
This analysis is based on the 2000 Hong Kong mathematics curriculum as this is 
presented in the Mathematics Curriculum Guide, accessible to download from 
http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?langno=1&nodeID=2899. This document starts with 
three brief introductory sections explaining the aims and objectives and the curriculum 
structure.  These are followed by a 40-page Contents of Curriculum, presenting the 
material to be covered divided into five ‘learning dimensions’ as shown below. 
Table 8.1 Basic structure of the Hong Kong mathematics curriculum 
Dimensions  
Number  
(N)  
Shape and 
Space 
(S)  
Measures 
(M)  
Data 
Handling  
(D)  
Algebra  
(A)  
Contents  Whole number  
Nature of 
number  
Fractions, 
decimals & 
percentages  
Calculating 
devices  
 
Three 
dimensional 
shapes  
Lines  
Two 
dimensional 
shapes  
Angles  
Directions  
 
Money  
Length  
Time  
Weight  
Capacity  
Perimeter 
Area  
Volume  
Speed  
Statistics  
 
Algebraic 
symbols  
Equations  
 
As the Hong Kong Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains, 
‘In designing the learning objectives of various learning dimensions, relevant and inter-
related topics are grouped into units. Each unit is further divided into learning objectives 
which progress from easy and concrete to difficult and abstract according to pupils’ 
cognitive development. Basic concepts in mathematics will first be learnt, and gradually 
be deepened and enriched. Pupils then learn how to apply the acquired mathematical 
knowledge to observe, think and solve problems.’ 
(p 6)  
These learning objectives provide a detailed year-by-year and term-by-term structure for 
the primary mathematics curriculum. 
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 8.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
As the Introduction to the Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains,  
‘The revised curriculum not only aims at providing pupils with basic mathematical 
knowledge and skills, but also emphasizes the process of learning in order to develop 
pupils’ abilities in inquiring, communicating, reasoning, conceptualizing and problem 
solving. Through the learning of mathematics, pupils’ abilities in thinking and 
interpersonal communication can be enhanced and the skills for lifelong learning can be 
acquired.  
p 1 
This being the case,  
‘The curriculum does not only aim at achieving the goals in learning mathematical 
knowledge and skills, but also emphasizes on the developing of pupils’ positive learning 
attitudes, such as being serious in doing mathematics, being careful and having an 
exploring mind. Apart from that, pupils are required to cultivate good learning habits like 
careful calculating, clear describing, independent thinking and self-checking.’ 
p 2  
However, there is little indication in the detailed Contents of Curriculum in the 
Mathematics Curriculum Guide of the way in which the process skills of ‘inquiring, 
communicating, reasoning, conceptualizing and problem solving’ are to be developed.  In 
Chapter 5 of the Mathematics Curriculum Guide, which offers Teaching Suggestions, 
teachers are urged to  
‘provide enough time for pupils to inquire, communicate, reason, conceptualize, 
formulate and solve mathematical problems, appreciate the beauty of mathematics and 
apply mathematics in different contexts. Pupils should be able to understand thoroughly 
what they have learnt, master problem solving skills confidently and develop a positive 
learning attitude.’  
p 50 
‘Problem solving’ is mentioned for every year group in the Contents of Curriculum, but 
the focus is on the level of complexity of the problems rather than on the nature of 
problem solving itself.  So, for example, pupils in Hong Kong Year 2 (England Year 3) 
‘Solve simple problems’ involving addition, subtraction or basic multiplication, and then 
two years later they ‘Solve problems involving mixed operations’. On the other hand, 
there is no clear indication that they should ‘find different ways of approaching a problem 
in order to overcome any difficulties’ or ‘explain their reasoning’ in any area of the 
mathematics curriculum. 
In contrast to this, the way in which routine computations should be taught is specified in 
detail.  So, for example, pupils should ‘Perform subtraction within two places, including 
decomposition’ in the first term of Hong Kong Year 2 (England Year 3), then ‘Perform 
subtraction within three places, including decomposition’ in the second term.  The 
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 following year they should ‘Perform addition and subtraction within four places’, and so 
go on in Hong Kong Year 5 (England Year 6) to ‘Perform the addition and subtraction of 
decimals up to two places of decimals and for sums involving at most three operat
At no point, however, does the Contents of Curriculum indicate that pupils should
‘choose and use an ap
ions’.  
 
propriate way to calculate and explain their methods and 
s that  
hould facilitate the learning of 
 and hence enhance their level of mathematics.’ 
f 
modern calculating 
o the use of ICT. 
n 
 Year 
ial 
 to these there are some specific 
matics Curriculum Guide: 
•
ired to 'develop an understanding of percentages' until Year 6 
ovement is not specifically referred to, and there is no reference to 
p to a whole turn, and the measurement or 
estimation of angles is not mentioned. 
reasoning’ (Ma2.4b). 
Again, the Teaching Suggestions offered in Chapter 5 of the Mathematics Curriculum 
Guide include a section on the Application of Information Technology, which explain
‘The methods of teaching and learning have changed with the society and the rapid 
development of information technology. Teachers' role changes from a transmitter of 
knowledge to a facilitator of learning. Therefore, they should make appropriate use of 
information technology such as calculators, computers and ETV to design diversified 
learning activities that are related to pupils' daily life. It s
pupils
p 55 
However, here again the general advice is not reflected in the more detailed Contents o
Curriculum, where although pupils are required to  'Be familiar with 
devices' (4N3.1), there are no further references t
8.3 Content 
The detailed Hong Kong primary mathematics syllabus, which is presented in the sectio
on Suggested Learning Objectives in the Contents of Curriculum on pages 20 to 45 of 
the Mathematics Curriculum Guide, describes the content to be covered term by term 
each year from Hong Kong Year 1 (England Year 2) to Hong Kong Year 6 (England
7). The mapping of the Hong Kong to the English curriculum relates to the mater
covered during Hong Kong Years 2 to 5 (England Key Stage 2, Years 3 to 6).    
The stronger emphasis in the English curriculum on mathematical processes, the use 
and application of mathematics, and the use of ICT, and in the Hong Kong curriculum on 
procedural skills, has been mentioned above. In addition
differences in the coverage of particular content areas. 
In the detailed Learning Objectives in the Hong Kong Mathe
 Negative numbers are not mentioned. 
• Pupils are not requ
(England Year 7). 
• Position and m
coordinates. 
• The concept of a degree, its relationshi
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 • There is no reference to the visualisation of 3-D shapes from 2-D drawings, or to 
the visualisation of transformations. 
• The use of mathematical symbols and notation is mentioned in relation to Number 
and Algebra, but not to Shape and space. 
• The use of 'precise mathematical language and vocabulary for handling data' is 
not mentioned.  
• There is little mention of problem solving in the context of Data handling.   
• Data representations and their interpretation is limited to pictograms, block graphs 
and bar charts. In England pupils are introduced to pictograms (and other 'simple 
lists, tables and charts') in Key Stage 1, and a wider range of representations are 
used at Key Stage 2. 
• Probability is not covered, and issues relating to the misuse of information are not 
mentioned.  
In the Key Stage 2 mathematics national curriculum in England, 
• Calculations with fractions are not mentioned. 
• The solution of equations does not appear. 
• The properties of cones, pyramids and spheres are not specifically mentioned. 
• The number of days in each month and the number of days in a year are not 
specifically mentioned. 
• Area and perimeter is limited to rectilinear shapes, and volume is not covered. 
Furthermore, the approach taken to aspects of data handling in the two curricula are 
different. In England, pupils start with a problem and identify the data needed to solve it.  
In Hong Kong, the pupils 'formulate and solve problems' relating to data that has already 
been collected.   
The two curricula cover different concepts relating to 'average'. The Hong Kong primary 
curriculum covers the estimation of the mean from block graphs and bar charts, but it 
does not cover the mode and the median. 
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 8.4 Difficulty, Depth and Breadth  
The relatively high emphasis that is placed on computational skills in the Hong Kong 
primary mathematics syllabus, and the lower significance placed upon the development 
of pupils’ ability to reason and to communicate about mathematics, provides an 
interesting platform when considering relative difficulty. As indicated above, some types 
of calculation, including those relating to the areas of non-rectilinear shapes and to 
volume, are covered in more detail in Hong Kong and calculation in general is more 
demanding in the Hong Kong curriculum. Handling data, in particular, seems to be 
covered in significantly less depth in the Hong Kong primary curriculum, with little 
emphasis on problem solving or the application of data-handling concepts in a wide 
range of contexts.   
By attainment target the comparison between the England and Hong Kong curricula can 
be summarised as: 
Number, difficulty  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  33 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  22 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 14 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  33 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  20 curriculum areas 
narrower in 16 curriculum areas 
Number: The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as broader and more 
demanding.   
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  15 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    8 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 11 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  16 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    7 curriculum areas 
narrower in 11 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures: The Hong Kong curriculum is estimated to be 
broader and more demanding. 
Handling data, difficulty  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    5 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 15 curriculum areas 
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 Handling data, breadth  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in     1 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in     5 curriculum areas 
narrower in  14 curriculum areas 
Handling data: In contrast, the Hong Kong curriculum is viewed as narrower 
and less demanding.   
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 2.1, just above quite 
confident, while that for breadth was 2.1, just above quite confident.   
8.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
As the Introduction to the Hong Kong Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains, 
A spiral approach is adopted in the curriculum. It enables pupils to construct new 
knowledge on the basis of acquired knowledge and experiences. Pupils are guided to 
link relevant knowledge which can help them understand new concepts and skills. This 
hence lay a foundation for pupils to study mathematics in secondary schools. p3 
So, for example, pupils ‘Perform multiplication with multiplier 1 digit and multiplicand 2 or 
3 digits’ in Hong Kong Year 3 (England Year 4), then in Hong Kong Year 4 (England 
Year 5) they go on to ‘Perform multiplication with multiplier 2 digits and multiplicand 2 or 
3 digits’, and in Hong Kong Year 5 (England Year 6) they ‘Multiply decimals by whole 
numbers’ and ‘Multiply decimals by decimals’. This may be compared to the similarly 
‘spiral’ approach in England, where, for example, pupils ‘Develop and use written 
methods to record, support and explain multiplication and division of two-digit numbers 
by a one-digit number’ in Year 4, and then in Year 6 ‘Use efficient written methods to 
...multiply and divide integers and decimals by a one-digit integer, and to multiply two-
digit and three-digit integers by a two-digit integer’.   
8.6 Integration of Subjects 
The Introduction to the Hong Kong Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains that 
‘The curriculum emphasizes on the linkage of topics in the mathematics curriculum and 
pupils’ experiences through activities and real life examples. It aims at enabling pupils to 
apply mathematical knowledge in daily life and enhancing their interest in studying 
mathematics.’ 
pp 2-3 
However, there is no indication in the detailed Contents of Curriculum, or in the Teaching 
Suggestions in Chapter 5 of the Mathematics Curriculum Guide, of how this should be 
done. 
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 8.7 Comparison with a newer version of the curriculum 
As the Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains, the 2000 Hong Kong mathematics 
curriculum was ‘Based on the Primary Mathematics Syllabus (1983) and the TOC 
Programme of Study for Mathematics (1995)’, so the current analysis is based on the 
most recent version of the curriculum. 
8.8 Differentiation 
The Introduction to the Hong Kong Mathematics Curriculum Guide explains that 
‘In response to the goals of basic education, differences in pupils’ abilities and disposition 
had been taken into consideration, hoping that it can help more pupils make 
achievements in mathematical study. In view of this, the new curriculum allows teachers 
rooms for flexible treatment of the curriculum.’ p3 
This being the case, teachers are advised in the chapter on Teaching Suggestions in the 
Mathematics Curriculum Guide,  
‘To cater for the needs of pupils with different abilities, teachers can grade teaching 
materials according to their abilities. Challenging activities can be designed for the more 
able pupils to explore and discover mathematical rules, so as to broaden their exposure, 
strengthen their thinking abilities and enhance their interest in learning mathematics. For 
the academically less able pupils, teaching materials, which are relatively easier and 
appropriate in quantity, can be designed to facilitate their understanding of the required 
basic knowledge and arouse their interest in learning.’p51 
Thus teachers are given the flexibility to differentiate the curriculum according to their 
pupils’ needs. However, the overall structure provided in the term-by-term Units and 
Learning Objectives given in Chapter 4, Contents of Curriculum, is common to all pupils. 
At the higher end of the ability range teachers are encouraged to offer ‘enrichment topics’ 
to higher-achieving pupils. As the Introduction to the Mathematics Curriculum Guide 
explains,  
‘To broaden pupils’ view and arouse their interest, enrichment topics are suggested in 
the curriculum. Teachers can select some of these topics on the basis of the abilities and 
interest of pupils and the time available. Teachers can also select their own enrichment 
topics or some existing units for further discussion. Since enrichment topics are optional, 
they are not suggested in tests or examinations.’P6 (1) 
A range of such topics are suggested at the end of the Contents of Curriculum in the 
Mathematics Curriculum Guide.  So, for example, in Hong Kong Year 2 (England Year 3) 
it is suggested that pupils work on ‘Stories of ancient time-recording and timing devices’, 
while in Hong Kong Year 5 (England Year 6) they may be introduced to ‘Angles (degree)’ 
and to ‘Rotational symmetry’.   
The local expert reports that 7800 pupils attend special schools.   
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 8.9 Mandatory or Recommended Time for Subjects and Content Areas 
8.9.1 Time Allocation  
Chapter 3 of the Mathematics Curriculum Guide provides a short section on Time 
Allocation, which explains that 
‘The proposed number of teaching periods… is 160 in a school year. To facilitate the 
arrangement of teaching schedules, the curriculum provides a suggested time allocation 
for teaching. Since various units differ in length and level of difficulty, the suggested 
periods for every unit will be different as well. Teachers can adjust the number of periods 
for various units according to the needs of the school and pupils.’ (p7) 
This is followed by a table indicating the number and the percentage of the periods to be 
allocated in each Key Stage (Hong Kong Years 1 to 3 and Hong Kong Years 4 to 6, 
English Years 2 to 4 and England Years 5 to 7) to each of the five ‘learning dimensions’ 
which underlie the structure of the Contents of Curriculum.   
Table 8.2 Time allocations in the Hong Kong mathematics curriculum 
Dimensions 
 
Key Stages 
Number Shape 
& 
Space 
Measures Data 
Handling 
Algebra Spare 
Periods 
Total 
number of 
suggested 
periods 
1 221  (46 %) 
74  
(15 %) 
97  
(20 %) 
12  
(3 %) 
0  
(0 %) 
76  
(16 %) 
480  
(100 %) 
2 196  (41 %) 
63  
(13 %) 
78  
 (16 %) 
46  
 (10 %) 
33  
 (7 %) 
64  
 (13 %) 
480  
 (100 %) 
Total 417   (44 %) 
137 v 
(14 %) 
175  
 (18 %) 
58  
 (6 %) 
33  
 (3 %) 
140  
 (15 %) 
960  
 (100 %) 
There is thus some flexibility in the teachers’ use of the available periods, with 20 or 30 
periods being left ‘spare’ for each year group. 
8.9.2 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
Chapter 5 of the Mathematics Curriculum Guide, Teaching Suggestions provides advice 
and guidance on both teaching strategies and organisation, with further advice on the 
use of ICT and other resources. So, for example, it is suggested that 
‘To help pupils work towards the learning targets, teachers are encouraged to adopt 
different teaching methods so that pupils are provided with adequate opportunities for 
learning both mathematical contents and the ways of learning and applying knowledge. 
The following methods can be adopted: 
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 • Exposition by teachers  
• Discussion between teachers and pupils, and among pupils themselves  
• Practical activities  
• Consolidation and practice of fundamental skills  
• Problem solving activities  
• Exploring activities  
‘As a foundation for further study, more opportunities should be provided for pupils to 
observe, analyze, understand and judge events/information, and to develop their 
elementary thinking abilities. Teachers should also provide opportunities for pupils to use 
mathematical language, such as explaining results and briefly describing the methods 
used in solving or investigating problems in oral or written form or with the help of 
diagrams.’  
p 49  
However, this advice is not well-supported by the Learning Objectives presented in the 
Contents of Curriculum, which make little mention of the processes of observation, 
analysis, understanding and judgement, and do not require pupils to describe their 
methods or to explain their results.  
Reference 
Francis K W Tsang and Tim Rowland, 2005, The Subject Matter Knowledge of Hong 
Kong Primary School Mathematics Teachers Paper presented at the European 
Conference on Educational Research, University College Dublin, 7-10 September 2005.  
Available at http://www.leeds.ac.uk/educol/documents/149990.htm 
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 9 Mathematics Comparison: Latvia 
9.1 Structure  
Table 9.1 shows the age and English year group equivalents to the Latvian Grades 1-6. 
Table 9.1: Age and English year group equivalents to the Latvian Grades 1-6 
 
Latvia Grade Age (years) English year group equivalent 
Grade 1 6/7 → 7/8 Year 2/3 
Grade 2 7/8 → 8/9 Year 3/4  
Grade 3 8/9 → 9/10 Year 4/5 
Grade 4 9/10 → 10/11 Year 5/6 
Grade 5 10/11 → 11/12 Year 6/7 
Grade 6 11/12 → 12/13 Year 7/8 
This analysis is based on a translation of the Latvia Academic Discipline Standard.   
The Latvia Academic Discipline Standard does not use content categories such as 
Number, Shape or Handling data. Instead, it has three broad clusters2 that can contain 
elements from all content areas of mathematics. The three clusters are: 
• Formation of mathematical set of instruments 
• Use of mathematics in analysis of natural and social processes 
• Formation of mathematical models and study with methods characteristic for 
mathematics. 
The contents of number and shape fall mainly within the first cluster, whereas the content 
of Handling data appears in cluster two. The third cluster covers a range of topics and 
has elements in common with the communication strand of the England mathematics 
curriculum. 
The Latvia Academic Discipline Standard is split into three year cycles, in much the same 
way as the curriculum in England is structured around Key Stages. Pupils in Latvia start 
school in the Year they turn 7. Therefore, Year 3 pupils in Latvia match in age Year 5 
pupils in England, and Year 6 pupils match Year 8 pupils in England.  
 
                                            
2 ‘Cluster’ is a word used in this report.  The Latvia standards do not specify what term is used in 
Latvia. 
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 At the end of Year 3, the Latvian mathematics statements related to number are further 
divided into the following categories: 
• Natural numbers within the boundaries of the first hundred 
• Natural numbers within the boundaries of the first thousand 
• Regular fractions 
• Decimal fractions. 
At the end of Year 6, the Latvian mathematics statements related to number are further 
divided into the following categories: 
• Natural numbers  
• Regular fractions 
• Definite decimal fractions 
• Rational numbers. 
The Latvia Academic Discipline Standard for mathematics was translated into English for 
the purposes of this analysis. The translation sometimes made it difficult to establish the 
exact meaning of each statement in the document, and some assumptions had to be 
made. For example, for  
“Formation of mathematical set of instruments: using the regular fractions, can perform 
the following computations: calculate correlation of two numbers” (Latvia standards 
10.2.7) 
The word ‘correlation’ was taken to mean ‘comparison’ or ‘finding the difference’.  This 
approach worked well whenever the Latvia standards mentioned the word correlation. 
An end of Year 6 statement was more difficult to interpret. This stated that: 
 “Formation of mathematical set of instruments: using rational numbers, can perform the 
following computations: find a module of a number (algebraic and geometrical 
perception)” (Latvia standards 10.4.4). 
As the meaning of this statement, and in particular of the term ‘module’, was not clear, it 
was not matched to any Program of Study references in the England Key Stage 2 
mathematics curriculum. 
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 9.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The aims of the Latvia standards for mathematics are in line with those promoted in the 
Using and Applying strand of the England mathematics curriculum.  
“The objective of the subject “Mathematics” is to form understanding in pupils about the 
mathematical methods and develop their skills of using them in learning about the world, 
in other academic subjects, and multiform activities.” Latvia Academic Discipline 
Standard - Mathematics  
Furthermore, pupils are expected to master number and shape skills, use comparison 
and analytical methods, and develop dimensional perception.  Pupils are also expected 
to master problem solving and information finding skills, forecast results and use 
mathematical models. The standards stress the importance of pupils making 
mathematically grounded decisions in order to develop their thinking skills.  
The Latvia standards put stress on the application of mathematics in real-life contexts, 
such as health, social and natural processes, daily life, environment and natural 
sciences. The general way in which the statements are worded may enable planning a 
varied teaching program. On the other hand, the open-endedness may discourage 
teachers by not offering a structure on how to achieve the aims. It also seems that the 
mathematical content somewhat lacks the variety of the Ma1 elements evident in the 
curriculum in England. For example, exploration of number patterns and properties of 
shapes is largely missing from the Latvia standards. 
9.3 Content 
Using and applying 
Ma1 type references exist also in the Latvia standards, although there is less emphasis 
on pupils finding their own ways of recording and organising work than in the England 
curriculum. In the communication strand, England focuses on pupils being able to make 
their own views known, whereas the Latvia standards includes additional references to 
listening to others’ views, working in groups and group presentations. 
Learning facts 
Latvia standards do not mention the teaching of ‘facts’ - such as addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, division or angle facts. However, these may well be included in the 
coverage of the related statements even if not explicitly stated. 
Number 
The Latvia standards cover more content in number computations, such as work with 
exponents, calculating with fractions, opening brackets with a minus sign in front, and 
finding reciprocal numbers. On the other hand, the Latvia standards do not stress 
number patterns and sequences as much as the England curriculum does. The England 
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 curriculum also has more detailed statements about ratio and proportion than the Latvia 
standards. 
Negative numbers are probably covered in Latvian Years 4 to 6 (England Years 6 to 8).  
The Latvia standards do not explicitly mention negative numbers either in the primary or 
the secondary years. However, work on rational numbers is mentioned in the basic 
requirements for end of Latvian Year 6 (England Year 8), temperature is visited by the 
end of Latvian Year 3 (England Year 5), while opposite numbers (additive inverse) and a 
minus sign in front of brackets are mentioned by the end of Latvian Year 6 (England Year 
8). 
Shape, space and measures 
The England curriculum has considerably wider coverage of transformations, symmetry, 
3-D shapes and visualisation than the Latvia standards. Also, the Latvia standards do not 
explicitly require pupils to identify identical shapes, whilst the England curriculum does 
state this. There are very few references in the Latvia standards to the use of visual or 
spatial strategies, with visual estimation of the size of an object being a rare exception.  
In general, the Latvia standards approach shape topics through the context of 
measurement. This is often taken to a more advanced level than shown in the England 
curriculum. For example, primary school pupils in Latvia are expected to know what to 
measure and what computations to carry out in order to find the circumference of a circle.  
This is a level 6 skill in the England curriculum and appears at Year 9 in the 2001 
National Strategy. Also, finding perimeters of triangles, volumes of cubes and working 
with speed are all topics that school children in Latvia are expected to master by the end 
of Latvia Year 6 (England Year 8). In England, volumes of cuboids is considered level 6 
work (NS Year 8) and compound measures, such as speed, is pitched at level 7 (NS 
Year 9).   
In England, the concept of angle as a measure of turn is introduced via quarter turns, half 
turns and full turns. This leads to related vocabulary of obtuse and acute angles. In the 
Latvia standards, the coverage is narrower and angles are mentioned only briefly in the 
context of making accurate measurements.   
The Latvia standards have a stronger focus on such abstract concepts as line segments, 
whereas the England curriculum tends to explore polygons and other shapes to cover 
shape topics. This could indicate that the approach to teaching shape concepts is more 
abstract in Latvia than in England. 
Handling data 
The data handling references in Latvia standards are similar in coverage to those in the 
England curriculum, but overall somewhat narrower. The Latvia standards include mean, 
whereas they do not explicitly mention mode or range. Probability is covered in the 
secondary years in the Latvia standards, whereas in the England curriculum the idea of 
likelihood is introduced in the primary years. 
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 9.4 Difficulty, Depth and Breadth  
The statements in the Latvia standards are worded in more general terms than those in 
the England curriculum. This makes it challenging to judge whether one is more difficult 
than the other, and how broad the scope of each statement is.  
Some of the number and measurement work seems to be more difficult in Latvia than in 
England, whereas the opposite is the case for some of the shape and space work. 
In summary, the relationship between the two curricula are viewed as: 
Number, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  10 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  30 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 0 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  10 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  29 curriculum areas 
narrower in 1 curriculum areas 
Number: The Latvia curriculum is regarded as broader and more 
demanding.   
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  5 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  7 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 9 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  5 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  7 curriculum areas 
narrower in 10 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures: The Latvia curriculum is estimated to be narrower 
and less demanding. 
Handling data, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  15 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 3 curriculum areas 
Handling data, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  0 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  15 curriculum areas 
narrower in 3 curriculum areas 
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 Handling data: Again the Latvia curriculum is estimated to be narrower and less 
demanding.   
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 1.3, just above not 
confident, while that for breadth was 1.3, just above not confident. These ratings are low 
because of the general nature of the Latvia curriculum.   
9.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
The Latvia standards follow a spiral structure. For example, by the end of Latvia Year 3 
(England Year 5) pupils are expected to read and write natural numbers up to one 
thousand. By the end of Latvia Year 6 (England Year 8), they are expected to read and 
write natural numbers up to one billion. Similarly, by the end of Latvia Year 3 (England 
Year 5) pupils are expected to use the four number operations with numbers up to one 
hundred. By the end of Latvia Year 6 (England Year 8), they should have expanded 
these skills with larger natural numbers, as well as demonstrating the ability to raise a 
number to the power of two or three and work with algebraic expressions. 
9.6 Integration of Subjects 
About one sixth of the statements in the Latvia standards make explicit mention of real-
life situations. In addition, the general text at the beginning of the standards mentions 
links to other school subjects. However, the document does not give specific examples of 
how the content should be linked to cross-curricular work. The only specific reference 
made is the use of ICT, but even there, the phrasing is less detailed than in a similar 
reference found in the England curriculum. 
9.7 Differentiation 
In Latvia apart from the provision of a range of programmes for pupils with special needs, 
it is regarded as for the teacher to deal with the range of abilities within a class.   
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 9.8 Mandatory or recommended time for Subjects and Content Areas 
The local expert gives the time allocations for mathematics as:. 
Basic of technologies 
and science 
1st 
grade
2nd 
grade
3rd 
grade
4th 
grade
5th 
grade
6th 
grade 
7th 
grade 
8th 
grade
9th 
grade
Mathematics 4 4 4 5 5 5 6 5 5 
Student’ s work load 
(Total) 21 21 24 25 27 30 31 33 33 
 
9.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
Although explicit guidance on teaching methods is not given, some standards references 
are highlighted as being particularly relevant to pupil attitudes. No other issues are 
highlighted in this way, which may indicate that this is intended as guidance to teachers 
to pay particular attention to pupil attitudes when planning their teaching. The key 
pointers include pupils taking part in group work, presentations, using mathematical 
notation carefully and correctly, understanding the importance of mathematics in real-life 
problems, and improving their mathematical understanding.   
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 10 Mathematics Comparison: The Netherlands 
10.1 Structure  
This analysis of the Netherlands primary mathematics curriculum is based upon the 
relevant sections of the English language version of the a translation of the Herzeine 
Kerndoelen Basisonderwijs (‘Revised Main Goals - Primary Education’), which may be 
downloaded from http://www.slo.nl/themas/00022/ This document covers all subjects that 
form part of the education of pupils aged four to twelve years in Netherlands primary 
schools.   
In comparison to the English Key Stage 2 mathematics curriculum, the Netherlands 
primary mathematics curriculum is very brief. It starts with a general paragraph on 
‘characteristics’, which states: 
‘In the course of primary education, the children will gradually acquire - in the 
context of situations that are meaningful to them - familiarity with numbers, 
measurements, forms, structures, and the relationships and calculations that 
apply to these. They will learn to use ‘mathematical language’ and gain 
‘mathematical literacy’ and skills in calculus.’ 
This introduction is followed by eleven ‘Core Objectives’, divided into three sections: 
Mathematical insight and operation; Numbers and calculations, and Measuring and 
geometry. The Core Objectives in the first section are clearly related to process - so for 
example, Objective 25 states that ‘The pupils learn to motivate [ie find] approaches for 
solving arithmetical/mathematical problems and learn to assess solutions’. Most of the 
Core Objectives in the other two sections are more content-related, but they are very 
general and each covers a wide area of the curriculum - so Objective 30, for example, 
states that  ‘The pupils learn to add, subtract, multiply and divide on paper, according to 
more or less contracted standard procedures’, while Objective 33 states that ‘The pupils 
learn to measure and calculate using units and measurements, such as time, money, 
length, circumference, surface area, volume, weight, speed, and temperature’. The whole 
Netherlands primary mathematics curriculum is presented in under 500 words in the 
Dutch language version, so there is too little detail for any indication of the year in which 
different aspects of each topic should be taught. 
There is a clear expectation that the Netherlands primary curriculum should form a 
coherent whole, with mathematics being taught in the context of other subject areas. As 
the Preamble to the whole document ‘Revised Main Goals - Primary Education’ explains, 
across all subjects  
‘Content and objectives should be closely linked, be connected to everyday life, 
and presented in coherence with each other. In concrete education, objectives 
from different chapters are applicable simultaneously. For example, language is 
important in all subjects; culture does not only apply to the artistic domain; and 
information technology applies to all areas. ‘ 
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So, fo
‘The pupils learn to retrieve information from informative and instructive texts, 
assified with textual 
understanding, which in England would come under the National Curriculum for English.  
As the
eracy’ 
hematics 
 
ed to carry out mathematical activity and be able to do maths at their 
own level, with satisfaction and pleasure, both independently and as a part of a 
g
The P t 
ducation addresses 
their emotional and intellectual development, the development of their creativity, 
r acquisition of social, cultural and physical skills.’ 
To thi
g of 
information, development of self-confidence, respectful and responsible dealing 
ils’ social and emotional development as on their 
academic achievement, and this is clearly reflected in the Characteristics and the Core 
 curriculum area. 
 
iculum, but they do not go into any 
r example, Core Objective 4 of the subject area ‘Written education’ states that  
including diagrams, tables and digital sources’.   
Thus some aspects of mathematical communication are cl
 section on mathematical Characteristics explains,  
‘The subjects according to which children develop their ‘mathematical lit
have different origins: everyday life, other development areas, and mat
itself. When selecting and offering the subjects, the children’s levels of
knowledge and ability are kept in mind, as well as their other areas of 
development, their interests, and topicalities, so that children will feel 
challeng
roup.’ 
10.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
reamble to the ‘Revised Main Goals - Primary Education’ starts by explaining tha
‘Primary education aims to broadly educate children. The e
and thei
s end,  
‘Attention should be given to objectives that are important for all learning areas: 
a good working attitude, use of learning strategies, reflection on one’s own 
actions and learning, expression of one’s own thoughts and feelings, respectful 
listening to and criticising of others’ opinions, acquisition and processin
with each other, and care and appreciation for the living environment.’ 
Thus the focus is as much on the pup
Objectives for each
10.3 Content 
As explained above, in section 1.1, the eleven Core Objectives of the Netherlands 
primary mathematics curriculum provide some indication of the mathematical topics to be 
covered during the eight years of primary education. These have been used as the basis
for the mapping of the Netherlands to the English curr
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 great detail.
English and the Netherlands curricula may be noted. 
  However, some specific differences in coverage or emphasis between the 
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This contrasts with the English National Curriculum for Key Stage 2, in which there is no 
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Both ary 
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‘The pupil learns to understand the structure and coherence of positive and 
numbers, decimal numbers, fractions, percentages and proportions, 
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s, etc.’ form part of the Characteristics which 
introduce the Netherlands primary curriculum for Personal and World Orientation.  
Howe  
mathe
‘The pupil learns to systematically describe, structure and visualise data, and 
learns to critically assess data, representations and conclusions’ 
 is a strong emphasis on three-dimensional geometry in the Netherlan
matics curriculum.  So, as the Characteristics explain, 
phenomena in reality, and the ability to reason on the basis of images in two 
and three dimension
, area and volume are both mentioned in Core Objective 33 - but area only in the 
xt of ‘surface area’: 
‘The pupils learn to measure and calculate using units and measurements, such 
as …. surface area, volume…’ 
reference to either ‘volume’ or ‘surfa
shapes.    
fractions and negative numbers appear in the Netherlands only in the second
ulum for mathematics, in Core Objective 22, 
negative 
and learns to use these in meaningful and practical situations.’ 
Handling data 
Handling data is an area in which a particularly heavy emphasis on Ma1, Using and 
applying mathematics, is found in the English national curriculum, since data generally 
have to be about something and this provides a context for its representation or analysis.
In the Netherlands, however, there is no mention of data handling, statistics or proba
in the primary mathematics curriculum. There is a brief reference to 'tables and graphs' 
as an aspect of 'mathematical language' in the Characteristics, and, as indicated abov
‘tables’ are mentioned in Core Objective 4 of Written Education as one source from
which pupils should be able to retrieve information. Again, ‘the measuring and processing
of information in tables, timelines, graph
ver, the first clear reference to data appears in Core Objective 27 of the secondary
matics curriculum, which states: 
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 Personal, social and emotional development 
A strong emphasis is placed in the Characteristics which introduce the Netherlands 
primary mathematics curriculum on mathematics as a socially-negotiated construct. So, 
for example,  
‘[Children] learn to give and receive mathematical criticism with respect for 
another person’s point of view.’  
One significant aspect of this is the children’s ability to explain and justify their reasoning: 
‘During the arithmetic or maths lesson, the children learn to solve a problem in a 
mathematical way and explain to others the solution in mathematical language.’  
This is echoed in the Core Objectives that cover Mathematical insight and operation, 
where in Objective 24, for example, ‘The pupils learn to… clearly represent 
argumentation’. In this way, the mathematics curriculum supports the intention given in 
the Preamble to the ‘Revised Main Goals - Primary Education’, that  
‘Attention should be given to objectives that are important for all learning 
areas:… reflection on one’s own actions and learning, expression of one’s own 
thoughts and feelings, respectful listening to and criticising of others’ opinions… 
respectful and responsible dealing with each other’. 
Any difference here between the Netherlands primary and the English Key Stage 2 
curriculum is one of emphasis rather than absolute. Many of the same points are 
addressed in AT1, Using and Applying mathematics, under Problem solving, 
Communicating and Reasoning.  However, a greater proportion of the (very brief) 
Netherlands primary curriculum is devoted to these issues.   
10.4 Difficulty, Depth and Breadth  
The lack of detail in the Netherlands primary mathematics curriculum makes it difficult to 
judge the relative depth, breadth or difficulty level of the Netherlands and the English Key 
Stage 2 curricula. It has not been possible to judge relative difficulty and breadth with any 
great degree of confidence, but our best estimate is: 
Number, difficulty  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  32 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   8 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in    0 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  32 curriculum areas 
narrower in   8 curriculum areas 
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 Number: The Netherlands curriculum seems to be narrower and less 
demanding.    
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  14 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   2 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in    1 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  13 curriculum areas 
narrower in   2 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures: The Netherlands curriculum seems to be similar in 
both difficulty and breadth.   
Handling data, difficulty  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    0 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 14 curriculum areas 
Handling data, breadth  The Netherlands curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in    0 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    0 curriculum areas 
narrower in 14 curriculum areas 
Handling data: The Netherlands curriculum seems to be narrower and less 
demanding.    
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 1.1, just above not 
confident, while that for breadth was 1.1, just above not confident. These ratings are low 
because of the general nature of the Netherlands curriculum.   
10.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
As observed above, in section 1.1, there is not enough detail in the Netherlands primary 
mathematics curriculum to make any comparison of the order or timing of teaching of 
individual topics possible. 
10.6 Integration of Subjects 
The coherent nature of the Netherlands primary curriculum as a whole has been 
remarked upon above, in sections 1.1 and 1.3. Some aspects of mathematics - such as 
the use and interpretation of tables and graphs - are introduced in the context of such 
curriculum areas as Personal and World Orientation. ‘Mathematical literacy’ is to be 
fostered throughout the curriculum. 
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 10.7 Differentiation  
The Characteristics and Core Objectives of the Netherlands primary mathematics 
curriculum are generally too broad to carry an indication of any differences to be made 
for pupils of different ability. However, Core Objective 27, which relates to mental 
calculation, states that 
‘The pupils learn to quickly carry out the basic calculations in their heads using 
whole numbers, at least to 100, whereby adding and subtracting up to 20 and 
the multiplication tables are known by heart.’ 
This might be taken to imply that some pupils, but not all, will calculate with whole 
numbers greater than 100 - and thus that some differentiation will be practised. 
10.8 Mandatory or recommended time for Subjects and Content Areas 
There are no obvious references to ‘time for subjects or content areas’ in the Netherlands 
primary mathematics curriculum. 
10.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
The introductory preamble to the ‘Revised Main Goals - Primary Education’ makes it 
clear that throughout the curriculum, 
‘The objectives describe the desired results of a learning process, not the way 
in which these are to be achieved. The core objectives do not prescribe any 
didactics. Considering the nature of primary education, teachers should address 
and stimulate the children’s natural curiosity and their need for development 
and communication. By offering a structured and interactive educational 
programme, different forms of exploratory education, and interesting themes 
and activities, children are stimulated in their development.’   
The focus on mathematical processes, including problem solving, reasoning and 
communication, might be held to imply a didactic approach which would encourage 
pupils to discuss ideas and explain their thinking.  However, this is not overtly specified.  
References 
HERZIENE KERNDOELEN BASISONDERWIJS (‘Revised Main Goals - Primary 
Education’), downloadable in English translation from 
www.slo.nl/themas/00022/Kerndoelen.doc/    
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 11 Mathematics Comparison: Ontario 
11.1 Structure, Aims and Rationale  
This analysis is based on the Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Mathematics, 1997, from 
the Ontario Ministry of Education and Training.   
The Introduction to the Ontario Curriculum briefly explains its purpose and structure, and 
also discusses the roles of teachers, students and, unusually, parents, who ‘have an 
important role to play in supporting their child’s learning’. There is a strong emphasis on 
problem solving and on the development of students’ metacognitive awareness of their 
own thinking processes, both in the rubric and in the detail of the curriculum. Four levels 
are specified for each of four overarching categories of process-based ‘Knowledge and 
Skills’: Problem solving, Understanding of concepts, Application of mathematical 
procedures and Communication of required knowledge related to concepts, procedures, 
and problem solving. This is followed by the detailed content which is divided into five 
‘strands’: Number Sense and Numeration, Measurement, Geometry and Spatial Sense, 
Patterning and Algebra and Data Management and Probability. Up to ten ‘Overall 
Expectations’ and up to twenty-five or so ‘Specific Expectations’ are specified for each 
strand in each grade.   
The first Ontario strand, Number Sense and Numeration, covers much the same subject 
matter as the England Key Stage 2 attainment target Ma2, Number, while the second 
and third, Measurement, and Geometry and Spatial Sense,  relate broadly to the Key 
Stage 2 attainment target Ma3, Shape, space and measures. The Data Management and 
Probability strand, however, goes well beyond Key Stage 2 attainment target Ma4, 
Handling data, while the Patterning and Algebra strand is highly processed-based, 
crossing the boundaries of the all of the different attainment targets in the Key Stage 2 
curriculum. It has a strong element of Ma1, Using and applying mathematics, and it 
focuses strongly on making connections between different mathematical concepts and 
between mathematics and daily life.  
There is a strong emphasis on the use of concrete materials and drawings at all levels of 
the Ontario mathematics curriculum, not just in the lower grades. For example, students 
in Ontario Grade 5 (England Year 6) ‘represent, and explore relationships between, 
decimals, mixed numbers, and fractions using concrete materials and drawings’, and 
‘construct nets of cubes and pyramids using a variety of materials’. Similarly, students 
are expected to discuss mathematics and explain their reasoning throughout their 
mathematical education - so for example in Ontario Grade 2 (England Year 3) they 
‘explain a variety of strategies to find sums and differences of 2 two-digit numbers’, while 
in Ontario Grade 5 (England Year 6) they ‘solve problems involving decimals and 
fractions, and describe and explain the variety of strategies used’.   
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 11.2 Content 
The detailed Ontario primary mathematics syllabus, which is presented on pages 20 to 
71 of the Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Mathematics, 1997, describes the content to be 
covered each year from Ontario Grade 1 (England Year 2) to Ontario Grade 8 (England 
Year 9). The mapping of the Ontario to the English curriculum relates to the material 
covered during Ontario Grades 2 to 5 (England Key Stage 2, Years 3 to 6).    
The strong emphasis on process and problem solving in the Ontario primary 
mathematics curriculum has been mentioned above. In particular, the Ontario curriculum 
requires students to pose problems as well as solving them, and to explain and justify 
their reasoning, at all levels and in all content areas. In addition to this there are some 
specific differences in the coverage of particular content areas. 
Number 
• The term ‘negative number’ is not mentioned in the Ontario primary mathematics 
curriculum. However, in Ontario Grade 3 (England Year 4) students ‘estimate, 
read, and record temperature to the nearest degree Celsius’, and this is likely to 
involve temperatures below 0. 
• There is no specific mention of the symbols <, > and  = in the Ontario primary 
mathematics curriculum, while the KS2 National Curriculum does not refer 
specifically to ordinal numbers which are covered in Ontario.  
• The emphasis in Ontario is on the ability to explain equivalent fractions, but 
students are not required to 'simplify fractions by cancelling common factors' as 
they are in England.   
• Students in Ontario are expected to understand the relationship between the 
decimal and fraction forms of numbers, but they are not introduced to the concept 
of percentages.    
• Problems involving ratio and direct proportion appear to be limited to speed and 
distance in Ontario.   
• The Ontario primary mathematics curriculum emphasises the development of the 
uncontextualised concept of decimal numbers (although this is based firmly on 
the use of appropriate models and equipment), while in England at Key Stage 2 
pupils are expected to understand and use decimal notation only in contexts such 
as money or measures.   
• The Ontario primary mathematics curriculum does not mention the rounding of 
decimal numbers. 
• There is no clear reference to the use of brackets to order operations in the 
Ontario primary mathematics curriculum. 
• There appears to be less explicit emphasis in Ontario on strategical mental 
calculation, such as multiplication and division involving three- or four-digit 
numbers using factors, distribution or other methods. 
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 • The Ontario primary mathematics curriculum does not mention the construction 
and use of algebraic formulae. 
Shape, space and measures 
• The emphasis in Ontario is on understanding coordinates systems, rather than on 
the specific skills of reading and plotting coordinates. 
• There is relatively little focus on angle properties in the Ontario primary 
mathematics curriculum.  
• In the Ontario primary curriculum students are required to estimate, as well as 
measuring and calculating, areas. 
Handling data 
• There is a stronger emphasis on the Ontario primary mathematics curriculum on 
students’ specification of their own data-handling problems, and on their 
collection of their own data. 
• The Ontario primary curriculum introduces the mean as well as the mode and 
range of a set of data. 
• There is no clear reference to the difference between discrete and continuous 
data in the Ontario primary curriculum. 
• The Ontario primary mathematics curriculum covers probability to a significantly 
greater depth than the Key Stage 2 curriculum. For example, students in Ontario 
Grade 2 (England Year 3) 'investigate simple probability situations (e.g., flipping a 
coin, tossing dice)', while in Ontario Grade 5 (England Year 6) they 'predict 
probability in simple experiments and use fractions to describe probability', and 
'use tree diagrams to record the results of simple probability experiments'. This 
goes well beyond the expected coverage of the Key Stage 2 curriculum. 
11.3 Difficulty, Depth and Breadth  
To a great extent the breadth of coverage in the Ontario primary mathematics curriculum 
matches that of the England Key Stage 2 curriculum quite closely, although some 
detailed differences have been noted above. In particular, the Ontario curriculum has a 
greater focus on students’ specification, investigation and solution of their own data-
handling problems. Probability is also covered in greater depth at an earlier stage in 
Ontario.   
There is a strong emphasis on patterns and their recognition and analysis in the 
Patterning and algebra strand of the Ontario primary mathematics curriculum. This 
encompasses a wide range of contexts such as sound or recurring events, and goes well 
beyond the ‘recognition and description of number patterns’ or the 'making and drawing 
of 2-D and 3-D shapes and patterns', of the England Key Stage 2 curriculum. It gives a 
clear focus to the process-based approach of the Ontario curriculum. 
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In summary the comp son between England and Ontario’s curr
Number, difficulty  The Ontario curriculum
more demanding in 4 curriculum areas 
ari icula is: 
  is regarded as: 
  
of similar demand in  25 curriculum areas 
  is regarded as: 
similar in breadth in  25 curriculum areas 
 
Number: The Ontario curriculum is viewed as both narrower and less 
 Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
  
of similar demand in  14 curriculum areas 
re
 Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
similar in breadth in  13 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures: In contrast the Ontario curriculum is regarded as 
ulum is regarded as: 
  
of similar demand in  12 curriculum areas 
 
th ulum is regarded as: 
similar in breadth in  10 curriculum areas 
Handling data: The Ontario curriculum is regarded as similar in difficulty but 
ring, 
rade 2 
less demanding in 8 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Ontario curriculum
broader in  3 curriculum areas 
narrower in 9 curriculum areas 
demanding.   
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The
more demanding in   3 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   3 curriculum a as 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The
broader in    3 curriculum areas 
narrower in   3 curriculum areas 
similar in both breadth and demand.   
Handling data, difficulty  The Ontario curric
more demanding in   1 curriculum area 
less demanding in   1 curriculum area 
Handling data, bread   The Ontario curric
broader in    3 curriculum areas 
narrower in   1 curriculum areas 
slightly broader.   
11.4 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
The Ontario mathematics curriculum is specified in detail by grade, and teachers are 
expected to follow the given structure. There is a significant element of spiral structu
so, for example, students ‘read and print number words to twenty’ in Ontario G
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enable students to broaden their knowledge in other subject areas’. This approach is a 
ole of the Ontario 
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 in the 
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of the curriculum content appears to be quite similar. The overall impression is of a 
evelopment of 
ial 
 
f 
dents working at different levels in the same 
grade. Thus a student working at level 1 would be doing so ‘with assistance’, while a 
 
ded time for Subjects and Content Areas 
thematics, 1997 of the 
o encourage the development of 
(England Year 6) they ‘recognize and read numbers from 0.01 to 100 000’.   
11.5 Integration of Subjects 
There is a strong emphasis in Ontario on the use and application of mathematics in 
everyday and real life contexts. Teachers are expected to emphasise this, and to ‘plan 
programs in which connect
significant aspect of the problem-solving basis which underlies the wh
mathematics curriculum.   
11.6 Comparison with a newer version of the curriculum 
The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Mathematics, 1997 was replaced in September 
2005 with the Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Mathematic, Revised. The latter 
document places even more emphasis on problem-solving skills, and on the 
development of metacognitive awareness. The content of the curriculum is still divid
into five strands as before, but it is presented by grade rather than by strand as
1997 version. The Introduction has been extensively re-written and expanded, but mo
further strengthening of the process-based approach and the d
metacognitive awareness which was already clearly present in the 1997 curriculum. 
11.7 Differentiation and Tailoring Content to Ability 
The Introduction to the Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Mathematics, 1997 states that it 
‘is intended for use with all students, including exceptional students’, although ‘spec
programs’ may be available for some of these. However, each of the four overarching
categories of process-based ‘Knowledge and Skills’, Problem solving, Understanding o
concepts, Application of mathematical procedures and Communication of required 
knowledge related to concepts, procedures, and problem solving is specified at four 
levels, and these would be relevant to stu
higher-achieving student would be working ‘independently’, whatever the content and
level of the subject matter being taught. 
11.8 Mandatory or recommen
There is no indication in the Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Ma
time to be spent on mathematics.   
11.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
The Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Mathematics, 1997 concludes with a five page 
section of Notes for Teachers. These emphasise the central role of reasoning and of 
problem solving, explaining that ‘All the strands of mathematics learning require students 
to engage in problem solving’. It offers suggestions t
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 effective problem solving strategies and the metacognitive ‘ability to reflect on one’s own 
 explain, ‘Even very young students can and must be taught to 
ught processes in this way’.   
m 
http://www.moe.gov.sg/cpdd/doc/Maths_Pri.pdf
thinking’. As the Notes
examine their own tho
12 Mathematics Comparison: Singapore 
12.1 Structure  
This analysis is based on the 2001 Singapore mathematics curriculum as this is 
presented in the Primary Mathematics Syllabus, accessible to download fro
. This document starts with a 7-page 
p bjectives of the 
c e introduction is followed by a very detailed 43-page spe e 
material to be covered year-by-year, divided into ‘topics’ as shown below. 
Table 12.1 Topics in the Singapore mathematics curriculum 
England KS1 England KS2 England KS3 
introduction resenting the aims, the general framework, and the o
urriculum. Th cification of th
Singapore Year P1 P2 P3 P4 P5/1,2 P5/3 P6/1,2 P6/3 
England Year Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y6 Y7 Y7 
WHOLE NUMBERS  9 9 9 9 9 9 9  
MONEY, MEA US RES  
& MENSURATION  
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
STATISTICS   9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
GEOMETRY   9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
FRACTIONS   9 9 9 9 9   
DECIMALS     9 9 9   
AVERAGE/RATE/SPEED      9  9 9 
RATIO/ PROPORTION      9  9 9 
PERCENTAGE      9  9 9 
ALGEBRA        9  
Note that pupils in Singapore Years 5 and 6 (England Years 6 and 7) are split into 
streams, with a differentiated curriculum as shown above. 
dividual ‘Outcomes’ are specified for each topic for each year group. These are 
accompanied by ‘Remarks’, which generally serve to specify more precisely the breadth 
to which the topic should be covered. 
 
In
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 12.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The introduction to the 2001 Singapore ‘Primary Mathematics Syllabus’ explains that,   
‘The focus of the syllabus is mathematical problem solving. The emphasis is the 
development of concepts, skills and its underlying processes. This, together with 
the explication of thinking skills and the integration of IT in mathematics teaching 
and learning, will give leverage to the development of mathematical problems 
solving.’   
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001, pg3 
Again the ‘Framework of the mathematics curriculum’ commences with the statement, 
‘The primary aim of the mathematics curriculum is to enable pupils to develop their ability 
in mathematical problem solving. Mathematical problem solving includes using and 
applying mathematics in practical tasks, in real life problems and within mathematics 
itself. In this context, a problem covers a wide range of situations from routine 
mathematical problems to problems in unfamiliar contexts and open-ended investigations 
that make use of the relevant mathematics and thinking processes.’  
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001, pg5 
However, although a list of ‘processes’, divided into ‘thinking skills’ and ‘heuristics for 
problem solving’, is given (MoE Singapore, 2001, pg 5), these are not generally closely 
integrated with the detailed year-by-year curriculum which comprises the bulk of the 
document. Similarly, neither computers nor IT are mentioned again after the introductory 
sections. This lack of emphasis on the use of ICT, and on the use and application of 
mathematical processes, and a relatively greater focus on such procedural skills as 
formal long division, or the conversion of fractions to decimal numbers, is a major 
difference between the English and the 2001 Singapore primary mathematics curricula.   
12.3 Content 
The detailed Singapore primary mathematics syllabus, which is presented on pages 15 
to 50 of the ‘Primary Mathematics Syllabus’, describes the content to be covered each 
year, from Singapore Year 1 (England Year 2), to Singapore Year 6 (England Year 7).  
The mapping of the Singapore to the English curriculum relates to the material covered 
during Singapore Years 2 to 5 (England Key Stage 2, Years 3 to 6).   
The stronger emphasis in the English curriculum on mathematical processes, the use 
and application of mathematics, and the use of calculators and ICT, and in the Singapore 
curriculum on detailed procedural skills, has been mentioned above. In addition to these 
there are some specific differences in the coverage of particular content areas. 
Algebra 
In England, pupils are expected to ‘[use] patterns and relationships to explore simple 
algebraic ideas’ (Ma B/c), to ‘recognise, represent and interpret simple number 
relationships, constructing and using formulae in words then symbols’ (Ma2.4d), and to 
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 ‘read and plot coordinates in the first quadrant, then in all four quadrants’ (Ma2.4e).  
However, Algebra does not appear in the Singapore primary curriculum until their Year 6 
(equivalent to English Year 7).   
Shape, space and measures 
Vertically opposite angles, and the equality of an exterior angle of a triangle to the sum of 
the interior opposite angles, are covered in Singapore but not in England. 
In Singapore, pupils are required to ‘estimate the area of a square and a rectangle in 
standard unit’ (P3/M6j), ‘use formula to find the volume of a cuboid’ (P4/M4e), ‘use 
formula to find volume of liquid in a rectangular container’ (P4/M4f), and ‘solve up to 2-
step word problems involving volume of a cube/cuboid and liquid’ (P5/M2d).  Estimation 
of area, and the calculation of volume, are not covered in the English primary national 
curriculum. 
In England pupils are required to ‘transform objects in practical situations; transform 
images using ICT; visualise and predict the position of a shape following a rotation, 
reflection or translation’ (Ma3.3b), but transformations and the visualisation of movement 
are not mentioned in the Singapore curriculum. On the other hand, Singapore pupils 
make and draw tessellations in Year P5 (England Year 6), while tessellations do not 
appear in the English National Curriculum for Key Stage 2. 
Handling data 
The English primary national curriculum is more detailed than the Singapore in relation to 
handling data, and appears to cover a greater range of concepts and skills, including the 
use of ICT.  
Probability is introduced in England, but not in Singapore. 
Abacus 
The use of the abacus (Soroban type, with one 5-unit bead and four 1-unit beads in each 
column) is covered in the 2001 Singapore Primary 2 and Primary 3 (English Year 2 and 
Year 3) curriculum (MoE Singapore, 2001, Appendix B, p52-53).  Private tuition classes 
were also available - for example, see 
http://web.singnet.com.sg/~littlesq/SQAMClass.html  The ability to ‘visualise small sets of 
up to 5 objects instead of counting one by one’ (P1/W2e), which is a key skill for the 
effective use of the abacus, is covered in the Singapore curriculum in Year 1 (equivalent 
to England Year 2). 
12.4 Difficulty, Depth and Breadth 
As explained above, there is a relatively greater emphasis on procedural knowledge in 
the Singapore curriculum, as opposed to the development of pupils’ understanding of 
mathematical concepts. In this respect it has been judged that the Singapore primary 
mathematics curriculum is, in places, both narrower and less demanding than the 
English. However, the level of demand is higher in Singapore for computation.   
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 Handling data, in particular, seems to be covered in significantly less depth in the 
Singapore primary curriculum, with less emphasis on problem solving, or the application 
of data-handling concepts in a wide range of contexts.  Other areas of difference are 
given above. In summary the comparison between England and Singapore’s curricula is: 
Number, difficulty  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  35 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  11 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 21 curriculum areas 
Number, breadth  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  32 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  10 curriculum areas 
narrower in 24 curriculum areas 
Number: The Singapore curriculum is viewed as both broader and more 
demanding.   
Shape, space and measures, difficulty  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  2 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  4 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 14 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures, breadth  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  2 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  4 curriculum areas 
narrower in 14 curriculum areas 
Shape, space and measures: In contrast the Singapore curriculum is regarded as 
narrower and less demanding.   
Handling data, difficulty  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  1 curriculum areas 
less demanding in 13 curriculum areas 
Handling data, breadth  The Singapore curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  0 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  1 curriculum areas 
narrower in 13 curriculum areas 
Handling data: Again the Singapore curriculum is regarded as narrower and 
less demanding. 
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 12.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
As the introduction to the 2001 Singapore Primary Mathematics Syllabus explains,  
‘In the syllabus, the spiral approach is adopted to ensure that each topic is covered at 
appropriate levels in increasing depth.’  
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001 pg 3   
So, for example, pupils work with the concept of place value in Singapore Year P2 
(England Year 3) when they ‘read and write numbers up to 1000 in numerals and in 
words’ (P2/W1bThey develop their understanding further in Singapore Year P5 (England 
Year 6) when they ‘multiply and divide numbers by tens, hundreds and thousands’ (P5/ 
W2c). This approach is comparable to that found in the English curriculum, where, for 
example, pupils ‘read, write and order whole numbers to at least 1000 and position them 
on a number line’ in Year 3, and then go on to ‘use understanding of place value to 
multiply and divide whole numbers and decimals by 10, 100 or 1000’  in Year 5 (Primary 
Framework Learning Targets).   
12.6 Integration of Subjects 
No evidence of subjects being integrated was found.   
12.7 Comparison with a newer version of the curriculum 
In 2007, four years after the 2003 TIMSS survey was completed, Singapore introduced a 
new primary mathematics curriculum (downloadable from 
http://www.moe.gov.sg/cpdd/1_Primary%20maths%20syllabus%202007_for%20uploadin
g%2024%20Jul.pdf ). The introductory rhetoric again emphasises the importance of 
‘reasoning, applications, and use of technology’ (MoE, Singapore,2007, p2). However, 
the new document appears to present a rather more coherent picture, with advice in the 
‘Mathematics Framework’ on a pedagogical approach that is designed to support the 
development of problem solving process skills. For example, teachers might  
Encourage students to think aloud the strategies and methods they use to solve 
particular problems. 
Provide students with problems that require planning (before solving) and evaluation 
(after solving). 
Encourage students to seek alternative ways of solving the same problem and to check 
the appropriateness and reasonableness of the answer. 
Allow students to discuss how to solve a particular problem and to explain the different 
methods that they use for solving the problem.’  
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001, pg 9 
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 Calculators are still not used in Singapore until Year P5 (England Y6), but they do have a 
recognised role at that point.  Other specific examples of the use of ICT in primary 
schools for the teaching and learning of mathematics, however, are scarce.  
Furthermore, the use of the abacus has apparently been abandoned. 
12.8 Differentiation 
Pupils in Singapore are divided after Singapore Year P4 (England Year 5) into three 
streams - EM1, EM2, and EM3.  As the Introduction to the 2001 Primary Mathematics 
Syllabus explains,  
‘The content for the EM3 stream repeats some of the important topics covered in the 
foundation stage. This is to ensure that pupils have a good understanding of basic 
mathematical concepts covered in the foundation stage before they proceed to other 
topics in the orientation stage.’  
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001, pg3 
It should be noted that EM£ is being phased out from 2008.   
12.9 Mandatory or recommended time for Subjects and Content Areas 
In Singapore the recommended allocations, in hours, are:  
  P1 P2 P3 P4 
  3.5 4.5 5.5 5.5 
After P4 the streaming cuts in and the allocations vary by stream, 4.5 hours for EM1, 5 
hours for EM2 and 6.5 hours for EM3. It should be noted that the lower attaining pupils, 
EM3, are given more time for mathematics.   
12.10 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
The introductory section of the Singapore Primary Mathematics Syllabus provides a clear 
statement of the aims, objectives and framework of the primary mathematics curriculum.  
So, for example, for example, pupils should ‘enjoy doing mathematics’, and should 
‘develop an enquiring mind through investigative activities’. However, this section bears 
little relation to the syllabus itself that follows, giving very detailed ‘outcomes’ year by 
year, accompanied by ‘remarks’ on what to include or exclude. It is not clear how much 
freedom teachers have to adopt one or other of the broad approaches implied by these 
two sections of the document, although the Introduction does state that 
‘This syllabus is a guide for teachers to plan their mathematics programmes. Teachers 
need not be bound by the sequence of topics presented here but should ensure that 
hierarchy and linkages are maintained. Teachers should exercise flexibility and creativity 
when using the syllabus.’  
Ministry of Education, Singapore, 2001, pg3 
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 13 Science Comparison: Chinese Taipei  
13.1 Structure 
In Chinese Taipei, the school years are organised into Grades, with Grade 1 being the 
first year of compulsory primary education. The school year consists of two semesters. 
The first begins in early September and runs till late January or early February. Winter 
vacation typically runs from two to three weeks around the Lunar New Year. Spring 
semester begins following the Lantern Festival in mid February and ends in early June. 
Table 13.1 shows the age and English year group equivalents to the Chinese Taipei 
Grades 1-6. 
Table 13.1:  Age and English year group equivalents to the Chinese Taipei Primary 
Grades 1-6 
Chinese 
Taipei Grade 
Age (years) English year group equivalent 
Grade 1 6-7 Year 2 
Grade 2 7-8 Year 3 
Grade 3 8-9 Year 4 
Grade 4 9-10 Year 5 
Grade 5 10-11 Year 6 
Grade 6 11-12 Year 7 
As Key Stage 2 in the English programme covers only years 3-6 inclusive, it is 
noteworthy that Grade 1 pupils in Chinese Taipei are age equivalent to year 2 pupils in 
England which is Key Stage 1. Similarly, Grade 6 pupils in Chinese Taipei are age 
equivalent to year 7 pupils in England which is Key Stage 3.  
The Chinese Taipei science curriculum for Grades 1-6 includes a core teaching content 
which is structured in blocks of grades and includes the first three grades of junior high 
school as well (the three years that follow after Grade 6 at primary school). The primary 
Grades 1-6 are blocked in groups of two years, with core teaching content outlined 
together for the years grouped together as follows: 
Grades 1 and 2 
Grades 3 and 4 
Grades 5 and 6 
As a result of core teaching content being blocked together in groups of two years, it is 
not possible to know exactly when aspects of the Chinese Taipei curriculum are taught 
within the two year bands. This is noteworthy particularly when comparing what is taught 
in Grades 1/2 and Grades 5/6 in Chinese Taipei to what is covered at Key Stage 2 in 
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 England as age equivalent English pupils may in fact be in Key Stage 1 or 3 as outlined 
above.  
The spreadsheet associated with this review identifies which pieces of core content are 
taught in which English year group equivalents to the Chinese Taipei grade blocks. 
13.2 Content 
The science curriculum in Chinese Taipei is linked with technology and is termed ‘The 
Study Fields of Science and Life Technology’. Table 1.2 outlines the core teaching 
content of Grades 1-6 and Grades 1-3 in junior high school.  
There is broad overlap between the Chinese Taipei curriculum and the English 
curriculum in terms of generic topics. Basic elements of biology, physics and chemistry 
are covered in both countries, e.g. plants, animals, forces, earth and space, materials 
and their properties, light and sound. From a surface glance at the core teaching 
contents, it appears that the English curriculum is more explicit with regard to its 
approach to investigative science with a great emphasis on this part of the curriculum. 
However, although not largely covered in the core teaching contents of the Chinese 
Taipei curriculum, as outlined in section 1.3 of this review, the core contents of the 
Science and life technology curriculum in Chinese Taipei aims to foster eight key ability 
elements. These eight ability elements include a diverse range of investigative abilities as 
applied to science and technology. As well as this, these ability elements also include a 
further range of features not covered in the English curriculum, including technology 
development, scientific attitude, thinking intelligence and design and production. These 
will be outlined more explicitly in section 1.3. 
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 Table 13.2:  Main topics in the core teaching contents for Chinese Taipei ‘Science 
and life technology’ curriculum 
Topic Theme Sub-theme 
110 Substance composition (rock, 
water, air) on the earth 
The earth 
environment 
111 The earth and space 
120 The intercommunity of life Creature on the 
earth 121 The diversity of life 
130 The structures and functions of 
substance 
The composition 
and characteristics 
of the nature 
Composition and 
characteristics of 
substance 131 The shapes and properties of 
substances 
210 The changes of earth's surface and 
earth's crust 
211 Weather changes 
212 Day and night and four seasons 
213 The constancy and adjustment in 
animal body 
214 Temperature and thermal 
215 Motion and force 
216 Sound, light and wave 
217 The form and conversion of energy 
218 Chemical reaction 
Change and 
balance 
219 Chemical equilibrium 
220 Global changes 
221 The response and animal 
behaviour of creature stimulation to 
environment 
222 Electromagnetic action 
223 Gravity action 
224 Water and aqueous solution 
225 Oxidation and deoxidize 
226 Acid, alkali and salt 
Interaction 
227 Organic compounds 
230 The structure and function of plant 
The role of nature 
Structure and 
function 231 The structure and function of 
animal 
The continuation of 
life 
310 Reproduction, inheritance and 
evolution 
Evolution and 
continuity 
Earth's history 320 Stratum and fossil 
410 Food 
411 Material 
412 Machinery Application 
413 Electricity and application 
414 Information and information 
transmission 
Life and the 
environment 
Life and technology 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
415 Housing 
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 Topic Theme Sub-theme 
416 Transportation 
Natural disaster and prevention  
Environmental 
protection 420 
421 Environmental pollution and 
prevention 
510 Creature and environment 
511 The relationship between human 
beings and nature 
512 The conservation and use of 
resource 
Ecological 
conservation 
513 The development and use of 
energy 
520 The development of science 
521 The beauty of science 
Science and 
humanities 
522 Ethics of science 
530 Creativity and production 
Sustainable 
development 
Creativity and 
civilization 531 Technology and civilization  
The Chinese Taipei curriculum also dedicates itself largely to what it terms ‘Earth 
Systems Education’, incorporating many aspects that are more likely to be covered in 
England in the subject of geography or not at all. This will be more broadly explored 
under the aims and rationale section (1.3). As a result, and as there are other areas of 
study Chinese Taipei addresses which the English Key Stage 2 science curriculum does 
not, Chinese Taipei’s broader teaching topics include weather, machinery, food, housing, 
transportation, natural disasters and prevention, (natural) resources, technology and 
civilisation, creativity and production, the beauty of science and the ethics of science.  
13.3 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
As outlined in the previous section, the Chinese Taipei curriculum has a core teaching 
content which is broken down in the spreadsheet associated with this review, which aims 
to foster eight key abilities in pupils. These key ability elements are: 
Process skills: Encourages skills of observation, comparison and classification, 
organisation and conjunction, induction, inference and deduction as well as conveyance, 
often in the context of investigative science.  
Science and technology cognition: Encourages a level of cognition and summarises 
core knowledge requirements at different grades.  
Essence of science: Encourages a range of abilities in investigative science. 
Development of technology: Encourages a range of abilities concerning the essence of 
technology, its evolution and its application in society.  
Scientific attitude: Encourages a range of abilities concerning the approach to science 
including exploring, the fun of discovering, carefulness and conscientiousness as well as 
seeking truth and reality. 
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 Thinking intelligence: Encourages creative thinking, problem solving, critical thinking, 
comprehensive thinking and inferential thinking.  
Scientific applications: Encourages thinking in an applied way about scientific 
principles including approach to problems and planning not only experimentally but in 
different aspects of life. 
Design and production: Encourage creative thinking about design and production. 
As well as these eight key ability elements, a further ten abilities form an umbrella over 
the science and life technology curriculum and are seen to be fostered through not only 
the science and life technology curriculum but also through the six other fields of study 
which are humanities and the arts, health and physical education, language, 
mathematics, social sciences as well as extracurricular activities. These ten abilities are: 
Self-understanding and developing potential abilities 
Appreciation, performance and innovation 
Career planning and lifelong learning 
Expression, communication and sharing 
Respecting, caring and teamwork 
Cultural learning and international understanding 
Planning, organising and practising 
Use of technology and information 
Active exploration and research 
Independent thinking and problem-solving 
Over the past ten years, a range of experts have been working together to develop the 
Science and life technology curriculum in Chinese Taipei. Their aim has been to integrate 
elements of biology, chemistry, earth science, physics and life technology. The standards 
in the curriculum aim to provide a ‘systematic way for developing students’ understanding 
and appreciation of three interactions, including the individual and himself/herself, the 
individual and society, as well as the individual and nature’ (Chang, 2005, p. 625).  
Chang (2005) highlights how these fit in with the principles of ‘Earth Systems Education’ 
(ESE). The ESE theme forms the basis of the conceptual framework of the Science and 
life technology curriculum. A strong reasoning for a basis in this theme is that it 
‘motivates students to be concerned about environmental problems around the world 
such as acid rain, global warming and climate change, El Nino’s influence, ozone 
depletion and groundwater pollution’ (Chang, 2005, p. 627). By bringing together a range 
of elements into one field of study, the philosophy is that the amount of science content is 
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 reduced but there is a promotion of the connection between science and the everyday 
lives of the pupils who study the topic. Chang (2005) describes empirical evidence that 
supports an ESE-oriented curriculum, showing higher achievement for pupils instructed 
in this philosophy than those who are not. 
13.4 Difficulty and coverage 
In terms of investigative science, the first of four core topics in the English curriculum 
(termed ‘Knowledge, skills and understanding’); the spreadsheet compares the English 
curriculum with what is outlined in Chinese Taipei’s core teaching contents. At first 
glance it appears this is more comprehensively covered in England. However, there are 
investigative strands within the eight abilities in the Chinese Taipei curriculum which this 
core contents aims to foster. These eight abilities are not direct teaching points. The 
spreadsheet outlines, in the notes section, references to parts of these abilities where it 
appears English areas are not covered in Chinese Taipei.  
The eight abilities include, as outlined in the previous section, process skills. It is 
suggested the core teaching content should foster many investigative abilities which are 
also covered in the English curriculum. Examples include the range of skills required by 
simple investigative work such as forming ideas and assumptions, difficulties of collecting 
evidence, difficulties in controlling data, observing data, expressing observations, 
perceiving cause and effect as well as perceiving results should be similar in experiments 
conducted with similar methods. In fact, one of the abilities, ‘scientific applications’ talks 
about thinking in applied ways, not only about investigations but also different aspects of 
life.  
It is important to remember these are not points in the core teaching contents of the 
Chinese Taipei curriculum but abilities it is hoped will be fostered by the core contents.  
In terms of core teaching contents, in both countries different sources must be used to 
find evidence. However, in Chinese Taipei pupils must understand and assess if 
evidence is credible or not. Also in Chinese Taipei there is an explicit reference to being 
able to put forward arguments based on the evidence. This is not explicit in the 
curriculum in England. 
In the English curriculum there is an emphasis on thinking about what might happen in 
an investigation, trying things out and selecting materials and/or equipment. It is difficult 
to ascertain from the Chinese Taipei core teaching contents if this is also expected. In 
the English curriculum there is also explicit reference to the ability to make systematic 
observation and measurements, including the use of ICT for datalogging. In Chinese 
Taipei there is a generic teaching point termed ‘processing and handling’, making it 
difficult to ascertain if this is similar to what has been described above in the English 
curriculum.  
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 The expectations about the use of equipment are similar in both countries. In Chinese 
Taipei however, there is a specific emphasis on the theme of ‘thermal’, where the ability 
to use a thermometer is seen in line with this theme which looks at the sun, combustion 
and friction. The English curriculum is not integrated in this way.  
The requirement for expressing results using text, tables and graphs is similar in both 
countries. However, in terms of expressing observations and patterns, the curriculum in 
England is more explicit about the ability to make comparisons and look at simple 
patterns. In Chinese Taipei’s core teaching contents only one specific example is given 
which requires pupils to perceive the objects are different in weight.  
In England the curriculum is very specific about the need for pupils to be able to review 
the work of others and describing its significance. In Chinese Taipei there is only a very 
generic reference termed ‘improving function’. It is unclear exactly what this means.  
In England the’ Knowledge, skills and understanding’ section of the curriculum is 
expected to be taught through a range of points outlined in what is termed ‘Breadth of 
study’. For example, pupils are expected to learn about investigative science through a 
range of domestic and environmental contexts that are familiar and of interest to them. 
This is not explicitly mentioned in Chinese Taipei. However, another point in the English 
‘Breadth of study’ is that pupils should look at the part science has played in the 
development of many useful things. This is addressed in the Chinese Taipei curriculum 
and it is very specific in stating that pupils should learn about Chinese and Western 
scientists, naming some as examples. The Chinese Taipei curriculum also requires 
pupils to understand lifestyles in different ages which are not addressed in England.  
Also included in the ‘Breadth of study’ in England is that pupils should be using a range 
of sources of information and data. This is matched by requirements in Chinese Taipei.  
In England however, pupils are expected to use first and second hand data in their 
investigative work. This is not explicitly noted in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. Also 
explicit in England is a requirement for pupils to use appropriate scientific language and 
terms, including that for measurement. There is no match for this in Chinese Taipei.  
A final point within the ‘Breadth of study’ is a point for pupils to recognise the hazards in 
all the work they do, be able assess risks and take appropriate action. In Chinese Taipei 
this is narrower as the requirement is only required of pupils in terms of electricity and 
conductivity.  
A second umbrella theme in the English curriculum is ‘Life processes and living things’. 
The function and care of teeth is a topic covered within this theme in England but not in 
the Chinese Taipei curriculum. In conjunction with this, in England there is an emphasis 
on the importance of good health, food and nutrients. This seems to be covered more 
broadly in Chinese Taipei under the notion of ‘survival’. In Chinese Taipei, there is 
however, an emphasis on food preparation and learning about different spices, additives 
and food hygiene. These are topics not covered in the English science curriculum and 
are more likely to be covered in the subject of ‘food technology’ in England.  
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 Expanding on the theme of good health, in England there are further topics covered 
which are not in the Chinese Taipei curriculum including personal health and the effect of 
tobacco, alcohol and other drugs on the body. In England pupils also study the heart 
specifically and the importance of exercise for good health including the effect of exercise 
on heart rate. This is not studied in Chinese Taipei.  
In terms of the study of the human body, the two curricula seem similar. Both curricula 
require an understanding of the bones and muscles working together in the human body 
to allow movement. Similarly the stages of the human life cycle are covered in both 
England and Chinese Taipei. Life processes in humans is covered in both countries, 
however in Chinese Taipei this is covered more comprehensively. For example, different 
types of reproduction are covered in Chinese Taipei with pupils needing to know that 
animals can reproduce by oviparity and viviparity. Furthermore, in Chinese Taipei pupils 
are required to perceive that humans respond to changes of temperature outside (such 
as trembling in low temperature, sweating in high temperature) at this stage in the 
curriculum and need to know that animals need to maintain temperature within a scope, 
and pupils should know the methods used to maintain body temperature. 
In England’s curriculum there is a specific reference to needing to know the life 
processes common to plants and also to be able to make links between these in familiar 
plants and the environments in which they are found. Life processes linked to plants is 
not covered in the Chinese Taipei curriculum so their curriculum is narrower in this area.  
In terms of plant growth and the effects of light and temperature on this: this is explicitly 
covered in England but not in Chinese Taipei where such effects are only considered in 
terms of creatures. However, in Chinese Taipei, pupils must know about the parts of the 
plant, be able to recognise local fruits and vegetables as well as know about aquatic 
plants. This aspect is therefore broader in Chinese Taipei whereas in England only the 
parts of the plant need to be known by pupils. Furthermore, in Chinese Taipei pupils 
need to know that plants can propagate by seeds or roots, stems and leaves. In England 
pupils are expected to know about the function of parts of the flower and their role in the 
life cycle of flowering plants (i.e. stigma, stamen, petal, and sepal).  
In the English curriculum pupils are expected to be able to make and use keys as well as 
know how locally occurring animals and plants can be identified and assigned to groups. 
In Chinese Taipei this is described as ‘making classifications’. In England the curriculum 
is broader in requiring pupils to know that the variety of plants and animals makes it 
important to identify them and assign them to groups. 
The importance of protecting living things and the environment is in the English 
curriculum but in Chinese Taipei this is far broader, more difficult and more explicit. In 
Chinese Taipei pupils need to know specifically about water contamination, air pollution, 
natural resources, recycling, how waste disposal is linked to things like water pollution 
(and know if water is contaminated by observation), noise reduction, endangered species 
and the difficulty of recouping destroyed resources.  
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 Pupils in both countries study how different animals are suited to their environment. In 
Chinese Taipei there is an explicit reference to aquatic animals and the structures they 
have which make it suitable for them to live in water. Although not explicit in the English 
curriculum, aquatic animals are also a likely topic for pupils to study. Food chains 
showing feeding relationships appear to be covered only in England with no reference to 
these in Chinese Taipei’s curriculum. In Chinese Taipei however, pupils are expected to 
understand the basic divide of animal parts. This is covered earlier in England, at Key 
Stage 1.  
Micro-organisms are studied in both countries although their specific benefits are studied 
only in England whereas how they are affected by light and temperature and air is 
studied in Chinese Taipei and not in England. 
 ‘Materials and their properties’ is the umbrella theme for the third of the four main 
themes in the English curriculum. The first main point in the English curriculum is to 
compare everyday materials and objects on the basis of their material properties, 
including hardness, strength, flexibility and magnetic behaviour, and to relate these 
properties to everyday uses of the materials. This aspect seems similar in both countries. 
However, in Chinese Taipei this theme is broader as pupils need to know about the 
deflection of a compass caused by the interaction of magnetic needle and a magnetic 
field (terrestrial magnetism or wire connected with current). Although this includes 
aspects of physical processes, it appears to be studied alongside materials in Chinese 
Taipei. They should also be able to give examples to illustrate every day materials such 
as plastic, metal, glass, ceramics etc and they must be able to recognize the impact of 
plastics, metals, glass and ceramics on life through information collecting as well as be 
able to recognize different clothing fibres. 
In terms of thermal conduction, in England pupils must know what this means and when 
materials are good / bad thermal conductors. However, in Chinese Taipei pupils also 
have to know about the ways in which heat is spread (i.e. convection, conduction and 
radiation) which is not covered in England at this level. With regard to electrical 
conduction, both countries study similar concepts. In Chinese Taipei pupils are also 
taught about the pH of aqueous solutions. 
Both English students and those in Chinese Taipei study rocks. However, in Chinese 
Taipei the students also cover minerals and they need to know that rocks are mostly 
made up of minerals. To recognize some common fossils and know they are remains of 
ancient creatures is a requirement in Chinese Taipei but not covered in England.  
The study of solids, liquids and gases is broader in Chinese Taipei particularly with 
regard to changes of temperature with a need to understanding shrinking in hot / cold as 
well as dissolution quantity and diffusion speed. In England pupils simply describe what 
happens when materials are heated or cooled. Pupils in England however, learn about 
whether changes are reversible or not which is not mentioned in the Chinese Taipei core 
teaching contents.  
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 Learning about the role of evaporation and condensation in the water cycle seems similar 
in both curricula. However, in Chinese Taipei there is an explicit reference to pupils 
needing to know that evaporation is endothermic which is not the case in England. 
Furthermore, in Chinese Taipei, pupils are expected to know that sea water is salty and 
that fresh water exists only in rivers, lakes and soil.  
While in England pupils study dissolving, the effect of temperature on dissolving is 
expected to be known by pupils in Chinese Taipei. This may be covered in investigations 
surrounding dissolving in England but there is no explicit curriculum point on this.  
With regard to separating mixtures and materials it appears that the English curriculum is 
more comprehensive. For example, pupils in England study how to separate insoluble 
solids from liquids by filtering, how to recover dissolved solids by evaporating the liquid 
from the solution and generally to use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide 
how mixtures might be separated.  
In Chinese Taipei however, they look at a range of concepts not covered in England. 
Pupils in Chinese Taipei need to know that substance is composed of particles (no 
mention of the concept of atoms) through activities such as observing the phenomenon 
of dissolution and diffusion, cutting substances and assembling building blocks.  
Furthermore, in Chinese Taipei pupils study more broadly the changes in soil and 
sandstone, such as accumulation or loss, through observation and experiment. Pupils 
also need to know soil is a mote composed of organic substances caused by rock 
weathering or animals and plants. They also study changes of the earth's surface that 
are mainly caused by the process of weathering, erosion and deposition. Pupils also 
need to perceive that the activities of creatures can change the environment (for 
example, tree roots break wall, organic manure). Pupils also need to be able to produce 
oxygen and carbon dioxide in simple experiments, test the properties, and know air 
contains oxygen and carbon dioxide. These are broader and more difficult topics than 
those covered in England at this stage.  
‘Physical processes’ is the fourth and final main umbrella topic in the English curriculum. 
Many aspects of physical processes are the same in both curricula: for example, building 
electrical circuits, although in Chinese Taipei the purpose of the type of circuits is made 
explicit, i.e. building circuits to make specific toys work. In England there are two broader 
aspects which are not covered in Chinese Taipei: these are changing the components in 
a circuit to make bulbs dimmer or brighter as well as representing components in a circuit 
diagram.  
The forces involved in magnetism are covered in both curricula as well as the forces of 
gravity and friction. Coverage in these specific areas seems similar. In Chinese Taipei 
however, the study of forces generally is more extensive and more difficult at this stage. 
For example, students study the use of pressure to push objects; they need to know how 
much force is applied by observation of deformation. Also, they look at the calculation of 
speed and its relation to distance and time. They study this in relation to the ‘location’ of 
objects and that they should be presented with coordinates, distance and direction. They 
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 must also perceive that regular movement can be used to measure time and direction 
(for example, changes of shade). Furthermore, students must perceive that objects 
affected by a few forces can still maintain balance and be static. Students also find out 
about the lever principle by experiment (such as using the seesaw principle to hang 
objects with different weight). 
Both curricula study light although each country makes explicit some different points 
within this topic. For example, in England pupils are explicitly required to know that light 
comes from a source and that we only see things when light enters our eyes whereas in 
Chinese Taipei these are not explicitly mentioned. Both curricula do highlight the 
teaching of how shadows are formed. Overall however, the Chinese Taipei curriculum is 
more difficult and details that pupils are taught at this level about the direction of light 
reflection. Pupils must also perceive that light is refracted when passed through different 
media, that a rainbow can be seen after refraction at certain angles (and observe the 
rainbow by producing water fog), observe irradiated light and imaging (such as reflection 
and caustics of smooth flat and magnification effect of lens, etc) and explore the 
regulation of instruments and changes of pronunciation. 
The topic of sound is covered in both curricula. As with the topic of light, different aspects 
of the study of sound are covered in each country although broadly speaking the difficulty 
of the topics studied are similar. In England pupils learn that vibrations are not always 
directly visible but this not covered in Chinese Taipei although the fact that sounds are 
made when things vibrate is similar in both curricula. In England pupils are expected to 
know how to change the pitch and loudness of sounds produced by some vibrating 
objects (for example, a drum skin, a plucked string) but this is not covered in Chinese 
Taipei. In terms of sound requiring a medium through which to travel, Chinese Taipei and 
England seem to approach this slightly differently, with England’s reference indicating 
that vibrations from sound sources require a medium (for example, metal, wood, glass, 
air) through which to travel to the ear.  
In Chinese Taipei pupils must perceive sound transmitting through substances (such as 
taut lines, water pipe, etc.). Additionally in Chinese Taipei students must perceive 
information about received sounds. This is not covered explicitly in the English 
curriculum.  
The Earth, moon and space is a topic covered in both countries. Some aspects of this 
topic are only covered in one country. For example, the shape of the Earth, moon and 
sun being spherical is required to be known by pupils in England. How day and night are 
related to the spin of the Earth on its own axis is only an explicit requirement in the 
English curriculum as well as that the Earth orbits the Sun once each year and that the 
Moon takes approximately 28 days to orbit the Earth. None of these aspects are explicitly 
noted in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. The fact that the sun appears to move across the 
sky is a requirement in both countries, although the direction of this is included in 
Chinese Taipei, i.e. east/west. In Chinese Taipei pupils must also perceive that the 
moving of the sun has rules and that shadows will follow these changes so they can be 
used to measure time. 
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 The Chinese Taipei curriculum is far broader and more difficult in terms of study points 
about the moon, sun and stars. Pupils in Chinese Taipei must: 
perceive the moon rises in the east and sets in the west 
observe and know the moon waxes and wanes (moon phase change) 
know that the directions of the sun rising and falling in different seasons are different 
perceive there are numerous stars in the sky, some light and some dark 
observe and describe different stars (or constellations) you can see in the night of 
different seasons 
identify important fixed stars and constellations 
know the sun is a fixed star 
perceive the length of day, night, and know that temperatures are different in each 
season. 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum also includes a range of topics not included in the English 
science curriculum. These include: 
weather 
the form and conversion of energy  
oxidation and reduction  
water as a general topic  
acid, alkali and salt 
machinery 
information and information transmission 
natural disaster prevention 
the development and usage of energy 
the beauty of science 
ethics of scientific activity. 
A summary of the detailed comparison of the two curricula by attainment target is: 
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 Scientific Enquiry, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    1 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    4 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   3 curriculum areas 
Scientific Enquiry, breadth  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in    3 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    3 curriculum areas 
narrower in   3 curriculum areas 
Scientific Enquiry: Because of less direct references to Scientific Enquiry in the 
Chinese Taipei curriculum it is therefore viewed as similar in demand and breadth. 
Life Processes and Living Things, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is 
regarded as: 
more demanding in    6 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    7 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   2 curriculum areas 
Life Processes and Living Things, breadth  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is 
regarded as: 
broader in  18 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    7 curriculum areas 
narrower in 11 curriculum areas 
Life Processes and Living Things: The Chinese Taipei curriculum is seen as more 
demanding and broader.   
Materials and Their Properties, difficulty   The Chinese Taipei curriculum is 
regarded as: 
more demanding in    5 curriculum area     
of similar demand in    6 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   1 curriculum areas 
Materials and Their Properties, breadth   The Chinese Taipei curriculum is 
regarded as: 
broader in  26 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    5 curriculum areas 
narrower in   6 curriculum areas 
Materials and Their Properties: The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as more 
demanding and broader.   
Physical Processes, difficulty  The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    4 curriculum area 
of similar demand in    7 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   0 curriculum areas 
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 Physical Processes, breadth   The Chinese Taipei curriculum is regarded 
as: 
broader in   33 curriculum areas  
similar in breadth in     7 curriculum areas 
narrower in    9 curriculum areas 
Physical Processes: The Chinese Taipei the curriculum is regarded as more 
demanding and broader.   
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 2.1. just above, quite 
confident (2.0), while that for breadth was 2.8, just below very confident (3.0).   
13.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
The core teaching content in the Chinese Taipei curriculum is organised in blocks of two 
grades in the years of interest for this study, as outlined in section 1.1. Core teaching 
contents are outlined for Grades 1 and 2 together, as well as for Grades 3 and 4 together 
and Grades 5 and 6 together. As highlighted before, it is not possible to know exactly 
when each point is taught within each of the bands of two years. This is especially 
noteworthy when considering teaching contents in Grades 1 and 2 as Grade 1 pupils in 
Chinese Taipei fall under Key Stage 1 in England, rather than Key Stage 2, the focus for 
this research. Similarly, for Grades 5 and 6, Grade 6 pupils would actually be in Key 
Stage 3 in England, rather than Key Stage 2. It is not possible to tease apart the specific 
points taught in each year so this is a general note of caution.  
The topic of investigative science is taught across all the years 3-6 at Key Stage 2 in 
England. These skills are taught to pupils through a range of topics across the years. It is 
likely to be in a spiral fashion, with high order reasoning skills and the complex 
understanding of relationships between variables not being taught until the end of Key 
Stage 2. Simpler investigative points are taught earlier and built on throughout the four 
years.  
It is difficult to ascertain if the same pattern of learning is adopted in Chinese Taipei or 
not as much investigative science is covered by the eight abilities rather than the core 
teaching contents as discussed previously. Looking at the Chinese Taipei core teaching 
points in this area however, it is possible to make some considerations. Pupils learn in 
Grades 1 and 2 about the topic of ‘thermal’, i.e. how the sun, combustion and friction can 
cause ‘thermal’ [sic] and how to use a thermometer. This is very specific. Pupils in 
Grades 1 and 2 also learn to perceive that objects are different in weight.  
In Grades 3 and 4 in Chinese Taipei pupils learn to analyse the needs of investigations, 
select materials, consider the credibility of sources and put forward opinions based on 
this credible information. It is also in Grades 3 and 4 where pupils study scientists and 
inventors in Taiwan and China and look at science in applied situations. It is not until 
Grades 5 and 6 that pupils study Chinese and Western scientists together as well as 
technological innovations and inventions in history. Pupils then also learn about the 
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 collation of information by a range of sources as well as the consideration of these 
resources, the utilization of tools, processing and handling and causal relationships. 
Looking at the topics to be considered under the umbrella of ‘Life processes and living 
things’, the English curriculum again generally adopts a spiral approach, building on 
knowledge over the four year period of Key Stage 2.  
Life processes in humans and other animals is covered in different ways across the 
years at Key Stage 2. This is similar in Chinese Taipei with the simple facts about 
animals needing certain things for growth being taught early. Subsequently in Grades 3 
and 4 the life cycle is introduced. It is not until Grades 5 and 6 when life processes are 
explicitly taught including the more specific notions of oviparity and viviparity. Also taught 
at these grades are foraging and social behaviours of animals as well as information 
transmission between animals. Similarities between parents and descendants are also 
taught in these grades.  
In terms of the study of green plants and flowers, pupils study this topic more broadly and 
with more difficult aspects in Chinese Taipei. Aspects of this are introduced in Grades 3 
and 4 in Chinese Taipei with the basic parts of the plant and flower, including aquatic 
plants. The functions of the parts are not studied until Grades 5 and 6 as well as 
additional points including separating plants that blossom from those that do not and 
considering that plants can propagate in different ways. Flower parts are studied by 
English pupils in year 5 but the parts of the plant and their functions are not studied until 
year 6 according to the Schemes of work.  
In terms of life processes common to plants including growth, nutrition and reproduction, 
this is not studied explicitly for plants in Chinese Taipei. However the need for water, 
sunlight, air, food and other resources for different creatures and how they are affected 
by these is studied in Grades 5 and 6. Some basics of this are taught in Grades 1-4 but 
more comprehensively in the later grades. In England this topic is taught in spiral in all 
years from 2 to 6.  
Both countries use classification methods although this is only explicit for animals in 
Chinese Taipei whereas it is for both animals and plants in England. This topic is not 
studied in Chinese Taipei until Grades 5 and 6. In England, however, pupils look at 
different aspects of this topic starting in year 3 as well as in year 4 and year 6. The 
additional aspect studied in England, which is understanding why it is important to 
classify animals and plants, is introduced in year 3 and concluded in year 6. Interestingly, 
in Chinese Taipei recognising common plants and animals in the local environment is 
already studied in Grades 1 and 2, but not covered at all in England.  
Pupils in both countries study adaption and about how different animals are found in 
different habitats and how they are suited to these. In England this is introduced in year 4 
and built on in year 6 according to the Schemes of work. In Chinese Taipei some basics 
are taught in Grades 3 and 4 to do with comparing terrestrial and aquatic animals. This 
work is built upon in Grades 5 and 6. 
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 Food chains, which are not studied in Chinese Taipei, are introduced in England in year 
4 and followed on in year 6.   
As highlighted previously, Chinese Taipei’s study of environmental protection and 
dangers is more comprehensive than in England and is very specific. The English 
programme of study point is very generic and the schemes of work indicate pupils 
address environmental protection in year 3 and again in year 6. In Chinese Taipei 
aspects of this topic are taught across the years, starting with basic recycling in Grades 1 
and 2, moving on to water contamination and air pollution in Grades 3 and 4. In Grades 5 
and 6 pupils study the impact of environmental changes on animals and plants, are 
taught about sources of water pollution, the impact of air pollution on creatures, how to 
reduce garbage and how to recycle a range of materials. Pupils in these grades also 
study the impact on the Earth of a reduction of resources and the impact of deforestation. 
It is also in Grades 5 and 6 that pupils study some areas not covered in the English 
curriculum including noise pollution and the difficulty of recouping natural resources once 
destroyed.  
Food hygiene in Chinese Taipei is taught in Grades 3 and 4, and food additives in 
Grades 5 and 6. Neither of these topics is covered in England.  
Both countries study the skeleton and muscles and how they allow movement to take 
place. As highlighted earlier, in Chinese Taipei this is done in a broader and more difficult 
way. In Chinese Taipei this is not studied until Grades 5 and 6 whereas in England pupils 
learn about this in year 4, slightly earlier although as noted, at an easier level.  
Assuming that ‘the change history of biological growth’ equates with the study of the life 
cycle in England, this is studied in Grades 3 and 4 in Chinese Taipei, and once in Grades 
5 and 6, pupils learn that biological continuity relies on reproduction. In England the life 
cycle is first introduced in year 2 and then built upon in year 5. This is broadly similar to 
what occurs in Chinese Taipei.  
The topics of the heart, the importance of exercise, exercise and pulse rate and the 
effects of alcohol and drugs on the body, which are not covered in Chinese Taipei, are 
covered in England predominantly in year 5 although exercise is introduced in year 2 
before it is built upon in year 5.  
Micro-organisms are studied with greater specificity in Chinese Taipei than England. In 
England this topic is not introduced until year 6. In Chinese Taipei, this topic in most of its 
depth is also left until Grades 5 and 6. However, the fact that creatures can alter the 
environment is introduced in Grades 3 and 4.  
The third umbrella topic in the English curriculum is ‘Materials and their properties’. Basic 
characteristics of different materials and substances such as colour, shape and hardness 
are studied in the younger years in both countries. Using this information to distinguish 
between materials is introduced in Grades 3 and 4 in Chinese Taipei including the 
concept that two materials may have some properties in common and other properties 
which are different from each other. Using experiments to find out how materials and 
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 substances are different is not done until Grades 5 and 6. Also in these grades pupils 
study the impact of plastics, metals, glass and ceramics on life and the recognition of 
different clothing fibres.  
In terms of thermal insulation, this is studied in year 4 in England according to the 
Schemes of work. The basic idea of thermal conduction is introduced in Grades 3 and 4 
in Chinese Taipei and being able to conduct experiments to ascertain information about 
the thermal conductivity of different materials is not covered until the higher grades, 5 
and 6. This is also when pupils are taught that heat can be spread by conduction, 
convection and radiation and how to apply these properties to daily life, such as heat 
preservation and heat dissipation. A similar programme of progress is seen with the 
teaching of electrical conduction with experimentation not done until Grades 5 and 6. 
Furthermore, it is in these higher grades that the pH of aqueous solutions is taught.  
Rocks and soils and their characteristics are covered early on in England, in year 3. The 
fact that there are stones, sands and soil all over the world and that they all have 
characteristics is introduced in Grades 1 and 2 in Chinese Taipei. A range of other 
associated things are studied within this topic predominantly in Grades 3 and 4 (but not 
in England) which include observing changes in sandstone and soil and knowing soil is a 
mote composed of organic substances. Pupils also study that changes to the Earth’s 
surface are mainly caused by weathering, erosion and deposition and that it is different 
when flow speed and rate is different. Several other teaching points which are also not 
covered in England are not studied in Chinese Taipei until Grades 5 and 6. These topics 
include knowing that rocks are mainly composed of various minerals and that these 
minerals have their own characteristics, as well as that rocks can be used for a range of 
different purposes. Fossils are also studied in Grades 5 and 6 in Chinese Taipei.  
In England, the differences between the properties of solids, liquids and gases are 
studied in years 4 and 5. Similarly this is studied in Grades 3 and 4 in Chinese Taipei. In 
Chinese Taipei however, in Grades 5 and 6, pupils also learn about the expansion of 
substances in heat and shrinking when cold as well as dissolution quantity and diffusion 
speed.  
Both curricula study materials and how they change. In most aspects, the points are 
covered in the curriculum at similar points in pupils’ studies. For example in terms of 
temperature and what it is a measure of, in England this is taught in year 4 and in 
Chinese Taipei in Grades 3 and 4. Describing what happens when materials are heated 
or cooled is covered in year 5 in England and is spread amongst Grades 3-6 in Chinese 
Taipei.  
Reversible changes, are taught in year 6 in England and changes to materials as 
described above in Grades 3 and 4 in Chinese Taipei. There is no explicit mention of 
reversible changes in the curriculum in Chinese Taipei. That non-reversible changes 
result in the formation of new materials is also studied in year 6 in England as well as 
that burning is an example of this. Although burning is covered in the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum in Grades 3 and 4, there is no mention of reversibility in relation to this.  
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 The water cycle is studied in year 5 in England. Aspects of the water cycle are studied in 
Grades 3-6 in Chinese Taipei. In the earlier grades, 3 and 4, pupils study how we suffer 
the effects of water evaporation and condensation in daily life. It is unclear what these 
effects are from the curriculum notes. Water condensing into clouds and dew is not 
covered until Grades 5 and 6. Furthermore, in Chinese Taipei pupils at the higher grades 
learn that evaporation is endothermic which is not taught in England at this stage.  
Separating mixtures of materials is covered in both curricula and taught in years 4 and 6 
in England. Deciding how to separate mixtures using knowledge of solids, liquids and 
gases is taught in year 4 as well as simple sieving. In year 6, dissolving is studied as well 
as how to recover solids by evaporation. Filtering is also not covered until year 6. In 
Chinese Taipei not all these topics are covered although the solubility of different 
substances is covered in Grades 3 and 4 and how this is affected by temperature is not 
covered until Grades 5 and 6. Also at Grades 5 and 6 pupils learn that substances are 
composed of smaller particles by observing processes such as dissolution, diffusion, 
cutting substances and assembling building blocks. 
The fourth and final overarching topic in the English curriculum is ‘Physical processes’. 
Electrical circuits are studied in spiral fashion in the English curriculum, every two years 
in years 2, 4 and 6. In Chinese Taipei the construction of simple circuits is covered in 
Grades 3 and 4. Other aspects such as changing the number or type of components in a 
circuit and the effect this has, as well as representing circuits with drawings and 
conventional symbols, are not covered in the Chinese Taipei curriculum.  
A range of forces is studied in both curricula. Attraction and repulsion in magnets is 
studied in year 3 in England. In Chinese Taipei in Grades 1 and 2 pupils observe that 
magnets can attract objects at a distance and through paper. Subsequently in the higher 
grades, 5 and 6, polarity is studied, as well as the deflection of a compass caused by the 
interaction of a magnetic needle and magnetic field.  
Gravity is taught in year 6 in England and in Grades 5 and 6 in Chinese Taipei. Friction 
(including air resistance) is taught in year 4 in England according to the schemes of work 
yet not until Grades 5 and 6 in Chinese Taipei. Opposing forces are not taught until year 
6 in England. This is not so explicit in Chinese Taipei, however, perceiving simple forces 
and how they can be used simply (pushing a ball) is studied in Grades 1-4.  
Measuring forces and identifying the direction in which they act is taught in years 4 and 6 
in England. This is covered in a broader fashion in Chinese Taipei and integrated with 
knowing the location of objects with co-ordinates (including distance and direction) and 
being able to use regular movement to measure time and direction (for example changes 
of shade). Pupils are also taught to know the size of a force as a result of the degree of 
deformation. These topics are taught in Grades 3 and 4 and expanded upon in Grades 5 
and 6 with the knowledge of the relationships between force, speed, time and length. 
Furthermore, at this level, Chinese Taipei students also learn about how objects can 
maintain balance despite being affected by force, and look at the see-saw principle.  
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 Light as a topic is covered in years 1, 3 and 6 in England. In Chinese Taipei shadows as 
well as describing light with ‘light’, ‘shade’ and ‘colour’ are covered in Grades 1 and 2 and 
that the reflection of light has a certain direction is also covered in these grades. The 
topics covered in Chinese Taipei but not in England are studied in Grades 3 and 4 and 
include that light is refracted when passed through different media and that a rainbow 
can be seen after refraction in a certain angle. In grades 5 and 6, pupils in Chinese 
Taipei observe irradiated light and imaging and explore the regulation of instruments and 
their pronunciation.  
Sound is predominantly studied in year 5 in England according to the English Schemes 
of work. In Chinese Taipei this appears to be studied earlier, in Grades 1 and 2 although 
they do not study how to change the pitch and loudness of sounds.  
The Earth, sun and moon and periodic changes are predominantly studied in year 5 in 
England. In Chinese Taipei pupils in Grades 1 and 2 study day and night and that 
shadows will follow these changes and that this can be used to measure time. A whole 
range of aspects within this topic are studied in Grades 5 and 6 in Chinese Taipei. These 
are aspects not covered in England and include the fact that the sun rises in the East and 
sets in the West (and that this direction is different in different seasons), that the moon 
waxes and wanes, and to know that the sun is a fixed star. Stars and constellations are 
also studied in these Grades.  
In Chinese Taipei pupils study a further range of umbrella topics which are not covered in 
the English Key Stage 2 science curriculum. These topics are discussed below, starting 
with weather which is covered in Grades 1-4 predominantly. In Grades 5 and 6 the topic 
is also included and pupils are taught to describe changes of weather by quantifiable 
methods of temperature, wind direction, wind speed, rainfall and so on. Furthermore, 
pupils are taught to recognise symbols of high and low pressure lines, frontal surface and 
typhoons on weather maps.  
The form and conversion of energy is studied in Grades 1 and 2 at a basic level, knowing 
the sun can provide thermal energy for example, and at a more advanced level in Grades 
5 and 6. Water is also studied at a basic level in Grades 1 and 2 and with regard to 
surface tension in Grades 5 and 6. 
Oxidation and reduction is predominantly studied in the higher grades as well as acid, 
alkali and salt with the only Grade 3 and 4 study point for the latter topic being the ability 
to distinguish the acidity and alkalinity of common foods by using smell, touch and taste.  
Machinery is a topic covered across all the grades, which complements the Chinese 
Taipei science curriculum’s integration with technology. At the younger grades, 1 and 2, 
pupils use the flow of water or air to make water guns and blow pipes. At Grades 3 and 
4, pupils look at how water can help to transport things, how to use the siphon 
phenomenon to pump water and to use connecting pipes to measure water levels.  
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 It is not until Grades 5 and 6 that pupils study levers, pulleys, chains, belts, gears and 
axles and how these as well as fluid can transmit power. 
Information and information transmission is also studied across the grades in Chinese 
Taipei with the concept of simple messages and how these can be communicated being 
covered in the younger years, with an increase in difficulty in Grades 3 and 4 with, for 
example, semaphore being introduced. In Grades 5 and 6 this is built upon with pupils 
studying how different animals can transmit various messages by voice.  
National disasters and prevention such as recognising typhoons and earthquakes and 
how to prevent these are studied by the older pupils in Grades 5 and 6.  
The development and usage of energy is staggered across the grades with the 
importance of energy conservation in daily life being covered in Grades 1 and 2. Knowing 
what energy is, and perceiving the common fuels as well as cultivating an attitude of 
conservation is studied in Grades 3 and 4. At Grades 5 and 6 the specific energy forms 
such as coal, natural gas, petroleum, nuclear energy, hydropower and solar energy are 
studied. Also at these grades pupils study the importance of imports into the country for 
the effectiveness of different methods of generating energy. Pupils also learn the sun is 
the largest source of energy and look at solar energy and put forward creative ideas for 
resolving the problem of reducing energy sources and understanding the importance of 
fuels in daily life in the process.  
The beauty of science as well as the ethics of science are two final topics studied in 
Chinese Taipei. The former is studied in Grades 3-6, looking at the beauty in the 
sequences of life such as the periodic changes of the planets and the changes in animals 
and plants as well as the beauty of minerals in rocks. The ethics of science is studied in 
the higher grades, 5 and 6, and encourages pupils to make research honest and to 
ensure scientific work should respect life and the environment.  
13.6 Integration of Subjects 
As outlined in the aims and rationale of the curriculum section, the aim of the Chinese 
Taipei curriculum has been to move towards integrating elements of biology, chemistry, 
earth science, physics and life technology. This has been done alongside the interactions 
between the individual and himself/herself, the individual and society, as well as the 
individual and nature. The overarching aim from this integrated approach is that pupils 
will learn to understand the connection between science and their everyday lives.  
Pertinent points that stand out about the integrated approach to the science curriculum 
include much reference to topics more commonly studied in geography in England, for 
example, weather. The Chinese Taipei curriculum then also makes this relevant to the 
pupils in their country, i.e. by studying natural disaster prevention.  
The whole Chinese Taipei curriculum and how it is titled highlights the marked integration 
of science with technology. This makes many of the topics studied in the core teaching 
points very relevant and practical. For example, Chinese Taipei pupils study electricity 
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 and explicitly link this to toys, using electricity to make toys work. Another example is t
study of force, in particular pressure. Pupils study this and subsequently in relation
understanding how water guns work. This link of science to machinery within the 
curriculum is clear also with a look at, for example, the workings
he 
 to 
 of chains, levers, 
ation 
 
on 
relation to science aims to encourage respect for nature and objects in 
ver 2.5% of primary pupils are in special education and 
s. 
s of each semester according to the 
ative Learning Periods. The numbers of these three periods are listed as 
follows:  
pulleys, gears and axles and how devices can transmit power.  
The focus on communication is interesting with a look at information and inform
transmission, for example, and how science and technology work within this.  
Two other interesting integrated topics are ‘the beauty of science’ and ‘ethics of scientific 
activities’.  Looking at the beauty of nature and fostering pupils to integrate their emotion
with science is very explicit in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. Similarly, a considerati
for ethics in 
science.  
13.7 Differentiation 
The local expert reports that just o
that a range of provision exists.   
13.8 Mandatory or recommended time for Subjects and Content Areas 
The local expert reports that: 
Generally, the allocations of the major learning areas and alternative courses of the 
Taiwan curriculum are 80% and 20%, respectively. Learning period of Language Arts 
account about 20%-30% of the Area Learning Periods. The Mathematics and Science 
and Technology learning areas each account for 10%-30% of the Area Learning Period
The time for each period is approximately 40 minutes for elementary schools. Schools 
may adjust the time for each period and the week
school environment and the needs of students.  
For the elementary schools, the Total Learning Periods consist of Area Learning periods 
and Altern
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 Table 13.3:  Numbers of the Total Learning Periods, Area Learning Periods, Alternative 
Learning Periods per week 
Length of 
learning periods 
Total learning 
periods 
Area learning 
periods 
Alternative 
learning periods 
Grade 1 22-24 20 2-4 
Grade 2 22-24 20 2-4 
Grade 3 28-31 25 3-6 
Grade 4 28-31 25 3-6 
Grade 5 30-33 27 3-6 
Grade 6 30-33 27 3-6 
13.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods  
The local expert reports that: 
One of the characteristics of the Grade 1-9 Curriculum Guidelines is that the guidelines 
encourage teachers to develop school-based curriculum. The instructional methods 
included are only suggested as guidance for teaching practice rather than compulsory. 
For example, according to the Science and Technology learning area curriculum 
guidelines, the themes and sub-themes do not represent corresponding chapter titles in 
the teaching materials. Teachers can re-arrange the learning contents to compile their 
teaching materials. In addition, for the themes related to the attitude or belief dimensions 
(such as the concept of humanity in the learning of sustainable development of Science 
and Technology), it is suggested to employ integrated methods to bring the issues into 
the learning process with other related themes rather than the doctrinal instruction of 
teaching by telling.  
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 14 Science comparison: Hong Kong 
This comparison was completed in Hong Kong with summary sections added by NFER 
staff.   
The English national science curriculum for ages 7 to 11, which is Key Stage 2 and 
covers years 3, 4, 5 and 6, is compared with that of Hong Kong for the same age group, 
which is year 3 covered by Key Stage 1 and years 4, 5 and 6 covered by Key Stage 2. 
In Hong Kong, Science Education (SE) is taught in conjunction with the other two Key 
Learning Areas (KLAs), Personal, Social & Humanities Education (PSHE) and 
Technology Education (TE), as a single subject, General Studies (GS), to students of the 
age group concerned. 
Therefore, the following comparison is mainly based on content of both the General 
Studies for Primary Schools Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Primary 6) (CDC, 2002) and 
the Science Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Secondary 3) 
(CDC, 2002). 
14.1 Structure 
According to the SE KLA Curriculum Guide, the major learning elements in science are 
arranged into six strands in the curriculum for the purpose of curriculum planning and 
organization. The six strands are Scientific Investigation, Life and Living, The Material 
World, Energy and Change, The Earth and Beyond, and Science, Technology and 
Society (STS). The six inter-related strands can be represented diagramatically as 
follows:  
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 The six strands of SE KLA curriculum are embedded in the six strands of the GS 
curriculum including a) Health and Living, b) People and Environment, c) Science and 
Technology in Everyday Life, d) Community and Citizenship, e) National Identity and 
Chinese Culture, and f) Global Understanding and the Information Era. And there are 
science elements in a), b) and c).  
For the science curriculum of England, the knowledge, skills and understanding in each 
programme of study identify the four areas of science that pupils study which include a) 
Scientific inquiry, b) Life processes and living things, c) Materials and their properties, 
and d) Physical processes.  
Both the SE KLA and GS curriculum guides of Hong Kong provide the following 
information: curriculum framework specifying aims, learning targets, learning objectives, 
thematic approach, as well as strands, generic skills, values and attitudes as the 
components of the curriculum; suggestions regarding curriculum planning on central 
curriculum and school-based curriculum, collaborative lesson planning and modes of 
curriculum planning; guide to learning and teaching on the inquiry approach, information 
technology for interactive learning, homework, life-wide learning and catering for student 
diversity; guide to assessment on formative and summative assessment; suggestions to 
learning and teaching resources and resources management; and exemplars of effective 
learning.  
Similar information is also provided by the science curriculum of England as follows: 
programmes of study including the knowledge, skills and understanding, and the breadth 
of study; attainment targets and level descriptors; key information that should be taken 
into account when teaching the subject; definitions of words and phrases in the 
programmes of study; suggested opportunities for pupils to use information and 
communication technology as they learn the subject; some key links with other subjects; 
information on inclusion; information on the use of language and ICT across the 
curriculum; and health and safety statement.  
Science Education (SE) in Hong Kong is one of the Key Learning Areas (KLAs) of the 
school curriculum. At the age group concerned, it is an integral part of the General 
Studies (GS) curriculum, which also embraces the other two KLAs, Personal, Social & 
Humanities Education (PSHE) and Technology Education (TE). Teachers should help 
students connect their learning experiences in science and with those in other KLAs as 
this will facilitate effective learning with limited lesson time.  
Teachers should seek to establish links with other KLAs (e.g. Chinese & English, 
Language, Mathematics, Personal, Social & Humanities, Technology Education, Arts, 
Physical Education) where appropriate to provide students with a coherent and holistic 
outlook to the learning of certain themes or issues.  
Both SE KLA and GS curricula in Hong Kong are structured by Key Stage. Primary 1 to 
Primary 3 belong to Key Stage 1 while Primary 4 to Primary 6 to Key Stage 2. The 
science curriculum in England is also structure by Key Stage; however, Key Stage 1 
includes year groups 1 to 2 while Key Stage 2 includes year groups 3 to 6.  
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  Hong Kong England 
Key Stage 1 Primary 1 to Primary 3 year groups 1 to 2 
Key Stage 2 Primary 4 to Primary 6 year groups 3 to 6 
The structure and terminology used in the two curricula can be compared as below:  
Hong Kong England 
y Students y Pupils 
y Curriculum 
Set out the general directions for 
curriculum development of school 
science education in Hong Kong to fulfil 
the vision of enabling students to attain 
life-wide and life-long learning. 
y Curriculum 
Determine the content of what will be 
taught and sets attainment targets for 
learning, and how performance will be 
assessed and reported. 
y Strands 
Major learning elements in science are 
arranged into six inter-related strands for 
the purpose of curriculum planning and 
organization. 
y Areas 
Knowledge, skills and understanding in 
each programme of study that pupils 
study. 
y Framework 
Comprises a set of interlocking 
components including: subject 
knowledge and skills expressed in the 
form of learning targets and learning 
objects; generic skills; and values and 
attitudes. It sets out what students 
should know, value and be able to do at 
Key Stages 1 and 2, and defines the 
aims, learning targets, learning 
objectives, and core and extension. 
y Programmes of study 
Sets out what pupils should be taught 
in science at Key Stages 1, 2, 3 and 4 
and provide the basis for planning 
schemes of work. 
 
y Learning objectives 
Define more specifically what students 
are expected to learn in accordance with 
the broad learning targets for Key 
Stages 1 and 2. They are to be used by 
teachers in the planning of the 
curriculum, units, lessons and activities. 
y Attainment targets 
Set out the ‘knowledge, skills and 
understanding that pupils of different 
abilities and maturities are expected to 
have by the end of each Key Stage’. 
 
y Thematic Approach 
School can develop different themes to 
integrate the proposed core elements of 
the curriculum. Exemplars have been 
given to show how a school designed its 
own themes according to the needs, 
interests and abilities of its students. 
y Breadth of study 
Identifies contexts in which science 
should be taught, make clear that 
technological applications should be 
studied, and identifies what should be 
taught about communication and 
health and safety in science. 
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 14.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The SE KLA and GS curricula have been developed by the Curriculum Development 
Council (CDC) to support the Basic Education Curriculum Guide - Building on Strengths 
(Primary 1 - Secondary 3) (CDC, 2002) and to help realise the recommendations made 
in the CDC Report on Learning to Learn - The Way Forward in Curriculum Development 
(CDC, 2001) and in the Education Commission’s (EC’s) education reform final report, 
Learning for Life, Learning through Life (EC, 2000). Developing of the curriculum guides 
have taken the concerns, needs and interests of schools, teachers and students as well 
as societal expectations expressed during the Learning to Learn consultation period into 
consideration.  
The Basic Education Curriculum Guide - Building on Strengths (Primary 1 - Secondary 3) 
(CDC, 2002) has suggested four key tasks to help students to develop independent 
learning capabilities within and across Key Learning Areas. These tasks including Moral 
and Civic Education, Reading to Learn, Project Learning, and Information Technology for 
Interactive Learning can be adopted and adapted in the SE KLA and GS to enliven 
learning and teaching, and to help learners progress towards the vision of whole-person 
development and learning to learn.  
The SE KLA Curriculum Guide is developed according to the broad aims of education in 
Hong Kong. It will serve as a reference for developing a school-based curriculum. 
Schools are expected to develop a school-based curriculum to meet the needs of their 
students with reference to the learning targets and objectives set out in the curriculum 
guide.  
The GS curriculum, on the other hand, is designed in the belief that students’ learning 
experiences should be connected and not compartmentalised, so that students can 
develop a holistic view of themselves as individuals in the community, their place in the 
natural world, and the interaction of human beings with the environment. The curriculum 
has been developed with the emphases on: creating more learning space by removing 
obsolete content; strengthening the interface with kindergarten; integrating students’ 
learning experiences, promoting life-wide learning; developing students’ independent 
learning ability; enhancing interest and curiosity in science and technology; and putting 
emphasis on students’ affective development.  
In Hong Kong, school science education will provide learning experiences through which 
students acquire scientific literacy. Students will develop the necessary scientific 
knowledge and understanding, process skills, values and attitudes, which are the three 
inter-locking components that the curriculum framework comprises, for their personal 
development, for participating actively in a dynamically changing society, and for 
contributing towards a scientific and technological world. Science education therefore 
aims for students to: a) develop curiosity and interest in science; b) develop the ability to 
inquire and solve problems; c) acquire basic scientific knowledge and concepts for living 
in and contributing to a scientific and technological world; d) recognise the usefulness 
and limitations of science and the interconnections between science, technology and 
society and to develop an attitude of responsible citizenship, including respect for the 
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 environment and commitment to the wise use of resources; e) become familiar with the 
language of science and be equipped with the skills to communicate ideas in science-
related contexts; f) appreciate and understand the evolutionary nature of scientific 
knowledge; g) attain personal growth through studying science; and h) be prepared for 
further studies or enter careers in scientific and technological fields.  
As one of the key learning areas in the school curriculum, science education also aims to 
develop students’ capability for lifelong learning while maintaining their sense of wonder 
about the world around them. Good science education for students is vital for Hong Kong 
to keep pace with technological advancement and for enhancing Hong Kong’s economic 
growth and sustainability.  
The GS curriculum related to SE aims to enable students to: a) maintain a healthy 
personal development and become confident, rational and responsible citizens; b) 
develop curiosity and interest in the natural and technological world as well as 
understand the impact of science and technology on society; c) develop a care and 
concern for the environment.  
The GS curriculum was first introduced in response to the recommendations of 
Education Commission Report No. 4 (EC, 1990). The Syllabus for General Studies: 
Primary 1-6 (CDC, 1997) implemented in 1996 integrated the subjects of Social Studies, 
Primary Science and Health Education, which were taught as separate subjects, and 
aimed at preparing children for a comprehensive education in the course of primary 
education. The GS subject encompassed and reinforced the intellectual, communicative, 
social, moral, physical and aesthetic areas of development which children acquired in 
kindergartens. It also prepared children for their secondary education at a later stage.  
The present GS curriculum is developed on the basis of the previous one and revised in 
accordance with the curriculum reform in 2000. It aims at guiding children to have a 
better understanding of themselves and the world around them, and of the inter-
dependence between people, things and their environment. The curriculum proposes a 
range of contexts for developing students’ knowledge and abilities to achieve the aims of 
education. As Hong Kong is experiencing rapid social, scientific and technological 
development, it is necessary to introduce an open and flexible curriculum framework that 
enables teachers to enhance their students’ capabilities of learning how to learn so that 
they can meet and overcome the challenges of the new century.  
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 14.3 Content 
The programmes of study of the England curriculum set out in detail what students 
should be taught whereas the learning objectives of the SE KLA and core elements of 
GS in Hong Kong set out what students should know in more general terms so as to give 
schools and teachers the flexibility and ownership to plan and develop alternative 
curriculum modes to meet varied needs. This difference in approach makes detailed 
comparisons of difficulty and breadth more difficult.   
Using topics in the England curriculum as a starting point, most of the topics covered in 
the England curriculum are covered in SE KLA and GS curriculum of Hong Kong. Topics 
concerning “Weather”, “Energy and Change” and “Science, Technology and Society”, 
“Environment and Resources” are covered in the Hong Kong curriculum only:  
Topics Learning objectives of SE KLA3 & core elements of GS4 of Hong 
Kong 
Weather 
 
KS1 
x to identify simple features of weather change 
x weather changes and how they affect our daily life 
KS2 
x to identify and describe weather and seasonal changes and their 
effects on living things 
x adverse weather conditions and related safety measures  
Energy and 
Changes 
KS1 
x to describe ways energy is used in daily life 
x to identify sources of energy in daily life 
x to be aware of safety issues in the use of energy in daily life 
x sources of energy and ways in which energy is used in daily life 
KS2 
x to report on patterns of energy use in the home, school and other 
workplaces 
x to identify safety measures associated with the use of different 
forms of energy 
x to be committed to the wise use and conservation of energy in daily 
life 
x to design and make models enabling the efficient transfer of energy 
x simple solutions in solving energy problems 
                                            
3 Items in blue colour 
4 Items in red colour 
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 Science, 
Technology and 
Society 
 
KS1 
x to appreciate some of the ways scientific and technological 
advancements have influenced our life 
x to recognise some of the ways modernization and the information 
era have influenced us 
x how technology contributes to daily life 
x using science and technology to solve problems at home 
x safety issues in relation to science and technology 
x famous scientists and inventors and their contributions 
 
KS2 
x to appreciate some of the ways scientific and technological 
advancements have influenced our life 
x to appreciate that the study of science is partly for creating meaning 
in our world and partly to improve our quality of life 
x to discuss and recognize some of the ways modernization and the 
information era have influenced us 
x technological advances leading to the detailed observation of 
distant big objects and very small objects  
x the trends in scientific and technological advances 
x safety and personal responsibility in using science and technology 
Environment 
and Resources 
 
KS2 
x to be committed to the wise use of natural resources and the 
conservation of the environment 
x to recognise the Earth as a wealth of resources 
x to show concern for the environment and make wise use of natural 
resources 
x to show concern for the environment and make wise use of natural 
resources 
x the Earth as a source of resources 
x renewable and non-renewable resources available on Earth 
Since the GS curriculum in Hong Kong integrates the learning of Personal, Social and 
Humanities Education (PSHE), Science Education (SE) and Technology Education (TE), 
the development of personal and social values and attitudes is intrinsic within the GS 
curriculum. Schools are encouraged to strengthen the coherence and connection 
between different areas of learning in the curriculum through the adoption of thematic 
approach and a life event approach. Learning objectives for values and attitudes which is 
one of the three interlocking components comprising the curriculum framework are also 
listed out. Therefore, all science topics will be introduced in conjunction with aspects 
relating to personal, social and emotional development whenever possible. For instance, 
when discussing the life processes of animals and plants, the values and attitudes that 
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 students have to develop will be to appreciate the existence of living things and show 
concern for endangered species 
14.4 Difficulty and coverage 
In Sc1 Scientific Enquiry 
It seems that the England’s curriculum covers more in the Sc1 Scientific Enquiry which 
emphasizes ideas and evidence in science and investigative skills with planning, 
obtaining and presenting evidence, as well as considering evidence and evaluating. In 
the HK curriculum, there is introduction of Investigation with steps of investigation - 
identifying the problem, predicting results, designing an investigation, measuring and 
recording, and interpretation of data. It is speculated that more hands-on investigation 
will be arranged in England classrooms.  
In Sc2 Life processes and living things 
The learning elements of the two curricula are quite similar, with an exception on the 
“Living things in their environment”. There is more emphasis of the HK curriculum on the 
interdependence, relationships, influences, and impact of living things and the 
environment. How the activities of human affect other living things and their living 
environments, the concern for endangered species, and environmental protection issues 
are also covered in the HK curriculum.  
y The HK curriculum covers more on major organs and systems of the body 
while that of England covers mainly only circulation. 
y Although both curricula talks about the interdependence of living things, the 
HK curriculum also mentions how the activities of human affect other living 
things and their living environments. 
y The HK curriculum places much emphasis on environmental protection 
issues. 
y The England curriculum seems to cover more on micro-organisms because 
the harms as well as the benefits of micro-organisms are mentioned but the 
HK curriculum seems to focus mainly on the harms. 
In Sc3 Materials and their properties 
y Rocks and soils are not mentioned in the HK curriculum but in England’s. 
This may be due to the fact that HK is a small crowded city full of high-rise 
buildings and resources found in the natural environment are seldom 
mentioned. 
y There are more topics covered in the “Sc3 materials and their properties” in 
the England curriculum with changing materials and separating mixtures of 
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 materials. “Materials” is a new topic to the HK curriculum and the coverage 
In S
d to light, sound, electricity and 
movement, while the UK curriculum spells out the specific science concepts 
llel 
arning elements are described in the UK curriculum (e.g. 
changing the number or type of components of a circuit, drawings symbols to 
nd 
 apart 
from the Sun, Earth and Moon, people’s effort in space exploration and how 
areas to meet the needs and interests of students. 
Besides, it seems that the curriculum of England is a bit more difficult than the curriculum 
included 
mes of study.  
he tw
urriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in      0 curriculum area 
2 
 
quiry, breadth  rriculum is regarded as: 
broader in     2 curriculum areas 
   5 curriculum areas 
cientific enquiry:  The Hong Kong curriculum is therefore viewed as similar in 
 narrower.  
seems limited. 
c4 Physical Processes 
y Forces of attraction and repulsion between magnets are covered in the 
curriculum of England but not in that of HK. 
y The HK curriculum recommends the recognition and investigation of some 
simple patterns and phenomena relate
(e.g. how sound is made - vibration, how sound travels, series and para
circuits, different types of force, etc).  
y More specific le
represent circuits, how to measure forces and identify the direction in which 
they act, etc.) 
y The HK curriculum seems to be covering more when the Sun, Earth, Moon a
Universe is concerned. In the HK curriculum, other objects in the sky
our everyday lives are affected, patterns and changes observable on Earth 
caused by the movement of the Sun, Earth and Moon are included. 
Generally speaking, there are more scientific elements in the England curriculum, while 
the HK curriculum advocates development of themes which connect learning 
experiences in three key learning 
of HK in a sense that it gives teachers less flexibility to decide what needs to be 
under the program
In summary the comparison of t o curricula in breadth and difficulty can be 
summarized as: 
Scientific enquiry, difficulty  The Hong Kong c
of similar demand in   1 curriculum areas 
less demanding in     1 curriculum area 
Scientific en  The Hong Kong cu
similar in breadth in     9 curriculum areas 
narrower in 
S
difficulty and
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Life processes and ng ing ifficulty  The livi  th s, d  Hong Kong curriculum is 
regarded as: 
m are
and in   12 curriculum areas 
less demanding in     9 curriculum areas 
ivi  th s, b  Hong Kong curriculum is 
 
 in   10 curriculum areas 
narrower in  12 curriculum areas 
livi : The Hong Kong curriculum is seen less demanding 
Materials and their properties, difficulty  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
mand in   
Materials and their properties, breadth  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
  4 curriculum areas 
narrower in  13 curriculum areas 
he ulum is again regarded as less 
e    
Physical processes, difficulty  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
 
mand in  
Physical processes, breadth  The Hong Kong curriculum is regarded as: 
  0 curriculum areas 
narrower in  15 curriculum areas 
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 1.7, below quite 
confident (2.0) while that for breadth was 1.8, again below quite confident (2.0). The 
more demanding in       5 curriculu as 
of similar dem
Life processes and l ng ing readth  The
regarded as:
broader in     8 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth
Life processes and ng things
and narrower.   
more demanding in     1 curriculum area 
of similar de    4 curriculum areas
less demanding in    4 curriculum areas 
broader in     1 curriculum area 
similar in breadth in   
Materials and their properties: T  Hong Kong curric
demanding and narrow r.
more demanding in     4 curriculum areas 
of similar de    0 curriculum areas 
less demanding in  15 curriculum areas  
broader in     4 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in   
Physical processes:  The Hong Kong the curriculum is again regarded as less 
demanding and narrower.   
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 lower values for this comparison compared with the other science comparisons reflect 
the generality of most of the statements in the Hong Kong science curriculum.   
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 14.5 Order of Teaching and when Tau
t u ey are 
nce
n develop different themes to integrat osed
curriculum are provided.  
With reference to the exemplar that s
according to the needs, interests and abilitie
science-related content of the examp
show topics which are visited once and 
they are revisited. For example, the con lace and recycle” is 
introduced in year 3 and will later be revisited in year 6 by putting the concept into action. 
However, topics like “Bacteria and viruses” will o  visited once in year 4.  
Year 6 
y Basic needs of 
living things 
l 
environment 
nment 
zards 
environment on 
people’s life 
 
y Adaptation of living 
things to the 
environment 
y Balance of Nature 
affected by human 
activities 
 
 Energy 
conservatio
y Protecting the 
environment 
y Conservation of 
resources by 
using less 
y Energy and the 
environment 
 Different types of 
pollution in our 
community: causes 
and effects  
ur 
y Problems caused by 
exploitation of 
resources and its 
ns 
 our 
environment 
y Reduce, reuse, 
replace and recycle 
in action 
 
 
ght 
In Hong Kong, ne
structured by Ke
schools ca
ither the SE KLA nor 
y Stage as the Scie
he GS curriculum is str
 Curriculum in England but 
e the prop
ctured by year. Th
examples of how 
 core elements of the 
hows how a school designed its
s of its students, th
 own themes 
e following table lists the 
ulum for year 3 to 6 to 
and the extent to which 
les of themes of the GS curric
those which are revisited 
cept “Reduce, reuse, rep
nly be
Year 3 Year 4 
y The natura
Year 5 
y Inter-relationship y Wide variety of 
living things in e
Hong Kong 
y Living things and 
their living 
environment 
y Living things and 
my living 
environment 
nvironment 
y How human beings 
atmosphere 
y The impact of 
physical 
are affected by the 
y How human beings 
are affected by the 
enviro
y People’s response 
to natural ha
between green 
plants and the 
y Reduce, reuse,
replace and 
recycle 
y
n 
electricity 
y Air pollution and 
health 
y
y Ways to protect o
environment from 
pollution 
possible solutio
y Conservation of
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 Y Year 5 Year 6 
y 
Solar System 
y Phenomena that 
Sun 
xploration 
n and 
success of China 
and other countries 
exploration of 
y 
y 
y my body healthy 
rition 
y Alcohol and health
y Causes and 
 
y atures of 
a day’s weather 
y 
weather records 
y Relationshi
between clo
a
y Seasons in Hong 
Kong 
Hong Kong 
  
 y Us
y
y Investigatin
 y Bacteria and 
y Causes 
pre
diseases 
 y Killer disease in 
 
continuation of life 
experienced at 
y Healthy habits at 
puberty 
 
ear 3 Year 4 
Daily changes of 
the Sun and the 
Moon: relative 
positions 
y Surface of the Earth 
(continent and 
ocean) and 
changes in it 
y Rotation of the 
Earth and its 
revolution around 
the Sun 
y Planet of our 
Solar System 
y Phenomena of our 
y Aims of e
of space 
y Changes to our 
daily life brought 
about by space 
exploration 
y Contributio
we can observe 
when the Moon 
and the Earth 
move around the 
in the 
space 
Food hygiene and 
preservation 
Over-eating and 
under-eating 
Exercise and rest 
y Body parts/ 
systems and their 
functions 
y Ways of keeping 
y Food and nut
y Smoking and 
health 
y Oral health effects of 
substance abuse 
Simple fe
Weather forecasts 
and keeping 
y Pattern of climate in 
p 
ud 
nd rain 
es of water y Change of state  
 Purification of water 
g water 
using water as an 
example 
viruses 
and 
vention of 
Hong Kong 
 y Cycles in the 
living world 
y Need for 
y Inheritance of 
characteristics
y Changes 
puberty 
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 14.6 Integration of Subjects  
E) 
. The 
 other 
t students needs and 
sing 
 
Below are some examples of how other KLAs contribute to SE KLA suggested by the 
Mathematics y Manipulate data for the investigation and interpret 
Arts y Appreciate the beauty of natural phenomena 
Physical Education y Engage in cross-curricular studies, such as sports 
As mentioned in 1.1, Science Education (SE) at the primary level in Hong Kong 
integrates with the other two KLAs, Personal, Social and Humanities Education (PSH
and Technology Education (TE), to form a single subject, General Studies (GS)
nature and content of the subject provide ample opportunities for collaboration with
KLAs. Different approaches may be adopted for organising the learning elements of the 
six strands in the GS curriculum as well as integrating with other KLAs. The three 
suggestions below are listed for consideration:  
A balanced coverage of PSHE, SE and TE elements throughout Primary 1-6 
This approach helps to ensure that the essential contents are included in the schools’ 
curriculum plan, but is less able to meet the range of differen
interests. 
Different emphases among the three KLAs at different levels 
For the age group (7-11) concerned, alternative modes of curriculum planning focu
on either PSHE or SE and TE may be considered to cater for different needs and 
interests of students. 
An integrated mode extending beyond the KLAs of PSHE, Se and TE to other KLAs 
This helps to provide a holistic learning environment for students through appropriate
themes. 
curriculum:  
KLA Examples 
Chinese and English 
Language 
y Read science fiction, stories of scientific discovery 
and scientists for fostering interest in science 
 quantitative information 
Personal, Social & 
Humanities 
y Engage in cross-curricular studies such as health 
education, sex education and environmental 
education 
Technology Education 
 
y Apply scientific principles in design and problem-
solving process 
(it is widely accepted that learning experiences in 
science and technology are intertwined.) 
science 
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 14.7 Differentiation 
On the principle of “one curriculum framework for all”5, one curriculum is used by a
students. As stated in the SE KLA and GS curriculum guides, teachers should take 
learner diversity into consideration and take appropriate action to enhance the 
effectiveness of teaching and learning and to help different learners learn better.  
The curriculum can be flexibly and appropriately adapted to suit the needs, interests, 
abilities, experiences and learning styles of different students, for instance, extension 
themes and activities can be provided to students of high abil
ll 
ity while themes to cover 
the core elements can be developed for those of average abilities. Teachers can select 
in 
ctrum of intelligences and 
multi-sensory experiences to tap the different potential of students. Teachers may 
tegies to help students develop their 
multiple intelligences and generic skills; demand a higher level of performance from more 
 
 
w 
 
d 
hool year, 117 schools adopted a whole-
school approach to inclusion with an enrolment of about 800 students with SEN such as 
earing impairment, visual impairment, physical disability, autistic disorders or mild grade 
intellectual disability6. In the 2006-07 school year, 373 ordinary schools adopted a whole-
chool approach and supported about 11000 students with SEN or disability7. In the 
imary and secondary) participating in the NFM pilot 
cheme8. 
                                           
more challenging content and activities for students with a strong interest or high ability 
science. Not everything in the textbook has to be covered.  
Since students are all different in cognitive and affective development, teacher are 
encouraged to adopt specific strategies by making use of a spe
employ appropriate learning and teaching stra
capable students or assign more challenging tasks to them; employ different ways to 
enhance interactive learning; make use of flexible grouping according to the nature and 
purpose of the activity; provide students with the same tasks and exercises but with 
varied amount and style of support from the teachers; and adjust the pace of learning
and teaching in accordance with the speed of learning and ability of the students.  
There is no need for a school to have standardised assessment if the students’ abilities
are wide-ranging. School can devise effective assessment policy and practices that allo
for some differences in content reflecting the notion of core and extension, a range of 
modes of assessment, and different levels of performance among students. Both formal
and informal formative assessment should be used frequently and self-assessment an
peer assessment should are also encouraged.  
In order to address the diverse learning needs of students, an Integrated Education 
Programme, the Whole-school Approach, was first promoted to schools in 1999. From 
2003/04 onwards the EDB has implemented a pilot scheme of a New Funding Mode 
(NFM) for some schools. In the 2004-05 sc
h
s
2007-08, there are 282 schools (pr
s
 
5 EDB - Special Educational Needs http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?langno=1&nodeID=2378  
6 Disabled students enjoy studying in mainstream schools http://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/200502/11/02090093.htm  
7 Hong Kong 2006 - Education - Overall Education Landscape http://www.yearbook.gov.hk/2006/en/07_04.htm  
8 EDB - Whole School Approach to Cater for Students' Diverse Learning Needs 
http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeID=181&langno=1  
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 The education policy of Hong Kong aims at providing opportunities for students with 
diverse learning needs to receive appropriate education alongside their peers so as to 
h ernment addresses students' special 
e mplementing the Integrated Education Programme in 
s The pu e school approach 
is n the s ersified teaching 
s logy a
adaptation to meet students' diverse learning needs
used by all students. Therefore, students with SEN, either in inclusive schools or special 
s ream cur
In order to suit the need s with SEN, the Committee on Special Educational 
N ed Programme o rning 
and assessment exemplars for students with SEN s al life-
long learning experience. Materials and teaching packages on curriculum for students 
 
re allowed to exercise flexibility to vary the total time allocated per 
year according to the mode of curriculum integration adopted. In addition, the curriculum 
states that students should be involved in scientific investigations in order to help them 
master basic understanding of scientific concepts and cultivate the habit of exploring 
science with an open mind. It is recommended that students should engage in not less 
than 15 hours at Key Stage 1 and 20 hours at Key Stage 2 of hands-on and minds-on 
learning activities in science and technology and not less than 15 hours at Key Stage 1 
and 20 hours at Key Stage 2 on project learning. Schools can create curriculum space by 
spending about 80% of the total learning time on core elements and flexibly arrange 
learning activities for the remaining 20%. 
 
 
 
 
                                         
elp them develop their potentials. The Gov
ducational needs (SEN) by i
chools adopting a Whole-school Approach. 
 to make full use of all available resources i
rpose of the whol
chool, to adopt div
trategies and effective assessment methodo s well as to make curriculum 
. In Hong Kong, one curriculum is 
chools, will have full access to the mainst riculum.  
s of student
eeds (CSEN)9 have also develop f study; learning objectives; lea
o that they are offered essenti
with SEN have also been uploaded10 for teachers' reference.  
14.8 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
As recommended in CDC report Learning to Learn - the Way Forward in Curriculum 
Development (2001) and the Basic Education Curriculum Guide - Building on Strengths 
(2002), 12-15% of students learning time in school should be allocated to the learning of
GS, and the suggested learning time is 285-356 hours for each Key Stages 1 and 2. 
Students are therefore entitled to about 100 hours of learning time in GS per year. That 
is, on the assumption that there are 32 teaching weeks in a school year, school should 
allocate about a minimum of 5 periods per week to GS per school year for each level. 
However, schools a
   
 EDB - Special Educational Needs http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?langno=1&nodeID=23789   
10 EDB - Special Education Resource Centre - Introduction http://www.edb.gov.hk/index.aspx?nodeid=2524  
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 The table below summarises the time allocation for GS learning:  
Learning time of student for GS in school 12-15% 
Learning time for each KS 285-356 hours 
Learning time for GS per student per year About 100 hours 
mption 
a school 
Engagement in project learning Not less than 15 hours (KS1) 
 
 
ssment 
 
achieve the learning targets. Teachers should also use different learning and teaching 
sted 
Learning time for GS per week per school A minimum of 5 periods on the assu
that there are 32 teaching weeks in 
year 
Engagement in hands-on and minds-on 
learning activities 
Not less than 15 hours (KS1) 
Not less than 20 hours (KS2) 
Not less than 20 hours (KS2) 
14.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
There is guidance of teaching methods used by teachers, yet those methods are not 
compulsory. Each school, with its unique characteristics of teachers and students, should
attempt to adapt the central curriculum to different degrees by varying the organization of
contents (including the choice of extensions), contexts, criteria and modes of asse
as well as the learning and teaching strategies to be used in order to help their students
strategies to achieve different purposes and to suit the learning styles, abilities, interests 
and needs of students. The following spectrum shows a variety of strategies sugge
by the SE KLA curriculum, ranging from very teacher-centred methods to very student-
centred methods.  
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 Teachers are encouraged to decide on appropriate teaching strategies in accordance 
with the topics / skills to be taught as well as the interests and abilities of their students. 
s for 
g styles 
sources, 
de 
ning and teaching strategies can be adopted for GS in a) optimising learning 
rning 
des, e) enriching students’ learning experiences.  
teaching of GS, to enable students to: a) develop 
generic skills and nurture inquiring attitudes or habits of mind that will enable students to 
continue the quest for knowledge throughout life, b) take a proactive role in the learning 
process to construct knowledge about the natural and man-made world, c) become self-
directed independent learners, d) develop a holistic view of themselves as individuals in 
the community, their place in the natural world, and the interaction of human beings with 
the environment, e) develop an interest in exploring, investigating and generating 
solutions for problems emerging from the study of social and science-related content.  
Major strategies and activities such as interviews, surveys, fieldworks, case studies, role-
play, games, data collection and analysis are introduced so as to help teachers to 
implement inquiry-based learning. More hands-on activities are encouraged to nurture 
students’ curiosity in science. Project Learning which is one of the four key tasks 
recommended by the CDC document, investigation and service learning are introduced 
as strategies to implement inquiry-based learning. The other key tasks, Moral and Civic 
Education, Reading to Learn and Information Technology (IT) for Interactive Learning, 
can also be adopted in GS to enliven learning and teaching.  
Quality and meaningful homework should also be given to students to construct 
knowledge, develop deeper understanding of and connections among the concepts 
learned, and provide an opportunity for them to apply the skills acquired. Purposes of 
homework and guidelines for homework setting are also provided. Some examples of 
meaningful science homework include: library search, writing a learning journal, 
designing a new device, building a model, writing an experimental report and collecting 
newspaper cutting.  
Related documents 
Curriculum Development Council (1997). Syllabus for General Studies: Primary 1 -6. 
Hong Kong: Curriculum Development Council. 
Curriculum Development Council (2001). Learning to Learn - The Way Forward in 
Curriculum Development. Hong Kong: Curriculum Development Council. 
Factors that can be considered by teachers when deciding on the teaching strategie
a particular topic include learning objectives to be achieved, abilities and learnin
of students, interests of students, prior knowledge of students, availability of re
and amount of time available.  
Guiding principles are also provided by the GS curriculum guide for teachers to deci
what lear
opportunities, b) arousing students’ interest in learning, c) developing students’ lea
to learn capabilities, d) developing students’ generic skills and nurturing students’ 
positive values and attitu
Taking the guiding principles into consideration, schools are encouraged to use the 
inquiry approach in the learning and 
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 Curriculum Development Council (2002). Basic Education Curriculum Guide - Building on 
ment Printer. 
Curriculum Development Council (2002). General Studies for Primary Schools 
Proposals fo
Strengths (Primary 1 - Secondary 3). Hong Kong: Govern
Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Primary 6). Curriculum Development Council.  
Curriculum Development Council (2002). Science Education Key Learning Area 
Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Secondary 3). Hong Kong: Curriculum Development 
Council. 
Education Commission (1990). Education Commission Report No. 4. Hong Kong: 
Government Printer. 
Education Commission (2000). Learning for Life, Learning through Life: Reform 
r the 
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 15 Science Comparison:  Latvia 
15.1 Structure 
In Latvia, the school years are organised into Grades, with Grade 1 being the first year of 
 
en 
nglish year group equivalents 
to the Latvian Grades 1-6. 
compulsory primary education. Pupils in Latvia start compulsory primary school in the 
calendar year in which they turn seven years old. The academic school year however, 
runs from 1 September to 31 May. As school starting age is linked to the calendar year, 
not the academic year, it means that in the Grade 1 academic year pupils may be six
years old when they start and turn seven or they may already be seven years old wh
they start and turn eight. Table 15.1 shows the age and E
Table 15.1:  Age and English year group equivalents to the Latvian Grades 1-6 
Latvia Grade Age (years) English year group equivalent 
Grade 1 6/7 → 7/8 Year 2/3 
Grade 2 → Year 3/4  7/8  8/9 
Grade 3 8/9 → 9/10 Year 4/5 
Grade 4 9/10 Year 5/6 → 10/11 
Grade 5 10/11 7  → 11/12 Year 6/
Grade 6 11/12 → 12/13 Year 7/8 
 
The Latvian curriculum for Grades 1-6 is structur
 know by the end of Grade 6 
culum, however, what is expected to be known by the end of Grade 
m in England might be in years 7 or 8. From the Latvian curriculum 
hen specific aspects are taught. It is possible that some things 
re not taught until year 7 or year 8 age equivalents. Therefore when topics are labelled 
roader because of elements taught in Grades 4-6, it is not possible to say confidently 
this is broader than what is taught in English primary schools at Key Stage 2.  
he Latvian curriculum presc w  the end of Grade 3 and the 
end of Grade 6. These learning poin nd 
of both Grade 3 and Grade 6: 1. Basics of research work, 2. Nature’s systems and 
processes and 3. Interaction between the human and environment. Each of these three 
headings is further sub-divided as can be seen in Table 1.2.  
ed in two blocks: 
What pupils are expected to know by the end of Grade 3 
What pupils are expected to
What pupils are expected to know by the end of Grade 3 can be compared with the Key 
Stage 2 Science curri
6 includes pupils, who
it is not possible to tell w
a
b
T ribes what pupils must kno
ts are given under three broad headings at the e
at
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 The curriculum document ha  ex
hich pupils are expected to e end of Grade 
by the end of Grade 6. These form part of what the Latvian 
urriculum terms the ‘Academ or Sc nce at these grades.  
The Latvian ‘Basics of Research Work’ strand is similar to the English ‘Scientific Enquiry’ 
trand. The Latvian ‘Nature’s es’ stra d is loosely an amalgamation 
f the other three English str d livin  things’, ‘Materials and their 
nd ‘Physical processe ts which in 
ngland are more likely to be  or geo raphy, i.e. weather and 
terrain (e.g. mountain formations and volcanic activity).   
 there is a clear emphasis on pupils’ interaction with the 
nvironment in terms of safe i s on the Latvian curriculum 
ocument are attitudinal, exp er in ways in certain situations, 
particularly in terms of health  and the environment. Although present in the 
English curriculum in the ‘Breath of Study’, this appears more explicit in Latvian with 
xact guidance for pupil expe t situations
Table 15.2:  Division of Latvian curriculum at end of Grade 3 and Grade 6  
Basics of research work 
processes 
Interaction between the 
human and environment 
s a list of points pupils are
 behave by th
pected to know or ways in 
3 and a similar list of w
expectations for pupils 
c ic Discipline Standard’ f ie
s  systems and process n
o
properties’ a
ands; ‘Life processes an
s’. It includes however, a range of poin
g
E  studied in humanities g
In the Latvian curriculum
e ty and health etc. Several po nt
d ecting pupils to behave in c
 and safety
ta
e ctations in differen . 
 
Nature’s systems and 
Obtainment of information Safety Organisms and living 
processes 
Research planning fe Environment Features of li
Experimental activity for 
btainment of data 
Plants Health 
o Fungi (mushrooms) 
Processing and analysis of 
ata obtained from 
 in 
xperiments 
n portance of natural 
ciences and technologies. d
information sources and
e
Huma Im
s
In
obtained results and 
troduction with the 
iscussing the results. 
rld 
d
Micro-wo  
 Ecosystems 
 
 
 Earth and its place in the 
Universe 
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 Basics of research work Nature’s systems and
 processes human and environment 
 Interaction between the 
 Planet Earth within the 
system 
 
Solar 
 Lithosphere of Earth  
 Hydrosphere of Earth  
 Atmosphere of Earth  
 Earth nature’s sceneries  
 Substances and materials  
 Substances and materials 
in nature 
 
 Characteristics of  
substances and materials 
 Transformations of 
substances and materials 
 
 Use of substances and 
materials 
 
 Composition of 
substances  
solutions 
 
 Physical processes  
 Light  
 Sound  
 Heat  
 Kinetics  
 Electrics and magnetism  
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 15.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The Latvian science curriculum objectives for Grades 1-6 are described below, taken 
directly from the curriculum.  
nce” is to create and improve the interest of the student 
about study of natural systems and processes, by creating understanding of nature’s 
provement. 
• Learn the basics of research work in science 
to understand the diversity 
and unity of the nature 
he necessity of preserving environment and health, by 
obtaining practical experience in preserving and improving the quality of the 
m is also covered in the 
Latvian curriculum. As outlined in section 1.1 on Structure, the Latvian ‘Basics of 
e science of planning and carrying out investigations is 
explicit. Both curricula cover aspects such as using resources, thinking about what might 
g 
 Both 
 
s.  
s for 
nment is also a theme in both countries.  
Objective and tasks of the subject 
The objective of the subject “Scie
diversity and unity, in order to promote favourable attitude towards environmental and 
health preservation and im
The task of the subject “Science” is to create an option for the student to: 
• Study the nature’s systems and processes, by learning 
• Understand importance of achievements in natural sciences in the daily life of 
humans and to understand t
environment.  
15.3 Content 
Broadly speaking, much of what is in the English curriculu
Research Work’ strand is similar to the English ‘Scientific Enquiry’ strand. The Latvian 
‘Nature’s systems and processes’ strand is loosely an amalgamation of the other three 
English strands; ‘Life processes and living things’, ‘Materials and their properties’ and 
‘Physical processes’.  
In both curricula therefore, th
happen, taking measurements (using equipment correctly and taking measurements in 
appropriate units), observing safety regulations, repeating measurements, presentin
results, identifying patterns in results, writing conclusions and reviewing their work.
curricula also emphasise the importance of pupils learning about how science has played
a part in the development of many useful thing
Pupils in both countries learn about life processes in plants and humans and look at how 
these differ in different environments. Both curricula cover plant parts and condition
growth as well as keys and grouping. They also look at different plants and animals in 
different habitats. Both curricula look at ecosystems as well as micro-organisms. 
Protection of the enviro
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 An understanding for the need to have a healthy life style is apparent in both curr
with the human body studied by pupils in both countries. In Latvia, animal bodies are also
studied.  
Both countries look at materials and their properties. The concepts of rocks, solids, 
liquids, gases, mixing and separating materials as well as physical transformations
as freezing, burning and boiling are all inc
icula, 
 
 such 
luded across the two curricula. Both curricula 
look at parts of the water cycle.  
lty 
than they are in England as will be outlined in Section 1.4.  
 which are not 
specified directly in the Latvian curriculum. These include: 
 a need for contexts used for teaching in England to be of interest to pupils 
urriculum 
vision of the Earth’s surfaces, local 
g 
 
cal 
shrooms, animals and mineral 
deposits specifically.  
The topics of electricity, the Earth and beyond, magnets, forces, light and sound are all 
covered in each country.  
In Latvia many of the aspects outlined above are covered in greater depth and difficu
There are only a few points which are explicitly taught to English pupils
(although the study of local animals and mushrooms in Latvia may contribute 
towards this in Latvia)   
 the importance of grouping plants and animals as a result of many varieties 
 how to recover dissolved solids by evaporating the liquid from the solution 
 the relationship between exercise and pulse rate. 
The Latvian curriculum also includes a range of teaching points which in England are 
more likely to be studied in humanities or geography. On the Latvian science c
there is an emphasis on the globe and terrain with pupils for example needing to know 
about the terrain of Latvia, the globe structure, the di
lakes and rivers, volcanic and earthquake ranges and the scenery of the surrounding 
area amongst other things. 
Weather also features as a key topic in Latvian science requirements with pupils needin
to know about climate zones and climate formation in Latvia, how to establish wind 
direction and about atmospheric pressure. Energy resources also feature with an 
emphasis on the difference between renewable and non-renewable energy sources and
comparing fuels (especially those in Latvia).  
Many aspects of the Latvian curriculum are linked in to Latvia specifically and areas lo
to the pupils studying the curriculum. This is evident not only in those subjects not 
covered in the English PoS but also other common areas. For example, Latvian pupils 
are expected to know and study Latvian plants, mu
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 As outlined in section 1.1 on Structure, in the Latvian curriculum there is a clear 
emphasis on pupils’ interaction with scientific contexts terms of safety. The contexts an
knowledge expected from pupils are very clearly outlined in the Latvian curriculum 
document, e.g. knows about the hazards of high temperature liquids, and knows the
causes for possible traumas or poisoning (poisonous substances, caustic substances, 
asphyxiates, poisonous plants, poisonous mushrooms, animals, electricity, noise
radiation) and can avoid risk situations.  
d 
 
, 
Furthermore, several points in the Latvian curriculum document are attitudinal, expecting 
 far more explicit in Latvia with more exact guidance.  
 
mparing the Grade 1-3 curriculum to the 
English curriculum and a separate ranking has been made comparing the G4-6 
d 
stead 
 
ich 
Latvia’s curriculum than England’s curriculum. By the end of Grade 6 there is also an 
ecting 
pupils to behave in certain ways in certain situations, particularly in terms of health and 
safety and attitude towards the environment. Examples include, observes safety 
instructions when in nature (for instance on water, on ice, in a forest, swamp, sun) and 
has a favourable attitude towards the surrounding environment and natural beauty.  
Although present in the English curriculum in the ‘Breath of Study’, safety and attitudinal 
expectations are
15.4 Difficulty and coverage 
On the curriculum comparison document, rankings about ease and breadth are made, 
comparing each strand of the matched curricula. As the Latvian curriculum is divided up
into what pupils need to know by the end of Grade 3 and what they need to know by the 
end of Grade 6, rankings have been made co
curriculum to the English curriculum. This is also a useful distinction as pupils at the en
of Grade 6 in Latvia, could be in years 7 or 8 in England (i.e. not at Key Stage 2). In
of saying therefore that every judgement about ease and breadth of the Latvian end of 
Grade 6 curriculum compared with the English curriculum is ‘not confident’ as a result of
it potentially equating to year 7 or 8 in England, the judgements are a straight 
comparison of the content rather than when it is taught. The order of teaching and when 
topics are taught is the focus of Section 1.5 below.  
In terms of investigative work and skills, the Latvian curriculum is more detailed and 
specific about which pieces of equipment pupils need to be familiar with using and wh
exact risks they need to be aware of. Pupils in Latvia also appear to be judged on their 
general attitudes and safety procedures. Some equipment which is used in Latvia in 
Grades 1-3 is equipment not covered explicitly in Key Stage 2 science, i.e. sundials and 
compasses as well as materials like fusion metals. Also by the end of Grade 6 Latvian 
pupils are expected to know concepts such as ‘density’ and ‘physical and chemical 
transformations’. This vocabulary is definitely harder, more diverse and more exact in 
evaluative component that comes through in the Latvian curriculum with pupils exp
to be able to evaluate the credibility of sources being used for example. Self and peer 
evaluation is evident in both countries’ curricula.   
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 The required observational and experimental skills seem to be broadly similar, however, 
in the Latvian curriculum a wider range of contexts where these should be applied are 
described. Sometimes these contexts, especially by the end of Grade 6 in Latvia, are
beyond what is the in the programme of study for Key Stage 2 science, i.e. proving 
exhaled carbon dioxide and oxygen in air. It is not clear in which grades these contexts 
are introduced in Latvia so it may be that these are not covered until Englan
 
d’s 
coveries 
 
eof 
 
t 
 
e 
 6). Although in Latvia pupils do need to know all the life processes 
n 
is more profound in the Latvian curriculum is a 
 
in England but not in Latvia. The approach to a healthy life style in Latvia 
 in 
of 
ilarities and differences in animal behaviour (i.e. wild v domestic) 
which pupils need to know by the end of Grade 6. The Latvian curriculum is broader and 
equivalent Y7 or Y8. Contexts appear broadly similar for requirements at the end of 
Grade 3 in Latvia as compared to the science programme of study at Key Stage 2.  
In Latvia pupils are required to have a more thorough knowledge of important dis
in science, even by the end of Grade 3. This extends to being able to evaluate these to
the importance of modern day life and understanding the effects of improper use ther
on human health and surrounding environment by the end of Grade 6. In England pupils
are expected to look at the part science has played in the development of useful things, 
however, recalling these and evaluating them explicitly, without further information, is no
a requirement. 
With regard to life processes and living things, in Latvia pupils do not need to link the life
processes of animals and plants to the environments in which they are found (not by th
end Grade 3 or Grade
already by the end of Grade 3, whereas English pupils do not need to know respiration 
and sensitivity at Key Stage 2. In Latvia, as in England, pupils need to link characteristics 
of animals and plants to their environment.  
In Latvia pupils study the parts of the human body. This study point is very generic in 
their curriculum so it is hard to know exactly how deeply the human body parts are 
studied. However, by the end of Grade 6 in Latvia pupils need to know a range of orga
systems which they do in England. The English curriculum is more explicit with a focus 
on the heart, muscles and bones. What 
requirement for pupils to know about the senses and their role in understanding the 
world. This is covered in England at a very basic level in Key Stage 1 science although 
not followed through into Key Stage 2 explicitly. The negative impact of drugs on the 
body as well as the positive impact of exercise and how exercise affects pulse rate is
explicitly covered in England but not so in Latvia. The function and care of teeth, the 
need for a balanced diet and the requirement for food for activity and growth are specific 
learning points 
is included in their curriculum in a more active way, i.e. pupils must actively engage
being healthy as part of their curriculum, i.e. has nurturing attitude towards the health 
self and the others and understands the importance of a healthy life style and tries to 
observe it. Such behavioural components do not form part of the English curriculum.  
Similar aspects about the making and use of keys are taught in both countries. In 
England pupils are expected to know the importance of sorting animals and plants into 
groups because there is such a large variety of each. This is not covered in the Latvian 
curriculum. In terms of grouping animals, in Latvia, one particular grouping is made 
explicit - which are sim
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 more difficult than the English curriculum in this area as by the end of Grade 3 in Latvia,
pupils need to know the names of common plants and mushroom in Latvia and be abl
to recognise which are edible. Also by this stage Latvian pupils must know common 
animals and animal body parts. This is built on further such that by the end of Grade 6 
Latvian pupils need to know all animal organ systems and development stages. Non
these aspects are covered in the English Key Stage 2 science curriculum.  
The top
 
e 
e of 
ic of micro-organisms is covered in broader detail in Latvia with pupils for 
example comparing the transformations of various substances under the influence of 
 environment is very 
generic and does not specify any particular things pupils need to know in this area. The 
 
f 
netic 
 
ithout 
oncept should be known. Knowledge of 
or 
 
water and air (rotting, decomposing etc) with an encouragement to observe the 
surrounding environment. These are loosely covered in England but not in this detail.  
In England the statement about protecting living things and the
Latvian curriculum is specific in this area and includes topics that are unlikely to be 
covered in English. This is particularly the case for Latvian pupils by the end of Grade 6 
with curriculum points such as participation in events related to environmental issues and 
having a favourable attitude towards the environment and natural beauty. Also Latvian 
pupils must know how to experimentally evaluate air quality and methods for properly 
picking mushrooms.  
In terms of the study of materials and properties, Latvia and England learn similar things.
From study of the Latvian curriculum it is unclear if pupils should be able to group 
materials from knowledge into the natural/industrial manufactured groups or only from 
given information. In England pupils should be able to evaluate use of different materials 
for different purposes but only with use of data or otherwise for very general properties o
materials.  Latvian pupils do not need to sort materials on the basis of their mag
properties but this is explicit in the English curriculum.  Electrical conductivity of materials
is in the Latvian and English curricula.  
In terms of describing rocks and grouping them by comparing characteristics, the two 
curricula appear similar. It is unclear however, if Latvian pupils must have knowledge of 
specific rocks and their characteristics that would allow them to group them w
access to information and data about the rocks. In England rocks are certainly 
investigated in this way but memory of specific characteristics of specific rocks would not 
be necessary. 
That temperature is a measure of how hot or cold something is is not explicit as a 
learning point in Latvia, however, heat as a c
reversible and non-reversible changes is not explicitly mentioned in the Latvian 
curriculum but is in England. In Latvia pupils study physical and chemical changes and 
also, concepts about burning, a non-reversible process, are expected to be learnt in 
Latvia. These include knowing by the end of Grade 3 how to stop the burning process f
various materials and having an understanding of the necessity for burning and dangers 
of wrong use thereof. The topic of burning is therefore far broader and more difficult in
Latvia than England.  
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 Basics about solutions are similar in both curricula although more explicit in Latvia wit
one point for example stating that pupils should be able to find out how much soluble 
material is in a solution. The Latvian curriculum is also broader, expecting knowledge of 
solutions used in daily life in by the end of Grade 3 and expecting pupils to compare the 
delique
h 
scence of substances in water using solution curves by the end of Grade 6. 
o 
especially so in terms of constructing circuits (although in Latvia pupils need to know fuel 
ss of 
a switch. In addition, in Latvia there is a behavioural component to the 
ctrical 
 a in the two countries, i.e. gravity, friction, 
ulum there is a mention of energy 
is unclear wh
g acceleration 
rad e able to explain changes in movement 
y  must be able to calculate and 
lly establish e is known. Pupils also study compass 
of light is similar in both countries in terms of breadth and difficulty aside from 
hat is stud
s  two countries. By the end of Grade 3 in 
arn d, yet one point of the 
pects of soun
fferences in l ween expectations on the topic of the 
ghly 
he stars. The latter they do not need to know in 
ngland. In Latvia pupils need to observe the elevation of the Sun above the horizon 
during the day or different seasons which is not the case in England. However, in 
England the Moon's orbit is explicit but this is not so in Latvia, where instead pupils need 
Despite evaporation as a method for separating liquid from the solution being explicit 
only in England, not Latvia, the Latvian curriculum is broader and more difficult in this 
area.  
Also in this subject area there are a range of Latvian curriculum points which are 
untouched in England including knowledge about the importance air and water in daily 
life, that air is a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide and properties of air. Als
pupils need to describe the use of Latvian natural resources.  
Most of the elements of electricity studied are similar across the two curricula. This is 
as an energy source explicitly), changing components and the effect on brightne
bulb and making 
study of electricity where by the end Grade 6 pupils must know how to act if an ele
unit is broken and also must know about the influence of radiation.   
Coverage of forces as topic is broadly similar 
air resistance and magnets. In the Latvian curric
alongside these other forces but it at needs to be known about energy as a 
concept. In Latvia the curriculum is broader and extends with pupils studyin
and deceleration in G es 1-3 and they must b
speed and direction. B the end of Grade 6 they
experimenta ing speed if path and tim
directions and must be able to establish directions with use of a compass. 
The topic 
the additional complex point in Latvia that pupils need to know how an image is formed in 
a mirror. This is broader and more difficult than w ied in England.  
What is studied in term  of sound is mixed in the
Latvia what pupils le seems to be narrower than in Englan
Latvian curriculum states they have to know about propagation and reflection of sound, 
and echoes which is not covered in England. As d that match those in 
England are taught in Grades 4-6 in Latvia.  
There are di Eng and and Latvia bet
Earth and beyond. In England pupils need to know the Sun, Earth and Moon are rou
spherical. This is not explicit in the Latvian curriculum but pupils must be aware of the 
concepts of these planets and also t
E
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 to know about the formation of the moon phases. In Latvia the theme is broader an
more difficult, covering also concepts such as 
equinox, time zones a  weather features such
as continental elem like parts of the world, i
d 
long and short years, changing of seasons, 
nd  as clouds, climate, atmosphere as well 
ents slands, peninsulas, mountains, rocks and 
 curriculum c r  that in England largely due to very 
tvia ht this is learning about the concept of 
 that burning is a non-reversible change 
ething burning). This places burning with a reference point and 
ctive and 
f science. For 
kn reat burns and adhere to safety codes.   
 in breadth and difficulty can be 
y  curriculum is regarded as: 
mand in  
  3 
iry, breadth   The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
ore viewed as more demanding and 
nding in  16 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   8 curriculum areas 
Life Processes and Living Things, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
soils.  
The Latvian ove age is different from
explicit contexts in La . An example to highlig
burning. In England, pupils are expected to know
and results in the formation of new materials. This is very abstract and out of context 
when you consider that in Latvia the necessity of burning must be known by pupils (as 
well as how to stop som
not just an abstract idea. Coupled with this contextual approach is the very a
practical side to the Latvian curriculum, not only in the experimental areas o
example, pupils must ow how to ring for help, t
In summary the comparison of the two curricula
summarized as: 
Scientific Enquiry, difficult   The Latvia
more demanding in  12 curriculum areas 
of similar de 23 curriculum areas 
less demanding in curriculum areas 
Scientific Enqu
broader in  19 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  18 curriculum areas 
narrower in   5 curriculum areas 
Scientific Enquiry: The Latvia curriculum is theref
broader.  
Life Processes and Living Things, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more dema
of similar demand in  15 curriculum areas 
broader in  36 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  15 curriculum areas 
narrower in   9 curriculum areas 
Life Processes and Living Things:  The Latvia curriculum is seen as more 
demanding and broader.   
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 Materials and Their Properties, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    6 curriculum area 
of similar demand in  11 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   4 curriculum areas 
Materials and Their Properties, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarde
broader in  
d as: 
17 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in    9 curriculum areas 
 in 
roader.   
 
aught 
n year is therefore not explicit, only what pupils are expected to 
know at the end of blocks of three years. By looking at the blocks it is possible to gain a 
 available it 
is possible to see that in Latvia the higher order skills involved in investigative science 
re taught in Grades 4-6, e.g. describing results, understanding when measurements 
may need to be repeated, writing more advanced conclusions as well as evaluating and 
narrower in   5 curriculum areas 
Materials and Their Properties:  The Latvia the curriculum is regarded as similar
difficulty but b
Physical Processes, difficulty  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in  10 curriculum area 
of similar demand in  18 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   2 curriculum areas 
Physical Processes, breadth  The Latvia curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in  23 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  18 curriculum areas 
narrower in   2 curriculum areas 
Physical Processes:  The Latvia the curriculum is regarded as more demanding
and broader.   
The average rating for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 2.3, above quite 
confident (2.0) while that for breadth was 2.5, midway between quite confident (2.0) and 
very confident (3.0)   
15.5 Order of Teaching and when T
As outlined in Section 1.1, the Latvian curriculum for Grades 1-6 is structured in two 
blocks: 
- What pupils are expected to know by the end of Grade 3 
- What pupils are expected to know by the end of Grade 6. 
What is taught year o
sense of the order of teaching, although not year by year.  
In terms of the science of planning and carrying out investigations, the structure of 
teaching appears broadly similar across the two countries. From the evidence
a
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 applying information and findings to the relevance of these in the real world. In the 
English curriculum it is not explicit when investigative skills are taught as it is relevant to
all different contexts across the year groups. It is likely though, given the structure of the 
rest of the curriculum that the approach to investigative science is similarly taught in a 
spir
 
al fashion. The higher order skills are taught to older pupils while younger ones are 
 
 
d 
in year 
ars 
. This is 
gland pupils are 
in 
is 
uilt on in 
n 
Latvia which is similar to 
and 
An interesting difference between the two countries is that changes such as evaporation, 
and 
first introduced to the procedures and protocols for planning and conducting 
investigations.  
Learning about healthy living is a topic scattered across the age ranges in both countries.
In England, the heart is covered in year 5 according to the schemes of work and muscles
and bones in year 4. In Latvia the parts of the body are covered at a younger age in 
Grades 1-3.  
In Latvia, the stages of the human life cycle are not covered until Grades 4-6. In Englan
these are introduced in year 2 (the end of Key Stage 1) and then looked at again 
5 if done in accordance with the schemes of work. Similarly, keys are not taught in Latvia 
until Grades 4-6, when in England these are introduced in year 3 and taught also in ye
4 and 6. However, in Latvia, it seems the younger grades are taught about all the 
different common plants and mushrooms in Latvia and about animal body parts
the grounding used to then teach about keys in the older grades. In En
not expected to know the common plants in England or animal body parts at Key Stage 2 
however, do learn about the structure of plants in year 3 and build on this in year 6.  
Simple ecosystems are taught in Grades 1-3 in Latvia and this knowledge is built on 
Grades 1-4 in terms of needing to understand the place of different animals within it. Th
is similar to the English curriculum which teaches food chains in year 4 and b
year 6. However, in Latvia, pupils must observe seasonal changes in ecosystems and by 
the end of Grade 6 changes in ecosystems have to be evaluated. Animals and plants i
different habitats is not a teaching point in Latvia until Grades 4-6 whereas it is already 
introduced to pupils in year 4 in England.  
The topic of micro-organisms not taught until Grades 4-6 in 
England where it is not addressed until year 6 according to the schemes of work.  
In both countries the younger pupils are expected to be able to compare every day 
materials on simple properties such a state, colour, flexibility, hardness, strength 
thermal conductivity. Electrical conductivity and magnetic properties are included in this 
in the English curriculum but using these to compare materials is not explicit in the 
Latvian curriculum.  
boiling, freezing, condensation, melting, burning and dissolving are not taught in Engl
until year 6 and in relation to whether these are reversible or not. In Latvia these are 
taught to the younger grades 1-3 although not with reference to reversibility.  
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 The separation of materials by a range of means is not covered in Latvia until grades 4
wherea
-6, 
s in England this is introduced in year 4 and then built on in year 6 according to 
r 
 
-
 
The English curriculum introduces forces earlier than the Latvian curriculum. In Latvia, 
Grades 1-3. Other forces such as friction, air 
he 
ng 
across 
 taught in the younger years in Latvia than in England, for 
nd and the detection of sound with the ear. These 
glish curriculum at Key Stage 2 at all. Some of what is 
 the 
e change of seasons in Latvia, a topic not 
nger years as is explaining the changes 
in nature in various seasons, based on own observations.  
The Latvian curriculum also covers a range of points not covered in the English Key 
e that 
atvia, need 
 name the common mushrooms in Latvia and know which are edible, observe seasonal 
changes in eco-systems, understand the peculiarities in soil formation and know how to 
the schemes of work. Looking at solutions and how to get dissolved materials back is not 
covered until year 6 in England but sieving is something that is likely to be studied in yea
4.  
With regards to electricity, in Latvia pupils are not taught about how altering the number 
and type of components in a circuit affects the brightness of a bulb until Grades 4-6. Nor
do they need to know the symbols to drawn an electric circuit until that time. Connecting 
simple circuits and using simple components, such as switches, are taught in Grades 1
3. This is similar to the English curriculum where elements of electricity are taught in
years 2, 4 and 6.  
only magnetic forces are studied in 
resistance and gravity are not taught until Grades 4-6. In England, these forces, with t
exception of gravity which is taught in year 6, are taught in years 3 and 4. Measuri
forces and establishing the direction they act in is studied in year 4 in England and built 
on in year 6. In Latvia however, this is not covered until Grades 4-6. Opposing 
pushes/pulls are studied by the higher age groups in both countries.  
In Latvia only the very basics are taught about light in Grades 1-3, i.e. the origination of 
light and the ability to recognise a range of light sources. In England this is taught 
years 1, 3 and 6. Shadows are taught in year 3 in England but are not covered until 
Grades 4-6 in Latvia. In both countries, light reflected from surfaces as well as seeing 
being as a result of light entering our eyes are not until the older age range.  
More aspects of sound are
example, about the reflection of sou
latter examples are not in the En
taught in Grades 4-6 in Latvia is covered in year 5 in England, for example that sound is 
as a result of vibrations and changes of pitch and volume.  
The topic of the Earth and beyond is studied in year 5 in England according to
schemes of work. In Latvia the topic is studied in both grade blocks 1-3 and 4-6. Much of 
what is broader in Latvia in terms of this topic is what is taught in grades 4-6, for 
example, observing the elevation of the Sun above the horizon and using terms such as 
long/short years and equinox. Understanding th
covered in England is actually taught to the you
Stage 2 curriculum. These topics are taught across Grades 3-6 so it is not the cas
all broader aspects of the Latvian curriculum, as compared to the English curriculum, are 
taught only to the older pupils. For example, pupils, by the end of Grade 3 in L
to
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 act if, for instance, an electrica
torn.  
l u
no English comparative thes roa is not po ible t
harder or easier than in England. However, what 
der curriculum points, compared with an overall sense of 
rricu  at  St xp tio r p s b  
end of Grade 6 in Latvia, rather than Grade 3. For example, compares the types of fuel 
nvironment, and 
according to the warning signs, can group poisonous substances, caustic substances, 
sphyxiates, burning substances. In this way, the Latvian curriculum works like the 
English curriculum, as a spiral, with topics revisited and the introduction of more difficult 
points at the higher grades.  
15.6 Integration of Subjects 
In the Latvian curriculum there is a clear emphasis on pupils’ interaction with and 
behaviour towards the environment in terms of safety and protection. The Latvian 
science curriculum also includes a range of teaching points which in England are more 
likely to be studied in humanities or geography. As outlined in Section 1.3, in the Latvian 
science curriculum there is an emphasis on the globe and terrain as well as weather with 
pupils for example needing to know about the terrain of Latvia, the globe structure, the 
division of the Earth’s surfaces, local lakes and rivers, climate zones and climate 
formation in Latvia, how to establish wind direction and about atmospheric pressure. 
Energy resources also feature with an emphasis on the difference between renewable 
and non-renewable energy sources and comparing fuels (especially those in Latvia).  
15.7 Differentiation 
The local expert indicates that: 
There is one curriculum for all students in Latvia. Mentally handicapped students do not 
have to meet all the requirements of the curriculum and the learning content depends on 
the special education program they acquire, which might be very flexible…… 
If there are ordinary students with very different abilities in one class this is first of all the 
teacher’s problem. In some cases the school might form some special correction classes 
for some low ability students. 
15.8 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
The local expert reports: 
The regulations of Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia “About state standard of primary 
education and subject standards of primary education” Nr.1027 defines the following time 
schedule for different subjects (the excerpt of subjects is presented in table). 
 
nit is broken, wire insulation is damaged or wires are 
As there is for e b der Latvian topics it ss o 
say categorically whether these are 
appear to be more difficult broa
ease/difficulty in the English cu lum Key age 2, are e ecta ns fo upil y the
according to the aggregate state and influence of burning products on e
a
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 Content areas and subjects Grade Grade Gr
1 2 
ade 
3 
Grade 
4 
Grade 
5 
Grade 
6 
Grade 
7 
Grade 
8 
Grade 
9 (excerpt) 
   Science 2 2 2 2 2 2       
Workload of pupils (total 
number of lessons per week 
for all subjects) 21 21 24 25 27 30 31 33 33 
The number of lessons per subject per week is mandatory.  
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 16 Science Comparison:  Ontario 
16.1 Structure 
8: 
ning. 
range 6 to 
7) and ends in Grade 8 (Year 9 equivalent: age range 13 to 14). This study mainly draws 
e Ontario science curriculum analysed in this discussion was in 
he 
n 
 new 2007 Ontario curriculum to identify key similarities and 
The c s and within 
Table 16.1 
 s
The primary science curriculum for Ontario is called ‘The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-
Science and Technology’ and it is published by the Ministry of Education and Trai
The curriculum for primary science starts in Grade 1 (Year 2 equivalent: age 
on material from Grades 2-5 as these correspond to the Key Stage 2 Years 3-6. Where 
necessary, however, other Grades have been consulted if they contain material normally 
taught in Key Stage 2. Th
use between 1998 and 2007, and was therefore the curriculum in operation prior to t
collection of the TIMMS data for 2003. A new curriculum was produced in Ontario in 
2007 for implementation in September 2008 and comparisons will also be made betwee
the 1998 version and the
changes.  
urriculum is organised in strands, which run across all of the year group
each strand there are topics:   
Topics in the Ontario science curriculum 
Topic  
Strand Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 
Life Systems Growth and 
changes in 
animals 
Growth and 
changes in 
plants 
Habitats and 
communities 
Human organ 
systems  
Matter and Properties of 
solids 
Magnetic and 
materials 
Materials that 
transmit, 
reflect or 
Properties of 
and changes 
in matter 
Materials liquids and charged 
absorb light or 
sound 
Energy and 
Control 
Energy from 
wind and 
moving water 
Forces and 
movement 
Light and 
sound energy 
Conservation 
of energy 
Structures 
and 
Movement Stability Pulleys and 
gears 
Forces and 
acting on 
Mechanisms structures and 
mechanisms 
Earth and 
Space 
Systems 
Air and water 
in the 
environme
Soils in the 
environment  
Rocks, 
minerals and 
Weather 
 nt erosion 
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 The organisation of the 1998 curriculum within each topic for each year group takes the 
following form: 
• Overview: this provides a brief summary of the key areas of knowledge and 
understanding to be developed within that topic, together with an outline of key 
learning experiences such as using models and simulations; exploration; 
derstanding or 
•
ed 
es of 
hod of 
.’  
 
within the curriculum to science and technology education emphasises this constructivist 
view of learning in science: 
 
investigation; observation; classification; and designing and making. 
• Overall expectations: these are the key areas of knowledge, un
skill that students will be expected to have attained in that topic by the end of that 
particular grade. 
 Specific expectations: this section provides the detailed outcomes for that 
particular topic within a particular year group and the section is subdivided into 
three parts: 
- Understanding basic concepts: these outcomes relate to the subject-
specific knowledge, understanding and skills within that topic 
- Developing skills of inquiry, design and communication: these outcomes 
are more general and run through all of the topics within each strand, with 
some slight variation depending on the topic (these are summaris
below) 
- Relate science and technology to the world outside the school: these 
outcomes focus on the applications of science and technology from 
‘Understanding basic concepts’, making explicit the links to the us
science and technology in everyday life and their impact on communities 
and the environment. 
16.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The introduction to the 1998 Ontario science curriculum contains an overview of the 
nature of both science and technology. Science is viewed as ‘a form of knowledge that 
seeks to describe and explain the natural and physical world.’ Technology is viewed as 
‘both a form of knowledge that uses concepts and skills from disciplines (including 
science) and the application of this knowledge to meet an identified need or solve a 
specific problem using materials, energy and tools (including computers). The met
technology consists of inventing or modifying devices, structures, systems or processes
Like the science curriculum for England, that for Ontario is based on a constructivist 
framework where pupils are expected to build up their knowledge and understanding
through first hand experience including investigation. The rationale for the approaches 
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 Science is not only a body of knowledge but a ‘way of knowing’. Scientific investigation 
ind. 
• to develop the skills, strategies, and habits of mind required for scientific inquiry 
ntario Curriculum, (1998) P.4 ). 
te 
t. 
nce 
ed 
urriculum, (1998) P.9). The third of 
the above aims emphasises the significance of positive attitudes or ‘habits of mind’ for 
s 
ology and education are 
considered to have a significant effect on their achievement.  
ent of key skills aspects in the section 
‘Learning across the National Curriculum’ in the introduction to the National Curriculum 
ion, a section on ‘The Role of Parents’ in the 
introduction 
pa
for increasin
discussion r s of teachers and pupils, please see section 3.2. 
involves exploration, experimentation, observation and measurement, and analysis and 
dissemination of data. These activities require specific skills and habits of mind….The 
science and technology curriculum is designed to develop these skills and habits of m
(The Ontario Curriculum, (1998) P4).  
The aims of the Ontario curriculum for science and technology are: 
• to understand the basic concepts of science and technology;  
and technological design; and 
• to relate scientific and technological knowledge to each other and to the world 
outside the school (The O
Close links between the subject areas of science and technology were established with 
the introduction of the 1998 revised Ontario curriculum and the above aims demonstra
the significance of these links. Also a large emphasis is placed on relating science and 
technology to the outside world and recognising the need for sustainable developmen
Another element that is given prominence is the significance of communication in scie
and technology: ‘Communication is an essential component of the science and 
technology curriculum since many of the activities and tasks that students undertake 
involve the use of communication skills, both written and oral. …Students therefore ne
to be able to communicate effectively’ (The Ontario C
science learning. There is also a section in the introduction to the 1998 Ontario 
curriculum document focusing on the importance of attitudes. These attitudes and value
are described as ‘commitment to accuracy, precision and integrity in observation, 
experimentation, and reporting; respect for evidence, concern for the observance of 
safety procedures; and respect for living things and the environment’ (The Ontario 
Curriculum, (1998) P.9). Students’ attitudes to science, techn
The emphasis placed on attitudes and communication parallel the spiritual, moral, social 
and cultural development and the developm
document for England (P.8). In addit
to the Ontario curriculum (P.5) puts strong emphasis on the importance of 
rental involvement in supporting their child’s learning. It seeks to outline approaches 
g parental involvement in children’s education at a variety of levels. For 
egarding the role
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 16.3 Content 
Be
following ap
Ontario curriculum was compared to the English 
Th
Curric f 
the latter (b
The ‘S
was used dif  
r 
2 (equivalent to Year 3) through to Grade 5 (equivalent to Year 6) were 
co cience 
in the sprea
uiry, design and communication: The format of these skill-based 
minantly to the Sc1 (Scientific Enquiry) section of the English 
Na
of stat ss 
year g  these 
outcomes remains the same within each topic, but having a different focus, depending on 
the context. Therefore to facilitate comparison with the relevant Sc1 National Curriculum 
Pr
outcom
Relati
links betwee nd the application of these concepts to 
everyday life. As each outcome requires the learning of factual information or a skill, they 
ha um 
Programme  
equiva
Key elements of the section ‘Developing skills of inquiry, design and communication’ 
hich 
are grouped by theme where appropriate: 
- Ask (G2,3)/formulate (G4,5) questions about and identify some needs of 
ng 
f 
 these needs, and describe (G2)/explain (G3) the steps involved  
entifying 
cause of the complexity of the Ontario Curriculum for Science and Technology, the 
proach was adopted in structuring the spreadsheet analysis in which the 
National Curriculum for Science. 
roughout, the ‘Specific Expectations’ were used for comparison with the National 
ulum, rather than the ‘Overall Expectations’ because of the more general nature o
eing in the form of a summary or overview of the ‘Specific Expectations’).  
pecific Expectations’ are subdivided into three separate parts and each of these 
ferently in structuring a comparison with the National Curriculum:
Understanding basic concepts: All of the outcomes from each of the topics for the yea
groups Grade 
mpared with the elements of the National Curriculum Programme of Study for S
dsheet comparison. 
Developing skills of inq
outcomes relating predo
tional Curriculum, is founded on a series of repeating themes which appear in the form 
ements across all of the strands and topics, demonstrating progression acro
roups, with some specific exceptions (see below). The basic structure of
ogramme of Study elements, the basic common stem of each of these skill-based 
es was used in the spreadsheet comparison. 
ng science and technology to the world outside the school: These outcomes make 
n the ‘basic concepts’ of the topic a
ve been matched (where possible) to the relevant elements of the National Curricul
of Study for Science. Many of the outcomes however do not have an
lent learning point in the English National Curriculum. 
running through all topics within each strand have the following common elements, w
Present in the theme Life Systems: 
…, and explore possible answers to these questions and ways of meeti
these needs; 
- Plan investigations to answer some of these questions or find ways o
meeting
OR plan investigations for some of these answers and solutions id
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 variables that need to be held constant to ensure a fair test and identifying 
criteria for assessing solutions (G4,5). 
Present in all themes (other than Life Systems): 
- Ask (G2,3) / formulate (G4,5) questions about and identify (needs and) 
problems related to… (a context of the topic); 
ps involved (G2)/explain the steps 
r test and identifying criteria for assessing solutions (G4,5). 
m/device/structure that… (relates to the context of the topic). 
mes: 
 
observations (G4,5); 
n 
ncrete materials (G2), charts and graphs (G3) 
OR compile data gathered through investigation in order to record and 
y 
ter (G4,5); 
edia 
s (G3-5). 
ntario curriculum are: 
ing and 
non-living things work, and to establish links between causes and effects; 
• 1/1b - that it is important to test ideas using evidence from observation and 
- Plan investigations to answer some of these questions or solve some of 
these problems, (and describe the ste
involved (G3) OR plan investigations for some of these answers and 
solutions, identifying variables that need to be held constant to ensure a 
fai
Present in the themes Matter and Materials, Energy and Control, and Structures and 
Mechanisms: 
- Design and assemble/construct/make, (using given materials), an 
object/syste
Present in all the
- Use appropriate vocabulary in describing their investigations, explorations,
and observations (G2,3)/including correct science and technology 
terminology in describing their investigations, explorations and 
- Record relevant observations, findings, and measurements, using writte
language, drawings, and co
present results using tally charts, tables, and labelled graphs produced b
hand or with a compu
- Communicate the procedures and results of investigations for specific 
purposes (G2) and to specific audiences (G3-5), using drawings, 
demonstrations, and oral and written descriptions (G2), and simple m
work
16.3.1  Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc1: Scientific   
Enquiry 
Programme of Study (PoS) elements of the National Curriculum for England that are not 
covered by the O
• 1/1a -  that science is about thinking creatively to try to explain how liv
measurement; 
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 • 1/2g - check observations and measurements by repeating them where 
appropriate; 
• 1/2i - make comparisons and identify simple patterns or associations in their own
observations and measurements or other data; 
• 1/2j - use observations, measurements or other data to draw conclusions; 
• 1/2k - decide whether the
 
se conclusions agree with any prediction made and/or 
whether they enable further predictions to be made; 
• ific knowledge and understanding to explain observations, 
measurements or other data or conclusions; 
 using a range of sources of information and data, including ICT-based 
sources. 
at are not represented within the Sc1 
section of the National Curriculum for England. 
ents corresponding to Sc2: Life processes 
and living things 
ario 
eference in 
the Ontario curriculum to the effects of exercise and rest on pulse rate, although 
• 2/4a - to make and use keys (there is no direct reference to making and using 
s and food production, 
o 
• 3/1c - that some materials are better electrical insulators than others; 
1/2l - use their scient
• BoS 1c -
There are no elements of the Ontario curriculum th
16.3.2 Comparison of curriculum elem
PoS elements of the National Curriculum for England that are not covered by the Ont
curriculum are: 
• 2/2d - about the effect of exercise and rest on pulse rate (there is no r
an understanding that exercise contributes to good health is required); 
keys, although students are required to be able to classify animals and plants 
using observable characteristics); 
• 2/4c - that the variety of plants and animals makes it important to identify them 
and assign them to groups. 
There are many elements of the Ontario curriculum that are not represented within the 
PoS of the English National Curriculum. These include learning about the life cycles of 
animals other than humans, the uses humans make of plant
including farming. 
16.3.3 Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc3: Materials and 
their properties 
PoS elements of the National Curriculum for England that are not covered by the Ontari
curriculum are: 
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 • 3/3c - how to separate insoluble solids from liquids by filtering; 
• 3/3d - how to r over dissolved solids byec   evaporating the liquid from the solution; 
• 3/3e - to use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might 
ent  lum that are not represented within the 
nclude learning to a greater depth about 
soils (e.g. how they are formed from rocks and can be used in manufacturing), rocks 
n different states), and learning about the processes and natural 
materials used in manufacture.  
.4  Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc4: Physical 
at l gland that are not covered by the Ontario 
g a b f 
make electrical devices 
 of components in a series circuit can 
 bulbs brigh
 construct series circuits on the basis of drawings and diagrams using 
 se n  from them enters our eyes; 
rs to change during the day, and how 
shadows change as this happens. 
any element  ulum that are not represented within the 
nclude learning to a greater depth about 
ow the hum  (e.g. coloured light and refraction) and 
learning about energy (e.g. sources of energy and how it is used) geography topics (e.g. 
gy  
geography and design and technology curriculums in 
glish 
An overview of the comparative breadth and difficulty of the Ontario curriculum will be 
esented for each of the four areas of the National Curriculum. A significant number of 
areas of the Ontario curriculum corresponded more closely to outcomes for geography 
be separated. 
There are many elem s of the Ontario curricu
PoS of the English National Curriculum. These i
(e.g. how they are formed and classified) and states of matter (e.g. comparison of mass 
of a substance i
16.3
processes 
PoS elements of the N iona  Curriculum for En
curriculum are: 
• 4/1a - to construct circuits, incorporatin attery or power supply and a range o
switches, to work; 
• 4/1b - how changing the number or type
make ter or dimmer; 
• 4/1c - how to represent series circuits by drawings and conventional symbols, and 
how to
conventional symbols; 
• 4/3d - that we e thi gs only when light
• 4/4b - how the position of the Sun appea
There are m s of the Ontario curric
PoS of the English National Curriculum. These i
sound (e.g. h an ear works) and light
weather), and design and technolo  topics (e.g. structures and their design). It must be
noted that as there are separate 
England, geography and design and technology elements are not included in the En
Key Stage 2 programme of study for science.  
16.4 Breadth and Difficulty  
pr
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 (26 in total) and design and tech gy (66 in total). These will not be include
following co
Scientific en culty  The Ontari
nolo d in the 
mparison with the English National Curriculum for science. 
quiry, diffi o curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    3 curriculum area 
ding in   2 curriculum areas 
   8 curriculum areas 
 
  6 curriculum areas 
The Ontario curriculum is seen as similar in difficulty 
Materials and their properties, breadth  The Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
less demanding in   0 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    8 curriculum areas 
less deman
Scientific enquiry, breadth   The Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
broader in    3 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in 
narrower in 10 curriculum areas 
Scientific enquiry:  The Ontario curriculum is therefore viewed as similar in difficulty 
and narrower.  
Life processes and living things, difficulty  The Ontario curriculum is regarded 
as: 
more demanding in    7 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    9 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   5 curriculum areas 
Life processes and living things, breadth  The Ontario curriculum is regarded
as: 
broader in  30 curriculum areas 
similar in breadth in  10 curriculum areas 
narrower in 
Life processes and living things: 
but broader. 
Materials and their properties, difficulty  The Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    3 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in  10 curriculum areas 
less demanding in   0 curriculum areas 
broader in  20 curriculum area 
similar in breadth in  10 curriculum areas 
narrower in   4 curriculum areas 
Materials and their properties:  The Ontario the curriculum is regarded as slightly 
more demanding and broader.   
Physical processes, difficulty  The Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
more demanding in    5 curriculum areas 
of similar demand in    6 curriculum areas 
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Physical processes, breadth  The Ontario curriculum is regarded as: 
similar 
 
g for confidence in the judgment of difficulty was 2.6, between 2.0, 
 very confident while that for breadth was 3.0, just below very 
 when Taught 
und year groups (Grades). In relation to the themes 
nding to the Science 2, 3 and 4 content of the 
utcomes are listed for each of the year 
 
ithin 
r the 
s relating to ‘Developing Skills of Inquiry, Design and Communication’ (see 
section 1.3). 
gy 
his, science and technology had 
been more distinct. The rationale for the 1998 curriculum provides insight into the 
within the technology curriculum, and 
technology provides application for scientific learning within society. 
 to the Ontario curriculum, significant emphasis is also placed on both 
verbal and written communication and aspects of mathematics in the learning of science 
ear in each topic for all grades under ‘Developing Skills of 
 together with links to elements of mathematics. See 
culum, there is a section on ‘Cross-curricular and 
s defined as providing ‘opportunities to learn and use related 
broader in  54 curriculum areas 
in breadth in    6 curriculum areas 
narrower in   5 curriculum areas 
Physical processes:  The Ontario the curriculum is regarded as more demanding and
broader.   
The average ratin
quite confident, and 3.0,
confident.   
16.5 Order of Teaching and
The curriculum is organised aro
within the Ontario curriculum (correspo
English National Curriculum), detailed learning o
groups.  
In the rationale for the structure of the curriculum, no reference is made to a spiral 
approach. Analysis of the curriculum reveals that although the themes are repeated in
subsequent years, the actual content of the topics within the themes is rarely closely 
related in different years. This reflects the requirement to teach different topics w
each theme for different year groups. In contrast the science process skills are revisited 
within subsequent years and there is a progression in the curriculum requirements fo
outcome
16.6 Integration of Subjects 
Significant rearrangement took place with regard to integration of science and technolo
with the introduction of the 1998 curriculum. Prior to t
reasons behind this close integration of science and technology, since science 
knowledge, understanding and skills are applied 
In the introduction
and technology. In addition links to language and literacy in the form of explicit 
communication outcomes app
Inquiry, Design and Communication’,
the discussion in section 1.3 for further details. 
In the introduction to the 2007 curri
integrated learning’ which i
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 content and/or skills in two or more subjects’ ((The Ontario Curriculum, (2007) P.30). 
Although emphasis is still placed on linking science and technology with language 
literacy and mathematics, mention is also made of other subjects such as social studies.  
16.7 Comparison of the aims, rationale, structure and content of the 19
version of the Ontario science curriculum with the 2007 version 
The rationale for the 2007 curriculum is based on the same theoretical constructivist 
framework as the 1998 curriculum. A new addition is the introduction of six fundamental 
concepts that underpin the curriculum: 
• Matter 
• Energy 
• Systems and interactions 
• Structure and function 
• Sustainability and stewardship 
• Change and continuity 
These are developed through the three goals (aims) of the curriculum. The goals for the 
2007 curriculum remain virtually unchanged in comparison with the 1998 curriculum
except for the order (the position of the first and thir
and 
98 
, 
d aims have been changed so that 
y 
hnological problem 
essi nnin ’ ha d 
of  tech lls: 
investigation: inqu ntat  safety, predictions, 
drawing conclusions); 
investigation: inquiry/research skills (e.g. selecting an e 
nolog -solv a
odels).  
the ab egories ar to lowing
iating and planning 
• Performing and recording 
• Analysing and interpreting 
the first aim now focuses on relating science and technology to society and the 
environment (previously the world outside school). This reflects a change in the priorit
attached to this aim. Throughout there is increased focus on tec
solving. 
A continuum show
for three types 
ing the progr
scientific and
on from ‘begi
nological ski
g’ to ‘proficient s been include
• Scientific 
presenting
• Scientific 
iry / experime ion skills (e.g.
 results and 
d considering th
value of different source
• Tech
m
s of information; 
ical problem ing skills (e.g. designing, building nd evaluating 
All three of 
• Init
ove cat e subdivided in the four fol  processes: 
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 • Communicating  
Large changes have been made to the structure of the 2007 curriculum, although the 
detail of the outcomes is very similar. Throughout there is increased emphasis on 
technological problem-solving. Topics are now arranged in year groups rather than w
themes. A more detailed overview of each topic has been included at the start of e
topic, followed by a new table containing the fundamental concepts within the topic, 
which are linked to the relevant ‘Overall expectations’. The ‘Specific expectations’ section
has been rearranged with expectations for ‘Relating science and technology to society 
and the environment’ (previously ‘….to the world outside the school’) being positioned
first. Within each topic, this has undergone the most significant changes in content, be
reduced in number and more focussed on how to manage and 
ithin 
ach 
 
 
ing 
control the impact of 
aspects of the physical world on people and on ways to impact positively on the physical 
wo tific investigation and technological 
problem solving’ (previously ‘Developing ski . 
Th olving is reflected 
in ic concepts’ has retained its title, but 
has a reduced number of outcomes. Although t
e 1998 curriculum, they have been moved between sections. 
For example many of the outcomes from the section ‘Understanding basic concepts’ 
ha  scientific investigation and technological 
problem solving’ section, with the addition of skill-based terms at the start of the 
ou e 
appropriate  communicate; 
us priate safety 
pro
Grade 4 Grade 5 
rld. It is followed by ‘Developing skills of scien
lls of inquiry, design and communication’)
e changed emphasis in this skills section to focus more on problem s
the new title. The final section ‘Understanding bas
he outcomes are very similar in the 2007 
curriculum compared with th
ve been moved into the ‘Developing skills of
tcomes such as: observe; investigate; use scientific inquiry/research skills; us
science and technology vocabulary; use a variety of forms to
e technological problem-solving skills. Reference to following appro
cedures has also been included in this section. 
The themes and topics in the 2007 Ontario curriculum are shown in the table below: 
Table 16.2 Topics in the 2007 Ontario science curriculum 
Strand Grade 2 Grade 3 
Understanding 
Life S stems 
Growth and 
changes in 
Growth and 
changes in 
Habitats an
community
animals plants 
d 
ies 
Human organ 
systems  
Understanding 
Structures and 
Mechanisms 
Movement Strong and 
stable 
structures 
Pulleys and 
gears 
Forces and 
acting on 
structures an
mechanisms 
d 
Understanding Properties o
Matter and 
Energy 
liquids and 
solids 
causing 
movements 
sound  and changes 
in matter 
f Forces Light and Properties of 
Understanding 
Earth and 
Air and water 
in the 
Soils in the 
environment  
Rocks and 
minerals  
Conservation 
of energy and 
Space 
Systems 
environment resources 
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In the 1998 curriculum, the strand ‘Understanding life systems’ was named ‘Life 
 5.  
sly named ‘Stability’. The outcomes of this topic have been modified to 
l’ and 
 these two strands have essentially 
sound 
- Forces causing movement (previously ‘Forces and movement’) 
io curriculum for science and technology has a section 
eds 
o 
ir 
systems’. No changes have been made to the topics within this strand in Grades 2 to
‘Understanding structures and mechanisms’ (previously ‘Structures and mechanisms’) 
has basically the same topics, except for the topic ‘Strong and stable structures’ which 
was previou
include a focus on factors influencing the strength of structures in addition to their 
stability. The strand ‘Understanding matter and energy’ has been developed through 
amalgamation of two strands from the 1998 curriculum, namely ‘Energy and contro
‘Matter and materials’. Five of the original topics from
been retained, although the topic ‘Conservation of energy and resources’ (previously 
‘Conservation of energy’) has been moved into  the strand ‘Understanding Earth and 
Space Systems’ and the following topics have been removed: 
- Magnetic and charged materials 
- Materials that transmit, reflect, or absorb light or 
- Energy from wind and moving water 
The topics that remain are: 
- Properties of liquids and solids 
- Light and sound (previously ‘Light and sound energy) 
- Properties of and changes in matter 
Finally, in the strand ‘Understanding Earth and space systems’ (previously ‘Earth and 
space systems’) the topic ‘Conservation of energy and resources’ replaces ‘Weather’ and 
also now has a resources focus incorporated within it studying issues surrounding 
conservation of resources such as recycling. 
16.8 Differentiation and Tailoring Content to Ability 
The introduction to the 1998 Ontar
dedicated to ‘exceptional students’. This section emphasises that ‘recognising the ne
of exceptional students and providing appropriate programs for them are important 
aspects of implementing the curriculum’ (The Ontario Curriculum, (1998) P.11). Tw
distinct approaches exist: 
• for students whose needs can be met within the existing framework, modifying the 
‘choice of instructional methods’ is considered sufficient for them to attain to the
potential 
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 • legislation exists (Regulation 305) which ensures that for students whose nee
cannot be met through this approach, an Identification Placement, and Review 
Committee should work in conjunction with parents and practitioners to identify 
the specific needs of the student, which should be met through the creation of a
Individual Education Plan (IEP). 
ds 
n 
l for creating an IEP for students who have special ‘short-term learning 
 who are attaining below the expected level for their grade, with 
emphasis on the need for ‘differentiated instruction’. 
16.9 Mandatory or Recommended Time for Subjects and Content Areas 
There is no indication in the Ontario curriculum document of the amount of time that 
should be spent on science teaching and learning. Also the Ministry of Education and 
Training website did not contain any reference to time allocations for subject teaching.  
16.10 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
In the 1998 Ontario science curriculum, learning is viewed as a partnership between 
teachers and students in which they have ‘complementary responsibilities’. Emphasis is 
placed on the role of students taking responsibility for their own learning, with explicit 
links being made between achievement and ‘hard work’. Also the significance of 
collaborative learning is highlighted. 
The focus of the role of the teacher is outlined in the introduction in the section ‘The Role 
of the Teacher’. The main teaching role is summarised as ‘developing appropriate 
instructional strategies’ to address a range of learning needs through a ‘variety of 
teaching approaches’ and by bringing ‘enthusiasm’ into learning. Emphasis is placed on 
‘hands-on-activities’ based on the theoretical perspective that: 
‘…the inquiry and design skills emphasized in this curriculum must be taught and learned 
through experiences with concrete materials. The activities provided should allow 
students to discover and learn fundamental concepts through investigation, exploration, 
and experimentation, and to place these concepts in the social, environmental, and 
economic contexts in which their relevance and application will be most evident.’ (The 
Ontario Curriculum, (1998) P.6).  
This further reinforces the commitment to a constructivist approach to teaching and 
learning outlined in the rationale for the curriculum. Also the importance placed on 
application of scientific and technological expertise is again seen in this section. 
In the introduction to the curriculum, the section on ‘Attitudes in Science and Technology’ 
identifies a link between teaching and student attitudes. Here it is emphasised that 
The potentia
needs because of medical or other reasons’ is also mentioned. However there is no other 
reference to provision that exists for students who are performing below the expected 
standards. 
In the 2007 curriculum there is an additional focus on supporting students with special 
educational needs
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 teaching methods and learning activities should ‘encourage students to recognize the 
 will go a long way towards motivating 
to learn effectively.’ (The Ontario Curriculum, (1998) P. 9 ).  
in 
value and relevance of what they are learning and
students to work and 
Views on the role of the teacher are very similar in the 2007 curriculum to the 1998 
version. An additional section on the role of the Principal in the teaching and learning 
process has been added. This role is seen as a facilitator to support student learning 
partnership with teachers and parents. Another additional section refers to the role of 
‘community partners’ in providing support and acting as models for students. 
References 
Ministry of Education and Training (1998) The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Science 
and Technology;  
Ministry of Education and Training (2007) The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Science 
and Technology. 
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 17  Science Comparison:  Singapore 
17.1 Structure 
The primary science curriculum for Singapore is called the Primary Science Syllabus an
it is published by the Curriculum Planning and Development Division of the Singapore 
Ministry of Education. The curriculum for primary science starts in Primary 3 (Year 4
equivalent: age range 8 to 9) and ends in Primary 6 (Year 7 equivalent: age range 11 to
12). Two versions of the Singapore science curriculum e
d 
 
 
xist and the one that is being 
analysed in depth was implemented between 2001 and 2007, as this was the curriculum 
de 
 
ted process skills are listed in two separate tables, and the years 
 skills should be taught are indicated. Integrated 
in operation prior to collection of the TIMSS data for 2003. Comparison will also be ma
between the 2001 version and the new 2008 curriculum to identify key similarities and 
changes. An important change in terminology in 2008 is that learners are now referred to
as students rather than pupils. 
In the 2001 Singapore curriculum, the science process skills are separated out from the 
other aspects of the curriculum, and this section corresponds to the section in the 
National Curriculum for Science Sc1: Scientific Enquiry.  
The science process skills in the 2001 Singapore curriculum are grouped as follows: 
Basic process skills: 
• Observing 
• Comparing 
• Classifying 
• Measuring and using apparatus 
• Communicating 
• Analysing 
• Generating 
• Evaluating 
Integrated processes: 
• Creative problem solving 
• Decision-making 
• Investigation 
The basic and integra
(P3, 4, 5 or 6) when these process
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 process skills (creative problem solving, decision-making and investigation) are defined 
f several basic process skills’ (p8). The 
ss skills are therefore viewed as components on which the integrated process 
uilt. In the National Curriculum document, it is specified that the Sc1 Scientific 
ithin the context of the Sc2, 3 and 4 areas of the 
rriculum, it is indicated that the 
xt of other areas of science: 
rs should teach each of the basic 
e use of appropriate activities and then meaningfully 
aching of these skills in their lessons’ [p8]. 
e curriculum, relating to the National Curriculum areas of the 
ised in tabular form. Unlike the National 
wn specific curriculum organised in the 
es, together with an additional column headed ‘Remarks’ (which 
 taught for each learning outcome, indicating the 
rning). This corresponds loosely with the ‘Breadth of 
tional Curriculum, which suggests ‘contexts, activities, areas of 
d range of experiences’ (p.12#) within which the knowledge, understanding and 
n be taught, although in the Singapore curriculum 
tail and related specifically to each area of the curriculum. 
esponding to coverage of Sc 2, 3 and 4 
nged into five themes: diversity, cycles, 
om the way in which the National 
Curriculum for science in England is structured: Scientific Enquiry (Sc1), Life processes 
 (Sc3), Physical processes (Sc4), 
 
d 
o 
rials (P6) 
• Matter (P4) 
• Water (P4) 
as ‘complex operations which call upon the use o
basic proce
skills are b
enquiry component should be taught w
programme of study. Similarly in the 2001 Singapore cu
science process skills should be developed within the conte
‘In science process teaching and learning, teache
process skills explicitly through th
infuse the te
The part of the Singapor
programme of study: Sc2, 3 and 4, is also organ
Curriculum, each year group (P3 to P6) has its o
form of learning outcom
gives more detail on what should be
breadth and depth of the planned lea
study’ section of the Na
study an
skills component of the curriculum ca
this is in far more de
The part of the Singapore science curriculum corr
in the National Curriculum for England is arra
systems, interactions and energy. This differs fr
and living things (Sc2), Materials and their properties
which is based on the different areas of science: biology, chemistry and physics. The 
structuring of the Singapore curriculum within these five themes results in the grouping of
content areas that are not usually associated when structure is based on the traditional 
areas of science. In the Singapore curriculum, different combinations of themes are 
covered in each year group. The five themes contain the following areas of science, an
for each, the year group in which it is taught is indicated (P3: Primary 3 - equivalent t
Year 4; to P6: Primary 6 - equivalent to Year 7): 
Diversity: 
• Variety and characteristics of living things (P3) 
• Materials (P3) 
• Classification of organisms and mate
Cycles 
• Life cycles of plants and animals (P3) 
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 • Day and night cycles (P5) 
• Unit of life (P5) 
• Reproduction in plants and animals (P5) 
Systems 
• Plant parts and functions (P3) 
• Digestive and skeletal / muscular systems (P3) 
 
 
’ 
ce as a vehicle for developing positive attitudes including: curiosity, 
keenness, creativity, open-mindedness, perseverance and concern. This focus on 
spiritual, moral, social and cultural development and the development of key skills 
parallels the section ‘Learning across the National Curriculum’ in the introduction to the 
National Curriculum document for England. 
Like the science curriculum for England, the curriculum for Singapore is based on a 
constructivist framework where pupils are expected to build up their knowledge and 
understanding through first hand experience including investigation: 
• Respiratory and circulatory systems (P4) 
• Electrical systems (P5) 
Interactions 
• Magnets (P3) 
• Simple machines (P5) 
• Forces (P6) 
• Environmental impact (P6) 
• Ecology (P6) 
Energy 
• Light (P4) 
• Heat (P4) 
• Photosynthesis and respiration (P5) 
• Forms of energy and conversions (P6) 
17.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The introduction to the 2001 Singapore science curriculum contains a brief overview of
the nature of science, as ‘a body of knowledge about the natural world and a set of skills
and processes by which this knowledge is acquired, synthesised, evaluated and applied
(p3). Science education is viewed as the training that enables learners to ‘acquire this 
body of knowledge and the set of skills’. A discussion of the importance of science 
education refers to the need to prepare a scientifically literate workforce, and also to 
produce ‘competent professionals in the various scientific disciplines.’ It also comments 
on the value of scien
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For pupils to have meaningful learning it is important that they be allowed to experi
nd the pro
ence 
first ha cess of seeking answers to problems. This requires that pupils 
 
 
let: the 
Technology, emphasising their influence on daily life and the interactions of people with 
physically explore and discover knowledge…. They must be able to effectively integrate 
and link new concepts to the existing body of knowledge. (p3-4#) 
The selection of the concept areas to be taught in the Singapore curriculum aims to give 
a ‘broad based understanding of the environment, and…..help build a foundation upon 
which pupils can rely for further study.’ (p4#) 
The aims of the Singapore curriculum for science are (p4): 
• Provide primary pupils with experiences which build on their interest in and 
stimulate their curiosity about their environment 
• Provide pupils with scientific concepts to help them understand themselves and 
the world around them 
• Provide pupils with opportunities to develop skills, habits of mind and attitudes 
necessary for scientific inquiry 
• Prepare pupils towards using scientific knowledge and methods in making 
personal decisions 
• Help pupils appreciate how Science and Technology influence people and the 
environment. 
These aims further reinforce the constructivist basis of the curriculum, seeking to 
encourage practitioners to build on pupils’ interests and to engage them in the learning 
process. They also emphasise the importance of positive attitudes and curiosity for 
successful learning in science. The necessity for scientific knowledge and understanding 
is recognised (second bullet), although the emphasis on the need to develop ‘skills,
habits of mind and attitudes necessary for scientific inquiry’ (third bullet) reinforces an 
enquiry-based approach to developing this knowledge and understanding. In addition a
principle that underpins the aims of the curriculum is apparent in the fourth bul
significance of the ability to apply scientific knowledge and methods in everyday life to 
inform personal decision-making. The final bullet makes clear links between Science and 
the environment. 
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 17.3 Content 
17.3.1  Comparison of curriculum elements corr
Enquiry 
esponding to Sc1: Scientific 
hat does not have 
: ask 
questions that can be investigated scientifically and decide how to find answers [1/2a]. 
 
on which may subsequently be tested through scientific 
enquiry. The requirement of the NC is less advanced than this as it only requires pupils 
f scientific reasoning.  
ce process skills are introduced. The first consideration is that the 
 which is the 
t no science is carried 
cribing 
ring 
ts of 
evaluating, tabular communication (Primary 4) and graphical communication (Primary 5). 
r 
6). Elements required for investigation, for example: the ability to identify variables that 
n’ therefore denotes the 
udy section in the National Curriculum can be identified as 
ings 
• 2/1c - there is reference in the Singapore curriculum to ‘characteristics (NC life 
• 2/2b - understanding of the role of food for growth is specified, but pupils are not 
required to know about the importance of an adequate and varied diet  
All aspects of the NC PoS within Sc1: Scientific Enquiry has equivalent elements within 
the Singapore curriculum. An element within the Singapore curriculum t
a direct correspondence with the NC is: construct a hypothesis [Basic Process 
Skill/Generating/3a]. The element of the NC PoS which links most closely to this is
Hypothesising requires application of scientific knowledge and understanding to develop
a theoretical construct or questi
to think of questions which could be investigated, but do not necessarily need to have 
been developed through a process o
A significant difference between the Singapore curriculum and the NC for England is the 
age at which scien
formal curriculum for science in Singapore does not begin until Primary 3,
equivalent of Year 4 in the English system. This does not mean tha
out in schools and settings prior to this, only that there is no formal curriculum pres
the learning. The Basic Process Skills of observing, comparing, classifying, measu
and using apparatus and communicating verbally and pictorially are introduced in 
Primary 3, together with elements of analysing and generating. Further elements of 
analysing and generating are introduced in Primary 4, 5 and 6, together with aspec
The integrated process skills of creative problem solving and decision-making are 
introduced in Primary 4 (Year 5) and investigation is not introduced until Primary 5 (Yea
will affect the investigation (Basic Process Skills/Analysing/2b) are introduced earlier (in 
this case Primary 4). The Integrated Process Skill of ‘Investigatio
combination of the relevant Basic Process Skills necessary to plan and implement 
complete investigations (possibly unsupported). Aspects of the Singapore curriculum 
relating to the Breadth of St
implicit elements within the aims and rationale (see spreadsheet for details).  
17.3.2 Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc2: Life processes 
and living th
Elements of the PoS of the NC for England that are not covered by the Singapore 
curriculum are:  
processes) of all living things’ (equivalent to 2/1a), but there is no requirement to 
compare these in plants and animals 
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 • 2/2d and 2/2h - understanding of the effect of exercise and rest on pulse rate an
the importance of 
d 
exercise for good health are not required, although pupils do 
ects relating to the effects of substances such as alcohol on the body 
nce to the reasons why plants and animals need to be 
ut life 
; understanding of the importance of water to the life processes  
asing energy for life processes; 
ired to make things move and for life processes 
 many 
d in 
d animals 
take in oxygen and 
give out carbon dioxide; recognition that air is a mixture of gases (context of 
• Specific requirement to compare life cycles in different animals (although this is 
• Comparison of different forms of reproduction in plants (including various forms of 
asexual reproduction); comparison of sexual reproduction in plants and animals 
learn about skeletal and muscular systems 
• 2/2g - asp
and their effects on personal health are not included 
• 2/4c - there is no refere
assigned to groups, although pupils are required to carry out classification 
• 2/5c - understanding of how plants and animals are adapted to live in particular 
habitats is not required 
• 2/5f - pupils are not required to learn about micro-organisms (not mentioned in 
Primary 6 either) 
Elements of the Singapore Curriculum that are not represented within the PoS of the NC 
for England are:  
• Understanding of the concept of systems within organisms 
• Understanding of cells as the basic unit of life; how cells divide to facilitate 
growth; identification of different parts of plant and animal cells 
• Recognition of the integration of the different systems involved in carrying o
processes
• Understanding of the process of respiration in rele
recognition that energy is requ
• Understanding of the basic mechanism of reproduction in humans and that
characteristics are passed on from parents to offspring. 
• Comparison of the ways in which nutrients, water and oxygen are transporte
plants an
• Comparison of the way in which plants and different animals 
respiration) 
not stated as a requirement in the NC it is carried out in many schools and often 
in Key Stage 1) 
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 17.3.3 Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc3: Materials and 
their properties 
for England) 
n the PoS of the NC 
for England are:  
t good conductors of electricity 
are usually good conductors of heat 
• knowing that matter is anything that has mass and occupies space 
 heat and temperature; 
knowing the effects of heat gain/loss in contexts of daily life; understanding that 
otter to a colder object and relating this to temperature 
changes 
• knowing some uses of water 
• 4/4a, 4/4b - there is no reference to requiring pupils to learn the spherical shape 
 the position of the Sun appears to change in 
the sky during the day and the effect of this on shadows. 
Elements of the PoS of the NC for England that are not covered by the Singapore 
curriculum are:  
• 3/1d - there is no reference either to describing or grouping rocks in the 
Singapore curriculum 
• 3/2a, 3/2f, 3/2g, 3/3a, 3/3b, 3/3c, 3/3d, 3/3e - there is no reference to describing 
changes that occur when materials are mixed or non-reversible changes. There is 
also nothing in the Singapore curriculum relating to ways of separating mixtures 
of materials (covered by five separate areas of the PoS 
Elements of the Singapore Curriculum that are not represented withi
• making the connection between understanding tha
• knowing common sources of heat; differentiating between
heat flows from a h
• understanding the importance of the water cycle 
17.3.4 Comparison of curriculum elements corresponding to Sc4: Physical 
processes 
Elements of the PoS of the NC for England that are not covered by the Singapore 
curriculum are: 
• 4/2e - how to measure forces and identify direction of action 
• 4/3e, 4/3f, 4/3g - there is no reference to sound in the Singapore curriculum or to 
ways of changing sounds 
of the Earth, Sun and Moon or how
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 Elements of the Singapore Curriculum that are not represented within the PoS o
for England are:  
• the Singapore curr
f the NC 
iculum requires pupils to be able to list simple machines and to 
manipulate them to determine their characteristics and uses 
• a broader understanding of magnets is required in the Singapore curriculum 
 
gives 
ht at 
Earth’s ability to support life 
 broader (which corresponds to the 
 
 of the areas of the curriculum relating to the Sc2 strand of the National 
Curriculum, the Singapore curriculum is similar in difficulty to the National Curriculum in 7 
 the 
are 
relating to ways of making magnets and knowledge of their uses 
• the requirement for knowledge of the composition of the solar system is specified
in the Singapore curriculum, together with the fact that the Sun is a star that 
out light, whereas the Moon and planets do not (this knowledge is often taug
Key Stage 2 but is not a requirement of the curriculum) 
• knowledge of some uses of man-made satellites is required 
• understanding of the link between the Earth’s position relative to the Sun as a 
contributing factor to 
17.4 Breadth and Difficulty 
An overview of the comparative breadth and difficulty of the Singapore curriculum will be 
presented for each of the four areas of the National Curriculum.  
Sc1: Scientific Enquiry  
In a comparison of the areas of the curriculum relating to Scientific Enquiry, the 
Singapore curriculum is similar in difficulty to the National Curriculum in 12 curricular 
areas, and easier in one area.  
There is 1 area in which the Singapore curriculum is
area of the Singapore curriculum that is not represented in National Curriculum), 10 
areas in which it is narrower than the NC and 11 areas where the two curricula are 
similar. The Breadth of Study section of Sc1 accounts for over half of the areas in which 
the Singapore curriculum is narrower. The Breadth of Study section, however, has close
parallels with the Singapore curriculum; but these are mainly implicit in the aims and 
rationale of the Singapore curriculum rather than explicit in the curricular outcomes.  
In the majority of cases these judgements are either ‘quite confident’ or ‘very confident’. 
The Singapore curriculum is narrower than the National Curriculum for England, but 
there is a very close match between the two curricula with regard to difficulty.  
Sc 2: Life processes and living things 
In a comparison
curricular areas, harder in 6 areas and easier in 2 areas. There are 25 areas in which
Singapore curriculum is broader (including the areas of the Singapore curriculum that 
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 not represented in National Curriculum), 12 areas in which it is narrower than the NC 
and 5 areas where the two curricula are similar. In the majority of cases these 
ational 
perties 
re are 9 areas 
re curriculum is broader (including the areas of the Singapore 
curriculum that are not represented in National Curriculum), 10 areas in which it is 
reas where the two curricula are similar. In the majority of 
cases these judgements are ‘very confident’. Overall within the Sc3 strand of the National 
different in content to the National 
Sc4 strand of the National 
ilar in difficulty to the National Curriculum in 6 
 in 2 areas. There are 12 areas in which the 
eas of the Singapore curriculum that are 
 
onfident’. Overall within the Sc4 strand of the National 
Curriculum, the Singapore curriculum is therefore very different in content to the National 
roups. In relation to the themes 
within the Singapore curriculum (corresponding to the Science 2, 3 and 4 content of the 
mes are listed for each of the year groups. 
the Singapore curriculum are presented in tabular form, with 
cts of each of the process skills, together with an indication of 
 
 
judgements are ‘very confident’. Overall within the Sc2 strand of the National Curriculum, 
the Singapore curriculum is therefore broader and more demanding than the N
Curriculum for England.  
Sc 3: Materials and their pro
In a comparison of the areas of the curriculum relating to the Sc3 strand of the National 
Curriculum, the Singapore curriculum is similar in difficulty to the National Curriculum in 7 
out of 8 curricular areas, and easier in 1 area. With regard to breadth, the
in which the Singapo
narrower than the NC and 6 a
Curriculum, the Singapore curriculum is therefore very 
Curriculum, although overall the breadth and difficulty are similar.  
Sc 4: Physical processes 
In a comparison of the areas of the curriculum relating to the 
Curriculum, the Singapore curriculum is sim
curricular areas, harder in 3 areas and easier
Singapore curriculum is broader (including the ar
not represented in National Curriculum), 8 areas in which it is narrower than the NC and
6 areas where the two curricula are similar. In the majority of cases these judgements 
are ‘quite confident’ or ‘very c
Curriculum, broader and slightly harder.  
17.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught  
The Singapore curriculum is organised around year g
National Curriculum), detailed learning outco
The process skills within 
statements detailing aspe
the year groups in which these skills should be developed.  
In the rationale for the structure of the curriculum, a spiral approach was advocated: 
‘characterised by the revisiting of concepts and skills at different levels and with 
increasing degrees of depth. The spiral approach allows the learning of scientific 
concepts and skills to match pupils’ cognitive development. It therefore helps pupils build
upon their existing understanding of concepts and facilitates the gradual mastery
of skills.’(p4#) 
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 Analysis of the curriculum reveals that although the themes are repeated in differe
years, the actual co
nt 
ntent within the themes is rarely closely related in different years. 
 topics within each theme for different year 
stems’ appears in Primary 3, 4 and 5, but the topics 
Similarly ‘Interactions’ is taught in Primary 3, 5 and 6, with again a completely different 
 
Primary 5: day and night cycles; unit of life; reproduction in plants and animals 
In contrast the science process skills are revisited within subsequent years and there is a 
quirements for ‘Analysing’, ‘Generating’ and ‘Evaluating’. 
Apart from ‘Evaluating’ (which is not introduced until Primary 4) all of the Basic Process 
ry 3. The Integrated Process Skills are also present in the 
curriculum for subsequent years. ‘Creative Problem Solving’ and ‘Decision-Making’ are 
This reflects the requirement to teach different
groups. For example, the theme ‘Sy
within each of these year groups are different: 
Primary 3: plant parts and functions; digestive and skeletal/muscular systems 
Primary 4: respiratory and circulatory systems 
Primary 5: electrical systems 
focus for each of the topics: 
Primary 3: magnets 
Primary 5: simple machines 
Primary 6: forces; environmental impact and ecology. 
Also ‘Energy’ is a theme for Primary 4, 5 and 6, but there is no overlap in the topics: 
Primary 4: light; heat 
Primary 5: photosynthesis and respiration 
Primary 6: forms of energy and conversions 
The other two themes: ‘Diversity’ and ‘Cycles’ do show some overlap in the topics and 
therefore the capacity for building on previous knowledge and understanding. ‘Diversity
appears in Primary 3 and 6: 
Primary 3: variety and characteristics of living things; materials 
Primary 6: classification of organisms and materials 
The theme of ‘Cycles’ is found in Primary 3, 4 and 5 
Primary 3: life cycles of plants and animals 
Primary 4: matter; water 
progression in the curriculum re
Skills are introduced in Prima
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 introduced in Primary 4, with ‘Investigation’ being introduced in ‘Primary 5’. From this 
analysis it appears that the rationale emphasising a spiral curriculum has its focus more
within the science process skills than within the curriculum content aspects of the 
curricular themes. 
17.6 Integration of Subjects 
 
e and technology takes place within the theme of 
Interactions in Primary 5, where pupils are required to learn about the characteristics of 
lines for the planned 
bject areas.  
e, structure and content of the 2001 
gapore science curriculum with the 2008 version 
anding and application’. Also 
t’ 
 
ulum being separated by long periods of time, with little flexibility for 
practitioners to choose when to implement a particular aspect of the curriculum. In the 
2008 version of the curriculum, learning is organised around the themes, with the content 
for each theme being grouped (a more similar arrangement to the National Curriculum for 
England). There is some prescription in the 2008 version with regard to when particular 
aspects of a theme are to be taught, but this is limited to whether a particular aspect 
should be taught in ‘Lower Block’ (P3/4) or ‘Upper Block’ (P5/6).  
The format in which the outcomes are organised has changed considerably. In the 2001 
version of the curriculum, the Learning Outcomes were arranged in tabular form with 
accompanying ‘Remarks’ giving more detail about the content of what should be taught 
and suggested contexts. In the 2008 version the outcomes are subdivided into three 
types which form three columns in the outcomes table: 
• Knowledge, understanding and application 
• Skills and processes 
Planned integration of scienc
machines and their uses. Other than this there are no guide
integration of science within other su
17.7 Comparison of the aims, rational
version of the Sin
The local expert reports that the Singapore curricula are revised on a six year cycle and 
that in this revision content has been removed to make time for inquiry- based 
instruction.  The rationale given in the 2008 curriculum emphasises this: ‘the teacher as 
the leader of inquiry in the science classroom.’ A diagram has been inserted that 
emphasises learning in science through enquiry by the integration of ‘skills and 
processes’, ‘ethics and attitudes’ and ‘knowledge, underst
links have been made to the role of science in daily life, within society and in the 
environment. The aims are very similar to those in the 2001 curriculum, except for the 
fifth aim ‘help students appreciate how science influences people and the environmen
has lost the science and technology focus.  
The overall structure of the 2008 curriculum is significantly different from that of the 2001 
version, although the basic elements have been conserved. The 2001 curriculum was 
organised around year groups with the teaching of specific aspects of themes being 
prescribed within particular year groups. This resulted in the teaching of related aspects
of the science curric
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 • Ethics and attitudes 
The outcomes from 2001 have been reorganised within these
of science can be developed within rticul
additions ha
focus on the
• Valuing individual effort and team work 
• S
• Sh
An explan t the 
information question focussing on a
on implicatio u
between 
The composition of the skills and pro la, although 
‘Generati
‘Generating possibilities; Inferring; Predicting; an
curricular themes ‘Diversity; Cycles; Systems; Inte  remained 
unchanged. However there has been a reductio um in the 
areas within these themes. The main changes a eas 
at h  reduced in 
the 2008 cur 20 that have 
been reor
 three categories with slight 
changes to t
outcomes
he wording. Also additions have been made to the wording of many of the
 in the ‘Skills and processes’ column to 
 pa
 
illustrate how the skills and processes 
ar context of the theme. Significant the
ve be n made to the currice ulum in the
 following areas, again within the part
 ‘Ethics and Attitudes’ column with a 
icular contexts of the themes: 
• Showing curiosity 
howing objectivity 
owing concern 
ation of the key areas of knowledge and understanding has been added a
start of each
key inquiry
 theme in the 2008 curriculum. Ano
 questions at the start of the section f
ther significant addition is the inclusion of 
or every theme, consisting of a closed 
nd an open question focussing attention 
ing the making of conn
knowledge 
ns of the area of study or on enco rag ections 
nding.  different areas of knowledge or understa
cesses are 
ng’ from the 2001 curriculum has been
very similar in both curricu
 subdivided into its key components: 
d Formulating hypotheses.’ The 
ractions; and Energy’ have
n in the content of the curricul
re summarised below (highlighted ar
in the 2001 curriculum indicate areas th ave been removed or significantly
riculum. Underlined areas in the 08 curriculum indicate areas 
ganised): 
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 Table 17.1 2001 and 2008 Singapore science curricula 
Themes 2001 Curriculum 2008 Curriculum 
Diversity • Variety and characteristics 
of living things (P3) 
• Materials (P3) 
• Diversity of living and non-living 
things (general characteristics 
and classification) (P3 & 4) 
• Classification of organisms 
and materials (P6) 
• Diversity of materials (P3 & 4) 
Cycles • Life cycles of plants and 
animals (P3) 
ater (P4) 
• Matter (P4) 
• W
• Day and night cycles (P5) 
• Unit of life (P5) 
• Cycles in plants and animals 
- life cycles (P3 & 4) 
 
• Cycles in matter and water 
- matter (P3 & 4) 
- reproduction (P5 & 6) 
• Reproduction in plants and 
animals (P5) 
- water (P5 & 6) 
Systems • Plant parts and functions 
(P3) 
muscular systems (P3) 
• Plant system 
nd functions (P3 
• Human system 
 4) 
- respiratory and circulatory 
systems (P5 & 6) 
• Cell system 
• Digestive and skeletal / 
- plant parts a
& 4) 
• Respiratory and circulatory 
systems (P4) 
- respiratory and circulatory 
systems (P5 & 6) 
• Electrical systems (P5) - digestive system (P3 &
(P5 & 6) 
• Electrical system (P5 & 6) 
Interactions • Magnets (P3) 
• Simple machines (P5) 
• Forces (P6) 
• Environmental impact (P6) 
- significantly reduced 
• Ecology (P6) 
• Interaction of forces 
- Frictional force, gravitational 
force, forces in sprin
- Magnets (P3 & 4) 
gs (P5 & 
6) 
• Interaction within the 
onment (P5 & 6) envir
Energy • Light (P4) 
•
• Energy forms a
- Light and he Heat (P4) 
respiration (P5) 
• Forms of energy and 
conversions (P6) 
nd uses 
at (P3 &4) 
synthesis (P5 & 6) 
• Energy conversion
• Photosynthesis and - Photo
 (P5 & 6) 
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 Detailed analysis shows that the majority of the outcomes from 2001 have bee
transferred to 2008, with only slight changes to the wording of the outcomes. The 
following learning outcomes are either no longer present in the 2008 curriculum or hav
been reorganised: 
n 
e 
 
ristics’ (P6/D/a) 
 
Cycles 
• es rela  Solar System have been rem
ome uses of wate k)  
 an awareness o d to ter’ (P4/C/m) 
mes relating to the struct and animal cells have b
 (P5/C/g ys
• ‘show an understanding that a cell to produce new cells’ (P5/C/j) 
ecognise the interact een the human skeletal and muscular systems in 
g movement’ (P3/S/e
ecognise that  
y cells / batteries provide energy in a closed circuit 
rrent transports ener m the lb 
ch can be used to reak or cl (P5/S/c) 
ons 
 ‘list some simple machines’ (P5/I/b) 
• ‘manipulate these simple machines to determine their characteristics and uses’ 
(P5/I/c) 
Diversity
• ‘show an awareness that materials as well as organisms can be grouped based 
on their properties or characte
• ‘classify some common materials’ (P6/D/b) 
• ‘differentiate between plants, animals and fungi based on form, nutrition and
movement’ (P6/D/d) 
all of the outcom ting to the  in P5 oved 
• ‘list s r’ (P4/C/
• ‘show f the nee  conserve wa
• three outco ure of plant een 
moved from ‘Cycles’ ,h,i) to ‘S tems’  
 divides 
Systems 
• ‘show an understanding that an organism is a system which has different parts to 
carry out different functions’ (P3/S/a) 
• ‘r ion betw
enablin ) 
• ‘r
- dr
- cu gy fro dry cells / battery to the bu
- a swit  b ose a circuit’ 
Interacti
•
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 • three outcomes relating to: awareness of the use of materials to meet 
technological needs; how the development of science and technology af
environment; and the influence of the environment of science and technology have 
fects the 
be lgamated 6/I/p
• ‘recognise that respiration is a process in which energy is made available for life 
/c
nderstandin energ d from one form her’ 
The ‘Basic Process Skills’ have been renamed ‘Skills’ and changes are as follows: 
en reduced and ama  (P ,q,r) 
Energy 
processes to occur’ (P5/E ) 
• ‘show an u g that y can be converte  to anot
(P6/E/c) 
Table 17.2 Skills in the 2001 and 2008 Singapore science curricula 
Singapore Science 
Curriculum 2001 
Basic Process Skills 
 
Grades 
 
Singapore Science Curriculum 
2008 
Skills 
 
Grades 
Observing  3,4,5,6 Observing  3,4,5,6 
Comparing  3,4,5,6 Comparing  3,4,5,6 
Classifying 3,4,5,6 Classifying 3,4,5,6 
Measuring and using 
apparatus 
3,4,5,6 Using apparatus and 
equipment (measurement not 
stated) 
3,4,5,6 
Communicating (verbal, 3,4,5,6 
pictorial) 
Communicating (verbal, 
pictorial) 
3,4,5,6 
Communicating (tabular) 4,5,6 Communicating (tabular) 3,4,5,6 
Communicating (graphical) 5,6 Communicating (graphical) 3,4,5,6 
Analysing :  Analysing 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
3,4,5,6 
4,5,6 
5,6 
3,4,5,6 
Generating  
Level 1 
 
3,4,5,6 
Generating possibilities 
Inferring 
3,4,5,6 
Level 2 4,5,6 Predicting 
Level 3 5,6 Formulating hypotheses 
Evaluating  
Level 1 
 Evaluating 3,4,5,6 
Level 2 
Level 3 
4,5,6 
5,6 
6 
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 The ‘Integrated Process Skills’ (2001) have been renamed ‘Processes’ (2008) 
Table 17.3 Skills in the 2001 and 2008 Singapore science curricula 
Singapore Science 
Curriculum 2001 
 Singapore Science Curriculum 
2008 
 
Integrated Process Skills 
Grades 
 Processes 
Grades 
Creative Problem Solving 4,5,6 Creative Problem Solving 3,4,5,6 
Decision-Making 4,5,6 Decision-Making 3,4,5,6 
Investigation 5,6 Investigation 3,4,5,6 
From the tabular comparison, th mposition of the Skills and Processes in the two 
curricula can be seen to be very similar, but with a significant change in the level of 
 with regard to the year groups in which they should be introduced. In the 
lum there is a requirement to teach all of the skills and processes within 
 year groups, in contrast to the staggered approach for 2001. In the 2008 
1 document, progression 
 
ulum at the end of Primary 4 pupils are formally 
M1 and 2 are the streams for higher attaining pupils whilst 
EM 3 has the lower attaining pupils. In EM1 and 2 pupils follow an identical curriculum in 
 parts of the 
curriculum removed, however the remaining elements are identical to EM 1 and 2. 
troduction of subject-based banding has replaced the EM3 stream. This 
means that students can study at different levels (Standard or Foundation) in different 
e co
prescription
2008 curricu
each of the
curriculum, in addition to the process skills being listed separately in the curriculum 
document they are also integrated within the themes. In the 200
of skills was indicated in the table on page 9 of the curriculum document, whereas in the 
2008 document progression is detailed as separate outcomes for Skills and Processes 
within the syllabus for each year group. This has advantages in that it provides 
practitioners with ideas of how to integrate the skills and processes within the other 
aspects of the curriculum, although it could also be limiting if the curriculum document 
was interpreted in a prescriptive manner. 
Differences between the two curricula in relation to differentiation and guidance on 
teaching methods are explored in sections 1.8 and 2.0 respectively. 
17.8 Differentiation and Tailoring Content to Ability
In the 2001 Singapore science curric
streamed into three streams: E
science, whereas in EM 3 the curriculum has been reduced with some
From 2008 the in
subjects. 
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 17.9 Mandatory or recommended Time for Subjects and Content Areas 
The local expert reports that science is a compulsory subject in the school curriculum 
from primary 3 to primary 6 but it is not taught formally as a subject in primary 1 and 
primary 2.  The recommended times for science in the schools’ weekly timetable from 
evel Time (hours per week) No. of periods 
Primary 1 0 0 
Primary 2 0 0 
Primary 3 1.5 3 
Primary 4 2.0 4 
Primary 5 2.5 5 
Primary 6 2.5 5 
17.10 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
In the 2001 Singapore science curriculum there is no guidance on the teaching methods 
that could be employed, although a section has been included in the introductory part of 
the new 2008 version of the curriculum. The section ‘Teaching and learning through 
inquiry’ in the new science curriculum for Singapore, focuses on approaches to teaching 
that are embedded in an inquiry-based model for teaching and learning science. The key 
areas of science as inquiry are identified as: 
• Questioning: posing, selecting, clarifying questions to explore or investigate 
• Collecting and evaluating evidence 
• Constructing explanations 
• Making connections 
• Communicating ideas, explanations and reasoned arguments 
Teachers are encouraged to support students in developing these skills through a variety 
of approaches: 
• Approaches for exploring and visualising ideas (concept cartoons) and 
developing links between concepts (concept mapping) 
• Facilitating cooperative learning 
• Using a variety of teaching approaches e.g. demonstration, questioning 
P3-6 are: 
L
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 • Strategies for active and independent learning (SAIL) e
formative and developmental process in which learning expectations are 
 mphasising learning as a 
made clear to 
ey know where they are in the learning process and how they can 
improve’ (p14) 
jects, field trips, role play, drama, dance and movement. 
students  ‘so that th
• Planning a range of activities for developing learning e.g. games, investigations, 
problem-solving contexts, pro
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 18 Literacy Comparison: British Columbia 
18.1 Structure 
The 1996 curriculum for language in British Columbia is a very comprehensive document 
. It is entitled an Integrated Resource Package (IRP) rather 
than a curriculum or syllabus.  
18.1.1 Structure of document 
The Introduction, which sets out the rationale behind the language curriculum, is followed 
gy. It 
al Curriculum Programmes of Study. To accompany each set of Prescribed 
Learning Outcomes, there are Suggested Instructional Strategies, Suggested 
As s mended cument covers 
Kindergarten up to and including Grade 7. There are several appendices following this. 
The largest of these is a d gue of mended Learning Resources, ie 
the books, tapes, visual resources fr heir teaching 
materia wo other appe rovide  cross-curricular teaching and 
assessment.  
18.1.2 Structure of language  
Rather than breaking language down into reading eaking and listening, in 
British Columbia language ped d stering related aspects of 
written, spoken and visua n toge h grade, the following 
framework is used to convey the language skills that are to be taught: 
Comprehend and Respond: 
• Composing and Creating 
• Improving Communications 
consisting of over 350 pages
by a grade-by-grade break-down of what teachers are to teach. In terms of level of detail, 
this document falls between the English National Curriculum and the Primary Strate
indicates in which grade subject areas are to be delivered but not the precise term / 
semester. For each grade and for each language area, there is a list of Prescribed 
Learning Outcomes, which are phrased very much like the statements in the English 
Nation
sessment Strategie and Recom  Learning Resources. The do
etailed catalo
om which teachers have to choose t
the Recom
ls. T ndices also p guidance on
, writing, sp
ifferently clu skills are grou
l communicatio ther. At eac
• Strategies and Skills 
• Comprehension 
• Engagement and Personal Response 
• Critical Analysis 
Communicate Ideas and Information: 
• Knowledge of Language 
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 • Presenting and Valuing 
Self and Society: 
• Personal Awareness 
• Working Together 
• Building Community 
18.1.3 Structure of School system 
ble to find 
ars of 
es  7 to 9 Y3 and Y4 
Due to the structure of the British Columbian school system it has been impossi
an exact match for the Key Stage 2 years. Children start their Kindergarten year at 
school in the calendar year in which they turn five. This means that during the course of 
an academic year there will be children in the class who have not yet had their fifth 
birthday, those who are already five and those, after the new year, who turn six ye
age. 
British Columbia 
school year 
Ages of 
children 
English equivalent  
Year groups 
K Ages  4 to 6 R and Y1 
G1 Ages  5 to 7 Y1 and Y2 
G2 Ages  6 to 8 Y2 and Y3 
G3 Ag
G4 Ages  8 to 10 Y4 and Y5 
G5 Ages  9 to 11 Y5 and Y6 
G6 Ages  10 to 12 Y6 and Y7 
Source: http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/primary_program/  
For the purposes of this comparison, we have looked at Grades 4, 5 and 6. 
18.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The British Columbian document provides a long and fully discussed rationale for the 
view of language that underpins what teachers are expected to teach. There is a concise 
explanation of what language is, how it develops and why good language skills are 
important. This is followed by a detailed account of what the English Language Arts 
Programme is intended to achieve. The aims of the programme are stated as the 
following: 
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 • communicate effectively in written, spoken and visual forms 
anguage is not viewed as separate skills of reading, 
ted; they are integrated, interdependent 
processes, and, as will be seen in the discussion of the content of the Integrated 
R cribed L se skills 
individually. All are worded in such a way as to refer to at least, but sometimes more 
t i st iewing of 
c usse r ia
repeated emphasis on ch e  of 
contexts possible for the greatest range of purposes, some of which refer to personal 
enrichment and fulfilment, as e  to communicate effectively, e.g. students 
n le to communicate with precision, clarity and artistry… Learning to interact 
successfully with others is es e ts’ success in school, lif ong learning and 
p s.  
The discussion touches lightly on Canadian heritage in that children are expected to 
… ’s cultural heritage as expressed in language ; likewise, there 
i develop the reading and writing skills required of 
i cument o ese 
w re is equal, if not more, stress given to appreciation of their own culture 
a rs…. un  ial and lin
diversit ive in the int
c guage  a g
knowledge sensitively and creatively; expres on incingly and 
gracefully; realise their individual potential as communicators. 
• develop positive attitudes towards language learning  
• make connections to other areas of study and to life outside the classroom 
• think critically, creatively and reflectively 
• appreciate their own culture and the culture of others 
• use technology 
Each of these areas is explored and through this the British Columbian view of 
communication is conveyed. Communication refers to any written, spoken or visual 
representation involving language. L
writing, speaking and listening, but as connec
esource Package, none of the Pres earning Outcomes targets the
han, two of the skills of read ng / writing / li ening / speaking / v . Three types 
ommunications are disc
the need to 
d: literary, info
expose 
mational and mass med
ildren to language in th
. There is a 
greatest range
well as the ne d
eed to be ab
sential for stud n el
roductive, satisfying live
learn about our country
s a single mention of citizenship: 
…
nformed citizens. However, in a do
ere omitted. The
f this length it would be surprising if th
nd the culture of othe derstand and respect cultural, rac guistic 
y.   More pervas
reative users of the lan
roduction is 
, e.g. present
the message to teach children to be
nd respond to ideas, feelin
s themselves powerfully, c
 
s and 
v
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 18.3 Content  
Inevitably, the extent of the Canadian document, which is so much longer than mo
other curricula considered in this exercise, will be to its advantage in any comparativ
exercise such as this. It would seem that everything, or almost, that is in the English 
National Curriculum, will be found somewhere in the British Columbian and that the 
coverage of the Canadian curriculum is more thorough, informative, broader and de
due to its sheer comprehensiveness. As a result, the comparison of the two curricula i
not truly a comparison of ‘like with like’.  
The vastness of the Canadian document makes it all the more striking that there ar
some specific areas of language learning of which it gives no mention. The table below 
shows the extent of overlap with the English national curriculum, using the headings
provided by the English document: 
Table 18.1 Reading curricula compared 
Reading:  Knowledge, skills and 
understanding 
Reading: Breadth of study 
st 
e 
eper, 
s 
e 
 
En2 1: Reading strategies  good match  En2 8: Literature  partial match 
En2 2:  Understanding 
texts   
good match  En2 9: Non-fiction and 
non-literary texts 
partial match 
En2 3:  Reading for 
information  
good match    
En2 4: Literature  good match    
En2 5:  Non-fiction and 
non-literary texts  
partial match   
En2 6:  Language 
Structure and variation 
no coverage   
Writing: Knowledge, skills and 
understanding 
Writing: Breadth of study 
En3 1:  Composition good match En3 9:  Purposes little match 
En3 2:  Planning and 
Drafting 
good match 
 
En3 10:  Thinking, 
Investi
and Learnin
good match 
gating, Organising 
g  
 
En3 3:  Punctuation good match En3 11:  Readers no 
coverage 
En3 4:  Spelling  little match En3 12:  Forms of writing good match 
En3 5:  Handwriting and 
Presentation 
good match   
En3 6:  Standard English good match   
En3 7:  Language 
Structure 
partial 
match 
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 There are, therefore, two areas of the English curriculum which are not covered in British 
Columbia. The first of these is En2 6: Language Structure and variation: to read texts 
ives and adverbs contribute to overall effect, the use 
f the 
British Columbian language document contain only two mentions of knowledge of 
Outcomes for the Grade 5 module Communicate Ideas and Information (Knowledge of 
 
ok is 
 
 
 
 to 
 
d 
 
g 
with greater accuracy and understanding, pupils should be taught to identify and 
comment on features of English at word, sentence and text level, using appropriate 
terminology [for example, how adject
of varying sentence length and structure, connections between chapters or sections]. 
The first clause of this statement is self-evident and is clearly within the aims of all 
reading curricula. However, it is the association of this improvement in accuracy and 
understanding with technical knowledge and familiarity with grammatical terminology that 
is not common to the two curricula. It is interesting to note that the 350 pages o
terminology. One of these is part of the assessment guidance given to teachers in that 
they may observe the use of terminology when assessing the Prescribed Learning 
Language), although use of terminology is not posited as one of the learning outcomes, 
itself. The second occurrence of the use of terminology in the British Columbian
curriculum appears in the Recommended Learning Resources. In this section, a bo
recommended precisely because it does not require mastery of grammatical terminology,
to achieve success. 
The other area of the English curriculum which finds no equivalent in the British 
Columbian is En3 11:  Readers. This refers to the range of audiences for whom children
should be taught to write during Key Stage Two: The range of readers for writing should 
include teachers, the class, other children, adults, the wider community and imagined
readers. This apparent omission is interesting as there are countless references
audience in the Prescribed Learning Outcomes from Grade 1 onwards, including for 
example: It is expected that students will demonstrate their understanding of and abilities
to use a variety of forms and styles of communication that are relevant to specific 
purposes and audiences. (Grade 4: Communicate Ideas and Information (Presenting an
Valuing)). Despite the finding that focus on audience is manifest throughout the 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes, there is nowhere a list of recommended audiences for 
whom children should write. 
There are two areas in the English National Curriculum, therefore, which have no parallel 
in British Columbia. The reverse situation - curriculum areas in British Columbia for which
there are no match in England - is more extensive. 
No counterpart has been found, for example, for the British Columbian statements in 
Grade 4, 5 and 6 referring to the skills that nurture comprehension monitoring. These 
are: 
• developing questions, re-reading, reading further and reviewing to clarify meanin
(Grade 4 & Grade 5)  
• … and build understanding (Grade 5)  
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 • formulate questions that are relevant to specific audiences and purposes (Grade 
5) 
• use questioning, predicting, summarising and graphic organisers to accomplish 
specific purposes (Grade 6) 
An examination of the Primary Strategy confirms that much less attention is focused on 
xplicitly 
• use a variety of written and graphic forms, including charts, webs and maps to 
 or viewed using a variety 
of written & graphic forms, including charts, webs and maps (Grade 6) 
, 
icons]). At the same time, there is a statement in the writing Programmes of Study that 
n3 
 
 
tional 
this type are not featured. However, they are found in the Primary Strategy. 
Activities which specifically combine reading and writing, in a way not unlike the 
om Year 3 onwards. For example: Year 3, Term 1, 
omposition (to make a simple record of information from texts read, 
 a chart of information discovered…); Year 4, Term 2, Point 23: Writing 
ation from a variety of sources and present it in one simple 
format, e.g. wall chart, labelled diagram). It is highly likely that integrated activities, such 
y 
g: 
these activities in England. Of the activities listed above, only summarising is e
mentioned and occasionally targeted according to the Primary Strategy. 
There also appears to be no direct English National Curriculum equivalent to:  
organise details and information (Grade 4 & Grade 5)  
• organise details and information they have read, heard
This difference may stem from the very integrated nature of the British Columbian 
approach to language teaching. According to the English National Curriculum, pupils are 
expected to handle a variety of different formats in their reading (in En2 5f: evaluate 
different formats, layouts and presentational devices [for example, tables, bullet points
suggests that these formats should be adopted and practised during Key Stage two (E
1e: use features of layout, presentation and organisation effectively). The Canadian
requirements differ from the English in that children are expected to recast the 
information they read into the different formats listed above, thereby using what they read
to feed into what they are asked to produce. Due to the structure of the English Na
Curriculum which separates activities relating to the different core language skills, 
activities of 
Canadian activities above, appear fr
Point 22: Writing C
e.g. by completing
Composition (to collect inform
as this, are commonplace in primary classrooms in England. 
Amongst the tasks that are specified in the British Columbian document, there is another 
for which no exact parallel has been found in England, even in the detail of the Primar
Strategy. This concerns work conducted in Grades 5 and 6 on gender stereotypin
categorise roles and describe stereotypes portrayed by characters in various print and 
non-print works (Grade 5); compare the portrayal of males and females in mass media 
with their own experiences (Grade 6). According to the Primary Strategy, it is possible 
that this area is touched upon in Year 5 in England when carrying out activities stemming 
from: …investigating treatment of different characters, e.g. minor characters, heroes, 
villains, and perspectives on the action from different characters; consider and evaluate 
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 these features in relation to their own experience. However, there is nothing in Engla
that specifically targets male / female stereotyping. 
nd 
There is an entire set of Canadian activities in the Self and Society domain of the British 
eading or writing Programmes of Study 
tor 
 
ir 
es, 
age 
 
ably to be found in the Speaking and 
atured in every set of Prescribed Learning Outcomes, as indeed they are in 
the set above. As before, elements of activities such as these can be found in the 
Columbia.  
18.4 Difficulty and coverage 
erence are mentioned using print or electronic dictionaries or 
 
list. In British 
Columbia, there is a heavy emphasis on the sorts of texts that are listed under En2 8e & f 
 from a variety of cultures and traditions, (8e) myths, legends and traditional 
stories (8f)) and many that raise contemporary issues and matters for discussion. There 
Columbian curriculum that has no parallel in the r
in England. They are the following: 
• Demonstrate awareness of how to use language and communications 
technologies to maintain relationships with others (Grade 6); develop and moni
their communication goals and plans (Grades 4, 5 & 6); demonstrate confidence 
in their abilities to communicate effectively in a variety of classroom situations
(Grades 5 & 6) 
• Demonstrate a willingness to improve their understanding by seeking clarification 
from others (Grade 4); demonstrate respect for others by communicating the
ideas and information in an orderly fashion (Grade 4) 
• Demonstrate an awareness of the diverse languages, ideas, opinions, cultures 
and contributions of their peers (Grades 4 & 5); describe the diverse languag
ideas, opinions, cultures and contributions of their peers (Grade 6); use langu
to acknowledge special events and people and to honour accomplishments in
and beyond the classroom (Grade 4)… within the community (Grades 5 & 6). 
The greatest overlap with these activities is prob
Listening Programmes of Study, which are not included in this study. However, the 
Canadian statements do not segregate the different skills and aspects of reading and 
writing are fe
Primary Strategy, but in England they seem somewhat more marginal than in British 
18.4.1  Reading 
18.4.1a Range  
Looking at the Prescribed Learning Outcomes alone, one might think that the range of 
reading required in British Columbia is much narrower than in England. Only stories and 
poetry are explicitly stipulated as literary genres to be read, while from non-narrative 
genres only works of ref
thesauri. However, the Recommended Learning Resources, which list titles and 
publication details of the books, tapes, audios, videos, and multi-media resources to be 
used, indicate that a wider range is intended. Overall, there is a heavier weighting given
to narrative genres with many stories, novels, collections of poetry on the 
(texts drawn
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 are far fewer informational texts and no mention of the types of text found in En2 9c 
and 3 were found. The exception is En 2 3d: draw on different features of texts, including 
s. Learning 
aning by as many means as possible is present in the Canadian document 
g at the beginning of each grades’ set of Prescribed Leaning Outcomes relating 
nd appreciation of literary works (En2 4), there appear 
as much coverage in British Columbia as in England. 
Ask students to work in pairs and read through a variety of written material to find and list 
 
y contrast, there is nothing as subtle as the distinction required in En2 4d. In British 
m as 
en found to the requirement to be able to 
distinguish between the author, narrator and the characters in literature.  
(newspapers, magazines, articles, leaflets, brochures, advertisements) and very little of 
the genres found in En2 9a (diaries, autobiographies, biographies, letters).  
18.4.1b Understanding and interpretation 
As the British Columbian curriculum document is so much more detailed than the 
English, it is surprising when areas included in the England curriculum are not found in 
British Columbia. With one exception, equivalents for every statement within En2 1, 2 
print, sound and image, to obtain meaning. It is uncertain how much significance to 
attach to the fact that this appears to be missing from the Canadian outcome
to derive me
appearin
to the Comprehend and Respond (Strategies and Skills) strand of their curriculum. 
Although not explicitly stipulated, it is likely that print, sound and image are implied in the 
Canadian statement: It is expected that students will develop repertoires of skills and 
strategies to use as they anticipate, predict, and confirm meaning while reading, viewing, 
and listening. In fact, overall, there is much more information provided in the British 
Columbian curriculum about strategies to be adopted for deriving meaning. As seen 
above, the need to teach comprehension monitoring skills (developing questions, re-
reading, reading further and reviewing to clarify meaning) is much more explicitly stated 
in British Columbia than it is in England.  
With regard to the understanding a
to be two areas which do not attract 
These are:  
• identify different ways of constructing sentences and their effects (En2 4b) 
• recognise the differences between author, narrator and character (En2 4d) 
The first of these, while not covered in any explicit way in the Prescribed Learning 
Outcomes, is found in the Suggested Instructional Strategies for Grade 5 under the 
Communicate Ideas and Information (Knowledge of Language) strand: 
at least six different types of sentences. Have students share their lists and discuss with
the class what they found as well as the impacts and purposes of certain kinds of 
sentences. 
B
Columbia, authorial purposes and techniques form an important part of the curriculu
they do in England, but no equivalent has be
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 18.4.1c Reading aloud 
 
s 
ed 
t 
18.4.1d Thinking skills  
In both curricula, there is an attempt to ensure that children are not only taught the 
 of 
 that 
ing and demonstrate a willingness to choose 
challenging materials for reading… find a parallel in Grades 5 and 6 in British Columbia 
e with atter; use a broad range of 
t in 
d 
 
n they are somewhat older.  
 
hrases and sentences that convey a formal, impersonal tone (En2 
5c) 
Another interesting contrast in the two curricula is the differing status given to reading 
aloud. While in England there is some importance given to the ‘performance’ of literature
in that it is a separate statement in the Programme of Study (En2 4i: read stories, poem
and plays aloud), in British Columbia it has a much smaller profile, being mention
tangentially as a means to the instruction or assessment of another, higher status, 
literacy skill. For example, it is mentioned as part of the miscue analysis procedure for 
the Grade 5 assessment of the Comprehend and Respond (Comprehension) strand. 
Have students read a short passage aloud. Look for evidence in their expression tha
they understand what they are reading, and analyse any errors they make. 
rudiments of reading but that they are intellectually stretched and challenged in terms
subject matter. The English statements (En2 4e and 5g) evaluate ideas and themes
broaden perspectives and extend think
in: engag  challenging and demanding subject m
challenging materials for recreational purposes and to obtain information (Grade 6) and 
extend their understanding of a given selection by developing related questions and 
activities (Grades 5 and 6). 
18.4.1e Vocabulary  
Vocabulary development in relation to both reading and writing is seen as importan
both countries. There is evidence that pupils are to be encouraged to use newly acquire
vocabulary creatively. In England they are to use vocabulary in inventive ways (En3 1b), 
while in Grade 4 in British Columbia, they are to demonstrate pride and satisfaction in
using language. Similarly pupils in both countries are taught to handle specialist 
vocabulary, as can be seen in these two very similar statements: identify the use and 
effect of specialist vocabulary (England En2 5a) and make sense of unfamiliar and 
specialised vocabulary (British Columbia Grade 6). This aspect of the curriculum appears 
to be introduced to pupils in British Columbia whe
The major difference is in the treatment of vocabulary and use of language in the two 
curricula is in expectations with regard to the affective aspects of language choice and 
authorial intent. There are several statements related to this in the English reading
curriculum that have no evident match in British Columbia: 
 
• Identify words associated with reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, 
instruction and description (En2 5b) 
• Recognise p
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This does not mean to say that the matter is entirely omitted in British Columbia but it 
r Communicate Ideas and Information for pupils in grades 4 and 6: respond 
mmunications of their peers (Grade 4); demonstrate an 
e adjusted according to content and 
en are taught to write. Overlap appears in that children in both 
countries are explicitly taught creative writing, i.e: all that is covered in En3 9a (to 
writing to inf lain (En3 9b), focusing on the subject matter and 
nvey r the reader. Amongst the Prescribed Learning 
d 
, 
 
 products to the 
does not appear to receive coverage in the ‘reading’ aspects of the Prescribed Leaning 
Outcomes. In British Columbia, the issues of register, formality and effect of language 
choices are more likely to be found in skills associated with the oral and written 
production of language, i.e. in the Communicate Ideas and Information (knowledge of 
language) section than in those related to reading. This can be seen in the outcomes 
listed unde
formally and informally to the co
awareness of how register and pacing should b
audience (Grade 4); adjust their degree of language formality as required by the form 
and purpose of their presentations (Grade 6). 
18.4.2  Writing 
Unavoidably, due to the way in which the British Columbian curriculum combines all 
aspects of reading, writing and oral skills, some areas of writing have already been 
touched upon in the section above.  
18.4.2a Range of purposes  
One of the greatest areas of mismatch is to be found in the domain of the range of 
purposes for which childr
imagine and explore feelings and ideas, focusing on creative uses of language and how 
to interest the reader). This has a direct parallel across all the grades in British Columbia 
in create and express thoughts, ideas and feelings in a variety of oral, written and 
electronic forms; create a variety of communications to express personal feelings and 
thoughts (Grade 4); …. to create and express thoughts, ideas and feelings in a variety of 
oral, written and electronic forms (Grades 5 and 6). Likewise, there is overlap in the 
purposes of orm and exp
how to co  it in sufficient detail fo
Outcomes, there are some that relate to similar areas, for example: select and shape 
information appropriately for specific audiences and purposes in Communicate Ideas an
Information (Composing and Creating) Grade 5. 
However, there is no counterpart in the Prescribed Learning Outcomes to En3, 9c-9d
which relate to writing for the purposes persuading and reviewing and commenting. 
Interestingly, aspects of these purposes sometimes appear under the Suggested 
Instructional Strategies and the Suggested Assessment Strategies. For example, in the 
Communicate Ideas and Information (Composing and Creating) strand for Grade 4, it is
suggested that students assume the role of advertiser and present their
class in a persuasive manner. However, this does not have the status of a Prescribed 
Learning Outcome. 
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18.4.2b Text types 
Interestingly, although there seems to be only partial overlap between the purposes f
writing that children are taught in the two countries, there is much more unanimity ove
the text types that are prescribed. In fact with the exception that English children are 
required to write reviews and commentaries, it would appear that all other text types are 
common. 
18.4.2c Spelling  
or 
r 
The greatest area of mismatch between the two countries lies in the area of spelling. 
G nguage in rising finding. 
Of the ten statements that relate to spelling in the English National Curriculum (En3, 4a-
j), only three found a compara r mbian P
Learning Outcom  most startling difference was that t ny 
a t all, u e expec liar 
with concepts which are commonplace in En t ey Stage 2 
when they are considerably older. Although not required by the Prescribed Learning 
O  7, there ructiona at 
o logy, nam a ht slightl
Grade 6.  Nonetheless, this do  t  given to in 
the English curriculum.  
A ave to En3 4a, b or f in the Prescribed Learning 
O sound out phonemes; to analyse words into syllables and other known 
w n t e of words and spelling patt  in fact there 
is evidence from the  that these aspects of spelling 
a orrespond  group  The title Learning Phonics and Spelling in 
a Whole Language Classroom scribed text from Kindergarten through to Grade 7.  
 
rly 
l 
ly 
iven that English is the national la  both, this is perhaps a surp
ble counterpa t in the British Colu
here is no re
rescribed 
ference to aes. The
spect of morphology, a ntil Grade 7. British Columbians ar
glish classroom throughou
ted to be fami
K
utcomes until Grade
ne aspect of morpho
 is evidence in
ely suffixes 
 the Suggested Inst
nd prefixes, is taug
l Strategies th
y earlier in 
es not match he heavy emphasis  morphology 
lthough no equivalents h
utcomes (to 
 been found 
ords; to revise and build o
Recommended
heir knowledg
 Learning Resources
 erns)
re covered in the c ing age
 is a pre
s.
18.4.2d Language Structure  
Knowledge of Language is part of the Communicate Ideas and Information strand from
Kindergarten onwards. The ability to communicate with grammatical accuracy is clea
important in British Columbia, as it is in England. As early as Grades 2 and 3, pupils are 
required by the Prescribed Learning Outcomes to demonstrate abilities to use 
grammatically correct language when speaking and when writing simple sentences. 
What differs, as has been noted above, is the stress put on knowledge of grammatica
terminology, which has a statement devoted to it in the English curriculum, but is hard
mentioned in British Columbia. Most references to grammar   in the British Columbian 
document refer to grammar in the context of editing and proofreading.  
Another aspect of language structure is the ability to paragraph. This is seen as a core 
part of the upper Key Stage two writing curriculum in En3 7d which states that pupils 
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 must be introduced to the purposes and organisational features of paragraphs, and how 
ideas can be linked. In British Columbia, there is a close match with: 
understanding of the purposes of the various parts. (e.g., The first paragraph is usually 
an introduction.) After they have read the first paragraph, ask questions such as: What is 
 you 
rand 
g 
the purpose of this paragraph? Why do you think the author began this way? Can
guess the author’s purpose? Proceed paragraph by paragraph, asking questions such 
as: What purpose does this paragraph serve? Could it be deleted? Etc. Two factors 
distinguish this from the requirements of the English national Curriculum. Firstly, this 
reference to paragraphs appears in the Suggested Instructional Strategies for the st
relating to Comprehend and Respond (Comprehension), not in the Prescribed Learnin
Outcomes. Secondly, the first mention of the function of paragraphing appears in Grade 
7, which is beyond the years covered by Key Stage two. 
Table 18.2 Writing curricula compared 
Writing: Knowledge, skills and 
understanding 
Writing: Breadth of study 
En3 1:  Composition good match En3 9:  Purposes little match 
En3 2:  Planning and good match En3 10:  Think
Drafting  
ing, 
Investigating, Organising 
good match  
 and Learning  
En3 3:  Punctuation good match En3 11:  Readers no coverage 
En3 4:  Spelling  little match En3 12:  Forms of good match  
writing 
En3 5:  Handwriting and good match   
Presentation 
En3 6:  Standard English good match   
En3 7:  Language 
Structure match 
partial   
There are, therefore, two areas of the English curriculum which are not covered in British 
ppropriate 
terminology [for example, how adjectives and adverbs contribute to overall effect, the use 
tions]. 
The first clause of this statement is self-evident, needs no further explanation, and is 
wledge and familiarity 
guidance 
Columbia. The first of these is En2 6: Language Structure and variation: to read texts 
with greater accuracy and understanding, pupils should be taught to identify and 
comment on features of English at word, sentence and text level, using a
of varying sentence length and structure, connections between chapters or sec
clearly within the aims of all reading curricula. However, it is the association of this 
improvement in accuracy and understanding with technical kno
with grammatical terminology that is not common to the two curricula. It is interesting to 
note that the 350 pages of the British Columbian language document contain only two 
mentions of knowledge of terminology. One of these is part of the assessment 
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 given to teachers in that they may observe the use of terminology when assessing 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes for the Grade 5 module Communicate Ideas and 
Information (Knowledge of Language), although use of terminology is not posited as o
of the learning outcomes, itself. The second occurrence of the use of terminology in the 
British Columbian curriculum appears in the Recommended Learning Resources. In this
section, a book is recommended precisely because it does not require mastery of 
grammatical terminology, to achieve success. 
The other area of the English curriculum which finds no equivalent in the British 
Columbian is En3 11:  Readers. This refers to the range of audiences for whom children 
should be taught to write during Key Stage Two: The range of readers for writing sh
include teachers, the class, other children, adults, the wider community and imagined 
readers. This apparent omission is interesting as there are countless references 
audience in the Prescribed Learning Outcomes from Grade 1 onwards, including for 
example: It is expected that students will demonstrate their understanding of and abilities 
to use a variety of forms and styles of communication that are relevant to specific 
purposes and audiences. (Grade 4: Communicate Ideas and Information (Presenting and 
Valuing)). Despite the finding that focus on audience that is manifest throughout the 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes, there is nowhere a list of reco
the 
ne 
 
ould 
to 
mmended audiences for 
whom children should write. 
bia 
g 
 
 
d. Of the activities listed above, only summarising is explicitly 
• use a variety of written and graphic forms, including charts, webs and maps to 
organise details and information (Grade 4 & Grade 5)  
There are therefore only two areas in the English National Curriculum which have no 
parallel in British Columbia. The reverse situation - curriculum areas in British Colum
for which there is no match in England - is more extensive. 
No counterpart has been found, for example, for the British Columbian statements in 
Grade 4, 5 and 6 referring to the skills that nurture comprehension monitoring. These 
are: 
• developing questions, re-reading, reading further and reviewing to clarify meanin
(Grade 4 & Grade 5)  
• … and build understanding (Grade 5)  
• formulate questions that are relevant to specific audiences and purposes (Grade
5) 
• use questioning, predicting, summarising and graphic organisers to accomplish 
specific purposes (Grade 6) 
An examination of the Primary Strategy confirms that much less attention is focused on
these activities in Englan
mentioned and occasionally targeted according to the Primary Strategy. 
There also appears to be no direct English National Curriculum equivalent to:  
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 • organise details and information they have read, heard or viewed using a varie
of written & graphic forms, including charts, webs and maps (Grade 6) 
This difference may stem from the very integrated nature of the British Columbian 
approach to language teaching. According to the English National Curriculum, pupils a
ty 
re 
expected to handle a variety of different formats in their reading (in En2 5f: evaluate 
at 
n3 
what they are asked to produce. Due to the structure of the English National 
core language skills, 
y are found in the Primary Strategy. 
 1, 
g 
y 
rks (Grade 5); compare the portrayal of males and females in mass media 
). According to the Primary Strategy, it is possible 
emming 
rallel in the reading or writing Programmes of Study 
different formats, layouts and presentational devices [for example, tables, bullet points, 
icons]). At the same time, there is a statement in the writing Programmes of Study th
suggests that these formats should be adopted and practised during Key Stage two (E
1e: use features of layout, presentation and organisation effectively). The Canadian 
requirements differ from the English in that children are expected to recast the 
information they read into the different formats listed above, thereby using what they read 
to feed into 
Curriculum which separates activities relating to the different 
activities of this type are not featured. However, the
Activities which specifically combine reading and writing, in a way not unlike the 
Canadian activities above, appear from Year 3 onwards. For example: Year 3, Term
Point 22: Writing Composition (to make a simple record of information from texts read, e
by completing a chart of information discovered…); Year 4, Term 2, Point 23: Writing 
Composition (to collect information from a variety of sources and present it in one simple 
format, eg wall chart, labelled diagram). It is highly likely that integrated activities, such 
as this, are commonplace in primary classrooms in England. 
Amongst the tasks that are specified in the British Columbian document, there is another 
for which no exact parallel has been found in England, even in the detail of the Primar
Strategy. This concerns work conducted in Grades 5 and 6 on gender stereotyping: 
categorise roles and describe stereotypes portrayed by characters in various print and 
non-print wo
with their own experiences (Grade 6
that this area is touched upon in Year 5 in England when carrying out activities st
from: …investigating treatment of different characters, eg minor characters, heroes, 
villains, and perspectives on the action from different characters; consider and evaluate 
these features in relation to their own experience. However, there is nothing in England 
that specifically targets male / female stereotyping. 
There is an entire set of Canadian activities in the Self and Society domain of the British 
Columbian curriculum that has no pa
in England. They are the following: 
• demonstrate awareness of how to use language and communications 
technologies to maintain relationships with others (Grade 6); develop and monitor 
their communication goals and plans (Grades 4, 5 & 6); demonstrate confidence 
in their abilities to communicate effectively in a variety of classroom situations 
(Grades 5 & 6) 
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 • demonstrate a willingness to improve their understanding by seeking clarification 
from others (Grade 4); demonstrate respect for others by communicating their 
 diverse languages, ideas, opinions, cultures 
e 
al events and people and to honour accomplishments in 
sroom (Grade 4)… within the community (Grades 5 & 6). 
 
marginal than in British 
el falls somewhere between the 
e a 
, 
l 
lt the 
 we 
 has been 
ards 
y 
ness of the skills is emphasised 
ons, 
curriculum, and in life outside the school. The various 
ses of language - speaking and listening, writing and representing, reading, and viewing 
- are connected; they are integrated, interdependent processes. Skills in one mode are 
ften correlated with skills in another. For example, good listeners and speakers usually 
ideas and information in an orderly fashion (Grade 4) 
• demonstrate an awareness of the
and contributions of their peers (Grades 4 & 5); describe the diverse languages, 
ideas, opinions, cultures and contributions of their peers (Grade 6); use languag
to acknowledge speci
and beyond the clas
The greatest overlap with these activities are probably to be found in the Speaking and 
Listening Programmes of Study, which are not included in this study. However, the 
Canadian statements do not segregate the different skills and aspects of reading and 
writing are featured in every set of Prescribed Learning Outcomes, as indeed they are in
the set above. As before, elements of activities such as these can be found in the 
Primary Strategy, but in England they seem somewhat more 
Columbia.  
18.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
As indicated elsewhere, the British Columbian mod
English National Curriculum and the Primary Strategy. It stipulates in which grades 
aspects of the language programmes are to be delivered but falls short of indicating in 
exactly which term /semester to teach each component. In the Introduction, it is clear that 
the order of teaching is left to the teacher: nor is this organization intended to prescrib
linear means of course delivery; it is expected that teachers will adapt, modify, combine
and organize instructional strategies to meet the needs of students and respond to loca
requirements. For those Prescribed Learning Outcomes where we needed to consu
Primary Strategy to assess the degree of correspondence between the curricula,
found that most areas are covered with similar age-groups. However, as
pointed out before, this is not a infallible measure of equivalence, as this is heavily text-
dependent. 
18.6 Integration of Subjects 
As indicated earlier in this report, the language curriculum of British Columbia reg
the skills of reading, writing and oracy as highly integrated. This is manifest from the ver
title of the document: the Integrated Resource Package and its structure, which makes 
no attempt to separate the skills. The inter-connected
from the Introduction of the document onwards. In a section entitled Making Connecti
the teacher is informed 
Integration in the English language arts curriculum occurs on three main levels: among 
the curriculum strands, across the 
u
o
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 become good readers. Students should therefore have the opportunity to build their skills 
an 
tegration and 
llowing statement from Appendix C indicates the high 
priority given to inclusion: 
 
ncial 
student 
needs, learning styles, and modes of expression. 
re 
 work 
ible modifications and 
adaptations to the Integrated Resource Package that the teacher might employ to 
se programmes for different curricula areas. 
Similarly in Appendix C, there is a section devoted to Students in ESL. It would appear 
that students who speak English as an additional language may spend some or all of 
their time in ESL services. However, as can be seen from the statement below, the ESL 
programme followed is still based on the Integrated Resource Package and the 
Prescribed Learning Outcomes that are applied to mainstream pupils. ESL is a 
transitional service rather than a subject. …. Thus ESL does not have a specific 
curriculum. The provincial curriculum is the basis of much of the instruction and is used 
to teach English as well as individual subject areas. 
18.8 Mandatory or recommended time for Subjects and Content Areas 
The local expert reports that there is no recommended or Mandatory time for literacy in 
British Columbia.  . 
in all language processes. 
Furthermore, the Prescribed Learning Outcomes are phrased in such a way that they c
usually be applied to more than one of the language processes, e.g. 
use language to acknowledge people, commemorate special events, and honour 
accomplishments within the community 
It is possible to envisage activities relating to reading, writing and oral work, stemming 
from outcomes such as this. 
18.7 Differentiation  
Appendix C: Cross-Curricular Interests contains guidance for teachers about adaptation 
of the curriculum to special needs. There is an initial emphasis on in
inclusiveness in the classroom and there is only a single curriculum which applies to all 
children in the province. The fo
All students can benefit from an inclusive learning environment that is enriched by the
diversity of the people within it. Opportunities for success are enhanced when provi
learning outcomes and resources are developed with regard for a wide range of 
Teachers are provided with a list of approaches that can make their classrooms mo
inclusive learning environments and the message stressed is that all students can
toward achievement of the provincial learning outcomes. Poss
achieve this aim are briefly exemplified. In the Individual Education Plan (IEP) for each 
pupil with special needs, it is established whether that child will receive modified or 
adapted programmes or whether he / she is to follow regular instruction - or any 
combination of the
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18.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
Every set of Prescribed Learning Outcomes is accompanied by a list of Recommended 
Learning Resources. This consists of print materials, video, multimedia and software. 
The Recommended Learning Resources are fully catalogued in an Appendix, where 
further details about each reference are provided, as well as indicating where the title can 
be obtained. It m, from t g state nsiderable 
e emen rs to sel ials only mended list  
Resources that support provincial curricula are identified through an evaluation process 
that is carried out by practicing tea is expected that cl oom teachers will 
select resources from those that meet the provincial criteria and that suit their particular 
pedagogical needs and audiences. Teachers who wish to use non-provincially 
recommended o meet ecific local needs must have these resources 
evaluated through a local district approval process. 
It would appear that teachers can find their own materials but that these materials have 
to undergo a vetting process: 
Teachers may choose to use provincially recommended resources to support provincial 
or locally developed curricula; choose resources that are not on the ministry's list; or 
choose to develop their own resources. Resources that are n  the provincially 
recommended list must be evaluated through a local, board-approved process. 
This degree of lates ly to the materials used in the classroom and does 
not pertain to teaching methods. As well as outlining the Recommended Learning 
Resources, which seem to be mandatory, the Integrated Resource Package also 
re 
would see
t of teache
he followin
ect mater
ment, that there is co
 from the recomncourag
chers. It assr
 resources t sp
ot on
 compulsion re  on
presents Suggested Instructional Strategies, which are not.   
Teachers are free to adapt the suggested instructional strategies or substitute others that 
will enable their students to achieve the prescribed outcomes. These strategies have 
been developed by specialist and generalist teachers to assist their colleagues; they a
suggestions only. 
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 19 Literacy Comparison: Chinese Taipei 
rison considers those elements of the curriculum that relate to reading and 
writing, as laid out in National Curriculum Programmes of Study for English, and the 
anguage - Mandarin (Note: a translation of 
.) 
s of Learning 
stages 
English equivalent 
Year groups 
Stage 1 Y1 
G3 Ages  7-8 ″ Y3 
Y6 
s 
nd 
n 
 
important to note that Stages differ 
6-
19.1 Introduction 
This compa
Chinese Taipei curriculum for the National L
this Chinese Taipei curriculum material was used
Taiwan - Age
school 
year 
children 
G1 Ages  5-6 
G2 Ages  6-7 ″ Y2 
G4 Ages  8-9 Stage 2 Y4 
G5 Ages  9-10 ″ Y5 
G6 Ages  10-11 ″ 
The Chinese Taipei education system is organised in a grade structure that replicate
that of England, with the curriculum for Grades 1-9 being specified for elementary a
junior high schools. This corresponds with the structure of the curriculum for Years 1-9 i
England.  More specifically, in the case of Mandarin, there are three ‘learning stages’ in
the Chinese Taipei system, and these differ slightly in extent, with Stage 1 ending in 
G3/Y3 and Stage 2 spanning G4-6/Y4-6. This structure suggests, perhaps, that those 
learning approaches or curriculum features associated with the earlier stages of pupils’ 
language learning in school are maintained until the end of Year 3. A focus on 
assessment of outcomes or on curriculum change at the end of Year 3 must play a part 
in determining the nature of pupils’ performances. It is 
between subjects, so that, for example, mathematics includes a stage incorporating G
7/ Y6-7. 
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 19.2 Structure 
The curriculum for language in Chine he ‘national language’ of 
Mandarin, covering Grades 1-9 (Y1- g in 6 strands or Ability 
indicators: 
Abilities to use Mandarin phonetic symbols 
Speaking abilities 
Reading abilities 
Each of these strands is made up of specific statements relating to the content of 
learning, expressed as skills/competences, such as ‘To read an article fluently and 
For each Ability Indicator, different numbers of skills are specified, and there is no fixed 
number of skills per Stage. This is similar to the structuring of the National Curriculum 
 (PoS) fo
within the reading and wr  
way - to suggest that the skills of reading, writing and speaking and listening are to be 
treated separately, at least for the pu
inese Taip
elemen
‘Literacy and handwriting abilities’ exist alongside ‘writing abilities’. The latter strand 
ght of 
ting composition, the writin yle and punctuation. The literacy 
component of ‘Literacy and handwriting abilities’ appears to encapsulate spelling.  The 
additional strand focusing on Mandarin phonetic symbols is particular to the linguistic 
d to tho
ls are an aid to pronun
(Mandarin words) to give guidance relating to sounds. The curriculum refers to the use of 
these symbols for Stag up to the en
 in Stag
Along with this structuring of learning content, there are ten Curriculum objectives for 
 Basic
se Taipei focuses on t
9). It incorporates learnin
Listening abilities 
Literacy and handwriting abilities 
Writing abilities 
emotionally’.  
(NC) Programmes of Study
references 
r English, in which there are different numbers of 
iting strands. While both curricula use strands in this
rposes of planning and assessment, if not for 
ei curriculum further separates speaking from 
ts.  
practical teaching - the Ch
listening, and includes other 
comprises what might be thou
incorpora
as text- and sentence-level skills for writing, 
g process, st
situation in Chinese Taipei an
These symbo
se countries where Mandarin is spoken / written. 
ciation, and are added to Chinese characters 
es 1 and 2 (
to be used to a lesser degree
d of G/Y6), to support pupils, and for them 
e 3. 
Mandarin, arising from the ten
curriculum as a whole. The table below gives an overview of 
 abilities or core competences for the Grades 1-9 
this relationship. 
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 Table 19.1 Basic abilities and Curriculum objectives for Mandarin 
 
Curriculum  
objectives for Mandarin 
Basic abilities / core competences  
I. Self-understanding and 
developing potential abilities 
Use the language to stimulate their potential abiliti
and develop learning space. 
es 
II. Appreciation, performance and 
innovation 
Foster interest in composition and enhance the ability
of appreciation and analysis of literature. 
 
III. Career planning and lifelong 
learning 
Have language self-learning ability and establish the 
foundation for lifelong learning. 
IV. Expression, communication and Use the language to express feelings and ideas, 
 opinions. sharing share experiences and communicate
V. Respecting, caring and Fit in surroundings and resp
teamwork advance and retreat through la
ond appropriately to 
nguage interaction. 
VI. Cultural learning and 
international understanding 
Learn Chinese culture and recognize Taiwan's 
different ethnic cultures and foreign cultural customs 
through language learning. 
VII. Planning, organizing and 
practice 
Use the language to develop plans and implement 
effectively. 
VIII. Use of technology and Combine the language and information technology to 
study. information enhance learning effect and expand fields of 
VIIII. Active exploration and 
research 
Foster interest in exploring the language and promote
the attitude 
 
of initiative learning. 
X. Independent thinking and Use the language to think independently and solve 
problem. problem-solving 
NB:  This table is taken from a translation of the curriculum document. 
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 These elements in the curriculum in Chinese Taipei highlight a greater focus on pupils’ 
rn 
al 
 
 these ten elements remain visible in the detail of the Chinese 
Taipei language curriculum. Pupils’ attitudes toward learning and their appreciation of 
for 
l Curriculum incorporates overarching principles 
and strands, collectively labelled ‘Learning across the curriculum’, such as thinking skills, 
erences to these skills within the English PoS, which must 
influence the degree to which such elements are planned for and taught. 
 
o-
iting. 
n resembles that in England, with a combination of 
ent 
 that 
 the 
of-Stage assessments. 
 
attitudes and values than is the case for the English curriculum. The focus on national 
culture and cultures, and on those of other places and people is made explicit in: ‘Lea
Chinese culture and recognise Taiwan's different ethnic cultures and foreign cultur
customs through language learning’. This aim is not replicated in the English NC directly, 
although knowledge about Standard and non-standard language and usage, including
dialects, would incorporate a focus on different cultural groups. The pertinent feature 
here is the way in which
aspects of language/handwriting, for example, are embedded in the skills identified 
reading and writing. While the Nationa
key skills, spiritual and moral development and education for sustainable development, 
there are no specific ref
19.2.1 Assessment 
The curriculum for Mandarin includes information about assessment. The key features 
include: 
• all six strands of the curriculum are assessed
• formative and summative assessments should be made 
• the time and frequency of assessments are set by schools 
• teachers can develop a range of assessments, alongside paper-based tests, 
including the use of profiles that collect together evidence of a pupil’s 
performance over time 
• the Ministry of Education and local Departments of Education are involved in c
ordinating assessment, through, it appears, the collation/development of tables of 
the Basic Learning Abilities (NB, this is not made clear in the translation used) 
• Literacy and spelling are assessed through assessments of reading and wr
In many respects, this situatio
formative and summative assessments used for language, and the use of assessm
tasks that combine different skills in practical use (i.e., through writing assessments
focus on producing a piece of writing). The documentation seen does not make clear
nature and scale of end-
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 19.2.2  Terminology 
Discussion of terminology here is filtered through the uncertainties of translation. The 
• Basic abilities - the ten key competencies that overarch all subjects (these relate 
• Ability indicators - the main skills references in the curriculum on which planning etc 
The materials refer to learners as ‘students’, and other notable differences from the 
, 
s, may take different forms), occasionally highlight the difficulties 
of comparing different curricula. 
19.3 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
he Chinese Taipei curriculum is informed by ten Basic 
abilities that span a range of areas. The Curriculum objectives for the subject comprise 
1. Use the language to stimulate their potential abilities and develop learning space.  
This objective manifests itself in the different strands, for example, as ‘To foster reading 
nglish does not focus however, on ‘habits and attitudes’ in 
 aspect is again stronger in the Chinese Taipei 
n important point of difference, with the NC PoS not 
ulum references relating to reading and 
the English curriculum. 
curriculum for Mandarin is given as ‘The national language - Mandarin’, and while 
‘curriculum’ or an alternative holistic term is not evident, other terms include: 
most closely to the key skills, thinking skills, spiritual and moral development etc 
strands in the NC) 
• Curriculum objectives - the ten objectives for the Mandarin curriculum - closely 
aligned to the ten Basic abilities  
is based. 
terminology of the English NC are the use of ‘literacy’ for the spelling aspects of writing
in the ‘Literacy and handwriting’ strand. Specific terms such as ‘article’ (used for a non-
fiction text that, it seem
As has been indicated above, t
the following ten statements. 
interest and good habits and attitudes’. There is some overlap between the first half of 
this reference and references in the reading NC to pupils reading enthusiastically and 
with appreciation. The NC for E
this way.  
2. Foster interest in composition and enhance the ability of appreciation and 
analysis of literature. 
There is a fairly close correspondence between this objective and elements in the 
English NC, although the attitudinal
curriculum. 
3. Have language self-learning ability and establish the foundation for lifelong 
learning. 
While this objective seems a
featuring similar objectives, the Mandarin curric
writing do not differ noticeably from aspects of 
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 4. Use the language to express feelings and ideas, share experiences and 
vident 
s and customs, 
nglish PoS. Cultural knowledge matters far more in the 
Mandarin curriculum. 
 
exploring the language and promote the attitude of initiative 
iculum, but demonstrate 
pendent learning. This seems to be a 
C subsections for reading as the starting point for 
curriculum for Mandarin, although there are differences in the ways that learning 
d below.  
n2 1) Reading strategies  
honemic awareness and phonic knowledge  
communicate opinions. 
This objective again corresponds to aspects of the English PoS, but there is some 
indication that the Chinese Taipei curriculum gives greater emphasis to sharing 
experiences. An example is the reference to pupils sharing ‘the fun of writing’. 
5. Fit in surroundings and respond appropriately to advance and retreat through 
language interaction.  
Similarly, this objective shows a greater focus on relationships with others than is e
in the NC for English; for example, a reading skill includes ‘to understand…respecting 
others in the process of reading’.  
6. Learn Chinese culture and recognize Taiwan's different ethnic cultures and 
foreign cultural customs through language learning. 
There is a noticeable focus on knowledge, of local and ‘foreign’ culture
which is not evident in the E
7. Use the language to develop plans and implement effectively. 
8. Combine the language and information technology to enhance learning effect and
expand fields of study. 
9. Foster interest in 
learning. 
10. Use the language to think independently and solve problems. 
These objectives correspond to some aspects in the English curr
a particularly strong focus on self-direction and inde
key feature of the curriculum. 
19.4 Reading curriculum: content 
This section of the report uses the N
comparison. 
What is covered in both curricula? 
Most aspects of the English NC for reading are addressed in the Chinese Taipei 
references are expressed or organised. Some key points are discusse
E
P
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 Word recognition and graphic knowledge  
pact on the way in which reading skills are expressed. Thus, in the Chinese 
are these aspects of the two curricula; there is no clear 
 some cases, 
 
eaning of new 
words), while the English curriculum separates phonemic awareness from graphic 
re is a more holistic approach to these reading 
strategies in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. However, other references in the Literacy 
 
Knowledge of grammatical structures 
Contextual understanding 
Comment: Both of these aspects of the English NC are addressed in the curriculum for 
of specificity. For example, the latter curriculum 
mation 
sion 
ough detailed reading 
cluding print, sound and image, to obtain meaning 
The differences between English and Mandarin as languages, in terms of orthography, 
have an im
Taipei curriculum, phonemic awareness focuses on knowledge and use of the Mandarin 
phonetic symbols to support pronunciation and reading of the non-phonetic Chinese 
script. It is hard to comp
suggestion, however, that one is more or less demanding than the other. In
the Chinese Taipei curriculum combines reading and correct pronunciation in single
references (for example: be familiar with the shape, pronunciation, m
knowledge. This might suggest that the
and handwriting strand of the curriculum focus more closely on graphic knowledge in
isolation: To recognise 1000-1200 Chinese characters commonly used. 
Mandarin, but there are differences 
refers jointly to ‘grammar and rhetorical skills’, and also focuses on the understanding of 
sentences and words (separately) in different contexts. This again, makes it hard to be 
certain of how closely the skills references match, although there seem to be broad 
similarities in coverage. 
En2) 3 Understanding texts 
Make connections between different parts of a text [for example, how stories begin and 
end, what has been included and omitted in information writing] 
Use their knowledge of other texts they have read 
En2 3) Reading for information 
Scan texts to find infor
Skim for gist and overall impres
Obtain specific information thr
Draw on different features of texts, in
Use organisational features and systems to find texts and information 
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 En2 4) Literature 
Recognise the choice, use and effect of figurative language, vocabulary and patterns of 
erence and information materials [for example, textbooks, reports, 
D-ROMs, internet] 
 enthusiastically a range of materials and use 
their knowledge of words, sentences and texts to understand and respond to the 
ntly. 
ction 
n of 
language  
Identify how character and setting are created, and how plot, narrative structure and 
themes are developed  
Evaluate ideas and themes that broaden perspectives and extend thinking 
Express preferences and support their views by reference to texts  
Read stories, poems and plays aloud. 
Comment: It is worth noting that the matching of references relating to literary style 
particularly difficult, because of the global nature of many skills in the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum.  
En2 8) Literature 
Texts drawn from a variety of cultures and traditions 
En2 9) Non-fiction and non-literary 
Print and ICT based ref
encyclopedias, handbooks, dictionaries, thesauruses, glossaries, C
Note to the reading curriculum 
Reading: during Key Stage 2 pupils read
meaning. They increase their ability to read challenging and lengthy texts independe
What is covered in the English curriculum for reading, but not in the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum? 
The following aspects are addressed in the English NC, but not in the Chinese Taipei 
language curriculum. 
En2 1) Reading strategies 
Use inference and dedu
Look for meaning beyond the literal 
Comment: These higher order reading skills are, presumably, taught within the Chinese 
Taipei curriculum, but there are no clear references that can be cited. The specificatio
these skills in the English NC stresses their importance. 
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 En2 3) Reading for information  
Scan texts to find information 
Skim for gist and overall impression  
Draw on different features of texts, including print, sound and image, to obtain meaning  
of a text or 
 on using an article to solve a problem/answer a question. Similarly, 
there is no specific focus on making meaning from the different aspects of a text. These 
ei curriculum is less directed 
toward the teaching of specific information retrieval skills, but still incorporates more 
ers to employ those skills. 
ing fact and opinion is not present in 
 Taipei curriculum – which may again be a matter of specificity. 
their effects 
 on literary texts is not clearly addressed in the 
Chinese Taipei curriculum, although skills such as those relating to word and sentence 
ts, there is not a clear set of references to 
the analysis of literature. The global nature of many references in the Chinese Taipei 
ifferent formats, layouts and presentational devices [for example, tables, bullet 
points, icons] 
challenging and demanding subject matter 
sentational 
aspects of texts, although some of its more global references to understanding or 
Distinguish between fact and opinion [for example, by looking at the purpose of the text, 
the reliability of information] 
Comment: Again, it is unlikely that scanning and skimming are entirely absent from the 
reading curriculum pupils in Chinese Taipei encounter, but references to these specific 
skills are not evident.  The nearest equivalents focus on grasping the point 
summarising it; or
differences might suggest that reading in the Chinese Taip
global references that require learn
The English curriculum’s emphasis on distinguish
the Chinese
En2 4) Literature 
Identify different ways of constructing sentences and their effects 
Recognise the differences between author, narrator and character 
Consider poetic forms and 
Comment: This set of skills focused
type/usage appear in relation to non-fiction tex
curriculum makes it very hard to isolate the relevant skills. 
En2 5) Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
Evaluate d
Engage with 
Comment: The curriculum for Mandarin does not explicitly reference the pre
extracting information from texts might well imply the use of such skills. There is also 
some attention given to discussing and understanding the ideas in texts, but engaging 
with challenging material is not specified as it is in the English curriculum. 
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 En2 6) Language structure and variation 
To read texts with greater accuracy and understanding, pupils should be taught to 
xt le l, using 
s 
hinese Taipei 
iate language to discuss these features. 
e than specified - in a sense, in order to 
Myths, legends and traditional stories 
Playscripts 
Comments: There is again, far less specificity in the Chinese Taipei curriculum about 
res are 
most 
d  focus on non-fiction, and this again, does not tend to include 
ries, 
and magazines, and unspecified ‘articles’ are mentioned in 
h 
in Year 4; although there are no specific learning 
identify and comment on features of English at word, sentence and te ve
appropriate terminology [for example, how adjectives and adverbs contribute to overall 
effect, the use of varying sentence length and structure, connections between chapter
or sections]. 
Comment: While recognising techniques and effects is an element in the C
curriculum, there is no reference to using appropr
This knowledge may well be assumed rath r 
discuss the features, pupils will inevitably need the appropriate linguistic tools. What is 
not clear is the degree to which such terminology is emphasised. 
En2 8) Literature 
A range of modern fiction by significant children's authors 
Long-established children's fiction 
the range of text-types to be explored. Only texts from/ relating to other cultu
referenced. There is a reference, however, to enjoying children’s poetry, within the 
Writing abilities section of the curriculum. ‘Literature’ is mentioned occasionally, but 
references to texts ten to
specific named text types. 
En2 9) Non-fiction and non-literary 
Diaries, autobiographies, biographies, letters 
Comment: As for literary texts, there are few references to the types of material to be 
included in the reading curriculum for Mandarin. While there are references to pupils 
writing cards, letters and posters within writing strand of the curriculum, only dictiona
encyclopaedias, newspapers 
reading.  
What is covered in the Chinese Taipei curriculum for reading but not in the Englis
curriculum? 
1-2-6-4 To understand the characteristics of different cultures from reading 
Comment: There is no material relating to the understanding of different cultures in the 
English NC, although exploring texts from other cultures is included. The Framework for 
literacy incorporates similar material 
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 objectives that isolate learning about different cultures, this is covered in the planning 
guidance. 
1-2-6-3 To understand the beauty of Chinese language from reading  
ls 
 
1-7-9-4 To master the basic reading skills  
Comment: This very broad skill is worth highlighting. While, like many others, it might be 
1-2-9-5 To concentrate on the main points and understand the contents and general idea 
stand the 
 to 
arising, the Framework for literacy includes similar 
 to record personal feelings and experiences, and summarise 
article contents 
Comment: This reference does not seem to have an equivalent in the English 
curriculum. Although there is a broad reference in the Programmes of Study to pupi
being taught skills that will enable them to appreciate literary texts - the emphasis is
placed on the list of skills that follows, rather than the act of appreciation.  
placed alongside a group of more specific skills in the English NC, the fact that it is 
expressed in this way suggests that understandings of what might constitute ‘basic 
reading skills’ must be either assumed/shared among those working in the Chinese 
Taipei system, or be based other materials and reference points.  
of a text  
1-7-5-2 To understand the information observed in reading  
1-7-7-3 To cultivate the abilities of analysis and summarisation in reading  
2-6-3-3 To learn abilities of clipping, summarising and sorting out materials 
1-7-10-5 To learn how to ask and answer question yourself to help under
contents of an article  
2-10-10-1 To think and understand the process of solving problems in articles. 
2-10-10-2 To think and criticise an article 
Comment: This cluster of references demonstrates the subtleties of expression and the 
way in which skills that seem likely to be addressed in the English curriculum may not 
necessarily be included in the relevant documents. For some of the skills relating
extracting information and summ
objectives in Years 3 and 4.  
2-4-7-4 To associate reading materials with real-life situations 
2-8-5-2 To understand respecting and caring for surrounding people and things 
2-8-5-3 To cultivate the spirit of participating in groups and enhance personal interaction 
from reading 
2-8-5-4 To take the initiative
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 2-9-8-1 To make use of computers and other technology products to enhance cognitive 
19.5 Reading curriculum: difficulty and coverage 
A comparison of these two curricula is circumscribed to a degree by the uncertainties of 
he 
he 
 to draw conclusions from this. 
lum including references again, in broad terms. The specific 
glish incorporates do not necessarily suggest higher 
demand, but there is clearly a more specific defining of what constitutes effective 
iction materials. The Chinese Taipei curriculum, on the other hand, 
is broader in its focus on using these skills in the context of personal development - for 
and language abilities 
1-3-7-3 To arrange one's own learning plan  
Comment: This cluster of references, while touching on different aspects of reading, 
tends to share a focus on personal qualities and attitudes, and on developing core 
learning skills that apply beyond the language curriculum. As highlighted in earlier 
discussions, the Chinese Taipei curriculum pays more explicit attention to such aspects 
of learning.  
translation, and by the difficulties of assessing challenge and breadth when comparing 
curriculum references that vary widely in specificity. In several cases, it has not been 
possible to give precise ratings for these features, but the discussion below highlights 
some key points. 
En2 1) Reading strategies  
Given the differences in reading/writing systems between the two curricula, it is perhaps 
not surprising that the curriculum references for reading differ widely in their scope and 
reference. Generally, there does not appear to be a noticeable difference in terms of 
challenge. While the English curriculum lists different strategies for reading, the Chinese 
Taipei curriculum incorporates some specific aims, such as the accurate reading of a 
particular number of Chinese characters.  
En2 2) Understanding texts 
The Chinese Taipei curriculum includes some rather broad references to children 
grasping the meaning of texts, while the English curriculum lists more specific skills. T
skills of using inference and reading beyond the literal are not explicitly addressed in t
Mandarin curriculum and this might suggest that it is less challenging in its demands 
upon pupils to interrogate meaning and engage in interpretation. However, other broader 
references do deal with this material, so it is hard
En2 3) Reading for information 
There is broad comparability here in relation to the kinds of skills addressed, with the 
Chinese Taipei curricu
information skills that the NC for En
interaction with non-f
example, in the use of library systems and information texts to increase interest and 
independence of learning. 
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 En2 4) Literature 
Again, this strand of reading features differences in the level of specificity, with the 
s in the former 
ers, and the expression 
iculum refers to 
 of named features such as plot, character and setting, 
which are not replicated in the Chinese Taipei document. In some respects, because of 
terary texts, the English curriculum could be seen 
as more demanding. 
En2 5) Non-fiction and non-literary 
Here, there is generally a closer match between the kinds of skills, and in some cases, 
e meaning of sentences in 
s and sentences according to 
ntexts’ implies a more complete competence and knowledge than is 
rriculum, which specifies features such as knowing the features 
nt, explanation, instruction and description’ is only set 
against a very general Chinese Taipei reference to sentence types. The lack of focus on 
 of texts may also suggest that the Chinese Taipei curriculum 
is less demanding in this respect. 
En2 8/9) Literature, Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
In the closer specification of types of reading material, the English curriculum might be 
than the Chinese Taipei curriculum. The 
 through 
 through genre, 
C subsections for writing as the starting point for 
pose [for example, notes to read or 
organise thinking, plans for action, poetry for pleasure] 
Chinese Taipei curriculum incorporating broad skill references that might be said to map 
against several different English NC references. There are clear emphase
to the sharing of reading experiences through discussion with oth
of personal views emerging from reading. By contrast, the English curr
knowledge and understanding
its tight focus on specific aspects of li
the degree of detail, in each curriculum. Occasionally, the Chinese Taipei curriculum 
seems to be more demanding, for example, ‘To understand th
different language contexts, and select different word
different language co
evident in the English cu
of a formal/impersonal tone. Conversely, the NC seems to be more demanding at times 
when set against more general references; its requirement to ‘identify words associated 
with reason, persuasion, argume
the layout and presentation
perceived as narrower and more demanding 
marked emphasis on listing text types is not replicated in the Chinese Taipei system, 
although it ought to be stressed that in the implementation of the curriculum
teaching guidance/materials, there may be a very clear focus on teaching
etc. This is discussed later in the report. 
19.6 Writing curriculum: content 
This section of the report uses the N
comparison. 
What is covered in both curricula? 
En3 1) Composition 
Choose form and content to suit a particular pur
209  
 Broaden their vocabulary and use it in inventive ways 
Use language and style that are appropriate to the reader 
of a form of writing, drawing on their reading 
En3 2) Planning and drafting 
 the draft for spelling and punctuation errors, omissions and repetition 
wn and others' writing. 
uation marks correctly in their writing, including full 
 
 omission. 
mon letter strings, visual patterns and analogies 
The spelling of words with inflectional endings 
The relevance of word families, roots and origins of words 
En3 5) Handwriting and presentation 
Write legibly in both joined and printed styles with increasing fluency and speed 
Use and adapt the features 
Use features of layout, presentation and organisation effectively 
Plan - note and develop initial ideas 
Draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured written text 
Revise - change and improve the draft 
Proofread - check
Discuss and evaluate their o
En3 3) Punctuation 
Pupils should be taught to use punct
stops, question and exclamation marks, commas, inverted commas, and apostrophes to
mark possession and
En3 4) Spelling strategies 
To sound out phonemes 
To analyse words into syllables and other known words 
To apply knowledge of spelling conventions 
To use knowledge of com
To check their spelling using word banks, dictionaries and spellcheckers 
To revise and build on their knowledge of words and spelling patterns 
Morphology 
The meaning, use and spelling of common prefixes and suffixes 
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 Use different forms of handwriting for different purposes [for example, print for labelling 
maps or diagrams, a clear, neat hand for finished presented work, a faster script for 
notes]. 
En3 7) Language structure 
Word classes and the grammatical functions of words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
itions, conjunctions, articles 
s, and how to use them [for example, imperatives in commands] 
d 
d 
en or heard, focusing on both the 
f it. 
o be taught to use writing to help their thinking, investigating, 
ei 
ing and drafting 
resent - prepare a neat, correct and clear final copy 
adverbs, pronouns, prepos
The features of different types of sentence, including statements, questions and 
command
The grammar of complex sentences, including clauses, phrases and connectives 
The purposes and organisational features of paragraphs, and how ideas can be linked. 
Breadth of study 
En3 9) Range of purposes 
To imagine and explore feelings and ideas, focusing on creative uses of language an
how to interest the reader 
To inform and explain, focusing on the subject matter and how to convey it in sufficient 
detail for the reader 
To persuade, focusing on how arguments and evidence are built up and language use
to convince the reader 
To review and comment on what has been read, se
topic and the writer's view o
En3 10) Pupils should als
organising and learning 
En3 12) The range of forms of writing should include narratives, poems, playscripts, 
reports, explanations, opinions, instructions, reviews, commentaries. 
What is covered in the English curriculum for writing, but not in the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum? 
The following aspects are addressed in the English NC, but not in the Chinese Taip
curriculum for writing. 
En3 2) Plann
P
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 Comment: While the Chinese Taipei curriculum covers the process of composition quite 
elow). In addition, while the process of 
i 
l, consonant, homophone and 
here is no indication in the curriculum for Mandarin that learners must know 
features. It might be 
ht such terminology in order to discuss and 
ces 
g 
eplicate the English focus on 
uty’ of the language. 
w to 
reader’. 
f differences can complicate the attempt to make judgements about 
 
clearly, through references to gathering materials and ideas, then producing a text, there 
is no clear focus on presentation skills. This may link in with the lack of emphasis given 
to writing for specific audiences (discussed b
composition implies planning, this skill is not very clearly defined in the Chinese Taipe
curriculum, although amending and editing texts is addressed. 
En3 4) Spelling strategies 
The use of appropriate terminology, including vowe
syllable. 
Comment: T
and use appropriate terminology for the analysis of linguistic 
assumed, however, that pupils would be taug
review texts. 
En3 6) Standard English 
How written standard English varies in degrees of formality [for example, differen
between a letter to a friend about a school trip and a report for display] 
Some of the differences between standard and non-standard English usage, includin
subject-verb agreements and use of prepositions 
Comment: The Chinese Taipei curriculum does not r
analysing standard and non-standard forms of language, or noting levels of formality. 
The emphasis appears to be upon correct usage, and as highlighted in the comments on 
reading, appreciating the ‘bea
En3 9) Range of purposes 
En3 12) Range of forms 
Comment: While there is a fairly high degree of commonality in the kinds of purposes 
and text types mentioned in each curriculum, the Chinese Taipei curriculum does not 
specify persuasive writing or playscripts. It is worth noting too, that the Chinese Taipei 
curriculum tends here to focus on writing ‘simple’ or more complex texts, while the 
English curriculum links writing skills to achieving particular reader-focused ends: ‘ho
interest the reader’, using ‘sufficient detail’ for the reader; how to ‘convince the 
These kinds o
breadth and difficulty, but in some cases, the level of demand for aspects of writing
seems lower in the Chinese Taipei curriculum when compared with the English 
curriculum.  
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 En3 11) Range of audiences 
The range of readers for writing should include teachers, the class, other children, adults,
the wider community and imagined readers 
Comment: It is noticeable that the English curriculum focuses far more on writing for 
specific audiences, a
 
nd on tailoring writing styles etc, accordingly. The Chinese Taipei 
curriculum refers quite narrowly to writing cards/notes to show concern for others, with 
 however, of 
o stimulate interest in handwriting  
riting 
calligraphy beauty generally 
1-4-1-1 To maintain correct handwriting posture (upright sitting posture, correct pen 
se and keep handwriting tools correctly 
e with teaching of literacy, and do homework and write a letter with 
correct, neat pen calligraphy 
urriculum, which includes only 
two global references to handwriting skills. The inclusion of interest in, and appreciation 
 
appreciation, oral reading, reading with 
beautiful tones etc  
Comment: As was the case for reading, the Chinese Taipei curriculum gives more 
eight to pupils reading aloud and with attention to aesthetic effects. This is directed 
the focus apparently on pupils’ social development – there is no setting out,
the range of readers pupils should be writing for.  
What is covered in the Chinese Taipei curriculum for writing but not in the English 
curriculum? 
1-6-10-1 T
1-6-10-2 To require oneself to write neat handw
1-3-2-1 To appreciate the characters written by teachers and students  
1-3-2-2 To understand the relationship between font size, stroke thickness and 
holding and operating approaches), to foster orderly handwriting habits 
1-4-2-2 To u
1-5-2-6 To co-ordinat
Comment: Within the ‘Literacy and handwriting abilities’ strand of the curriculum, there 
are many additional, detailed handwriting references, reflecting the complex features of 
Chinese script when compared with roman script. The list above reflects some of the 
aspects of handwriting that are not covered in the English c
of, writing seems significant, along with the focus on self-motivation: ‘to require oneself to
write neat handwriting’. The Framework for literacy includes some more specific 
references to handwriting skills than are evident in the English PoS, but there is no 
noticeable focus on pupils appreciating handwriting or imposing standards on 
themselves. 
1-1-9-4 To foster the interest of writing by 
w
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 toward increasing their interest, and might be said to contrast with the greater focus in 
Comment: This is a very basic skill in the Chinese Taipei curriculum it seems, while the 
oesn't appear to focus on imitation/using models in this way. The 
implies that pupils should be writing about familiar 
 
difficulty and coverage 
 difficulties of assessing the relative challenge and breadth of 
g 
s are more limited 
deed, this Chinese Taipei reference also appears as a match with 
C references for planning and drafting.  
the English curriculum on effects targeted toward the reader/audience.  
1-2-1-2 To imitate to write simple sentence patterns  
English curriculum d
Framework for literacy includes writing simple sentences at Y1 and Y2, which suggests 
that this skill might be either easier or similar in challenge, given that it is a reference for 
Grades 1-3 (Y1-3). 
1-4-6-2 To write people and things around oneself or related to hometown  
Comment: This reference 
people/places, which is not included in the purposes given in the NC. The planning 
guidance for the Framework for literacy includes reading/writing stories about familiar 
settings in Year 3. In this respect, the Chinese Taipei curriculum seems broadly similar in 
demand. 
2-3-3-1 To collect favourite works and classify 
Comment: This kind of focus seems more typical of reading curricula. Although 
classification of text types is an important part of reading/writing teaching, the English
curriculum for writing does not incorporate collecting favourite works in this way.  
19.7 Writing curriculum: 
It is important to stress the
these curricula, particularly because of variation in the degree of generality and 
specificity.  
En3 1) Composition 
Generally, within this subset of skills, the Chinese Taipei curriculum seems to be slightly 
less challenging, particularly as the matching of purpose to form seems to appear from 
Grade 7 (Year 7) onward. Of course, in practice, it is difficult to be sure of the degree of 
competence implied in the Chinese Taipei reference, and whether it is more challengin
than that expected at Key Stage 2 in the English system.  
There is some indication that the Chinese Taipei curriculum reference
in scope, or tend to match with only part of the more expansive references in the English 
curriculum. For example, for the NC reference, ‘use and adapt the features of a form of 
writing, drawing on their reading’, the nearest corresponding reference is: ‘to write by 
using rewriting, adding, expanding, and abridging etc’. The latter does not mention 
reading material, and in
N
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En3 2) Planning and drafting 
Overall, there is a good degree of correspondence in relation to difficulty and breadth, 
although the Chinese Taipei curriculum does not make such a clear separation betwee
composition and drafting as is used in the English curriculum.  
En3 3) Punctuation 
In relation to
n 
 punctuation, there might be some scope for arguing that the Chinese Taipei 
 
e 
 
ange of purposes 
tch between the two curricula in this respect, there is 
culum 
curriculum is more demanding than the English curriculum, as it implies that pupils 
should know and use punctuation, without specifying the kinds of marks etc, they should 
use. Again, differing degrees of specificity in the curricula leave room for speculation.
En4 4) Spelling strategies 
This aspect of the comparison is particularly difficult to establish because of the 
differences between the linguistic systems of each country. There are indications that th
Chinese Taipei curriculum covers the same kinds of strategies as used in the English 
curriculum, but the level of challenge is very hard to assess. 
En3 5) Handwriting and presentation 
As discussed earlier in this analysis, handwriting is specified in far greater detail in 
Chinese Taipei than in England, and although comparisons of difficulty are not easy, 
there is some sense that demands for neat, controlled writing might be greater in 
Chinese Taipei. 
En3 6) Standard English 
This aspect of the English curriculum is not matched by the Chinese Taipei curriculum, 
suggesting that pupils’ experience of linguistic analysis is broader in the English system.
En3 9) R
While there is a good degree of ma
some evidence that the Chinese Taipei curriculum is narrower, in that it doesn’t explicitly 
mention persuasive writing, and focuses on one kind of commentary/review context.  
En3 12) The range of forms of writing should include narratives, poems, playscripts, 
reports, explanations, opinions, instructions, reviews, commentaries 
Of these text types, the clearest omission, so to speak, in the Chinese Taipei curri
is playscripts. It is also notable that the Chinese Taipei references tend to be far more 
specific, linking the writing of these types with pupils understanding and executing them 
well. 
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19.8 Order of teaching and when taught 
ubsections, with specific skills 
appearing in Stage 1 (Grades 1-3), then being extended in Stage 2 (Grades 4-6) and 
re might be a repetition of teaching topics or 
England. Also, as in the English curriculum, the numbers of references in each 
s on, i each e revisited o tende each Stage, 
but not all.  
I  t ecific differences between the two curricula, in terms of the order 
in which learning ob es or s app Overa ere s s to b imilar 
progression of key reading and writing skills, although there are points at which one 
curriculum is much more global, or much more specific in its references, than the other. 
One notewor y elem  in the guidance on implementation given in the Chinese Taipei 
c  is the des ion o es of learning: ‘The first 
focuses on spoken expression, the second stage transits spoken expression to written 
xpression.’ It is not 
clear if this description is referring to the three Grade-related Stages, or to a more 
o equivalent description in 
the English curriculum, although the processes of oral rehearsal, planning then writing, 
 the Framework for literacy. There is also a reference in 
 
 Framework for literacy provides indications of when 
 
, at certain points, combine speaking, listening, reading and writing, for 
guage learning. There are also specific references in the curriculum to pupils 
riting for different practical purposes within the school context (such as notices and 
posters), and writing cards, notes or letters. One specific reference in the notes highlights 
The structure of the Chinese Taipei curriculum for language incorporates three Stages, 
with learning objectives increasing through each Stage. For each strand (e.g. reading 
abilities), curriculum references are clustered under s
Stage 3 (Grades 7-9). This suggests that the
focuses, with increasing degrees of challenge as pupils progress through the Grades. 
This is a similar principle to that governing the curriculum for Key Stages 1 and 2 in 
ubsecti n Stage, differs; many skills ar r ex d in 
t is difficult o identify sp
jectiv  skill ear. ll, th eem e a s
th ent
cripturriculum f stag stage of development 
expression, and the third stage will focus on both spoken and written e
general principle about effective language teaching. There is n
are part of general guidance in
the Chinese Taipei document stating that reading should be the main focus of teaching in 
Grades 1-3 and 4-6, while ‘In the third stage [Grades 7-9], it should be better to combine 
reading and writing, listening and speaking in double-sided development’. Again, there is
no equivalent statement in the English curriculum. 
Given the spread of Grades/Years in each system’s Stages, it is not clear precisely when 
a skill may be taught (although the
topics are likely to be covered), and given the tendency for teaching to be differentiated
according to pupils’ needs, uniformity is also unlikely. This point is discussed further 
below. 
19.9 Integration of subjects 
The notes on implementation of the Chinese Taipei curriculum make clear that teachers’ 
planning should
effective lan
w
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 work in other subjects: ‘The teaching of handwriting in all grades should combine 
homework of all subjects’. However, there is no direct reference to different subject areas
in the curriculum, or to more substantial cross-curricular working. This might mean that 
there is more of a separation between language t
 
eaching and other subject teaching in 
The implementation notes include minor references to teachers tailoring their planning to 
ing 
The local expert reports that there are recommended ranges for time spent on literacy: 
3.3 3.3 3.6 3.6 
Maximum 
(hours) 
 
4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.4 5.4 
The ranges are quite wide and show an increase every two grades.   
19.12 Guidance or compulsion of teaching methods 
The local expert reports that: 
“One of the characteristics of the Grade 1-9 Curriculum Guidelines is that the guidelines 
encourage teachers to develop a school-based curriculum. The instructional methods 
included are only suggested as guidance for teaching practice rather than compulsory”.  
There are some detailed recommendations regarding planning and teaching of language 
in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. 
Information about the compilation/writing of teaching materials stresses that materials 
should increase in difficulty, cover all relevant skills and for example, in the case of 
reading, that textbooks are appropriate in terms of their word counts and reading 
difficulty. A very specific note relates to the ratio of text to pictures being 50:50 in Grades 
1-3 and that this ‘can be changed on the second and third stages as required.’ These 
Chinese Taipei, as compared with England, where the linking of literacy and other 
subjects has been promoted in recent years, but it is hard to be certain. 
19.10 Differentiation  
different needs, for example, they should plan to suit ‘individual differences’ and ‘teach
materials for writing should combine the needs of students’ with other elements. There is 
no detailed guidance evident in the document seen. 
19.11 Pedagogy and time allocations 
Grade  G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 
Minimum 
(Hours) 
 
2.7 2.7 
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 points are similar to principles guiding planning in the English system, but seem to be 
 
ork for literacy also contain elements relating to motivation, but 
not with this degree of focus on life experience.  
rk for literacy, and this is matched in the 
notes relating to teaching reading in the Chinese Taipei curriculum. Teachers are 
and so 
al 
 
ain to 
more specific. 
A point of interest is the emphasis upon providing materials for writing that ‘focus on 
students’ life experience and stimulate students’ interest in learning writing’. The English 
curriculum and Framew
The attention given to the status of handwriting is worth noting: ‘The relationship between 
literacy teaching and handwriting teaching should be valued’. In one sense this may 
mirror the English curriculum’s emphasis on linking writing with phonic awareness, 
establishing the impact of kinaesthetic learning on literacy.  
The process of teaching literacy skills through interactions at text, sentence and word 
level has been established firmly in the Framewo
recommended to move from an overview of a text, to section-by-section analysis 
on. It is also clear that the teaching of grammar is intended to occur with contextu
framing (‘provide relate language situation’) rather than only through exercises. 
As highlighted in earlier discussions of the two countries’ writing curricula, there seems to 
be a clearer emphasis on encouraging pupils’ interest in the Chinese Taipei curriculum: 
‘Attach importance to the students’ experiences and feelings […] Focus on stimulating 
students’ interest in writing, arouse internal emotional inherent experience’. There is also
a statement encouraging the enjoyment of ‘grammar and rhetoric’, which seems ag
go further than the English curriculum. 
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 20 Literacy Comparison: Italy 
20.1 Structure 
The Italian Curriculum is highly integrated. This is evident not only from the fact that the 
y 
r 
nal and 
 
the 
d 
ocial, 
moral religious nature, but it must also elicit adequate personal behaviour and this is true 
• Listening 
al 
torical 
 education falls into three stages: the first ‘kindergarten’ year, years 2 and 
rriculum document presents ‘specific learning objectives’ for 
 phases and for the purposes of this comparison we have looked at the 
objectives outlined for Italian years 2 to 5. Italian children start school one year later than 
reading, writing, speaking and listening requirements are not as rigidly separated as the
are in the English curriculum documents, but also in that all the subjects are dealt with in 
the same document.  
The document is highly theoretical and analytical. Root values are set out to explain the 
theory that gives rise to the concrete subject-specific matter that teachers have to delive
called ‘specific learning objectives’. The document is weighted in favour of ratio
abstract theory rather than precise guidance. It describes in detail the relationship 
between the aims of Italian primary education and the role of the teacher in delivering the
curriculum by devising the ‘Learning Units’ and ‘Personalised Study Plans’ and in putting 
together an ‘Individual Skills Portfolio’ for each child. No practical guidance is given in 
form of notes, plans of work or exemplification.  
The Introduction gives much emphasis to the connectivity between subjects an
everything the child experiences in school and outside, as can be seen from this 
quotation from page 5 of the Italian curriculum: “… a specific learning objective in, for 
example, Mathematics is and must always be, at the same time, not only rich in 
resonances of a linguistic, historical, geographic, expressive, aesthetic, motor, s
for every other specific learning objective.” With regard to the language curriculum, the 
degree of differentiation between the different language skills increases with the age of 
the children. For the first three years of primary education, the whole of the Italian 
language and literature curriculum is presented as a single set of ‘specific learning 
objectives’, under a single heading. For the last two years of primary schooling, the 
objectives are categorised under the following headings: 
• Speaking 
• Reading 
• Writing 
• Morpho-syntactic 
• Semantic 
• Phonologic
• His
Italian primary
3, years 4 and 5. The cu
these three
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 do England’s children and so pupils in these years are aged seven years to eleven, thus 
representing an almost perfect match with English at Key Stage 2.  
20.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
As indicated above, the Italian document focuses heavily on rationale. It specifies five 
broad root values underpinning the purpose of primary education: cultural, gno
and epistemological, social, ethical, psychological. The emphasis on the development of 
the whole child as a reflective, proactive person who achieves full potential, operating 
both inside and outside the schoo
siological 
l, pervades the entire document. At the same time, the 
document underlines the role of school in developing ‘the value of corporeity’ and ‘civil 
age 
gy of the Italian language. It states only that the language is a tool 
‘fundamental for the children’s ability to take advantage of all the educational 
 by a 
l as 
l 
er 
his 
ntegrate all 
learning whether it be in the classroom, in the home or in the outside world.  
like 
al 
coexistence’ (being part of society), explaining how this benefits the individual 
(strengthening all the other dimensions of the person: the rational, aesthetic, social, 
operative, emotional, moral and spiritual) as well as benefiting society. Cultural herit
in terms of ‘visions, theories and practices’ is also part of the curriculum. By comparison 
to all that is written about the role of school in developing the individual in the logical, 
moral, social, interpersonal and emotional domains, there is little said in the rationale 
about the pedago
opportunities on offer both inside and outside school.’ This is followed immediately
statement underlining the importance of learning another European language as wel
another means of expression in the artistic domain. In outlining the vision of the Italian 
curriculum, there is no reference in the entire document to the use of research. 
Another apparent emphasis is on the responsibility of the school and teachers to deliver 
the curriculum, tailored to the needs of the individual. For each pupil a set of educationa
objectives is to be defined. These are determined by the starting point of each child, 
his/her educational, cultural and professional profile and consists of the greatest numb
of specified learning objectives that are within the reach of the abilities of that child. T
takes the child’s own pre-existent experience into account and aims to i
20.3 Content  
Unlike the England curriculum, the specific learning objectives in the Italian curriculum 
are not broken down into skill areas until the third phase of primary education. Then, 
the English document, they are grouped into: listening, speaking, reading, writing, 
grammar. Grammar is further broken down into the following areas: 
Morpho-syntactic 
Semantic 
Phonologic
Historical 
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 Despite the difference in the structure of presentation, it is clear that there is considerable 
o countries. 
eas of the 
e areas 
 
and graphic knowledge, knowledge of grammatical structures and contextual 
ill be 
 in the production of a 
piece of written work. It is possible, of course, that handwriting and presentation are to be 
m, but a cursory glance at other subject areas does 
not confirm this.  
c, it is noteworthy that planning and drafting are covered in both 
gh the Italian curriculum talks about self-correction, taking stock of 
 
ver, 
 
ing 
 
 
 
• manipulating simple texts within a given limit 
overlap in what is covered within the skills of reading and writing in the tw
There are Italian specific learning objectives that relate to all the main ar
English reading curriculum, although, of course, there is more in common in som
than in others. There appears, for example, to be considerable commonality in the 
strategies associated with phonemic awareness and phonic knowledge, word recognition
understanding: that is, the work that is included under the heading of ‘reading strategies’ 
in the English curriculum. A detailed breakdown of reading skills, area by area, w
presented in the section below.  
For writing, there are some stark differences in emphasis: namely, there are a few 
aspects that are taught in one country but apparently not in the other. One such area is 
handwriting and presentation, (En3 5a and b in the English curriculum). The Italian 
curriculum for language does not mention either of these aspects
found outside the language curriculu
On a related topi
countries. Althou
levels achieved and improving production of work, it does not require the creation of a 
neat, correct and clear final copy (En3 2e), as the English statements do. These 
differences would imply that in Italy there is comparatively less focus on the presentation
of a final and ‘perfect’ draft and more interest in the processes leading up to it. Howe
it should also be noted that ‘planning’ in the Italian curriculum is mentioned only in the 
context of simple texts and conducted to an elementary level. This is certainly not the
impression conveyed in the English document, which suggests that mature plann
skills be developed during Key Stage 2: plan - note and develop initial ideas; draft -
develop ideas from the plan into structured written text (En3 2a & 2b).  
Another national difference between the writing curricula lies in the range of audiences 
and readerships for whom children are taught to write. The English curriculum stipulates
the range of readers for writing should include teachers, the class, other children, adults, 
the wider community and imagined readers (En3 11). There is no reference to learning to
write for a range of readers in the Italian curriculum, although it suggests that Italian 
children must bear their readership in mind when writing in two other objectives: use 
language and style that are appropriate to the reader and choosing the ideas on the 
basis of the reader and purpose of the text. 
Similarly, there are some specific learning objectives posited in the Italian curriculum that 
appear to have no counterpart in the English curriculum document. These are the 
following: 
• the basic difference between oral / written texts 
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 • pauses, intonation, gesture as a resource in spoken language 
m, 
 
m 
d at 
tion 
on these specific areas of language. 
 
 narrative texts in Italy than in 
England. This is suggested both by the types of texts that make up the reading ‘diet’ in 
 (a 
nd 
are only 
 and 
rallel 
 the 
h 
• the Italian language as a system in constant evolution over time 
• analysing some of the evolutionary processes of the lexis in modern use 
• translating discursive texts into graphics, tables and schematics and vice versa. 
Although these cannot be matched up to any of the statements in the English curriculu
we know from the Primary Strategy that they are / were taught in England. This 
document provides evidence not only that equivalent areas of subject matter are covered
in England but also indicates when teachers were required by the strategy to deliver 
them. The five areas listed above were all included in the Italian years 4 /5 curriculu
(equivalent to English years 5 /6). The strategy stipulated that these areas be covere
different times between years 4 and 6, therefore suggesting a similar level of expecta
between the two countries 
20.4 Difficulty and coverage 
20.4.1 Reading 
20.4.1a Range  
Overall, it would seem that the range of reading to be covered is narrower in Italy than in
England. There would seem to be a smaller focus on
the Italian curriculum and the number of statements that appear to refer to work on 
narrative texts. In contrast to the five categories of narrative texts specified in England
range of modern fiction by significant children's authors, long-established children's 
fiction, texts drawn from a variety of cultures and traditions, myths, legends a
traditional stories and playscripts), in Italy only the broad areas of ‘descriptive and 
narrative texts from history, mythology and geography’ are specified and these 
mentioned in the context of Italian years 2 and 3, and not beyond. Within the non-
narrative domain, the Italian curriculum is heavily dominated by school subject text
reference book genres: from geography, science (y 2/3); multimedia texts; subjects of 
academic interest and/or study and research projects (dictionaries, encyclopaedias, geo-
historic atlases, multimedia texts) (y 4/5). The only exception to this is the repeated 
reference to multimedia texts, which, of course, also features in the English curriculum.  
In En 9a and 9c, the English National Curriculum also stipulates that diaries, 
autobiographies, biographies, letters and newspapers, magazines, articles, leaflets, 
brochures, advertisements are to be included in pupil’s reading diet. There is no pa
to this in the Italian curriculum. However, it may be that it was not regarded as within
remit of the Italian document to provide an essential list of the range of genres to be 
covered in Italian schools. This conclusion is supported by the finding that even thoug
poetry is not specifically identified as a genre to be covered, the number of statements 
that refer to the study of poetic works in the classroom would suggest that considerable 
attention is devoted to the teaching of poetry and expressive works. 
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 20.4.1b U standing and intnder erpretation 
e 
ut 
ar 4 
 
h statements that pupils can / should 
‘ hey have read’ (En2 2d) and respond imaginatively, 
ext and other reading (En2 4h). Again this involves inferential skill, 
s 
xt 
cus 
e 
peed, 
 also appears to be a greater emphasis on the distinction 
etween reading aloud, reading silently, reading and reciting as a performance, which is 
ot reflected with the same force in the English national curriculum, although we know 
that it is touched upon in the Primary strategy. 
Many areas of reading and understanding demonstrate considerable overlap. Being abl
to consult texts for information, extract the gist, summarise, follow the plot, talk abo
characters, setting, structure and themes are common to both countries’ curricula. In 
England, there are two statements devoted to the area of reading beyond the literal. 
These are En2 2a (use inference and deduction) and 2b (look for meaning beyond the 
literal). The only equivalent in Italy consists of ‘extrapolating data’, as stated in the ye
/ 5 curriculum, in point 9. This is clearly a narrower requirement, referring only to non-
narrative texts. The Italian curriculum implies that inference and deduction skills are used
in work carried out on narratives  identifying the essential elements (characters, places, 
times) (y 2/3); read texts aloud...identifying the main structural and genre features of 
these (y 4/5).  It would not be possible to do work of this nature without exercising 
inferential skills but the Italian document does not explicitly associate inference with 
literary works and it would seem that there is less instruction targeted at the skills of 
inference and deduction.  
There also appears to be no equivalent to the Englis
use their knowledge of other texts t
drawing on the whole t
through the application of which pupils make reasonable assumptions, draw conclusion
about a given text based on the experience of reading they have already accumulated. 
There is nothing in the Italian curriculum, which requires pupils to regard and interpret a 
text in the context of others they have already read. 
Associated with this, however, is the use of other contextual cues and clues in order to 
derive meaning. In Italy, pupils have to make use of all advance information in a te
(context, type, theme, title …) to hold attention, prepare for comprehension, prepare to 
listen actively (y2/3 point 13). In England, pupils have to practise contextual 
understanding (En2 1d) and draw on different features of texts, including print, sound and 
image, to obtain meaning (En2 3d). This highlights one of the more interesting 
differences in emphasis between the two curricula: what is covered in the single word 
(sound) in this statement from the English document, receives considerably more 
attention in the Italian across several statements: Understanding and using the sound 
content of texts (timbre, intonation, intensity, accentuating, pauses) and the figures of 
sound (rhyme, assonance, rhythm) in expressive/poetic texts (y4/5 point 8). This fo
on using and conveying the sound qualities and oral aspects of text is also evident in th
Italian writing curriculum, eg  pauses, intonation, gesture as a resource in spoken 
language (writing y4/5 (phological level) point 28) and prosodic features: intensity, s
rhythm, timbre and methods of partially translating these into writing by means of 
punctuation and typographic devices (y 2/3 point 1) and conscious use of prosodic 
features  (writing y4 / 5 point 7 & point 9 & (phonological level) point 30). It is this stress 
on ‘prosodic features’ that gives rise to what appears to be a heavier diet of poetry in 
Italy. As a corollary to this, there
b
n
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 20.4.1c Thinking skills  
In the reading curriculum in England the need to challenge children and to stretch their 
intellect is present in the National Curriculum notes to teachers and in En2 4e, eg: 
increase their ability to read challenging and lengthy texts independently and engage 
with challenging and demanding subject matter. To some degree, thinking skills are al
developed in work associated with En2 5d: identify links between ideas and sentences in 
non-chronological writing. Although the introduction would indicate that this area of 
development is central to the aims of Italian education and therefore underlies all t
objectives, the concept of using reading to help and extend thinking is not pr
so 
he 
esent in the 
specified learning objectives of the Italian reading curriculum. It should be noted that in 
la of both countries, there is mention of thinking and learning skills. In 
England, this is seen in En3 10: eir 
s to 
ns for making summaries and 
ven an oral / written text, produce an effective and 
meaningful oral / written summary (y 4/5 point 11). 
 to 
ialist vocabulary and En2 5a: identify words associated with 
argument, explanation, instruction and description. This does not 
appear to feature in the Italian primary curriculum at all. By contrast, there is in the Italian 
: 
he English 
the writing curricu
pupils should also be taught to use writing to help th
thinking, investigating, organising and learning. In Italy, the closest equivalent seem
be: gathering ideas for written work by means of reading, recovery from the memory and 
invention. (y 2/3 point 20); introductory operatio
synthesising (y4 / 5 point 5); gi
20.4.1d Vocabulary  
Vocabulary development in relation to both reading and writing is seen as important in 
both countries. ‘Broadening the vocabulary’ appears in both national documents, 
although the English curriculum provides more explicit guidance on what teachers can do 
to this end. Interestingly, the English document appears more demanding in that it also 
stipulates using vocabulary it in inventive ways (En3 1b), while the Italian mentions only 
the acquisition. In both countries, there appears to be equal attention given to the 
affective aspects of vocabulary choice, as made explicit in recognise the choice, use and 
effect of figurative language, vocabulary and patterns of language (En2 4a) and some 
significant figures of speech: onomatopoeia, simile, metaphor (y 4/5 point 4). Likewise, in 
both countries vocabulary work involves coverage of aspects of morphology, semantics 
and linguistics and there are numerous statements in both language curricula relating
features such as antonyms, synonyms, homophones, hyper / hyponyms etc. However, 
the English curriculum also contains explicit instruction on how ideas are communicated 
in language through the use of specific and specialised vocabulary in En2 3c: identify the 
use and effect of spec
reason, persuasion, 
language curriculum a greater interest in vocabulary in relation to linguistic variety
standard Italian versus local dialects, written versus oral, formal versus informal.  This 
field of study is not restricted to vocabulary, but extends to grammar also and to how 
these aspects of language have evolved through history. This is seen also in t
curriculum in relation to standard versus non-standard language, but seems to have a 
lower priority (En3 6a and 6b). 
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 At the risk of over-stereotyping, it would seem that the English reading curriculum is more 
ext 
 
n or about recognising the difference between the writer, narrator 
 reading curriculum is about using and 
understanding the text and is richer than ours in how to ‘experience a text.’ 
e section 
iting, there is significant overlap in the requirements of the 
t Italian children are required to write for a range of 
 
 
ere are 
required in Italian years 2 and 3, therefore indicating a level of demand that is equivalent 
able difference 
between the two curricula is that there is no Italian equivalent to review and comment on 
f it 
nding in this 
o demonstrates no 
eir own and others' writing (En3 2f). Overall, it would 
writing - neither in the reading 
e of text types. The 
red to produce a range of 
able 
g 
instructions, reviews, commentaries. (En3 12)  
analytical than the Italian. The Italian is more focused on responding to and using the t
and there are also aspects of the delivery, performance and ‘experience’ of a text that 
are not present in the English curriculum. This is supported by the finding that, for 
example, the word ‘author’ or ‘writer’ is not used at all in the Italian document. Text is not
examined from the point of view of the writer, his/her purposes, his/her techniques or 
effects achieved. There is nothing in the Italian curriculum about the reader distinguishing 
between fact and opinio
and the characters. By contrast, the Italian
20.4.2 Writing 
Unavoidably some areas of writing have already been touched upon in th
above. Amongst others, aspects relating to planning and drafting, prosodic features, 
audience, for example, have been discussed. 
20.4.2a Range of purposes  
In most of the other areas of wr
two curricula. It is noticeable tha
purposes not dissimilar to that required in England: creative, describing actions, 
processes, occurrences, properties (y 2/3 point 10), making summaries and synthesizing
(wtg y4 / 5 point 5 & point 11) setting out particular arguments expressing opinions 
(reporting, synthesis, etc.) states of mind (wtg y4 / 5 point 7). These correspond generally 
to the purposes listed in the English curriculum: to imagine and explore, to inform and
explain, and to persuade. It is also worth noting that the first five of those listed h
to that seen in England, or perhaps even slightly more exacting. A notice
what has been read, seen or heard, focusing on both the topic and the writer's view o
(En3 9d), which might suggest that the English curriculum is more dema
regard. Related to this is the finding that the Italian document als
parallel to discuss and evaluate th
seem that Italian pupils are not required to evaluate others’ 
or writing objectives. 
20.4.2b Text types 
As well as listing purposes, both curricula also specify a rang
purposes outlined above suggest that Italian children are requi
text types as varied as that seen in this country. The Italian curriculum document actually 
identifies by name:  simple descriptive, narrative and regulatory written texts, 
autobiography, biography, stories, reporting, synthesis. This demonstrates consider
overlap with those stipulated in the English curriculum: the range of forms of writin
should include narratives, poems, playscripts, reports, explanations, opinions, 
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 20.4.2c Spelling  
Other aspects of language instruction that differ between the two countries may arise 
the 
to 
 in the 
English curriculum: 
• to sound out phonemes (En3 4a) 
il 
f the individual statements. A sample of 
grammar-related objectives, and the years to which they apply, are listed here: 
s and articles (y 2/3) 
g 
 
from the difference in the nature of the two languages. Without knowing more about 
spelling patterns and grapheme-phoneme correspondence in Italian, it is not possible 
comment on the significance of the national differences in what is required in spelling. 
There appears, however, to be no Italian equivalent to the following statements
• to analyse words into syllables and other known words (En3 4b) 
• the spelling of words with inflectional endings (En3 4h) 
On the other hand, it is clear that work in spelling is required in Italian classrooms from 
the objectives stipulated for years 2 and 3: writing conventions (accent on monosyllables, 
elision, scanning consonant nexus, use of letter 'h', exclamations, redundancy in 
grapheme groups) (y 2/ 3 point 4). 
20.4.2d Language Structure  
The Italian curriculum places substantial emphasis on aspects of grammar, probably 
more so than the English.  This impression stems from the finding that grammar, unlike 
other areas of language instruction, is broken down into sections and considerable deta
is provided about what to teach. Again, lack of familiarity with the Italian language makes 
it impossible to gauge the level of difficulty o
• grammar and syntax (y 2/3) 
• sentence concepts (simple, complex, nuclear), subject and predicate (y 2/3) 
• verb conjugation: person, tense, indicative mood (y 2/3) 
• noun
• parts of discourse and grammatical categories (y 4/5) 
• methods and procedures for structuring a simple sentence and for recognisin
the basic constituents of a minimal sentence (y 4/5) 
• function of the subject, predicate and adjuncts (y 4/5). 
All the above, as well as other areas of grammar, can be matched up with aspects of En3
7 (language structure) in the English curriculum, although as stated above, it is not 
possible to measure the relative levels of demand between the two curricula. It is 
interesting to note, however, that the Italian objectives most often cite grammatical 
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 knowledge in the context of simple sentences, whereas the English document explicitly 
mentions only complex sentences in the grammar strand.  
There remains one area of language structure which only appears in England. This 
relates to the higher level of structure: paragraphing. While structure at the sentence 
level is clearly dominant in the Italian curriculum, structure at the paragraph / text level is 
 only in recognition of structure in reading.  
c 
nd the contents can be delivered at any time during those years, with topics 
introduced and ‘revisited’ at the discretion of the teacher. The Italian curriculum 
he fact that it is the school’s responsibility to establish the 
gy 
 for a 
 as 
h other. However, as has been pointed out before, 
 are 
ntext, type, theme, title …) to 
hold attention, prepare for comprehension, prepare to listen actively (y 2 /3 point 13) in 
the equivalent of years 3 and 4. By contrast in England, much of this is covered in the 
third term of year 1, as indicated in the Primary Strategy statement to use all advance 
information and to use titles, cover pages, pictures and blurbs to predict the content of 
unfamiliar stories. If this comparison is accurate, this difference would constitute a major 
discrepancy in what is required of children in the two countries in this aspect of language 
learning. Another dissimilarity detected through the use of the Primary Strategy revolves 
around puns, riddles and the playing of word games. While this appears in years 3 and 4 
classrooms in England, it is mentioned only in the context of older children (equivalent of 
not seen in connection with writing:
20.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
Both the English and Italian curriculum documents are unspecific about when the 
contents are to be taught. The Key Stage 2 Programmes of Study cover four academi
years a
document makes much of t
order of delivery: the psychological and didactic order is… entirely under the control of 
the professional school staff and teachers and the document warns against transforming 
activities into an obsessive and mechanical series of exercises/tests that would rob the 
school experience of all its educational and cultural freshness. This is reiterated with 
even greater emphasis later in the document: it is the sole responsibility of every school, 
with its own degree of autonomy, to exercise the freedom to mediate, interpret, order, 
distribute and organise the specific learning objectives.  The order of teaching seems to 
be dictated by the interplay between two factors: the specific national learning objectives 
and the personalised educational objectives for each child. No mention appears to be 
made of the fact that the personalised educational objectives for each child will differ and 
how these differences are to be reconciled. 
In order to attempt to identify some concrete points of comparison, the Primary Strate
(which provided a more precise indication of what is taught when), was consulted
handful of specific areas. For these aspects of the curriculum we have found, as far
can be determined, that most - but not all - areas are covered at roughly equivalent 
times, within one or two years of eac
this is not sufficient a guide to assessing equivalence of difficulty, as this is heavily text-
dependent. 
Using the Primary Literacy Strategy, some differences in time of delivery have been 
noted. One of these comes under contextual understanding (En2 1d). In Italy pupils
taught to make use of all advance information in a text (co
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 years 5 and 6) in Italy. Likewise, there are facets of grammar that appear to be taught at 
tegration of Subjects 
 highly integrated. For 
 emphasises 
rs 
 the 
s 
o 
y 
 within the reach of the pupil’s abilities but, 
 objectives, which are regarded as 
ff 
 15% 
variation permitted from the timetable to allow schools the opportunity to organise the 
compulsory educational and didactic activities… in order to meet the learning needs of 
individuals: whole class groups, groups within a single class, or interclass groups, 
selected according to level, particular task or by choice.  
a younger age in England, even though Italy has a stronger emphasis on grammar 
overall. These pertain to the relevance of word families, roots and origins of words (En3 
4i), which is covered in early Key Stage 2 in England, but not until children reach the 
equivalent of years 5 and 6 in Italy. 
20.6 In
As indicated in section 1.2 of this report, the Italian curriculum is
the first two years of the equivalent of Key Stage 2, the Italian document makes no 
attempt to segregate the different elements of the language curriculum, and
the connectedness of all school subjects - not just the inter-dependence of language 
skills. 
20.7 Differentiation 
Although there is only one literacy curriculum in Italy, there is a requirement on teache
to choose and adapt its contents to the needs of each individual pupil. For each pupil
teacher creates a Personalised Study Plan, containing personal educational objective
with the mediation of the appropriate leaning units, planned and designed by teachers, t
promote each one of their pupils’ personal skills. Teachers are to assume responsibilit
for identifying the most suitable and significant educational objectives for individual 
pupils. The educational objectives have to be
at the same time, must consist of the greatest number of specified learning objectives 
that is achievable by that individual, so that he/she can fulfil his / her maximum potential. 
The Personalised Study Plan has to take two aspects into consideration: the starting 
point of each child (his/her educational, cultural and professional profile) and the national 
curriculum, as enshrined in the specified learning
essential performance levels that Italian state schools are required in general to 
guarantee Italian citizens. For each pupil a portfolio is maintained (Individual Skills 
Portfolio), containing representative samples of the pupil’s work, tests, comments by sta
and family and observation reports. 
There is a compulsory lesson timetable (see below in section 3.1). There is a
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 20.8 Mandatory or recommended time fo r Subjects 
 fact that the order of teaching is left entirely up to the schools 
and teachers, there is an annual compulsory lesson timetable, which allows a maximum 
her 
The local expert confirms that considerable autonomy is given to schools:  
om 
t rpret, or and or ives within 
the educational objectives, in terms of the content, methods and testing for the learning 
units, taking into consid the one s erall ability of each pupil, all of 
whom m possible potential, and, on the other, to 
a pedagogical t ories and teaching practices most appropriate for 
transforming this develo ersonal ever, the each school and all of 
the teachers must take on the responsibility for giving an account of the choices they 
have made and make th amili  local community in general, full 
aware of these and able to share in them.”  
At the beginning of school years, the teachers’ teams gather to plan the Learning Units 
f sses they tea ning ing Units, Teachers teams decide 
nd agree about time, topics, methods, organisational solution, activities to be proposed, 
resources to be used and ways of assessment.  
l Decree 275/99 … gives 
Interestingly, despite the
variation of 15% from all the limits set out in the Italian Education Ministry school guide. 
The document does not indicate what proportion of time is spent on literacy or any ot
subject. 
20.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
“ It is the sole responsibility of every school, with its own degree of autonomy, and of 
teachers, taking into account their particular history and territory, to exercise the freed
o mediate, inte der, distribute ganise the specific learning object
eration, on ide, the ov
must be developed to their maximu
pply the eaching the
pment into p  skills. How
e pupils, their f es and the
or the cla ch to. While plan  the Learn
a
“The degree of autonomy given to schools by Italian Presidentia
individual schools the opportunity to organise the compulsory educational and didactic 
activities in classroom format or in workshops/ laboratories, and in order to meet the 
learning needs of individuals: whole class groups, groups within a single class, or 
interclass groups, selected according to level, particular task or by choice. “ 
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 21 Literacy Comparison:  Latvia 
l Curriculum Programmes of Study for English, and the 
tandard for compulsory education, grades 1–9 (February 
tandard for compulsory education, grades 4-9 (January 2004). 
d English year group equivalents to the Latvian Grades 1-6 
Age (years) English year group equivalent 
21.1 Introduction 
This comparison considers those elements of the curriculum that relate to reading and 
writing, as laid out in Nationa
following documents: 
• Latvian language
2004) 
 s
• Literature, s
Table 21.1:  Age an
Latvia Grade 
Grade 1 6/7 → 7/8 Year 2/3 
Grade 2 7/8 → 8/9 Year 3/4  
Grade 3 8/9 → 9/10 Year 4/5 
Grade 4 9/10 → 10/11 Year 5/6 
Grade 5 10/11 → 11/12 Year 6/7 
Grade 6 11/12 → 12/13 Year 7/8 
 
Source: http://www.euroeducation.net/prof/latviaco.htm  
es pupils in grades that cross two ‘year groups’ in 
d 
cy 
 
• Subject area compulsory content 
The Latvian education system combin
the English system. This mixed-age structure suggests, perhaps, that the curriculum an
assessment are tied less closely to specific ages, with broader age-bands of pupils 
working alongside each other, and with the potential for flexible rates of development and 
achievement to be acknowledged. 
21.2 Structure 
In the Latvian curriculum, there are two separate component parts to the litera
curriculum: Latvian language and Literature. These two components incorporate skills 
relating to speaking and listening, reading and writing.  
The curriculum for Latvian language is structured in the following sections: 
• Subject area aim 
• Subject area objectives
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 - Communicative competence 
- Language competence 
- Socio-cultural competence. 
• Subject area main requirements – these are specified across three grades
(grades 3, 6 and 9).  
• Communicative competence 
- Communication 
 
• Language competence 
- Word 
The curriculum for Latvian Literature is structured in sections with main requirements 
Grade 6 (Year 7-8 ) and Grade 9 (Y10-11) as follows: 
• Comprehension of a literary work, creative activity 
The division of the Latvian Language curriculum suggests less separation of speaking, 
exist 
ents, additional sections (word, sentence and text, as well as 
socio-cultural competence and communication) indicate a different approach to 
n word, sentence and text level skills (in the Language 
lements that focus on knowledge of 
l identity; also, it highlights communication in 
tructure 
nd in the 
• Language skills  
- Listening 
- Speaking   
- Reading 
- Writing 
- Issues of general linguistics 
- Text 
- Sentence 
• Socio-cultural competence. 
given at two grade points: 
• Literature as an art of writing 
• Literature as a part of culture. 
listening, reading and writing as aspects of literacy. Although distinct subsections 
for each of these elem
considering literacy. The focus o
competence section) is closer to the model used in the original Literacy framework in 
England, although this distinction does not exist explicitly in the English NC.  
The Latvian curriculum gives a distinct place to e
culture and the role of language in nationa
its broader sense, for example, the role of non-verbal communication. This s
means that in order to locate all requirements relating to reading or writing, it is 
necessary to look through different sections; material relevant to both can be fou
‘text’ subsection, for example. 
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The Latvian Literature curriculum focuses on Grades 4-9, with Main requirements 
specified only for Grade 6 (Years 7-8) and Grade 9 (Years 10-11). The subsections 
within this framework again incorporate reading and writing elements. Reading skills 
appear in the Literature as an art of writing subsection, while reading and wr
incorporated in Comprehension of a literary work, creative activity. In Literature as
of culture, there is a range of skills related to reading and general attitudes and 
knowledge of culture. For example, this subsection in
iting are 
 a part 
cludes the following: ‘Knows the 
 
lf-expression’. 
curriculum only) 
• Subject area aim  
ent of his 
t of intercultural 
dialogue’ 
motional and intellectual 
area objectives 
es for each curriculum, drawing on content of the main 
requirements 
ject area compulsory content 
cultural and historic sites in his/her district (town, village)’. 
Across both curricula (Language and Literature) some skills are italicised and designated
as ‘requirements describing students’ attitudes’. For example, in Literature, ‘When 
reading literary texts, is interested in creative se
Both Latvian curriculum documents include the following sections before laying out 
detailed requirements: 
• Introduction  
- overview of structure of the curriculum and the curriculum document 
- description of broad aims/content 
- description of proportion of curriculum time (this appears in the literature 
- one-sentence summary of aim, drawing on the various subsections of each 
curriculum;  
- for Language, this includes: ‘realise the role of language in the developm
/ her personality, retention of national identity and developmen
- for Literature, this includes: ‘To foster students’ e
development’ 
• Subject 
- list of four broad objectiv
• Sub
- for Language, this consists of a list of subsections in the curriculum 
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 - for Literature, this consists of brief lists summarising the content of each 
subsection. 
21.2.1 Assessment 
, and 
hich requirements are specified in the 
curriculum. For Literature, national assessments occur in Grade 9 (whereas the 
ads correctly, 
consciously, fast and with expression.’ By contrast, the English NC gives descriptions of 
do or to know. 
, at grade 3 
(Years 4-5) and grade 6 (Years 7-8). This suggests that the specified skills and 
h National Curriculum in its focus on learning 
outcomes rather than programmes of study. It is similar, however, to the English National 
lum 
ts that 
nglish. 
21.2.2 Terminology 
erred to as the ‘Standard’ and learners are called ‘students’. 
The most substantial component of the curriculum specifying what is to be learned is 
 is 
at used in the English curriculum. 
nto its 
Each curriculum includes a section, Forms and methodological techniques for the 
assessment of learning. This covers the types of assessment to be carried out, and 
includes details of ‘final’ assessments, set by schools, with the Board of Education
of National assessments; the latter occur in Grades 3, 6 and 9 in Language 
(corresponding with the three Grades for w
curriculum gives requirements for Grades 6 and 9). 
The curriculum for Latvian Language consists principally of ‘Subject area main 
requirements’, expressed as descriptions of pupils’ competences, e.g., ‘Re
what pupils should be taught to 
The curriculum provides requirements at two points in the 7-11 age-range
competences are the aim for teaching and that teachers will need to plan learning 
activities that will support children’s progress toward these points of achievement.  
This structure differs from the Englis
Curriculum’s focus on ‘stages’ or phases that do not entail the specification of curricu
content for each year / age. The specification of requirements for Grade 3 sugges
greater focus is placed on achievement ‘mid KS2’ than is the case in the NC for E
The Latvian curriculum is ref
headed, ‘Subject area main requirements’. These are descriptions of what learners know 
or can do, and are thus closer to learning outcomes than requirements. ‘Competence’
used for subsets of skills, such as ‘Language competence’. In many respects, 
terminology appears to resemble th
21.3 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The Latvian curriculum for reading and writing is framed within a philosophical context 
that places value on cultural transmission, national awareness and personal 
development.  
21.3.1 Language curriculum 
This curriculum incorporates the following key statements that give an insight i
rationale: 
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 Language plays an essential role in the development of a student’s personality, self-
expression and in the acquisition and understanding of the culture of a student
nation. Studying the Latvian language, a student has 
’s 
the possibility to develop his/ her 
age is of value and part of a nation’s cultural 
sponsibility for maintaining it within a 
 
. 
t and self-expression is more marked than in the 
English NC, which incorporates in the subject statement (‘The importance of English’) 
, maintaining cultural heritage and reinforcing national identity 
through language knowledge, are stressed. The Socio-cultural competence subsection of 
much of this material. The NC for English does not focus on 
the promotion of language learning as a means of cultural transmission.  
21.3.2 Literature curriculum 
The introduction to this curriculum includes the following key statements: 
When learning Literature, a student has an opportunity to acquire knowledge about 
her creative self-expression, as well as to develop his/her 
interests, spiritual needs and enrich his/her experience as a reader, by establishing 
 of opinions and 
preferences, and engagement with challenging themes and ideas. Developing or 
not specified as aims of the English curriculum. 
e) focuses on cultural and national 
 includes learning about 
 
gendering ‘respect’ for others’ cultural values, but does include references to 
the importance of English as a language, internationally, and the richness and influence 
mes’.  At Key Stage 2, 
specific English writers/works or key elements of folklore are not specified. Knowledge of 
 
ltural transmission. Similarly, while the reading curriculum 
mother tongue skills, realise that langu
heritage, and become aware of the re
multicultural society. Mother tongue promotes the acquisition of other languages and
subject areas
The focus on personal developmen
reference to the curriculum enabling pupils to ‘express themselves creatively and 
imaginatively and […] effectively’. The NC also focuses on enabling pupils to become 
‘enthusiastic and critical’ in their reading.  
In the Latvian curriculum
the curriculum incorporates 
literature and implement his/
his/her own values and attitudes. 
The incorporation of ‘spiritual needs’ and of ‘values’ differs from the emphasis in the 
English NC – the closest aspects in the NC are the development
supporting beliefs or values are 
In addition, the Literature curriculum (as with Languag
characteristics and values.  
In order that students may recognise and respect the cultural values not only of their 
own nation but also those of other nations and be oriented towards intercultural 
dialogue, the Standard for compulsory education in Literature
folklore, mythology and literature. 
The English NC introductory statement is not explicit about ‘intercultural’ communication,
or about en
of literature written in English by those ‘from many countries and ti
what constitutes standard and non-standard English focuses on context and common
features, rather than cu
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 incorporates the study of literature from a range of cultures, no explicit aim of 
ing and writing in 
g the individual within Latvian society and 
ns for reading as the starting point for 
ressed in the Latvian curricula for 
ent text types. The following list demonstrates the 
ality: 
ledge 
wledge 
tures 
through detailed reading 
l features and systems to find texts and information 
d opinion [for example, by looking at the purpose of the text, 
ion are covered) 
vocabulary and patterns of 
Identify different ways of constructing sentences and their effects 
engendering understanding or respect is stated. 
In broad terms, compared with the NC for English, the curricula for read
Latvia focus more centrally on developin
culture, and on building national and cultural identity. 
21.3.3 Reading curriculum: content 
This section of the report uses the NC subsectio
comparison. 
What is covered in both curricula? 
Most aspects of the English NC for reading are add
Language and Literature.  The two countries share the broad areas of learning - skills 
needed to decode print, understand and evaluate texts, acquire information, extend 
knowledge and experience of differ
points of common
En2 1) Reading strategies  
Phonemic awareness and phonic know
Graphic kno
Knowledge of grammatical struc
En2 2) Understanding texts 
Look for meaning beyond the literal 
Make connections between different parts of a text [for example, how stories begin and 
end, what has been included and omitted in information writing] 
En2 3) Reading for information 
Obtain specific information 
Use organisationa
Distinguish between fact an
the reliability of information] 
En2 4) Literature (all aspects of this subsect
Recognise the choice, use and effect of figurative language, 
language 
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 Identify how character and setting are created, and how plot, narrative structure and 
themes are developed 
Recognise the differences between author, narrator and character 
Evaluate ideas and themes that broaden perspectives and extend thinking 
Consider poetic forms and their effects 
Express preferences and support their views by reference to texts 
reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, instruction 
ot in the Latvian curriculum? 
tion 
se inference and deduction 
Respond imaginatively, drawing on the whole text and other reading 
Read stories, poems and plays aloud. 
En2 5) Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
Identify the use and effect of specialist vocabulary 
Identify words associated with 
and description 
En2 8) Literature 
Texts drawn from a variety of cultures and traditions 
Myths, legends and traditional stories 
Playscripts 
Note to the reading curriculum 
Reading: during Key Stage 2 pupils read enthusiastically a range of materials and use 
their knowledge of words, sentences and texts to understand and respond to the 
meaning. They increase their ability to read challenging and lengthy texts independently. 
What is covered in the English curriculum for reading, but n
The following aspects are addressed in the English NC, but not in the Latvian curricula 
for Language and Literature. 
En2 1) Reading strategies 
Word recogni
Contextual understanding 
En2 2) Understanding texts 
U
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 Use their knowledge of other texts they have read 
ly address these skills, but 
mentation. The tendency for some processes or 
ally in the Latvian curricula possibly accounts for 
rectly, consciously, fast and with expression. The 
e English curriculum’s specification of 
ments also contributes to the mismatch - the Latvian curriculum tends 
not to specify skills in terms of strategies and processes. 
En2 3) Reading for information 
Scan texts to find information 
d image, to obtain meaning 
o pupils’ skills in 
 
es tational devices [for example, tables, bullet 
bject matter 
e, and again the Latvian curriculum 
 without them being explicitly referenced. 
do not seem to be covered; evaluation of 
ord, sentence and text level, using 
a jectives and adverbs contribute to overall 
effect, the use of varying sentence length and structure, connections between chapters 
 is the explicit teaching of this skill, based on use 
of appropriate vocabulary. The Latvian curriculum addresses knowledge of features at 
word, sentence and text level but does not focus on pupils undertaking such analysis.  
Comment: The Latvian reading curriculum must presumab
they are not made explicit in the docu
competences to be expressed glob
these elements, for example: Reads cor
Latvian focus on outcomes/competences and th
teaching require
Skim for gist and overall impression 
Draw on different features of texts, including print, sound an
Comment: Again, the Latvian curriculum makes more broad reference t
understanding and extracting information from non-fiction texts, while the English NC
tends toward more specificity. 
En2 5) Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
Recognise phrases and sentences that convey a formal, impersonal tone 
Identify links between ideas and sentences in non-chronological writing 
Evaluate different formats, layouts and pr en
points, icons] 
Engage with challenging and demanding su
Comment: There are some surprising references her
is likely to address some aspects of these skills,
However, levels of formality and impersonality 
the layout and presentation of non-fiction texts is also absent. 
En2 6) Language structure and variation 
To read texts with greater accuracy and understanding, pupils should be taught to 
identify and comment on features of English at w
appropriate terminology [for example, how d
or sections]. 
Comment: The point of difference here
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En2 8) Literature 
A range of modern fiction by significant children's authors 
Long-established children's fiction 
A range of good-quality modern poetry 
Classic poetry 
En2 9) Non-fiction and non-literary 
Diaries, autobiographies, biographies, letters 
 
aflets, brochures, advertisements. 
r reading doesn’t specify the range of literature given in the English 
NC. The suggestion of pupils reading poetry and fiction is certainly present, but the kinds 
 there  very ttle re rence to non-fiction 
Comprehends the idea expressed in the given text, interconnection between the title and 
LAT.LANG Language competence, Text 28   
Comment: Somewhat surprisingly, these skills are not specifically addressed in the 
or literacy in 
Understanding and interpreting Years 5-6. 
45   
 histor  and c lture in a text.  
Print and ICT-based reference and information materials [for example, textbooks, 
reports, encyclopaedias, handbooks, dictionaries, thesauruses, glossaries, CDROMs,
internet] 
Newspapers, magazines, articles, le
Comment: Interestingly, despite the separate curriculum focusing on literature, the 
Latvian curriculum fo
of fiction or poetry are not specified. Similarly,  is  li fe
text types - the Latvian curriculum refers only to descriptive or informative texts.  
What is covered in the Latvian curriculum for reading but not in the English curriculum? 
LAT.LANG Language skills, Reading 15   
theme.  
Identifies the theme and main idea of the given text. 
Identifies the theme of a text, appropriateness of the title to the theme of a text.  
English curriculum, although similar elements appear in the Framework f
LAT.LANG Socio-cultural competence 
Identifies the information on a nation's y u    
Identifies cultural information in a text. 
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 Comment: Nothing similar appears to be covered in the English curriculum or in the 
rt of writing 1      
LIT. Literature as an art of writing 14     
Comprehends the comic and tragic in a literary work. 
LIT. Comprehension of a literary work, creative activity 17   
 the folklore of different nations within literary works. 
 
 
England, they are not explicit in the reading NC. There is, however, a section of guidance 
k for literacy. 
e and 
re as a part of culture 36            
Chooses book appropriate to his/her reading interests. 
Framework for literacy. 
LIT. Literature as an a
Distinguishes fiction/literary texts from other text types. 
Understands the emotional mood of a literary work. 
Comment: For these skills, some level of coverage in the English curriculum can be 
assumed, but no explicit reference arises in the reading curriculum or Framework for 
literacy. The Engaging with and responding to texts objectives for Y3-4 include skills 
relating to empathy. 
LIT. Literature as an art of writing 2      
Understands what is common and different in literature and other forms of art (music, 
painting, sculpture). 
LIT. Literature as an art of writing 8      
Recognises the themes from
Comment: These references are not addressed in the reading curriculum and reflect the
Latvian focus on literature as part of the arts more broadly, and the focus on culture and 
transmission. 
LIT. Comprehension of a literary work, creative activity 19    
Assesses his / her own reading of a text or that of others, following the given criteria or 
the criteria devised together with the teacher. 
Comment: While self-assessment and target setting in reading are widespread in
on this process in the Framewor
LIT. Comprehension of a literary work, creative activity 20     
Relates the content of a literary work, revealing the given information about the plac
time of action, characters and events. 
LIT. Literatu
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 LIT. Literature as a part of culture 43      
Is interested to expand his / her understanding of an author's personality by reading 
his/her literary work. 
Comment: These features do not appear explicitly in the English NC, but there are 
emic awareness and phonic knowledge, the closest Latvian language reference 
porates reading and writing. It highlights both correct 
riting of sounds. The NC, with its focus on teaching requirements, 
able to 
y 
 
ther elements (Word recognition and graphic knowledge, Knowledge of 
 
 
7-
rall. 
 Obtain specific 
related references in the Framework for literacy.  
21.3.4 Reading curriculum: difficulty and coverage 
En2 1) Reading strategies  
For Phon
is for G3/Y4-5 and incor
identification and w
rather than learning outcomes or competence, establishes that pupils should be 
use this knowledge, but it is not specific about how well they should do this. Potentiall
the statement about reading and writing 'correctly' for the age group is more demanding
than the NC.  
In relation to o
grammatical structures), the Latvian curriculum seems less demanding or similar overall 
in terms of demand. The English NC here is broader in the terms it uses, while equivalent
references in the Latvian curriculum are more specific, for example, particular parts of
speech are named. The breadth of a reference such as ‘grammatical structures’ leaves 
much open to interpretation.  
En2 2) Understanding texts 
The skill, Look for meaning beyond the literal, is addressed most closely by the G6 (Y
8) reference in the Latvian curriculum, suggesting that the latter curriculum is less 
demanding in this aspect of reading.  
In relation to ‘Make connections between different parts of a text [for example, how 
stories begin and end, what has been included and omitted in information writing]’ the 
English curriculum focuses on fiction and non-fiction - the Latvian curriculum is focusing 
on non-fiction only. It is difficult to isolate a fully corresponding reference in the Latvian 
curriculum, which suggests that there is a less marked focus on this skill ove
En2 3) Reading for information 
There are slight differences in focus between the English reference:
information through detailed reading, and the Latvian equivalent, which incorporates 
'using' information in activities as well as first locating it. The English NC highlights 
detailed reading, which foregrounds reading skills explicitly. Generally here, the demand 
at Grade 3 (Y4-5) in the Latvian curriculum seems broadly similar to that in the English 
curriculum. 
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 In relation to the English skill, Use organisational features and systems to find texts and 
En2 4) Literature 
ill. 
This matches 'recognise', in the NC, but the NC also focuses on the 'effect' of these 
 
The skill of evaluating ‘ideas and themes that broaden perspectives and extend thinking’ 
ulum, with the focus at Grade 6 being on 
s skill. 
part by the Latvian curriculum, it is 
 of considering ‘effects’ and providing supportive 
 in 
absent in the Latvian curriculum. This suggests that the Latvian curriculum 
is less demanding in these respects, when compared with the English NC - 
, poems and plays aloud, is very specific and relates 
lum focuses also on understanding and 
r gives more attention to the value of reading aloud as an aspect of 
appreciation. 
information, the Latvian curriculum at Grade 6 (Y7-8) goes beyond the school 
environment, focusing on use of local libraries explicitly. This is implied in the English 
curriculum. The Latvian curriculum provides less direct reference to information retrieval, 
so this skill may be considered less prominent in the curriculum overall. 
Perhaps surprisingly, the Latvian curriculum makes no direct reference to fact and 
opinion (English curriculum: Distinguish between fact and opinion [for example, by 
looking at the purpose of the text, the reliability of information]), with the closest skill 
relating more generally to evaluating a non-fiction text. There is no element of evaluating 
reliability in the Latvian curriculum, which suggests it is less demanding overall, in this 
respect. 
In relation to the English skill, Recognise the choice, use and effect of figurative 
language, vocabulary and patterns of language, the Latvian curriculum appears less 
demanding overall. For the corresponding Latvian references, 'identify', is the key sk
techniques.  
For the following English objectives - Identify how character and setting are created, and 
how plot, narrative structure and themes are developed; Recognise the differences 
between author, narrator and character - the Latvian equivalent focuses more on the 
roles of characters. The Latvian curriculum seems less focused on the process by which
character and theme are developed. 
is less fully addressed in the Latvian curric
identification; even at Grade 9, evaluating or extending thinking are not present. This 
suggests that the English reading curriculum is more demanding with regard to thi
While both of the following skills are addressed in 
important to note that the two elements
textual references (which have become increasingly prominent in reading assessment
England, are 
Consider poetic forms and their effects 
Express preferences and support their views by reference to texts. 
The English reference, Read stories
only to reading aloud, while the Latvian curricu
expression. The latte
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 En2 5) Non-fiction and non-literary 
Generally, this section of the curriculum demonstrates that while correspondence can be 
 about precise 
ialist vocabulary, and 
 not explicitly addressed, but the broad reference, Knows 
the features of the functional styles of a language, can be said to encapsulate these 
ence, Recognises the significance of the choice of 
words and sentence types… in the comprehension and creation of a text, also implies 
her because pupils are 
choices, rather than simply to identify them. 
on-fiction texts, again, the 
o paragraphs, title/title page and 
 in a book as features; no mention is made of electronic texts. This 
may give less time and emphasis to these skills. 
on to both curricula, it is important to highlight the more 
ayings, proverbs, riddles, tales, legends, folk songs and 
. The English curriculum does not refer to so long a 
ature (although the Framework for literacy does include some 
elements). It seems clear that these forms occupy a more substantial position in the 
. 
ading 
independently - this is not mentioned at all in the Latvian reading curriculum. 
21.3.5 Writing curriculum: content 
This section of the report uses the NC subsections for writing as the starting point for 
h curricula, with the key skills 
at text, sentence and word level, being present in both. As was observed for reading, 
ticular 
found between many skills, the Latvian curriculum tends to be broader in its treatment of 
aspects of non-fiction texts. This makes it very difficult to make judgments
difficulty levels and coverage. Skills including recognition of spec
the identification of words associated with reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, 
instruction and description are
elements. At Grade 3 (Y4-5) the refer
similar knowledge, and indeed, the level of demand may be hig
required to consider the significance of word 
In terms of understanding the structure and organisation of n
Latvian curriculum specifies far less, referring only t
‘reference elements’
implies that the Latvian curriculum 
En2 8) Literature 
For those aspects that are comm
specific focus on folklore, s
anecdotes in the Latvian curriculum
list in this category of liter
Latvian curriculum than in the English reading curriculum
Note on the Reading National Curriculum 
This section of the reading Programme of Study incorporates a focus on re
comparison. 
Overall, there is a high degree of commonality between bot
there are variations in the degree of specificity in each curriculum in relation to par
skills. 
What is covered in both curricula? 
En3 1) Composition 
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 Choose form and content to suit a particular purpose [for example, notes to read or 
organise thinking, plans for action, poetry for pleasure] 
Broaden their vocabulary and use it in inventive ways 
Use language and style that are appropriate to the reader 
 
ntation and organisation effectively 
Plan - note and develop initial ideas 
n 
se punctuation marks correctly in their writing, including full 
stops, question and exclamation marks, commas, inverted commas, and apostrophes to 
En3 4) Spelling strategies 
es 
conventions 
including vowel, consonant, homophone and 
Use and adapt the features of a form of writing, drawing on their reading
Use features of layout, prese
En3 2) Planning and drafting 
Draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured written text 
Revise - change and improve the draft 
Discuss and evaluate their own and others' writing 
En3 3) Punctuatio
Pupils should be taught to u
mark possession and omission. 
To sound out phonem
To analyse words into syllables and other known words 
To apply knowledge of spelling 
To use knowledge of common letter strings, visual patterns and analogies 
Morphology 
The meaning, use and spelling of common prefixes and suffixes 
The spelling of words with inflectional endings 
The relevance of word families, roots and origins of words 
The use of appropriate terminology, 
syllable. 
En3 5) Handwriting and presentation 
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 Write legibly in both joined and printed styles with increasing fluency and speed 
t for labelling 
er script for 
Word classes and the grammatical functions of words, including nouns, verbs, adjectives, 
sitions, conjunctions, articles 
peratives in commands] 
er 
 to use writing to help their thinking, investigating, 
reviews, commentaries 
lum? 
En3 2) Planning and drafting 
Proofread - check the draft for spelling and punctuation errors, omissions and repetitions 
Use different forms of handwriting for different purposes [for example, prin
maps or diagrams, a clear, neat hand for finished presented work, a fast
notes] 
En3 6) Standard English 
How written standard English varies in degrees of formality [for example, differences 
between a letter to a friend about a school trip and a report for display] 
En3 7) Language structure 
adverbs, pronouns, prepo
The features of different types of sentence, including statements, questions and 
commands, and how to use them [for example, im
The grammar of complex sentences, including clauses, phrases and connectives 
The purposes and organisational features of paragraphs, and how ideas can be linked 
Breadth of study 
En3 9) Range of purposes 
To imagine and explore feelings and ideas, focusing on creative uses of language and 
how to interest the read
To inform and explain, focusing on the subject matter and how to convey it in sufficient 
detail for the reader 
To review and comment on what has been read, seen or heard, focusing on both the 
topic and the writer's view of it 
En3 10) Pupils should also be taught
organising and learning 
En3 12) The range of forms of writing should include narratives, poems, playscripts, 
reports, explanations, opinions, instructions, 
What is covered in the English curriculum for writing, but not in the Latvian curricu
The following aspects are addressed in the English NC, but not in the Latvian curricula 
for Language and Literature. 
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 Present - prepare a neat, correct and clear final copy 
En3 4) Spelling strategies 
To check their spelling using word banks, dictionaries and spellcheckers 
g 
and editing in the English curriculum as compared with the Latvian curriculum. The lack 
ing criteria for presentation is 
while developing and using spelling skills is part of the Latvian 
elling is not included. The Latvian curriculum does 
 
Comment: Despite the general focus in the Latvian curriculum on cultural awareness 
ge 
En3 9) Range of purposes 
e used 
n the 
cluded explicitly in the Latvian writing references. As is the 
case at other points, some broader references in the Latvian curriculum, such as the 
rent purposes, could be assumed to include this kind of 
writing. Nevertheless, it does not have the same emphasis as in the English 
The range of readers for writing should include teachers, the class, other children, adults, 
Comment: This absence in the Latvian curriculum for writing must be viewed as 
 curriculum mentions the requirement to write texts suited to 
different purposes and addressees, there is no reference to specific readers. As noted 
e 
To revise and build on their knowledge of words and spelling patterns 
Comment: There is clearly a more pronounced emphasis on the processes of draftin
of reference in the latter, to ‘publishing’ work, and meet
noticeable. Similarly, 
curriculum, actively checking sp
incorporate broad references to writing and spelling accurately, without reference to this
process of correction and amendment. 
En3 6) Standard English 
Some of the differences between standard and non-standard English usage, including 
subject-verb agreements and use of prepositions 
and the sense of pride in the Latvian language, standard usage is not covered. There 
does not seem to be the same interest in establishing what characterises standard usa
or analysing language usage as exists in the English curriculum. 
To persuade, focusing on how arguments and evidence are built up and languag
to convince the reader 
Comment: Surprisingly perhaps, persuasion, one of the principal writing purposes i
English curriculum is not in
ability to write texts to suit diffe
requirements. 
En3 11) Range of audiences 
the wider community and imagined readers 
significant. While the
earlier, there is a far more pronounced focus in the English curriculum on writing with th
aim of successfully meeting the expectations of an intended audience. 
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What is covered in the Latvian curriculum for writing but not in the English curriculum? 
rary work, creative activity 33    
ve self-expression during the text formation process.   
ore 
 
t to suit a particular purpose, the Latvian equivalent reference, 
riately’ as well as choosing appropriately. 
 reference, Broaden their vocabulary and use it in 
n 
yout, presentation and organisation 
riculum uses more global descriptions of a complete, 
planning a text and developing it 
ss emphasis given to this process in the Latvian 
ree references in the English curriculum (Plan - note and 
LIT Comprehension of a lite
Enjoys creati
Comment: The elements of self-expression and enjoyment are not specified in the 
English writing curriculum or in the Framework for literacy. The general emphasis is m
focused on successfully creating particular effects and serving particular purposes.  
21.3.6 Writing curriculum: difficulty and coverage 
En3 1) Composition 
Among the elements of composition that are common to both countries’ curricula there 
are varying degrees of agreement and match. In relation to the English requirement to
Choose form and conten
for G6 (Y7-8) specifies writing ‘approp
Conversely, for the English curriculum
inventive ways, the nearest matching Latvian reference does not include any suggestio
of ‘inventive’ usage.  
It is notable too that while the Latvian curriculum includes references that address the 
English requirement, Use and adapt the features of a form of writing, drawing on their 
reading, they focus more on replicating or summarising an existing text, than on 
adaptation.  
In relation to the requirement, Use features of la
effectively, the Latvian cur
successful text, incorporating purpose, audience as well as layout and organisation. 
There is some suggestion that the Latvian curriculum gives less weight to layout and 
organisation in writing, with fewer concrete indicators of success in this area being 
evident in the curriculum. 
En3 2) Planning and drafting 
Both countries’ curricula incorporate the process of 
through drafting, although there is le
curriculum. Indeed, for the th
develop initial ideas; Draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured written text; 
Revise - change and improve the draft) , only one Latvian reference serves as a match, 
Uses an outline and/or draft in the creation of a text.   
En3 3) Punctuation 
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 While both the English and Latvian curricula address punctuation as a set of skills, th
former is more specific in providing a list of punctuation marks to be taught. In the 
Language curriculum in Latvia, sentence punctuation is mentioned in Grade 3 (Y4-5), in 
broader terms, and the lack of reference to, for example, commas or the punctuation of 
lists, phrases or clauses, suggests that the Latvian curriculum
e 
 is less demanding at this 
 
 
s the 
 both curricula include knowledge 
about inflections and other features, the English curriculum tends to relate this more 
el, consonant, homophone and syllable, while knowledge of 
In relation to handwriting, similar differences can be noted to those discussed above – 
d, 
 joined style being 
 
friend about a school trip and a report for display]) is matched with a Latvian reference 
hing a written text to the addressee, 
rees of 
ples of word class and 
grammatical function: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, 
phase. These elements appear in Grade 6. 
En4 4) Spelling strategies 
Morphology 
The English curriculum for writing is more specific and detailed in its coverage of spelling
and word knowledge. The emphasis on spelling strategies contrasts with the Latvian
focus (determined in part by its inclusion of outcomes and competences rather than 
teaching requirements) on knowledge and accuracy. The Latvian curriculum specifie
correct pronunciation and spelling of words. While
directly to spelling. In addition, it mentions explicitly the need for pupils to use 
terminology such as vow
such terminology has to be assumed from the Latvian reference to knowledge about 
language and spelling. 
En3 5) Handwriting and presentation 
the Latvian curriculum specifies in less detail what skills or aspects should be achieve
for example, while the English curriculum mentions the use of print or
used for different contexts, the Latvian curriculum refers to pupils adapting style as 
needed. Nevertheless, at one point, for Grade 3 (Y4-5), it does specify writing ‘words and 
sentences accurately and correctly’, which might suggest more demand than the English 
curriculum. 
En3 6) Standard English 
The English curriculum’s explicit reference to variation in formality (How written standard
English varies in degrees of formality [for example, differences between a letter to a 
that is much more global, focusing on pupils matc
theme, purpose, place and time of communication. The suggestion of adaptation to 
account for formality/informality is implicit, but its lack of presence in the curriculum 
suggests that it would receive less direct attention. 
En3 7) Language structure 
There is a reasonable degree of commonality in this category, with each curriculum 
specifying different elements at word and sentence level, though with different deg
specificity. The English curriculum specifies several exam
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 conjunctions, articles. For various skills, it appears that the Latvian curriculum is more 
demanding, for example by specifying that pupils should write sentence types correctly 
and express them with correct intonation (in Grade 3). At other points, the Latvian 
curriculum appears to be less demanding than the English writing requirements, for 
example, in its specification of when pupils should know the parts of sentences and form 
them - simple sentences are mentioned in Grade 3, and more complex forms in Grade 6 
ses the learning of complex sentences, 
t certainly before Year 7. 
 and informing, and to summarising and commenting, but does not focus 
 explaining. 
, 
s 
English 
r 
, 
p n each curriculum arises in this section - the 
English curriculum once again provides more information about text types to be covered, 
folklore, and to poetry (at Grade 9), but this suggests 
anguage curriculum) gives 
rise to a ‘spiral’ organisation in which learning descriptors can be traced up from lower to 
(Year 7-8). The Key Stage 2 curriculum emphasi
and this tends to become prominen
En3 9) Range of purposes 
Generally, this aspect of writing is more detailed and given greater prominence in the 
English curriculum than in the Latvian documents. A more global Latvian reference to 
matching writing to purpose and audience is set against more specific references to 
types of writing and purposes in the English document. Notable here is the tendency for 
the English curriculum to bring the audience (reader) into each requirement, so that 
writing is directed toward specific readers. The Latvian curriculum includes reference to 
describing
directly on instructing, persuading or
En3 10) Pupils should also be taught to use writing to help their thinking, investigating
organising and learning 
Once again, for this reference, the Latvian curriculum is less detailed and perhaps les
demanding. While a range of processes that writing can support are given in the 
curriculum, the Latvian curriculum focuses on pupils writing down ‘information’ fo
‘everyday life and learning’. 
En3 12) The range of forms of writing should include narratives, poems, playscripts
reports, explanations, opinions, instructions, reviews, commentaries 
An im ortant distinction in the level of detail i
with the Latvian documents for Language and Literature proving to be narrower overall. 
In terms of non-fiction texts, the Language curriculum refers only to informative and 
descriptive texts and summaries/resumes. The Literature document is at times highly 
specific about forms relating to 
narrowness in the sense that the English curriculum, for example, refers to ‘narratives’, 
incorporating a range of fiction (and non-fiction). 
21.4 Order of teaching and when taught 
In the Latvian curriculum, the use of Grade bands at which requirements are specified 
(two grades in the Literature curriculum, three grades in the L
higher levels of demand (although not every requirement appears in every Grade). The 
NC Programmes of Study for reading and writing do not use such organisation, although 
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 the NC Level descriptions for reading and writing do repeat and extend key elements 
through the Levels from 1 to 8. Similarly, the Framework for literacy incorporates 
repetition and extension of elements across each year. 
 to 
ny cases, because of the broad nature of some curriculum references, and 
 
, there is 
stem.  
ngue’, ‘state language’ 
21.6 Differentiation  
The curricula for Language and Literature in Latvia are specified by outcome / 
competence for different Grades. There is no specific content or guidance designed to 
support differentiation according to pupils’ abilities. The acknowledgement of second 
language acquisition in the Language curriculum, and the appendix of Learning 
competences related to additional language learning, imply an awareness (and 
presumably) a differentiation of the curriculum for those whose first language is not 
Latvian. In the Literature curriculum, the introduction does, however, include information 
about the time allocations for language and literature being variable, according to 
whether schools are providing ‘curricula for ethnic minorities’. See the following section. 
21.7 Pedagogy and time allocations 
There are mandatory time allocations for teaching Latvian. In terms of periods these are 
6 periods per week for grades 1 to 4, 5 periods for grade 5 and 4 periods for grade 6.  
This is rather more than for mathematics, 4 or 5 periods and considerably more than 
science, 2 periods per week.   
The curricula for Language and Literature in Latvia do not specify pedagogical 
approaches. The documents do not make clear, for example, the balance between 
independent, group or class instruction. There are also no specific time allocations for 
reading in terms of percentage of time during a day/week/term etc. However, in the 
As noted in the discussion of relative difficulty in section 1.4, there are points at which 
each of the curricula makes higher demands than the other. This judgement is difficult
make in ma
the lack of Year-specificity in the English curriculum. Additionally, because the curricula
are organised by teaching requirement (England) and learning outcome (Latvia)
again, difficulty in specifying when a particular skill might be taught in each sy
21.5 Integration of subjects 
The Latvian curriculum separates Latvian Language from Literature. Within the 
Language curriculum framework, there is reference to ‘Mother to
and ‘ethnic minority language’ in the description of Socio-cultural competence. Specific 
requirements for Language competence are given in an appendix to the curriculum, and 
these focus on applying existing language skills in the acquisition of a different language. 
Although this is not made clear, it seems that this is provided to support the teaching of 
pupils whose first language is not Latvian. There is no indication of cross-curricular 
organisation or of how teaching programmes that cover language and literature are to be 
planned. 
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 introduction to the Literature curriculum, some specific information about proportions of 
ure elements is given: 
• ‘in the programmes with Latvian as the language of instruction’ - 2/3 of time for 
d 
’ - 1/3 
of time for Latvian folklore, mythology and literature, 2/3 for folklore, mythology 
ents, 
mandatory, although the following text suggests that they have the status of 
“ There are sample programmes developed for each subject by the Centre for Curriculum 
of 
ich 
 
time to be allocated to different literat
studying Latvian folklore, mythology and literature, 1/3 for folklore, mythology an
literature of other nations 
• ‘in the programmes with the language of instruction that of ethnic minorities
and literature of own nation and other nations. 
In addition, ‘schools providing curricula for ethnic minorities’ have different requirem
with Latvian folklore, mythology and literature being studied in ‘the classes of Latvian 
language’. 
It is not clear whether these specifications relating to time and organisation are 
recommendations: ‘it is advisable to bear in mind the following principles’. 
21.8 Guidance or compulsion of teaching methods 
The local expert reports that there are no mandatory elements: 
Development and Examinations under the Ministry of Education and Science Republic 
Latvia. These programmes also have recommendations on the learning methods wh
might be used in the learning process. At the moment there are two sample programmes 
for Latvian for grades 1-9 developed and teachers can use them as a basis for their own
programmes. ”  
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 22 Literacy Comparison: The Netherlands 
22.1 Structure 
l 
 
n English schools. 
dicate the basic 
minimum that schools are required to teach by law. However, schools have considerable 
may emphasise different areas of 
the curriculum, as they see fit. Twenty-two targets relate to languages (Dutch, English or 
ch other subjects are 
taught - the curriculum includes: physical education; mathematics and arithmetic; English 
, play 
or Dutch language is made up of twelve attainment targets or 
‘core objectives’. The ‘Core Objectives’ come under the headings of Oral education 
(three 
g in an integrated 
m 
 
d 
rn children into ‘increasingly competent language users’ both within the 
school and outside it. Language is described as playing a crucial role in the acquisition of 
the 
ur key 
pecified in the broadest terms, 
giving just a few examples of text types or other specifics. For example, pupils need to 
now ‘rules for spelling’: which rules, or whether phonic or other strategies should be 
Although primary education in the Netherlands is compulsory from ages 5-12, nearly al
4-year-olds are in primary school education.  Primary education is structured by year 
groups, with grade 1 being the pre-compulsory year for 4- to 5-year-olds, and grade 8
(the final year of primary education) being equivalent to Year 7 i
An overall introduction outlines the principles on which the primary curriculum is based.  
Fifty eight attainment targets, divided into seven subject areas, in
freedom in the choice of methods and resources and 
Friesian), and specific mention is made under the heading of expressive activities.  
As well as Dutch language - which is also the language through whi
(in the last two years); expressive activities (language, music, drawing, handicrafts
and movement); self-reliance; healthy living; and a number of factual subjects, (eg 
geography, history, science, social and religious education). In Friesland the entire 
curriculum may be taught through, and include teaching of, the Frisian language.  
The primary curriculum f
(three targets), Written Education (six targets) and Linguistics, including strategies 
targets). The Written education section covers both reading and writin
way: by contrast, linguistics is a separate section, although the first linguistics target 
refers back to the content of both oral and written education sections. The Dutch 
language curriculum differs in both these respects from the English National Curriculu
(NC).  
An introduction (entitled ‘Characteristics’) which precedes these objectives establishes
the relationship between the individual targets / areas and outlines the philosophy behin
the structure of the Dutch language section.  
The aim is to tu
knowledge and skills in all subjects, and there is an emphasis on expression and on 
role of language teaching in supporting disadvantaged students is emphasised. Fo
competences are identified: the ability to copy, describe (report, give information, or ask 
questions), structure and assess.  
Since the objectives are brief, learning outcomes are s
k
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 used, is not specified. Throughout the primary curriculum, detailed guidance for teach
is specifically not given, as ’didactics’ are left to the discretion of the school or teach
Almost three quarters of Dutch primary schools use national tests to assess pup
of attainment at the end of primary schooling. Results of these tests, together with the
head teacher's recommendation, are used to determine the m
ing 
er.  
ils' level 
 
ost appropriate type of 
secondary education for the pupil concerned. It may well be that these tests have as 
 
oned above, 
‘attainment targets’ may also be translated as ‘core objectives’. 
22.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum  
The core objectives area said to provide targets for schools, but do not prescribe 
nd 
g should be structured and interactive, based on interesting 
them and activities to stimulate children’s development, and should make use of 
bjects 
. 
ildren’s development. The development of self-confidence is 
considered an overall aim of education, as is respect for, and responsible dealing with, 
ide 
ortunity for real spoken and written 
much influence on teaching as any other aspect of the system. 
In relation to the use of key terminology (bearing in mind the issue of translation), it is to
be noted that learners are called children or pupils, at primary level. As menti
As mentioned, the stated aim of Dutch primary education is provide a broad education, 
addressing children's emotional and intellectual development, the development of their 
creativity and their acquisition of social, cultural and physical skills. 
methods or resources for teaching. Instead, the philosophy behind teaching is outlined, 
namely to address and stimulate children’s curiosity and their need for development a
communication. Teachin
‘exploratory’ education. 
In teaching, content should be relevant, the importance of cross-curricular links is 
emphasised, and language is mentioned as important in all su
The curriculum also identifies a number of over-arching study goals of primary education
These include a positive attitude to work, learning strategies, and children’s ability to 
reflect on their own actions and learning. As well as reference to acquiring and 
processing information, there also seems to be an emphasis on the social and 
expressive aspects of ch
others. A part of respect for others is learning to listen to - and criticise - others’ opinions. 
Finally, the teaching should aim to foster care and appreciation for the ‘living 
environment’. 
Within the context of the Dutch language curriculum, there is recognition of the part 
language contributes to success in school and position in society. The social and 
communicative function of language is recognised, and teachers are reminded to prov
interesting learning experiences where there is opp
communication - about books or subjects, or socially - with other children. Language 
education is also recognised as an iterative process.  
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 The importance of language education is outlined: language is important in acquirin
content and skills. Emphasis is placed on oral language skills as a precondition for 
g 
, 
portant in working with disadvantaged pupils whose 
Of the twelve Core Objectives (CO) relating to Dutch language teaching, CO1-3 relate to 
 
, Written 
glish NC. In the Dutch curriculum, only C06 refers to reading alone and the 
remainder deal with reading and writing in an integrated way. 
nding and reading strategies, though it seem 
reasonable to infer this. 
 
 
mation and opinions in different text forms’ (CO7). This is a specific way of 
although the use of ‘detailed reading’ (En 2.3c) is not specifically mentioned it may 
written work, and the role of pre-school experience of language is acknowledged. The 
curriculum stresses the importance of developing oral work through expanding 
vocabulary, listening skills, and ‘telling’ and reading aloud. The relationship between 
language and thought is also developed through oral work.  
In addition, the lessons of second language teaching (greater work on vocabulary
different programme) are cited as im
language experience at home may have been impoverished. The emphasis is on their 
acquisition of language skills to help them access other curriculum subjects. 
22.3 Content 
Because the approach is broad, the Dutch language curriculum does not go into the 
same level of detail as the English NC. Much may be inferred to be comparable with the 
English curriculum, but the level of confidence cannot be high, and there are far fewer 
specifics. The following discussion therefore necessarily infers that certain skills are 
covered, even though they may not be specified.  
oral education; CO4-9 to ‘written education’ (including both reading and writing); and
Linguistics (CO10-12). 
Although reading and writing are taken together in the Dutch curriculum (CO4-9
Education) they will be dealt with separately in this discussion, following the structure of 
the En
In relation to reading strategies (En 2.1), the linguistics section of the Dutch curriculum 
(specifically CO 11-12) covers a similar range of issues. Rules for spelling and linguistic 
principles, including knowledge of sentence structure, are included. It is not specified that 
these will be addressed to support understa
Where En 2.1d refers to contextual understanding, however, the Dutch CO12 refers only
to the much narrower concept of strategies for understanding unfamiliar words. 
Where the English NC details a number of skills in relation to the understanding of texts
(En 2.2), the Dutch curriculum’s nearest equivalent is that ‘pupils learn to compare and 
assess infor
using textual knowledge, rather than the broad concept of using textual knowledge to 
support understanding that is specified in En 2.2d. 
The Dutch curriculum does not include any mention of skimming and scanning (En2.3a 
and b. It does mention retrieving information from different features of text (C04) and 
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 reasonable be inferred. The English NC’s reference to organisational features and 
systems does not appear in the Dutch curriculum, though it may be implied in C04. 
One area where there is perhaps a surprising level of detail is in relation to spelling. 
Dutch spelling is far more phonetic than English, as spelling has been substantially 
The only aspect of En 2.4 (developing understanding and appreciation of literary texts) to 
is 
ading 
ts 
 
 the linguistics section, that pupils acquire vocabulary which ‘includes terms 
g 
s 
es of literary text, the 
Dutch curriculum mentions only ‘deriving pleasure from.stories and poems intended for 
h 
lays in the Dutch curriculum as 
f 
rms’ (CO7). 
reformed for consistency and user-friendliness, although some homophones remain. The 
spelling of verbs is specifically mentioned: in practice, the final consonant of the past 
participle of weak verbs may be either d or t, so this is an important aspect in an 
otherwise largely phonetic system.  
be mentioned specifically in the Dutch curriculum is reading aloud (En2.4i), which 
mentioned in the Characteristics section that introduces the Core Objectives. 
Nevertheless, the Dutch curriculum specifically mentions deriving pleasure from re
stories and poems (C09). Some of the ‘literary criticisms’ aspects of the English NC may 
be implied in the Linguistics sectioned the Dutch curriculum, where CO10 refers back to 
the ability to ‘recognise, express, use and assess’ (which could perhaps be translated as 
to recognise, describe, use and evaluate?) strategies for written education. This sugges
that pupils are learning to make judgements and talk about what they read, although it 
does not appear to cover ‘creative’ response to reading. 
Similarly, the Dutch curriculum does not specify the levels of textual understanding 
detailed in the English NC in reaction to non-fiction and non-literary texts. The overall
comment in
that allow pupils to think and talk about language’ may be seen as implying the 
identification of words associated with different text types (En 2.5b), although this is not 
clear. 
As regards language structure and variation (En 2.6) the Dutch curriculum specifies the 
ability and terminology to talk and think about language (co10, c012), but there is nothin
approaching the English NC’s reference to effective language use, unless this is implied 
in CO10’s reference to pupils’ learning to ‘recognise, express, use and assess’ strategie
relating to the preceding Core Objectives. 
In terms of range, whereas the English En 7 specifies different typ
them’. The focus on texts written for children implies a narrower focus than the Englis
curriculum. In addition, there is no specific mention of p
there is in the English, neither are plays specified in the objectives that deal with Art, 
CO54-56). 
There is a similar dearth of detail in relation to the range of non-fiction and non-literary 
texts mentioned in the Dutch curriculum. Whereas the English NC specifies a range o
text types, the Dutch refers only to ‘informative and instructive texts’ (C04); ‘educational 
and other instructive texts’ (CO6) and ‘different textual fo
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 The notes on reading in the English curriculum refer to pupils reading ‘enthusiastic
and responding to meaning’: this equates most closely to the Dutch CO9 - that pu
ally 
pils 
ces 
 
 (an aspect that is covered in En 3.9 in the English NC. 
 
e English curriculum specifies ‘inventive’ use of language in writing (En 3.1b) 
 
t. 
d 
 (CO8). Presentation, in terms of neatness (En 3.2a) may also be inferred 
ing 
r 10). The English NC refers specifically to working on 
screen: although the Dutch curriculum refers to aspects of digital texts (typeface, image, 
s that pupils ‘know 
h 
may be inferred from the 
Dutch CO11-12. Where the spelling of verbs is specifically mentioned, this may parallel 
the English reverence to inflectional endings (En 3.4h). 
derive pleasure from reading. The Dutch curriculum implies the use of words, senten
and texts to understand and respond to meaning. 
The English NC attainment targets relating to writing are separate from those for reading 
and are covered mainly by CO4-9 (Written Education) in the Dutch curriculum, with some
aspects covered in the linguistics objectives (CO10-12). Co1 (Oral education) also 
mentions writing in relation to reproducing information that has been acquired form 
spoken language
As with reading, the English NC is more specific and suggests a greater depth of 
coverage, partly because of that level of details. As with reading, too, the English NC 
may focus more on specifying theoretical understanding of the process of writing. 
In relation to composition (En 3.1), the Dutch curriculum requires that children structure
work appropriately in different forms (CO8), but not that they be able to choose form (En 
3.1a). Th
which the Dutch refers only to extending vocabulary (CO12). Adaptation for the reader 
(En 3.1c) is perhaps implied but not specified in C08, that pupils learn to write 
‘meaningful and attractive texts’ En 3.1e refers to features of ‘layout, presentation and 
organisation’, and this is paralleled by the Dutch curriculum’s reference to ‘typeface, 
images and colour’. The organisation of texts, however, is not specified in the Dutch
documen
Planning, drafting, revising and proofreading are not detailed in the Dutch curriculum 
although they may be implied by the reference to pupils ‘paying attention to syntax an
correct spelling’
from CO8, or from CO5’s reference to writing ‘attractive’ texts. The discussion of writ
may be seen as being covered by the linguistics section of the Dutch curriculum, which 
refers to pupils’ ability to talk about language and - allowing for translation issues - to the 
requirement that children ‘recognise, express, use and assess’ all aspects of their oral 
and w itten language education (CO
colour) again, the skills of drafting, revising etc are not specified. 
In relation to punctuation (En 3.3) the Dutch curriculum is not specific, requiring that 
pupils ‘know the rules for punctuation marks’ (CO11). 
With regard to spelling (En 3.4a-f) the Dutch curriculum only specifie
the rules for spelling’. As mentioned, Dutch spelling is far more phonetic than English, as 
spelling has been substantially reformed for consistency and user-friendliness, althoug
some homophones remain. Aspects of morphology (En g-j) 
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 Writing legibly (En3.5a) is covered in the Dutch curriculum (CO8) but the detailed 
l way 
verbal 
d) is not specifically mentioned in the Dutch 
curriculum, though it may be perceived as part of learning to ‘structure informati9on and 
 
ssibly brochure?] and paper [possibly 
ng information and 
e use of writing is not 
 
the range of readers should include adults, the wider 
etailed than the Dutch, 
so it appears that coverage is broader. The range of purposes, audiences and forms 
 as well as the details of punctuation etc, 
ps 
requirements of varying fluency, speed and style of handwriting are not covered. 
There is no equivalent to the requirement for Standard English (En 5.6). 
In terms of language structure (En 3.7) main aspects of this are covered in a genera
in CO11 (pupils learn linguistic principles and rules.. distinguish between subject, 
predicate…). Paragraphing, however (En 3.7
opinions (CO8). 
The English NC goes into substantial detail about the range of purposes, readers (or 
audiences) and forms that should be addressed in teaching writing (En 3.8-3.12). As
would be expected, there is far less specific direction in the Dutch curriculum. 
Nevertheless, it covers a range of purposes, producing texts ‘including informative, 
instructive, convincing [possibly a mis-translation of persuasive?] or enjoyable’ (CO5). 
Specific forms mentioned are letter, report, form [po
article?] 
Where the English curriculum specifies pupils should use writing to review or comment 
on what they have ‘read, seen or heard’ (En 3.9d), this is paralleled by CO1 (writing to 
reproduce information from spoken language) and CO6 (structuri
opinions when reading), although clearly in the latter case th
explicit. 
The use of writing to help ‘thinking, investigating, organising and learning’ (En 3.10) is 
similar to the Dutch curriculum’s reference to ‘structuring information and opinions in
writing (CO8) . 
The English NC specifies that 
community and imagined, readers (En 3.11). The Dutch curriculum, however, seems only 
to identify children as a specific audience (for correspondence, or for stories and poems). 
22.4 Difficulty and coverage 
In all areas, the coverage of the English curriculum is far more d
specified in the Dutch curriculum, for example,
are far narrower that in the English curriculum. However, it is fair to assume that many 
aspects are covered in Dutch schools that are not specified. 
The level of difficulty is very difficult to gauge from the broad statements of the Dutch 
curriculum. The use of assessment at the end of primary schooling presumable hel
Dutch teachers to gauge the standards expected of pupils. 
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 22.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
Since the Dutch curriculum covers the whole of primary schooling with one set of
Attainment Targets, there is no indication of when particular areas are covered. 
Nevertheless, the Characteristics section spe
 
cifies that language acquisition and 
education is ‘circular’, that ‘content may be similar while complexity and command 
, whether 
children are experiencing it as a first or second language. The relationship between 
langue and thought is mentioned, as is the role of Dutch as the medium through which 
other subjects are taught. In this way, the language curriculum as a whole is seen as 
integrated into the teaching of other subjects. Cross-curricular links are expected to be 
made by teachers, as is indicated in the preamble. 
The relationship of oral language work to reading and writing is also made explicit, even 
though the core objectives for oral work are in a separate section from written work for 
the language curriculum. This relationship is covered in the Characteristics section of the 
Dutch curriculum document, and outlined in Section 1.2, above. 
22.7 Differentiation  
The Dutch curriculum specifically avoids prescribing ‘didactics. It is therefore impossible 
to state with certainty how content is tailored to children’s ability. Nevertheless, the 
generally child-centred approach that permeates the curriculum document, and the 
willingness not to prescribe, suggests that teachers are expected to be aware of the 
stage of learning of the child. 
As far as possible, children with learning and behavioural difficulties are integrated into 
mainstream schools, within Dutch primary education. After a previous rise in the numbers 
of such children entering special education, numbers at special schools have begun to 
fall as children increasingly remain in the mainstream. Again, this may suggest that a 
differentiated approach would be needed within the classroom. 
22.8 Pedagogy and Time Allocations  
Schools are free, within the framework set by central government, to decide how much 
time is spent on the various subjects and areas of the curriculum. They have also been 
given more flexibility regarding the length of the school day so that timetables can reflect 
the specific needs and wishes of the school and the community. They still have to 
provide at least 7,520 teaching periods over the eight years that children attend school, 
but the distribution of periods between the first four years and the last four years is 
flexible. Schools can reduce the total number of teaching periods in the last four years to 
3,760. The minimum number of periods over the first four years remains unchanged at 
3,520. The maximum of 5.5 hours of teaching a day has been abolished. 
increases’. This implies progression in the way that aspects of language use and 
understanding are introduced and revisited. 
22.6 Integration of Subjects  
The Dutch curriculum focuses on the Dutch language as the basis for literacy
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 22.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods  
ot prescriptive about teaching methods. There is, 
however, reference to interesting activities, interactive teaching and exploratory methods, 
s/Documents/Diploma%20Supplement%20NL.pdf
The curriculum is specifically n
which use real life and ‘concrete’ education. 
www.essex.ac.uk/guest/auanetherland   
rlands as the having the best quality of life for children: 
close family bonds, more time spent at home. Given the recognition of pre-school 
A recent survey quoted the Nethe
experience, it may be that this is one of the sources of success in literacy. In addition, 
there is a recognised ‘reading habit’ - high level of reading newspapers etc.  
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 23 Literacy Comparison: Ontario 
23.1 Reading in Ontario 
This comparison is based on the version of the Ontarian curriculum taught prior to 2003. 
wo 
wed by writing.   
23.2 Structure:  Reading 
art, the Ontario reading curriculum is structured by grades and 
then subdivided into ‘Overall Expectations’ and ‘Expectations in Specific Areas.’ The 
 to 6), the subject area of each 
bullet remains the same with some development. The Expectations in Specific Areas are 
• Vocabulary Building 
d by the end of the grade. Each grade builds upon 
the previous grade and appears to be spiral in nature (unlike the equivalent writing 
nglish 
ic headings for this section, 
f Grade 5, students will: 
according to purpose and audience; 
• Read independently, selecting appropriate reading strategies; 
This was superseded in 2006 by a new Language curriculum. This comparison is in t
parts, reading follo
Like its writing counterp
Overall Expectations are set out at the beginning of each grade, as a set of seven bullet 
points. Throughout the grade ranges looked at (grades 3
further subdivided into: 
• Reason and Critical Thinking 
• Understanding of Form and Style 
• Knowledge of Language Structures 
• Use of Conventions 
As with the Overall Expectations, these categories remain constant throughout the 
grades and are expected to be achieve
curriculum). 
23.3 Content:  Reading 
Although the Ontarian curriculum is structured differently from England’s own, the areas 
of learning covered by both countries are broadly similar. The following areas of learning 
taken from the Ontarian document (Overall Expectations) are also covered in the E
National. As the Canadian document does not contain gener
the Overall Expectations for grade 5 (equivalent to Year 6) are reproduced below: 
By the end o
• Read a variety of fiction and non-fiction materials (e.g., novels, short stories, 
biographies, editorials) for different purposes; 
• Read aloud, adjusting speed 
• Explain their interpretation of a written work, supporting it with evidence from the 
work and from their own knowledge and experience; 
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 • Decide on a specific purpose for reading, and select the material that they need 
e 
materials. 
National Curriculum for 
The descriptors for the Ontarian curriculum did not include any reference to the following 
he literal (En2 2b) 
2 3c) 
se of 
• Recognise the choice, use and effect of figurative language, vocabulary and 
n2 4a) 
 Evaluate ideas and themes that broaden perspectives and extend thinking (En2 
4h) 
tences in non-chronological writing (En2 5d) 
t formats, layouts and presentational devices [for example, tables, 
 5f) 
ding subject matter (En2 5g) 
iety of cultures and traditions (En2 8e) 
from a variety of appropriate sources; 
• Understand the vocabulary and language structures appropriate for this grad
level; 
• Use conventions of written materials to help them understand and use the 
All of the Overall Expectations can be found in the English 
reading in some form. 
areas as described in the English National Curriculum: 
• Word recognition and graphic knowledge (En2 1b) 
• Look for meaning beyond t
• Obtain specific information through detailed reading (En
• Obtain specific information through detailed reading (En2 3d) 
• Distinguish between fact and opinion [for example, by looking at the purpo
the text, the reliability of information] (En2 3f) 
patterns of language (E
• Identify different ways of constructing sentences and their effects (En2 4b) 
•
4e) 
• Respond imaginatively, drawing on the whole text and other reading (En2 
• Identify words associated with reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, 
instruction and description (En2 5b) 
• Recognise phrases and sentences that convey a formal, impersonal tone (En2 
5c) 
• Identify links between ideas and sen
• Valuate differen
bullet points, icons]( En2
• Engage with challenging and deman
• Texts drawn from a var
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 • Diaries, autobiographies, biographies, letters (En2 9a) 
• Print and ICT based reference and information materials [for example, textbooks, 
 handbooks, dictionaries, thesauruses, glossaries, 
y and Coverage: Reading 
r as much detail as the English National 
Curriculum. It is therefore somewhat problematic to come to a conclusion as to how 
 
 
eas of the curriculum remain constant 
ching is more evident in the reading 
. 
ot have a title - it is 
by 
cific 
 
• Word Use and Vocabulary Building 
reports, encyclopaedias,
CDROMs, internet] (En2 9b) 
• Newspapers, magazines, articles, leaflets, brochures, advertisements (En2 9c). 
The main area of difference, between the content of the two reading curricula, is the lack 
of reference to non-fiction texts in the Ontarian document. 
23.4 Difficult
The Ontarian document does not offe
easy/difficult elements of the curriculum are. However, based on the information given,
as to when each element is introduced, we judge that the two curricula are broadly
similar in their levels of difficulty.  
23.5 Order of Teaching and When Taught: Reading 
The grade system is followed in Ontario. The ar
across the grades and spiral approach to tea
document than it is in the writing document. There was very little reference to revising 
topics. The differences between the grades appeared to be cumulative. 
23.6 Writing in Ontario 
This comparison is based on the version of the Ontarian curriculum taught prior to 2003
This was superseded in 2006 by a new Language curriculum.  
23.7 Structure: Writing 
The Ontario ‘curriculum’ (the documentation available does n
therefore unclear whether Ontario follows a curriculum or a syllabus) is structured 
grades and then subdivided into ‘Overall Expectations’ and ‘Expectations in Spe
Areas.’ The Overall Expectations are set out at the beginning of each grade, as a set of
ten bullet points. Throughout the grade ranges looked at (grades 3 to 6), the subject area 
of each bullet remains the same with some development. The Expectations in Specific 
Areas are further subdivided into: 
• Grammar  
• Punctuation 
• Spelling 
• Visual Presentation 
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 As with the Overall Expectations, these categories remain constant throughout the 
uilds upon 
wing areas of learning 
 in the English 
5 (equivalent to Year 6) are reproduced 
tion for a variety of purposes (e.g., to present 
 
ious purposes and in a range of contexts, including school work 
eir 
vant supporting details; 
• Use simple, compound, and complex sentences; 
erson points of view, dialogue), and 
materials from other media (e.g.,  illustrations); 
materials from other media (e.g., an 
d correct their final drafts, focusing on grammar, punctuation, and 
rade level; 
r 
e found in the English National Curriculum. 
ors for the Ontarian curriculum did not include any reference to the following 
reas as described in the English National Curriculum: 
grades and are expected to be achieved by the end of the grade. Each grade b
the previous grade but does not appear to be consistently spiral in nature. 
23.8 Content:  Writing 
Although the Ontarian curriculum is structured differently to England’s own, the areas of 
learning covered by both countries are broadly similar. The follo
taken from the Ontarian document (Overall Expectations) are also covered
National Curriculum. As the Canadian document does not contain generic headings for 
this section, the Overall Expectations for grade 
below: 
By the end of Grade 5, students will: 
• Communicate ideas and informa
and support a viewpoint) and to specific audiences (e.g., write a letter to a
newspaper stating and justifying their position on an issue in the news); 
• Use writing for var
(e.g., to summarize information from materials they have read, to reflect on th
thoughts, feelings, and imaginings); 
• Organize information to convey a central idea, using well-developed paragraphs 
that focus on a main idea and give some rele
• Produce pieces of writing using a variety of forms (e.g., stories, poems, reports), 
narrative techniques (e.g., first- and third-p
• Produce media texts using writing and 
advertisement for radio or television); 
• Revise and edit their work, seeking feedback from others and focusing on 
content, organization, and appropriateness of vocabulary for audience; 
• Proofread an
spelling; 
• Use and spell correctly the vocabulary appropriate for this g
• Use correctly the conventions (spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc.) specified fo
this grade level (see below). 
All of the Overall Expectations can b
The descript
a
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 • plan - note and develop initial ideas (En3 2a) 
rm of writing, drawing on their reading (En3 1d) 
 to revise and build on their knowledge of words and spelling patterns (En3 4f) 
• the use of appropriate terminology, including vowel, consonant, homophone and 
 of handwriting for different purposes [for example, print for 
esented work, a 
out a school trip and a report for 
display] (En3 6a) 
• some of the differences between standard and non-standard English usage, 
including subject-verb agreements and use of prepositions (En3 6b) 
• to review and comment on what has been read, seen or heard, focusing on both 
the topic and the writer's view of it (En3 9d). 
When looked at further, it can be seen that these ‘omissions’ can be grouped under the 
following headings: planning and drafting; morphology; use of terminology; handwriting; 
use of Standard English and authorial viewpoint. 
23.9 Difficulty and Coverage: Writing 
As the Ontarian document does not offer as much detail as the English National 
Curriculum, it is somewhat problematic to come to a conclusion as to how easy/difficult 
elements of the curriculum are. However, based on the information given, as to when 
each element is introduced. We judge that the two curricula are broadly similar in their 
levels of difficulty.  
23.10 Order of Teaching and When Taught 
The grade system is followed in Ontario. Although, the areas of the curriculum remain 
constant across the grades, a spiral approach to teaching was not evident. There was 
very little reference to revising topics. The differences between the grades appeared to 
be cumulative. 
 
 
• draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured written text (En3 2b) 
• use and adapt the features of a fo
• present - prepare a neat, correct and clear final copy (En3 2e) 
•
• the spelling of words with inflectional endings (En3 4h) 
• the relevance of word families, roots and origins of words (En3 4i) 
syllable.( En3 4j) 
• use different forms
labelling maps or diagrams, a clear, neat hand for finished pr
faster script for notes]. (En3 5b) 
• how written standard English varies in degrees of formality [for example, 
differences between a letter to a friend ab
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 23.11 Integration of Subjects 
There were no other links found to other subject areas other than recognising 
23.12 Differentiation and Tailoring Content to Ability 
lities.  
No information available. 
23.14 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
 be 
mathematical and scientific vocabulary. 
The Ontarian curriculum does not make explicit reference to pupils with different abi
This may be because the grade system addresses differentiation to some extent within 
itself. 
23.13 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
There did not appear to be any guidance or compulsion in this curriculum. This may
reproduced outside of the curriculum document. 
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 24 Literacy Comparison: Singapore 
The comparison with Singapore is in two parts, reading and then writing.   
he curricula of the countries is made hard to gauge by the fact that 
 reviews of the documents of all 
overed and held important, but that 
 be references to Standard 
 found differs and perhaps 
 is a very 
stark difference, then little importance has been assigned to matters of presentation. 
urriculum by learning 
 
ears. 
la distinguish similar areas of content. The English document, for 
example, separates two main areas: ‘knowledge, skills and understanding’, from ‘breadth 
comes from materials). This distinction is also reflected 
in Singapore in the two main domains: ‘skills, strategies and attitudes’ and ‘text types’. 
ding 
-fiction and non-literary text’ in contrast to ‘Literature’, while in 
The English curriculum is divided very rigidly into Speaking & Listening, Reading and 
ld 
be taught in an integrated fashion. On the national curriculum websites, the information is 
ivided into a skill by skill break down. In Singapore the areas of literacy are integrated. 
There may be points relating to two or more literacy skills listed together, e.g. ‘read and 
respond …,’ ‘develop ideas in speech / writing…,’ ‘listen to / read…’ Furthermore, in 
addition to the literary / non-literary divide outlined above - which is shared with the 
English NC - there is a separate and dominant ‘Language for Social Interaction’ 
component which runs parallel to the literary / non-literary strands. Although much of 
what is in this strand equates to the Speaking and Listening element of the curriculum in 
this country, it differs in that it also covers social interaction conducted through the 
medium of reading and writing.  
24.1 Reading in Singapore and England 
The overlap between t
they are not organised in the same way. Repeated
countries indicate that largely the same areas are c
the way this is conveyed to the reader differs. There will
English, for example, in all documents but where this is to be
reflects the degree of importance given to it in the respective countries. Unless it
24.1.1 Similarities  
Like the English curriculum, the Singaporean also defines the c
outcomes; for the end of Primary 4, (equivalent of year 5) and the end of primary 6 
(equivalent of year 7). Neither curriculum breaks down into year by year outcomes,
reflecting the fluid and gradual nature of the development of literacy skills over the y
There is, however, a split in the Singaporean curriculum for the less academic (EM3). 
Both national curricu
of study’ (ie distinguishing skill out
Like the English National Curriculum, in Singapore also distinguishes between the 
language of literary texts and language for information (In England this is called ‘Rea
for information’ and ‘non
Singapore, the distinction is between ‘Language for Information’ and ‘Language for 
Literary Response and Expression’.) 
(It should be noted that the Literacy strategy, which imposed a meticulous timetable for 
the teaching of skills, was in operation during the pertinent years). 
24.1.2 Differences 
Writing, although there is an occasional reminder to teachers that the three skills shou
d
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 24.2 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The philosophy or rationale of the English National Curriculum for England is hard to find. 
 pres e the 
underlying principles: 
 system for making m
ommunication and expression 
d by purpose, audience, context and culture 
nd linguistic structures and patterns, which can be 
used to create various discourse forms or text types depending on the linguistic 
, a 
grammatical, fluent and appropriate for purpose, audience, context and culture 
s 
24.2.1 Philosophy 
The Singaporean view of language is ented in the introduction, as ar
• Language is a eaning 
• It is a means of c
• Language use is determine
• Language has a grammar a
choices to suit purpose, audience, context and culture 
• The principles of the syllabus are leaner centeredness, orientation to process, 
integration of reading, writing and oral communication, everything must be 
contextualised to demonstrate how purpose, audience, context and culture 
determine the linguistic outcome, spiral progression, learners’ participation and 
interaction 
24.2.2 Aims of the curriculum  
• Listen to, read and view with understanding, accuracy and critical appreciation
wide range of fiction and non-fiction texts from print, non-print and electronic 
sources. 
• Speak, write and make presentations in internationally acceptable English that is 
• Think through, interpret and evaluate fiction and non-fiction texts from print, non-
print and electronic sources to analyse how language is used to evoke response
and construct meaning; how information is presented; and different modes of 
presentation create impact. 
• Interact effectively with people from their own or different cultures 
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 24.3 Content 
For reading, all the topics in the English curriculum (listed in the table below) are also 
covered to some degree in Singapore: 
Knowledge, skills and understanding Breadth of study 
Reading strategies 
Understanding texts 
Reading for information 
Literature 
Literature 
Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
Non-fiction and non-literary texts 
o 
 
.  
e 
e 
ased in 
e 
qually on challenge as it is on enjoyment: ‘they 
s. 
 points and provides a 
ugh indication of when they should be taught during the primary curriculum and how 
-visited during the primary years. This part of the curriculum is 
learly written for a country in which English is not the home language of the majority and 
 being taught as a foreign language to many. The closest English equivalent is to be 
und in the Primary Strategy for literacy, where there is a term-by-term breakdown of the 
areas to be covered in ‘Grammatical awareness’ and ‘Sentence construction and 
punctuation.’ Probably to be transferred to a writing section. 
Language Structure and variation 
Because of the nature of the subject, there are few ‘topics’ in reading and it is hard to 
imagine any national language curriculum which does not include the same skills and 
genres of texts to be read that are listed in the English curriculum. What might differ is 
the content coverage within each and the emphasis given to the aspects within them. 
Some aspects of the English and Singapore curricula are identical or very similar. For 
example, there is considerable overlap in their requirements for ‘Reading strategies’ (i.e. 
phonemic awareness and phonic knowledge, word recognition and graphic knowledge, 
knowledge of grammatical structures, contextual understanding). Likewise, reference t
skills of skimming and scanning in the ‘Reading for information’ statement in the English 
Programmes of Study is exactly matched in Singapore. Similarly, the text types to be 
covered, though not outlined to the same level of detail, clearly manifest significant areas
of commonality.  
The precise coverage of each of the reading topics is to be discussed in the next section
It is interesting to note the difference in language in which the reading documents ar
written. The opening statement in the Singaporean syllabus includes the words ‘positiv
attitude’, ‘enjoy’, ‘creatively and imaginatively.’ The English document is not phr
such terms at all. There is one mention about attitude. This is to be found in the Notes 
section where it states that ‘pupils read enthusiastically a range of materials’. In the sam
paragraph, it is clear that the stress is e
increase their ability to read challenging and lengthy texts independently.’ 
An comprehensive separate section is devoted to grammar in the Singaporean syllabu
This presents a thorough breakdown of grammatical teaching
ro
often they need to be re
c
is
fo
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 24.4 Difficulty and coverage  
One of the p  comparing langu ge curricula ac s is that with the 
focus on skills, so little of the subject matter consists of con
areas. In the absence of the actual texts that children read, it is not possible weigh up the 
e two c  A par
tio  of the relative levels of difficulty are more 
ne of the few definite insights arises from the 
ary Four (year 5) syllabus that by the time children are 
aged 9/10 years, they should be able to read common irregular sight words such as: the, 
nd mor ly this c  
ch earlier in a c .  
As a crude measure, the frequency with which some activities are mentioned can be 
 re o ance within the curriculum and there are 
iv at ntion in Singapore. For example, work 
olves inference and deduction and analysis of characters, plots and settings is 
of a high priority.  The English National Curriculum covers these areas in En2 2a and b 
he m hasis on these areas is reflected by the 
 they are mentioned in 8.1.d; 8.2.d, e; 8.3.c 8.2.a, b, 8.1.a, b; 8.3.a,c and 8.2 b & 
s relat a hor’s use of language, intention and the 
are achieved are more emphasized in this country. For example, 
statement En2 3f, in the English curriculum, distinguish between fact and opinion [for 
ose t, he reliability of information] can be 
tatement 9.1.d: evaluate information for exaggeration, eg 
exaggeration is much narrower in scope and is only 
one facet of the British equivalent.   
ly to inference. In Singapore it features frequently as part of 
 to different activities at the end of both the syllabi for end of  
d of  Primary 6 (equivalent Y7), eg infer and draw 
er meaning using contextual clues etc. In England, it 
feren d ction and is alluded to in other 
r meaning beyond the literal. Though nothing like this exists in 
Singapore, one assumes that it draws very much on the same inferential skills that are 
 
 
roblems in a ross countrie
crete comparable content 
relative level of demand in th
aspects of the curriculum, percep
impressionistic than measurable. O
statement in the Singaporean Prim
ountries. s there are few explicitly com able 
ns
have said. The curriculum, a
would place mastery of this mu
e explicit  the Literacy Framework, in 
hild’s life during Key Stage 1
ountry,
regarded as an indication of their
some activities which seem to rece
which inv
lative imp
e more 
rt
te
and En2 4c, while in Singapore t
fact that
greater e p
c & d; 9.2.d. By contrast, area
ways in which effects 
ed to an ut
example, by looking at the purp
matched with the Singaporean s
claims in advertising. It is clear that 
of the tex  t
Both curricula refer explicit
several statements relating
Primary 4 (equivalent Y5) and en
conclusions about characters, inf
forms a separate focus: use in
statements such as: look fo
ce and de u
used for other purposes in Singapore. 
The emphases in the two countries clearly lie on different skills. Table 24.1 below 
provides one indication of how the two countries differ in this respect: there are some 
aspects of topics that appear to be uncovered in Singapore.  
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 Table 24.1 Components of topics that appear to have no direct counterpart at this 
Key Stage in the other country. 
Engl  Singapore  and 
 
Make connections between 
different parts of a text [for 
example, how stories begin an
En
d 
cluded and 
omitted in information writing] 
2 2c 
 
end, what has been in
Follow a set of instructions  8.1.e 
Recognise the differences 
between author, narrator and 
character 
En2 4d  Give reasons to support a 9.1.c
response / an opinion when 
reading language for 
information 
Evaluate ideas and themes that 
broaden perspectives and extend 
thinking 
En2 4e   
Consider poetic forms and their 
effects 
En2 4f   
Identify the use and effect of 
specialist vocabulary 
En2 5a   
Identify words associated with 
reason, persuasion, argument, 
explanation, instruction and 
description 
En2 5b   
Understand the structural and 
organisational features of 
example, paragraphing, 
En2 5e   
different types of text [for 
subheadings, links in hypertext] 
Engage with challenging and 
demanding subject matter 
En2 5g   
This table suggests that there is more required of English children than of the child
studying in Singapore. The areas 
ren 
that appear to be uncovered in Singapore are those 
that pertain to authorial technique and purpose and to the close study of the use of 
o equ ing to 
king). s 
is
vocabulary. There also seems to be n
extending children’s potential for complex thoug
ivalent to the English statements relat
ht (evaluate ideas and themes that 
broaden perspectives and extend thin
might suggest that the English curriculum 
 It could be argued that these difference
 more demanding at this stage.  
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 Table 24.2 ‘Breadth of study’ areas that appear to have no direct counterpart at 
this Key Stage in the other country. 
England Singapore 
• Long-established children's fiction 
• Texts drawn from a variety of   
cultures and traditions 
• Playscripts 
 
• Language for information by end 
of Y5: general knowledge texts, 
e.g. instructions, rules of games, 
lists, e.g. catalogues 
• Language for information by e
of Y7: expositions e.g. debates, 
instructions e.g. how-to-do kits 
• Narrative genre
nd 
s by end of Y5: 
expositions e.g. reviews of books 
/ TV programmes  
• Narrative genres by end of Y7: 
expositions e.g. reviews of books 
/ films. 
Overall, it would seem that the English child is required to focus more on authorial intent
the author’s craft, the effect of linguistic choices, the organisation and structure of the 
text. While the Singaporean curriculum puts much emphasis on reading the text, 
responding to it, talking about the ch
, 
aracters and the plot, finding and manipulating the 
o 
 If 
age. 
 
or 
End of primary 6 (equivalent year 7) 
their actions 
information in an expository text, the emphasis in England is much more on the author, 
the purpose / the effects of the text both at word and sentence and whole text level. T
put it crudely, in Singapore the focus is on the text while in England it is on the writer.
one had to compare the difficulty, one would be tempted to say that what children in 
England are required to do is harder and they are asked to do these things at an earlier 
24.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
In both countries, the delivery of the curriculum is ‘spiral’. The nature of reading is such 
that it favours this approach. In the Singaporean syllabus, this is evidenced by the fact
that elements of the curriculum that are stipulated for the end of the year 4 phase, 
reappear in year 6 with a complement of further requirements suitable for older pupils. 
For example, this development is shown in point in 9.2.b in the Singaporean syllabus f
the end of both phases. The table below highlights how the same content area is 
developed between the phases.  
End of primary 4 (equivalent year 5) 
Organise information: list, sequence, 
classify information about characters and 
their actions, events 
Organise and summarise information: 
list, sequence, compare, contrast, 
classify information about events, 
characters and 
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 Given, the difference in emphasis and the focus on characters and plot, it is surprising to 
n document is only intended to be illustrative and therefore does not preclude 
ver, given the substantial weight given to elements of the story 
d 9.2 - it is unexpected that stories, which are such a staple of 
 
children, even for those in English medium education, English may not be their mother 
ay be able to tackle myths, legends and narrative poems, they may 
not develop the stamina to read longer stories until they are older.  
orean curriculum (known as a syllabus) comprises of a single document for 
primary and secondary levels. It is organised differently to the English national 
etween the two curricula is that the separation of the reading and 
writing sections of the curriculum is not as explicit in the Singaporean document as it is in 
part.  
he English curriculum, the Singaporean syllabus is ‘streamed’ 
rriculum followed by less able pupils in Singapore. 
m 
for Information, Language for Literary Response and Language for Social 
 The final strand roughly equates to Speaking and Listening in the English 
d of Key 
Stage statements about grammar.   
Spelling is another area which brings to light differences in approach/structure of the 
 again 
note that Singapore does not specify the reading of stories until the end of its primary 6 
phase (equivalent year 7). At the end of the primary 4 curriculum, the only forms of 
narrative texts that are listed are: myths and legends and narrative poems. The list in the 
Singaporea
the use of stories. Howe
form - in sections 8.2 an
the English curriculum, do not appear explicitly mentioned until the end of the primary 6 
in Singapore. This may be partly explained by the fact that for many Singaporean
tongue. While they m
24.6 Writing in Singapore and England 
The Singap
curriculum. It focuses on language use, learning outcomes, text types and grammar. 
The main difference b
its English counter
Both curricula are structured around learning outcomes. The Singaporean syllabus has 
learning outcomes for the end of Primary 2, 4 and 6 (P2, P4, P6) which correlates to 
years 3, 5 and 7 of the English system. This allows for a spiral structure of revisiting 
subjects.  In contrast to t
into EM1&2 and EM3. EM3 is the cu
The Singaporean equivalent to, Knowledge, Skills and Understanding in the English 
curriculum appears to be Skills / Strategies and Attitudes. Breadth of study is 
encapsulated in the three headings used to further subdivide the Singaporean curriculu
- Language 
Interaction.
curriculum but it also includes some elements of textual social interaction. 
In the Singaporean document Grammar is afforded its own discrete chapter, which is 
further broken into its component parts with direction as to when these elements should 
be taught and revisited. This chapter bears more of a resemblance to the National 
Literacy Strategy (NLS) than the National Curriculum, which only provides en
curricula. The Singaporean model provides a Starter List of words for (P1-4) which
is more in line with the NLS than the National Curriculum.  
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 24.7 Aims and rationale for the curriculum 
The principles which underpin the Singaporean syllabus are outlined in the introduction 
 refer to the principles of both learning and teaching. They are 
s. Teaching approaches, lessons and 
Language skills are process skills. Teaching and modelling the processes of reading, 
re as important as testing the acquisition of these skills. 
tegration of 
language materials and areas of language use in a lesson or context contribute to 
uctures are taught and learnt in the context of 
language use. Contextualisation demonstrates how purpose, audience, context and 
cult l 
and
Spiral Progression 
Lan
com  
Interaction 
Lea
fos
background eraction, within the context of 
tity. 
Language Use 
Pupils need to know how to communicate fluently, appropriately and effectively in 
internationally acceptable English. They need to understand how the language system 
works and how language conventions can vary according to purpose, audience, context 
to the document (p4). They
as follows: 
Learner Centeredness 
The learner is at the centre of the learning proces
curriculum materials are differentiated according to learners’ needs and abilities. 
Process Orientation 
writing and oral communication a
Integration 
The integration of reading, writing and oral communication as well as the in
meaningful learning. 
Contextualisation 
Language skills, grammatical items and str
ure determine the register or appropriateness of speech and writing in both forma
 informal situations. 
guage skills, grammatical items and structures, text types and other language 
ponents are taught and revised at increasing levels of difficulty and sophistication.
rners’ participation and interaction are important in language learning, and in 
tering self confidence and social relationships among pupils from different cultural 
s and religions. Such social relationships and int
learning English, will nurture in pupils a sense of their common Singaporean iden
The aims and rationale for the syllabus are also outlined in the introduction: 
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 and culture, and apply this knowledge in speech and writing in both formal and informal 
rieve, evaluate, 
apply and present information derived from print, non-print and electronic sources. 
esponse and Expre
d viewer, the learner will respond creatively and 
o literary texts, relate them to pers ulture and society, and use 
self and identity. 
, writer, reader, listener and viewer, the learner will use English effectively, 
e 
m 
ing.  It 
te 
Pupils learn to become enthusiastic and critical readers of 
 this knowledge pupils can choose and adapt 
nt situations. 
situations. 
Language for Information 
As speaker, writer, reader, listener and viewer, the learner will access, ret
Language for Literary R ssion 
As speaker, writer, reader, listener an
critically t onal experience, c
language creatively to express 
Language for Social Interaction 
As speaker
both in its spoken and written form, to establish and maintain positive interpersonal 
relationships, taking into account purpose, audience, context and culture. 
Although the National Curriculum in England does have a section on ‘Values and 
Purposes underpinning the school curriculum’ and ‘Aims for the school curriculum’ (p10) 
these do not exclusively refer to the subject of English. The closest match to the 
Singaporean statements can be found on the title page (p42) of the English section of th
English National Curriculum which states, 
English is a vital way of communicating in school, public life and internationally.  
Literature in English is rich and influential, reflecting the experience of people fro
many countries and many times. 
In studying English pupils develop skills in speaking, listening, reading and writ
enables then to express themselves creatively and imaginatively and to communica
with others effectively. 
stories poetry and drama as well as non-fiction and media texts. 
The study of English helps pupils understand how language works by looking at its 
patterns, structures and origins. Using
what they say and write in differe
Although there is some overlap here between the philosophies underpinning the 
curricula, the Singaporean document gives a much clearer picture of the rationale for its 
syllabus. 
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 24.8 Content 
For writing, all the topics in the English curriculum (listed in the table below) are also 
covered to some extent in Singapore: 
Knowledge, skills and understanding Breadth of study 
Composition 
 
ng and Presentation 
A range of: 
Forms of writing 
Planning and Drafting 
Punctuation 
Spelling
Purposes 
Readers 
Handwriti
The main differences / omissions are to be found in Spelling, Presentation and Purposes 
of Writing. 
Although spelling is covered in the Singaporean syllabus, it seems to come under the 
Reading umbrella. Unlike its English counterpart, the Singaporean syllabus does not use 
morphological knowledge as a spelling strategy. It appears to rely on early phonic 
strategies alongside some ‘whole word’ teaching. The list of these ‘whole words’, which 
 the 
6. Unlike the English 
curriculum there is no mention made of using different handwriting for different purposes. 
In the English National Curriculum pupils are expected to use writing to help their 
ss 
degree, as examined in the next section. 
24.9 Difficulty and coverage 
an 
ulum 
nd 
aching. 
are mostly high frequency words, appears on p138 of the syllabus. The National 
Curriculum for England does not specify such words but they can be found in the NLS. 
Presentation is given far more weight in the English National Curriculum which 
emphasises the need for fluency and joined handwriting. In the Singaporean syllabus
pupils are only expected to use cursive writing by the end of P
thinking, investigating, organising and learning (En3 10). This skill is not echoed in its 
Singaporean counterpart. 
The National Curriculum in England contained all the significant areas of the 
Singaporean writing syllabus. Some things were however, covered to a greater or le
This section will address the level of difficulty and coverage afforded by the Singapore
syllabus. This comparison will focus on the skills so far discussed, as neither curric
provides detail of actual content.  
Composition 
Both countries have similar coverage of this area. However, the curriculum in Engla
seems to place more emphasis on addressing the reader at an earlier stage of te
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 Planning and Drafting 
In both curricula there is some reference to Planning and Drafting. However, the English 
curriculum goes further than its counterpart in that it requires proofreading, polished final 
ent of self / peer evaluation. 
r 
r 
tly 
rred to the pupils’ writing. For example; 
yllabus requires pupils to ‘Apply knowledge of spelling conventions 
and strategies to their own writing.’ In the English curriculum these skills would be taught 
 
ore detailed 
morphological knowledge, which is absent from the Singaporean syllabus. The words 
h lower level of difficulty than the 
words which are outlined in the NLS for the equivalent ages. 
 
d speed’. 
Standard English are explicitly taught in the Programmes of Study in England. 
ard English varies in degrees of formality and the 
differences between standard and non-standard usage. It is also important in the 
‘speak, write and make presentations in internationally acceptable English* that is 
copies and some elem
Punctuation 
Punctuation is covered by both curricula. It is mentioned in the Programme of Study fo
Singapore and elaborated on in the chapter on Grammar. This chapter covers a wide
range of punctuation than the English National Curriculum, but a similar amount to the 
NLS.   
Spelling 
The teaching of spelling in Singapore is probably the area which differs most significan
to that of England. Spelling strategies appear to be taught under the heading of ‘reading’ 
in the first instance. These skills are then transfe
at P2 and P4 the s
concurrently. 
At P2 and P4 the Singaporean system uses phonological strategies alongside whole 
word recognition (which is presented in a separate section ‘Starter list for Primary One to
Four’ p138). Both of these strategies are used in England, alongside m
which are included in the ‘Starter List’ are at a muc
Handwriting and Presentation 
Handwriting and presentation are only touched upon in the Singaporean syllabus. In P2
pupils are expected to write in printed script and by P4 they are expected to write in 
cursive script. In England pupils are expected to be able to write both in joined and 
printed script by the end of KS2 and to use different forms of handwriting for different 
purposes. The English curriculum also places an emphasis on ‘fluency an
Standard English 
Aspects of 
For example; how written and stand
Singaporean syllabus, although not explicitly taught in the Programmes of Study it is 
mentioned in the Aims (p3). Students should be able to: 
grammatical, fluent and appropriate for purpose, audience, context and culture.’ 
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 * ‘Internationally acceptable English that is grammatical, fluent and appropriate for 
purpose, audience, context and culture’ refers to the formal register of English used in 
different parts of the world, that is, standard English. 
f Grammar are included in the Programmes of Study, the vast 
 
 
se the ‘appropriate 
 explicit in the National Curriculum for 
audien e 
‘taught , organising and learning.’ (En3 
10). This feature of writing is not echoed in the Singaporean syllabus. 
24.10 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
 
. This approach is set out clearly in its aims and made explicit in the syllabus, 
particularly with reference to the chapter on Grammar. However, the information given in 
e Programmes of Study in the English curriculum relates to what has to be taught by 
the end of a Key Stage and, therefore, does not provide information on the exact timings 
f when a particular aspect is taught. However, in practice, the delivery of the National 
Curriculum through the medium of the NLS is also spiral in structure. The year groups for 
England referred to in Appendix xx (Excel table) are taken from the NLS. 
Both curricula appear to be teaching the same concepts over the same span of age 
ranges. 
24.11 Integration of Subjects 
The Singaporean syllabus advocates an integrated approach to ‘Literacy’. It states that 
Literacy acquisition is dependent on the integrated teaching of listening, reading, viewing, 
speaking and writing, and the engagement of learners because, 
What pupils know about, they can talk about; what they can talk about, they will read and 
write about. (p7) 
Language Structure 
Although some elements o
majority of the guidance for this subject is presented in a separate chapter. The chapter 
is split into Conventions for Grammar and Grammatical Features of Text Types.  It is 
described as ‘the scope and sequence of the grammatical items and structures that 
pupils need to learn’. Grammatical items are introduced then revisited and revised at a 
more sophisticated level (described as a spiral progressive approach). The Singaporean
syllabus gives a more comprehensive coverage of different aspects of grammar than the
English National Curriculum. However, the NLS covers broadly the same range of 
aspects. The Singaporean syllabus emphasises that teachers u
terminology’ (p97) with pupils. This is not made
England but is more a feature of the NLS. 
Breadth of Study 
Both curricula cover writing for a similarly broad range of purposes. The National 
Curriculum in England is more specific in its emphasis on identifying the reader / 
ce. The English curriculum, unlike its counterpart, states that pupils should b
 to use writing to help their thinking, investigating
As already highlighted, the teaching of the various aspects of the Singaporean syllabus is
spiral
th
o
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 It is also noted in the introduction to the syllabus that the national initiatives of National 
mation Technology have been incorporated into the 
of Language Use, Learning 
 of each 
two year period (P2, P4, P6). This two-year period is designed to give teachers time and 
ainstream syllabus with elements 
introduced at a slower pace and revisited more often. There is no guidance given in the 
fied or at which stage. 
There does not appear to be any element of compulsion in the Singaporean syllabus 
hes, lessons and curriculum materials are differentiated 
according to learners’ needs and abilities. (p4) 
Language skills are process skills. Teaching and modelling the processes of reading, 
. 
Education, Thinking Skills and Infor
syllabus in the areas 
Outcomes, Skills and Text Types. 
24.12 Differentiation 
The Learning Outcomes are the expected attainment targets for pupils at the end
flexibility to cater to the different learning needs and abilities of their pupils. There is a 
parallel syllabus called EM3, which caters for pupils of below average attainment. This 
appears to cover exactly the same content as the m
syllabus as to how such pupils are identi
24.13 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
There are no recommendations in the Singaporean document outlining time allocations. 
regarding teaching methods. The introduction to the syllabus states that, 
Teaching approac
However, some guidance is offered, 
writing and oral communication are as important as testing the acquisition of these skills
(p4) 
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 25 Literacy Comparison: Sweden 
25.1 Structure 
In Sweden there is a ‘curriculum’ which sets out, ‘the fundamental values that are to 
permeate the school’s activities and the goals and guidelines that are to be applied.
addition to these generic guidelines there are also the ‘syllabuses’ which are, ‘binding
’  In 
 
regulations containing the requirements that the state imposes on education in different 
llabus covers The Aim of the Subject and Its Role in Education. 
This focuses on how it fulfils the overarching requirements of the curriculum and how the 
Goals to aim for outlines the direction the subject should take in terms of developing 
t. 
f the 
ich provide the basis for 
teaching in the subject.  
inimum knowledge to be attained by all pupils in the fifth 
(equivalent to Year 7) and ninth year of school. The goals thus set out a basic level of 
 
approach to learning than its English counterpart. In the introduction to the syllabuses, it 
ractical way of organising the contents of the education, 
but the aim is not, however, to create boundaries between them. Co-operation across 
elopment of 
knowledge in accordance with the fundamental values of the curriculum, its goals and 
edish, language and literature are treated as a whole. For this 
reason, Swedish cannot be divided up into pre-determined parts building on each other 
subjects’. This study will use the syllabus for Swedish as its frame of reference. 
The introduction to the sy
subject fulfils its different societal and civic needs. 
The syllabus is then split up as follows: 
pupils' knowledge. It sets out the quality of knowledge which is integral to the subjec
These goals form the basis for teachers’ planning but, interestingly do not set any limits 
to the pupils' acquisition of knowledge. 
The section on The structure and nature of the subject deals with specific aspects o
subject, as well as what are called ‘essential perspectives’, wh
Goals to attain defines the m
knowledge required in the subject. 
The Swedish educational system places great emphasis on an altogether more holistic
states: 
The division into subjects is a p
subjects is necessary in order to make possible the all-round, meaningful dev
guidelines. 
In particular reference to the syllabus for Swedish it points out: 
In the subject of Sw
in a given sequence. 
Therefore, as dictated by the structure of the Swedish syllabus, this comparison will 
focus on both Reading and Writing. 
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 The syllabuses set out what all pupils should learn. Teachers are given the freedom to
choose their own materials and
 
 working methods. The syllabuses do not lay down ways 
ach class, the teacher is allowed 
 for the curriculum 
rity of 
le, equality between women and men, and 
ch 
d the theatre, and also the opportunity 
.  
ntity by promoting pupils' ability to speak and 
neself 
d creativity. 
 of 
 curricula. However, despite their very different structures, the 
reas of learning covered by both countries are broadly similar. The following areas of 
of working, organisation or methods. However, they do provide an outline of the 
qualitative knowledge which teaching should develop. The choice of materials and 
methods are locally determined. At each school and in e
to interpret the national syllabuses and together with the pupils, ‘plan and evaluate 
teaching on the basis of the pupil's preconditions, experiences, interests and needs.’ 
This degree of autonomy and respect for teachers’ professional judgement is not echoed 
in England, due to the prescriptive nature of the National Curriculum and the National 
Literacy Strategy (NLS). 
25.2 Aims and rationale
The introduction of the Swedish syllabus sets out the principles underlying both the 
curriculum and the syllabuses: 
Both the curriculum and the syllabuses should serve as the foundation for planning 
teaching. Fundamental values such as people's inviolability, the freedom and integ
the individual, the equal value of all peop
solidarity with the weak and vulnerable, should not only permeate all teaching in ea
subject, but should also influence the organisation and co-ordination of teaching in 
different subjects, as well as the choice of working methods. 
The aims, in particular reference to the subject of Swedish, echo and develop those 
stated above. They include: 
• Providing experiences in reading, films an
to exchange experiences because Language skills are seen to be of great 
importance for all work in school and the future life and activities of the pupils
• Developing a sense of personal ide
write well, and to respect with understanding different ways of expressing o
in speech and writing. 
• Developing the pupils' communicative ability, thinking an
• Encouraging the exchange of different experiences, views and values. The 
subject of Swedish aims at strengthening the pupils' identity and their 
understanding of people from different cultural backgrounds. 
25.3 Content 
Due to the fact that Swedish teachers are at liberty to devise their own content to meet 
the aims and goals of the syllabus, it is difficult to make a comprehensive comparison
the Swedish and English
a
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 learning taken from the Swedish document (Goals to aim for) are also covered in the 
English National Curriculum.   
• Develop their imagination and desire to learn through reading literature, as well 
fferent contexts, and by means 
d advice from others. 
 with a variety of purposes, as well as be stimulated into 
 texts of 
nd 
re to 
times and in different forms from Sweden, the 
understanding of why 
d 
matical structures in the language, as well as develop their ability to apply 
s of written language in different contexts. 
well as an 
eden, 
s to obtain information, acquire 
knowledge of the language and functions of the media, as well as develop their 
 their 
contents. 
 
as reading on their own for personal enjoyment. 
• Develop their imagination and desire to create using language, both individually 
and in co-operation with others. 
• Develop correctness in their spoken and written language, and have the courage, 
desire and ability to express themselves in many di
of writing acquire an instrument for thinking, learning, communicating and 
exercising influence. 
• Develop their ability to develop texts they have written based on their own critical 
reflection an
• Develop their ability in a dialogue with others to express feelings and thoughts, 
arising from texts
reflecting and evaluating these. 
• Develop their ability to read, understand, interpret and experience
different kinds and adapt their reading and work on texts to its purpose a
character. 
• Have the opportunity of understanding cultural diversity through exposu
literature and authors from different 
Nordic area and other parts of the world. 
• Acquire a knowledge of the Swedish language, its ongoing development, 
structure, origins and history, as well as develop their 
people write and speak differently. 
• By means of their own writing, deepen their insight into basic patterns an
gram
the standard
• Gain experience of languages in the neighbouring Nordic countries, as 
orientation to the Sami language and other minority languages in Sw
• Develop their ability to write legibly and use computers as an aid. 
• Develop the ability to use different opportunitie
ability to interpret, critically examine, and evaluate different sources and
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 The following aims did not have a close counterpart in the English National Curriculum: 
• are encouraged to be personally creative and search on their own for meaningful 
t, and 
d by the end of the fifth year’ (aged 11-12) did 
• and 
 children and young 
n rules of the written language and the most 
•
abulary and use it in inventive ways (En3 1b) 
• use features of layout, presentation and organisation effectively (En3 1e) 
• draft - develop ideas from the plan into structured written text (En3 2b) 
• revise - change and improve the draft (En3 2c) 
reading, as well as take part in cultural activities, 
• acquire an insight into their learning, and reflect over their own developmen
learn both on their own and together with others to use their experiences, thinking 
and language skills to form and maintain their knowledge. 
The ‘Goals that pupils should have attaine
have corresponding statements in the English curriculum: 
 be able to read with fluency, both aloud and to themselves, and underst
events and meaning in books and non-fiction written for
persons, and be able to discuss their experiences from reading, as well as reflect 
over texts. 
• be able to produce texts for different purposes as a tool for learning and 
communication. 
• be able to apply the most commo
common rules of spelling, as well as be able to use dictionaries. 
This section also has a fourth bullet point covering ‘Speaking and Listening’. 
 be able to orally relate and present something so that the contents are 
understandable and brought to life. 
As the Swedish syllabus is not content based, descriptions of what it does not include are 
problematic. It may be the case that areas which do not appear to be covered in the 
syllabus may, in practice, be covered by individual teachers. 
Therefore, the following list gives details of areas of the English National Curriculum 
which do not comfortably fit into the broad descriptions of the Swedish ‘Goals’. 
For writing: 
• broaden their voc
• use language and style that are appropriate to the reader (En3 1c) 
• plan - note and develop initial ideas (En3 2a) 
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 • proofread - check the draft for spelling and punctuation errors, omissions and 
repetitions (En3 2d) 
•
ding full stops, question and exclamation marks, commas, inverted commas, 
•
•
•
cluding vowel, consonant, homophone and 
• xample, print for 
esented work, a 
n degrees of formality [for example, 
s and 
mands] (En3 
7b( 
 
ng should include teachers, the class, other children, 
ers. (En3 11) 
 
 present - prepare a neat, correct and clear final copy (En3 2e) 
• pupils should be taught to use punctuation marks correctly in their writing, 
inclu
and apostrophes to mark possession and omission. (En3 3) 
 to sound out phonemes (En3 4a) 
 the meaning, use and spelling of common prefixes and suffixes (En3 4g) 
 the spelling of words with inflectional endings (En3 4h) 
• the use of appropriate terminology, in
syllable.( En3 4j) 
 use different forms of handwriting for different purposes [for e
labelling maps or diagrams, a clear, neat hand for finished pr
faster script for notes]. (En3 5b) 
• how written standard English varies i
differences between a letter to a friend about a school trip and a report for 
display] (En3 6a) 
• word classes and the grammatical functions of words, including nouns, verbs, 
adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, articles (En3 7a) 
• the features of different types of sentence, including statements, question
commands, and how to use them [for example, imperatives in com
• the grammar of complex sentences, including clauses, phrases and connectives
(En3 7c) 
• the purposes and organisational features of paragraphs, and how ideas can be 
linked. (En3 7d) 
• the range of readers for writi
adults, the wider community and imagined read
• The range of forms of writing should include narratives, poems, playscripts, 
reports, explanations, opinions, instructions, reviews, commentaries. (En3 12)
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 For reading, the areas which are not covered by the learning ‘Goals’ for Sweden are: 
 how stories 
begin and end, what has been included and omitted in information writing] (En2 
im for gist and overall impression (En2 3b) 
mation through detailed reading (En2 3c) 
ocabulary (En2 5a) 
sentences that convey a formal, impersonal tone (En2 5c) 
En2 5d) 
 overall effect, the use of 
. 
25.4 Difficulty and coverage 
Due to the very different structure of the Swedish curricula and the fact that it does not 
use levels of attainment criteria; it is not possible to properly evaluate whether the 
syllabus is easier or harder than the English National Curriculum. However, the four 
goals which should be met by the end of the fifth year in Sweden do not appear to be as 
challenging as those expected of the same age pupils in the English curriculum. It must 
be noted, that this judgement is not based on a truly ‘like for like’ comparison. 
• phonemic awareness and phonic knowledge (En2 1a) 
• make connections between different parts of a text [for example,
2c) 
• can texts to find information (En2 3a) 
• sk
• obtain specific infor
• identify how character and setting are created, and how plot, narrative structure 
and themes are developed (En2 4c) 
• consider poetic forms and their effects (En2 4f) 
• identify the use and effect of specialist v
• identify words associated with reason, persuasion, argument, explanation, 
instruction and description (En2 5b) 
• recognise phrases and 
• identify links between ideas and sentences in non-chronological writing (
• valuate different formats, layouts and presentational devices [for example, tables, 
bullet points, icons]( En2 5f) 
• engage with challenging and demanding subject matter (En2 5g) 
• language structure and variation. To read texts with greater accuracy and 
understanding, pupils should be taught to identify and comment on features of 
English at word, sentence and text level, using appropriate terminology [for 
example, how adjectives and adverbs contribute to
varying sentence length and structure, connections between chapters or sections
(En2 6) 
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25.5 Order of Teaching and when Taught 
The Swedish syllabus does not offer a breakdown of when particular topics should be 
taught. This appears to be left up to the schools themselves. For the same reason, it is 
not possible to say whether Swedish is taught in a spiral nature or not. 
25.6 Integration of Subjects 
As discussed in Part 1.1, the Swedish system encourages integration across all subjects. 
Language and literature are treated as a whole and are not divided up into Reading and 
Writing.  
25.7 Differentiation 
The syllabus itself does not make reference to pupils with different abilities. However, the 
teachers are allowed to tailor the content of the curriculum to individual’s needs and 
interests. There are also ‘Special Schools’ and ‘Compulsory School’ for pupils with 
learning disabilities. Pupils in these schools are entitled to an extra year at school. 
25.8 Pedagogy and Time Allocations 
The Swedish document provides a minimum number of guaranteed teacher-directed 
instruction hours for all subjects. Swedish is allocated 1490 hours out of 6665. These are 
mandatory minimum figures.  . 
25.9 Guidance or Compulsion of Teaching Methods 
The syllabuses are designed to clarify what all pupils should learn but they provide: 
‘Great scope for teachers and pupils to choose their own materials and working methods. 
The syllabuses do not lay down ways of working, organisation or methods. On the other 
hand, they lay down the qualitative knowledge which teaching should develop and thus 
provide a framework within which the choice of materials and methods are to be locally 
determined. At each school and in each class, the teacher must interpret the national 
syllabuses and together with the pupils plan and evaluate teaching on the basis of the 
pupil's preconditions, experiences, interests and needs.’ 
The same cannot be said for the English National Curriculum and the National Literacy 
Strategy. 
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